1960’s (undisclosed):
Javier Hidalgo is born. He will become a feared South American drug lord and head of
terrorist organisation Sacred Snakes. He will purchase biological weapons from both Umbrella
and the ‘rival company.’
CHARACTER PROFILE: JAVIER HIDALGO

*Born: UK. Died: 2002. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: S. American. Affiliation: Sacred Snakes.
Javier was a South American drug lord in control of the Sacred Snakes crime syndicate who had taken de-facto
control over a substantial area of jungle by the Amazon. He ruled the entire area absolutely and the small local
government was unable to do anything about his control of the drug trade. The drugs the Sacred Snakes
produced had been contaminating surrounding countries, as well as
finding their way into America. Javier was amassing a fortune in
drug money, building up his own private army, and fortifying his
operations. He was a wanted criminal in many countries and also an
uncommonly cruel man. The ability to slip through the fingers of
justice and gather other criminals is not something an ordinary
person could accomplish, but Javier had achieved his goals through
the use of violence and strict control over the region. He rewarded
those who submitted to him and brutally punished anyone who
stood in his way, making harsh examples of anyone who opposed
him. He ruled his dominion through fear for many years until he mysteriously disappeared from public view in
early 2002. This led the U.S. Government to seek him out and investigate a possible link to Umbrella Corp.
Javier’s significant history dates back to his formative years where he learned about the drugs trade as a youth
and soon completed his first drug deal when he was a teenager. By viciously and mercilessly murdering his
enemies, he soon found himself a top a massive crime syndicate. In 1986 he and his wife Hilda gave birth to
their daughter, Manuela. But not long afterwards, Hilda fell ill and was revealed to be suffering from a rare
form of cancer isolated to the region of Amparo. For the next few years Javier searched desperately for a cure,
eventually contacting Umbrella in 1991 following their reputation as the world's leading pharmaceutical and
medical enterprise. By using his fortune, he was able to attract interest from the illegal side of the company and
put in touch with a researcher working under the supervision of the Ashford family. He agreed to purchase
several samples of an experimental oncolytic strain of the t-Virus in a bid to cure Hilda's illness.
Initially, the treatment seemed to work and Hilda's cancer went into remission, although she failed to regain
consciousness from her coma. A few months later his contact at Umbrella decided to raise the price for the
viral samples and this enraged Javier immensely. He would not be made a fool of and he certainly wouldn't be
bribed. However, he was worried that if he stopped administering the virus to Hilda, her condition would
worsen again. As an alternative he began to make other enquiries and heard whispers of the famed t-Veronica
virus. However, he was told all research on Veronica was scrapped following the death of Alexia Ashford in
1983. After losing patience with Hilda not waking up, Javier gave her more t-Virus until eventually she mutated
into a horrible creature and lost her human form entirely. Yet rather than killing her, Javier kept her alive
inside a special facility. He told Manuela that her mother had gone to paradise.
In the following years, Javier expanded his empire using his vast wealth to construct a giant dam able to hold a
capacity of 20 billion tonnes of water. This gained him support from the local populace as they could now enjoy
an ample supply of electricity. It also raised the standard of living and financial support for the Sacred Snakes.
The dam also acted as a non-verbal threat to neighbouring communities. If anyone were to challenge his
authority, he now had the power to cause a massive flood disaster. When one village challenged him, he caused
an intentional water discharge 'accident' which resulted in the opposing village and its population of 80 people
being wiped out completely.
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In the years following Hilda's death, Javier became unable to trust outsiders such as those at Umbrella and
decided to try and craft his own biological weapons program. However, he had no skilled scientists or high-tech
research facilities at his disposal meaning only primitive experimentation on human prisoners was his main
source of data acquisition. The zombies he created were used as propagators of terror against hostile forces in
the area, such as communist insurgents. But with his own B.O.W. project extremely limited, Javier turned once
more to Umbrella and purchased several low-cost B.O.W.s such as the Plague Crawler and the Lurker. He also
bought several specimens of a new B.O.W. dubbed Anubis, which was designed to be the successor to the now
discontinued Hunter Program.
In 2001, Manuela Hidalgo contracted the same fatal disease that had taken the life of his beloved Hilda, leaving
Javier distraught. He contacted Umbrella again to make preparations about beginning a new course of
treatment. Coincidentally however, Albert Wesker had turned his attentions to South America since the turn of
the millennium and became aware of Javier and his dictatorship. After learning the Sacred Snakes were
purchasing viral samples from Umbrella, Wesker made contact and Javier enquired about the t-Veronica virus
he had first heard about ten years earlier. Wesker agreed to sell him a t-Veronica sample in exchange for a large
sum of money and a significant slice of Javier's business empire. Wesker also sold two new B.O.W.s from the
rival company, including the Jabberwock S3; the first creature created solely with the t-Veronica virus.
After receiving assurances from Wesker that the virus would save his daughter, Javier decided he could combat
the 15 year incubation period the virus required in a human by regularly transplanting his daughter's organs.
This resulted in the Sacred Snakes stepping up their interest in black market organ trafficking. Young girls
began to disappear from their villages, and by early 2002 the vanishings had reached over 50 people. When
Manuela's illness was publicly announced, she was taken out of school from the local village of Mixcoatl and
Javier disappeared completely from public view. This deeply alarmed the U.S. Government who had been
following his actions closely from a distance. When further reports were received about a former Umbrella
researcher entering Javier's territory, the government put together an operation to apprehend him and Leon S.
Kennedy and Jack Krauser were sent to Amparo to track him down. This former Umbrella researcher was the
same individual Javier had dealt with years earlier in 1991 and a former associate of the Ashford family.
Upon arriving, they found Mixcoatl ravaged by the t-Virus and Manuela hiding out having fled from Javier's
mansion after she discovered the truth behind her treatment. She led the two agents back to Amparo and
Javier's domain. Javier made several attempts to lure his daughter back to his side but once it was clear she had
turned against him for good, he let himself be consumed by the Veronica plant in his botanical garden. There
he mutated and became the V-Complex. But thanks to Manuela's flammable blood, Leon and Krauser were
able to destroy him.
Dirk Miller is born. He will become an Umbrella researcher and loyal follower of Alex
Wesker.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DIRK MILLER

*Born: UK. Died: 2014. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: German. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Dirk Miller was a German scientist and a former researcher of the Umbrella Corporation. His time at the
company and the projects he worked on remain a mystery yet he remained loyal to Umbrella following their
dissolution in 2004. A year later he was selected by Oswell Spencer alongside a comprehensive research team to
assist Alex Wesker with an ambitious plan to create a virus capable of granting the user immortality. The site
for this project was a former Umbrella facility located beneath an abandoned U.S. Military base on Sonido de
Tortuga Island. Wesker and Miller set to work by using the thousands of test subjects provided by Spencer to
create the perfect virus. They based their experiments on the template of an ancient Chinese curse by which
subjects were placed into a confined environment and made to fight to the death until only the strongest
subject survived. This was known as the ‘Kodoku Plan’ and also took inspiration from Charles Darwin’s
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‘Survival of the Fittest’ theory. A blood sample was recovered from the victor and reapplied to strengthen the
virus even further. This would then be administered to a new round of subjects and the process would continue
over and over again. This technique was also inspired by previous Umbrella research undertaken on Sheena
Island in the late 1990s to create the Hypnos gene. As well as humans, they
used insects, reptiles and other mammals and soon the whole island
became a testing ground. Eventually they created a very promising
specimen that in later years Miller would perfect and later name ‘Schraube
Damon’ following several years of modifications. It was programmed to
attack targets with strong combat abilities and could be activated by an
individual key word. It was also imprinted to not allow anyone to leave the
island as an added security measure. Throughout their work, Miller was in
awe of Alex Wesker and the two demonstrated their seniority by ensuring
every work station inside the underground facility had a framed
photograph of the two of them.
In 2006, Alex abandoned the project and made preparations to relocate to
Sushestvovanie Island in order to escape Spencer. She left orders behind for the research team to be culled by
applying the Kodoku principle to them all. Only the ultimate victor would gain her complete approval and be
worthy of continuing the project in her stead. After she left, the researchers began to disappear one by one until
only Miller remained and only he had access to the experimental virus. As the sole survivor, he had gained
Alex’s complete trust and vowed to complete her work. But without Spencer’s resources and now forced to
work on his own, Miller had to improvise in order to acquire fresh guinea pigs for his experiments. He began
posing as a religious Shaman in order to gain control over the populace of the island, using voodoo and black
magic practices to spread fear and bring the people under his sway. His manipulations enabled him to recruit
followers and many villagers were brought down into the lab and injected with the virus before being made to
fight to the death. After each round was completed he would extract the virus and run further tests to refine it.
Through these experiments he developed many promising subjects, although periodically memories of their
former lives would resurface and they would escape. To Miller’s regret, one such subject was a villager named
Eliseo; the brother of islander Marilou Mabou. Eliseo, now named Subject 001193, had already been given the
imprints and was regarded as a specimen with promising intellect and tenacity, but he managed to escape
because on his own and without the assistance of his former colleagues, Miller could not fully control him.
As the years passed, Miller allowed the Kodoku Plan to continue, extending the battle ground to the whole
island and whittling the remaining subjects down one by one. Occasionally the island would be breached by
outsiders seeking to exploit his work but he took steps to deal with them all. Miller’s true identity was never
revealed to the villagers and everyone knew him only as The Shaman. He claimed the abandoned ruins as his
own shrine and employed local men to guard and protect it. People living on neighbouring Sanahoria Island
referred to him as ‘the devil’ and stayed away from ever visiting Tortuga.
By 2014 the Kodoku Project was down to the final two B.O.W.s; the Schraube Damon – now outfitted with
motorised propeller blades amongst other upgrades, and Subject 001193, the wandering Eliseo who had carved
out a new existence keeping the island safe. When Idol Survival arrived to film on the island, Miller posed as
The Shaman and officially welcomed them all by performing a ritual in Ague village, slitting the throats of pigs
and bathing the villagers in its blood. He later caught TerraSave operative Inez Diaco and native islander
Marilou Mabou inside the ruins where the Schraube Damon was being held. He had his men incarcerate them
and he later tried to hack into Inez’ phone to find out who exactly she really worked for. He also knew Idol
Survivor Producer Mike Seaman was a spy sent by Chinese conglomerate Shén-Ya Pharmaceuticals to steal his
work. When he tried to re-start the Schraube Damon, Miller used the correct key word of ‘wife’ to activate it
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and watched with satisfaction as it decimated this outsider. Miller then retreated back to his hidden facility as
the Idol Survival crew gradually became zombies and a full biohazard engulfed the island.
Miller eventually confronted the small band of survivors that breached his lab and explained all about his work
on the Kodoku Project and how he earned Alex Wesker’s complete trust. With Wesker now dead he believed
the curtain was ready to rise on his own era, but Miller’s aspirations were cut short when he was captured by
Zǐlì; the second Shén-Ya spy. Zǐlì used Miller’s S-class clearance to get past the retinal scanner to enact the final
phase of the Kodoku experiment. She then snapped his neck, killing him instantly.
Annette Birkin is born. She will go on to become a pharmaceuticals researcher at Arklay Labs
and marry William Birkin. Together they will have a daughter named Sherry.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ANNETTE BIRKIN

*Born: 1960. Died: 1998. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Annette Birkin's early life details are unknown, but she trained in the sciences and gained employment with the
Umbrella Corporation sometime in the 1980s. She was stationed at the Arklay laboratories as a researcher and
later met William Birkin. She was inspired by his ground-breaking work on the t-Virus and became close to
him. Eventually they started a relationship and were soon married. Annette
seemed to be the only thing William would ever take time away from his
research for. In 1986, she gave birth to their first and only child, a girl
named Sherry. But despite being a new mother, she threw herself back into
the research out of love for her husband.
In 1988, William Birkin discovered the G-Virus inside Lisa Trevor and
changed the futures of both of them. Annette was convinced that if
approved, the G-Virus would be the pinnacle of her husband's career.
In 1991, Oswell Spencer approved Birkin's G-Virus project and Annette
was chosen to participate, transferring with her husband to a new state of
the art research facility constructed beneath Raccoon City itself in 1993.
Once based in the new lab, Annette's role was to monitor communications with outside parties, and it was
though this role that she became acquainted with police chief, Brian Irons. Annette was so blinded by her love
for her husband and his work that she often neglected Sherry, and the little girl spent a lot of time alone.
Annette never told her about the nature of their research, but in case of an emergency she gave her a keycard
that would allow her access through the restricted sections of the underground sewer network.
In 1998, following the mansion incident, the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members had learned of the in-development
G-Virus. Annette acted as a liaison between William Birkin and Chief Irons and monitored police activities. As
William neared completion of the new virus, Annette began to realise just how much they had consumed
themselves with their work. She began to spend more time at home with Sherry and they didn't see William for
over a week. This prompted her to write a letter to him asking him to consider her and Sherry more and for
them to be the family their daughter had always wanted them to be.
Annette was working at the lab the night Hunk's U.S.S. team breached and shot William in an attempt to
retrieve a G-Virus sample. She desperately tried to find medical supplies to help her husband, but whilst she
was away he injected himself with the G-Virus and mutated. Birkin then went on the rampage, decimating
Hunk's team and destroying the stolen sample case which caused the t-Virus to leak into the sewers and be
spread by rats. Realising the city was about to be consumed in a biohazard, Annette quickly contacted Sherry
who was at school at Raccoon East Elementary and told her to quickly get to the police station where she would
be safer. Annette knew Sherry had a sample of the G-Virus hidden in her locket and her plan was to retrieve it
and continue her husband's research to complete his legacy. However, for reasons unknown, she failed to
rendezvous with her daughter.
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Umbrella's betrayal had left Annette extremely paranoid. She recognised Ada Wong to be a spy working for the
rival company after recognising the same alias she used to infiltrate the Arklay Labs and get close to John
Clemens. She also suspected Leon Kennedy and Claire Redfield of being spies trying to steal her husband's
work. Eventually, Annette was fatally attacked by the monster that was once her husband. The image of her
own daughter, hovering between life and death, came to her mind. Just before she died, she recovered her
senses enough to provide Claire Redfield with instructions on how to prepare the G-Virus vaccine; Devil. Then,
after speaking of her regrets as a mother and leaving sincere words of apology for her daughter, she succumbed
to her wounds and died.
Erez Morris is born. He will carve out a career in the U.S. Military before becoming a member
of the Spec Ops program and assigned to Echo Six under the command of Crispin Jettingham.
CHARACTER PROFILE: EREZ 'HARLEY' MORRIS

*Born: UK. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: U.S. Government
Erez Morris was a big mountain of a man with a shaven head and the very stereotypical image of the classic
American biker. He was foul-mouthed and had no respect for the law. He was
arrested and later joined the U.S. Military to avoid a jail term. He was sent to
Iraq in 1991 to fight in the gulf war and took part in Operation Desert Storm.
He excelled in medicine and became one of the best medics in the field. He
was very brave and always put other's lives before his own, doing his best to
ensure no man was left behind. Erez had a passion for tattoos and his bulging
arms were covered in art. He also had the date 28.02.92 inked onto his left arm
symbolising a pivotal military experience.
After his experiences in the military, he joined the U.S. Government's Spec
Ops program, being assigned to the Echo Six team serving as team medic. In
September 1998 his unit was deployed into Raccoon City to rescue survivors
and try to acquire proof that Umbrella was responsible for the whole incident.
During the operation, Erez and the rest of Echo Six helped Jill Valentine and
Carlos Oliveria evade the Nemesis and protected Sherry Birkin in the sewers,
reuniting her with Claire Redfield. In the Aftermath of the explosion at the
underground lab, Echo Six destroyed a T-103 super tyrant that had become
infected with a Nemesis Beta parasite. Morris and the rest of Echo Six were
later told to remain in Raccoon City to try and recover a sample of the G-Virus. What became of Erez after the
Raccoon City incident has never been documented and it remains unconfirmed whether he escaped alive.
David King is born. He is a very mysterious man with a Native American background and will
work as a plumber during the Raccoon City incident.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DAVID KING

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: 185cm. Weight: 92kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None
David King was a quiet, mysterious man who worked as a plumber in Raccoon City. He was very practical,
skilled at fixing things and always carried a tool belt around with him. He was also gifted with a blade and very
fond of knives. He was not unfriendly, just a man of few words and was easily misinterpreted, giving off an
unapproachable air. His past was shrouded in mystery and he never discussed it with anyone, though it is
believed he was of Native American descent. His exact age has never been confirmed and there was evidence he
had a criminal past and associated with many dangerous people, learning something from each of them. He
also didn’t like looking at chains as it reminded him of the handcuffs he wore as a delinquent kid.
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He was a man of few words and likened himself to a lone wolf, believing himself to
be dominant, fierce, resilient and adaptive to the situation at hand. He wore a ring
with a raging lion's face, believing it could really do some damage to an opponent’s
face in a fist fight. He also had a knife with a lion carved on the handle and a
bracelet with sharp points designed to look like a lion's claws.
During the 1998 Raccoon city incident, David was enjoying a quiet drink in J's Bar
when things quickly got out of control. He made a run for it and teamed up with a
few other survivors, managing to stay alive through various locations across the
city over the course of seven days. He got along well with Alyssa Ashcroft and
Mark Wilkins but took a dislike to Police Officer Kevin Ryman because of his
occupation and waitress Cindy Lennox. He and Kevin tended to avoid each other.
By October 1st, David found himself sheltering in Umbrella's corporate
headquarters, saving a researcher named Carter by battering a zombie to death with an iron bar. Another
researcher named Linda Baldwin had an evacuation plan and David worked with her in order to secure his
escape route out of Raccoon City. Following the incident, David was seen making some arrangements before
leaving on a ship bound for pastures new. He was never heard from again.
Lawrence Kimbala is born. He will go onto be a virologist, medical doctor and later a member
of the U.S. Government Spec Ops field unit.
CHARACTER PROFILE: LAWRENCE KIMBALA

*Born: UK. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: South African. Affiliation: U.S. Govt.
Lawrence Kimbala was born in Zimbabwe where he grew up under the tutelage of his father who was a
biologist. His father taught him all about medicine and virology and Lawrence was able to study a number of
viruses close up; including Ebola, H.I.V., Typhus, Cholera, and other
staphylococcal infections. He soon acquired a wealth of knowledge and wanted
to follow in his father's footsteps.
When his father eventually died, Lawrence moved to America to further his
education and attended Harvard Medical School. His years of study on virology
at the institute made him realise that his true passion was in manipulating and
controlling viruses, rather than just simply curing them. After graduating,
Lawrence chose to find work as a military doctor and was eventually recruited
by the U.S. Army as part of their special weapons program and Spec Ops field
unit. He was placed in the Echo Six team under the command of Crispin
Jettingham and chose his own call sign of 'Shona' which was a reference back to
the native shona people who inhabited parts of Zimbabwe. This was a homage
to his own background in Africa.
When Echo Six were sent into Raccoon City during the 1998 disaster, Shona
was one of the most influential team members due to the biohazardous nature
of the threat they faced. He took many blood samples from infected subjects
and collected as much data as he could on the t-Virus. The extent of the citywide incident had a profound effect on Shona and he was often seen in quiet
reflection with a solemn look on his face due to the enormous amount of death
and suffering he has witnessed thus far.
From the several days they spent in the dead city, Shona and his companions encountered many horrors such
as Lickers, T-103 Tyrants, Hunters and even the ferocious Nemesis T-Type and helped several survivors
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including Jill Valentine, Carlos Oliveria, Claire Redfield and Sherry Birkin. They also infiltrated several key
corporate installations in a bid to secure proof that Umbrella were the ones responsible for the outbreak.
It is unknown whether Lawrence Kimbala or his team made it out of Raccoon City alive as records remain
incomplete.
Ryan Howard is born. He will go on to become a leading expert on archaeology and fossil
excavation before eventually working for Umbrella Corporation on their t-Virus project.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RYAN HOWARD

*Born: UK. Died: 2010. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: Umbrella
Professor Ryan Howard was a genius scientist and virology specialist. He lived a happy and fruitful life with his
wife, whilst at the same time carving out a career in science and gaining an impressive reputation in the field of
archaeology and the study of fossils. Eventually his wife became pregnant but she developed a serious illness
that was eventually diagnosed as terminal. With Ryan’s support, she fought on long enough to give birth to
their son, Tyler, but passed away shortly afterwards. Ryan brought Tyler up alone, but his work was affected
and they eventually ended up out on the streets when his research grants
were frozen and he was made redundant from his job.
However, shortly after the turn of the millennium his talents were
recognised by Umbrella and he received a conditional offer of
employment to work on covert biological weapons development. Ryan
had moral misgivings about the work and was forced to spend all his
time in a single laboratory, but he persevered in the firm belief that if his
research was successful it would bring financial security for him and his
son. The work was long and hard, he was isolated in the laboratory for
months at a time and this caused a strain on his relationship with Tyler.
Ryan often complained, but Umbrella would not allow him to return
home until his research was complete. The company had access to the
‘Irish Giant’; the fossilised remains of an ancient human uncovered in a
mine in Northern Ireland a century ago. Howard specialised in DNA fossil regeneration research and was using
the extracted DNA from the remains to engineer a new strain of t-Virus.
One day, Howard was approached by a fellow colleague named Dr Gray who explained that his daughter, Mary,
was suffering from an incurable blood disorder. The prognosis was terminal and in desperation, Gray was
contemplating using the t-Virus as a form of treatment to prolong her life. Howard was later put in charge of
Mary’s care and injected her with the virus as a last resort after exhausting all other avenues. But miraculously,
Mary bonded with the t-Virus perfectly on a cellular level never before seen. Her DNA was a perfect match and
the virus cured her disease, boosted her cognitive functions and raised her intelligence levels dramatically,
leaving her with an IQ of 230. Howard and the other researchers were astounded. It was a freak occurrence and
a one in a billion outcome. From that moment on, Howard kept Mary close at hand.
Following the ultimate collapse of Umbrella, both Mary’s parents were killed and Howard formally adopted her
as his daughter. He devised an automated injection device she had strapped to her wrist that would
automatically administer small doses of the virus at regular intervals. Together with a contingent of former
Umbrella researchers, they were forced to go into hiding.
After over a year of no contact and concerned for his missing father, Tyler Howard joined the Rochester City
Police as a means to investigate the remnants of Umbrella and the possible whereabouts of his dad. They had
been out of contact for so long at this point that Ryan had no idea his son had begun a career in law
enforcement. In 2005 Tyler was caught up in a biohazard in St. Cloud, Minnesota and apparently killed, leaving
Howard distraught when he finally heard the news. The research group Howard was associated with were
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responsible for the outbreak in Minnesota and Howard could not cope with the loss of his son. But over time,
he harkened back to his research on DNA regeneration and became convinced he could revive Tyler. He had
access to the t-Virus and all he needed was to recover Tyler’s remains. However, Howard had no idea Tyler had
in fact survived the incident and his death was faked in order for him to join up with Adam Benford’s Secret
Military Agency.
Sometime later, Howard came into contact with Ezra Sennett and the two of them formed a close professional
relationship. He was interested in Ezra’s philosophy of evolving the human mind with an insatiable desire to
learn and further educate as a means to eradicate war and conflict. Howard offered his services to help Ezra
achieve his mission, citing Mary Gray and her phenomenal IQ as proof of his success and convinced Ezra he
could use the t-Virus to create an endless upgrade to human intelligence. Ezra was immediately taken with
Mary Gray and offered Howard a position at Philosophy University, providing him with his own laboratory
facilities and state of the art equipment, even shipping over the Irish Giant. But in reality Howard’s offer of
help to Ezra was all a ruse to assist with his continuing goal of resurrecting his dead son. But despite an
extensive search, he never recovered Tyler’s body. He was successful in acquiring only a small tissue sample
Tyler submitted upon joining the Rochester City Police but this fragment was not big enough to conduct any
fruitful research. After a while and frustrated at his own failure, Howard instead decided to punish the world
for taking his son away from him. He would use his power and research to create a new order and change the
world that had pushed his son to the edge and eventually killed him. Without Tyler, Howard felt this course
was the only one left open to him and as time passed, his passion for reviving his son gradually reverted back to
the production of biological weapons. Using the Irish Giant’s DNA, Howard would use his new t-Virus for
destruction, but Ezra still unwittingly believed it was being developed with the goal of artificially enhancing
human intelligence. Part of Howard’s degeneration was down in part to Mary Gray. The resulting effects on the
t-Virus had led to her developing a serious superiority complex. Because of this she felt isolated and alone,
unable to develop friendships and intimate relationships. She wanted to punish humanity for this isolation and
desired to ‘reset’ the world. She manipulated Howard to go along with this plan, wanting to use the fruits of his
research to achieve her own goals.
By 2010, Howard had begun to use his new virus by experimenting on the students of the university. He even
developed a new T-103 Type Tyrant which was stored in his hidden laboratory. Ezra panicked and worried the
missing students would harm the university’s impeccable reputation and so he bribed local police detective,
Barrington Meyer, to cover up the incidents. The B.S.A.A. also got involved by sending in advisory agent
Rebecca Chambers undercover in the guise of a supply teacher. All this activity lured U.S. Government agent
Tyler Howard to the university and he approached his father with his real identity, but Howard refused to
believe him. When a full biohazard occurred across the university, Howard soon began to lose his grip on
reality. All he desired was for the world that caused him so much misery to collapse completely. Humanity had
become too powerful and too corrupt and a world this complicated and diseased needed to be destroyed and
rebuilt from scratch. After Tyler repeatedly failed to convince Howard of his real identity, Howard injected
himself with his new t-Virus but instead of becoming a meta-human, transformed into a horrifying monster.
With tears in his eyes, it was Tyler who was forced to kill his own father.
Posh Brown is born. He will go on to live a dull and ordinary life, eventually taking a job as a
security guard at Philosophy University in Australia.
CHARACTER PROFILE: POSH BROWN

*Born: UK. Died: 2010. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Posh Brown grew up a strong individual, confident in his own ability and always ready to look down on those
he saw as beneath him. He was strong athletically, and his over-confidence led to him being a bully towards
others. But as he grew older, he never really fulfilled his potential and in his own words became just an
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ordinary and uninteresting person. In early adulthood he developed nyctophobia; a sudden irrational fear of
night or darkness. This condition led to a constant need to feel important and wanted, and he found he had to
keep talking to keep his fears at bay otherwise he would quickly develop
anxiety and panic attacks. This naturally led to relationships and friendships
breaking down because he was always chattering away and getting on
people’s nerves. This ultimate failure to be taken seriously only caused Posh
to become more withdrawn into himself and he sank into depression,
knowing he would never fulfil his early potential. Once he realised he’d made
nothing of himself and just become ordinary, he gave up on himself and
thinking of himself that way only made him feel worse. He’d always wanted
to be a hero and it was desperately holding onto that fantasised image of
himself in the past that led to him eventually becoming a security guard. At
Philosophy University he took his role seriously and worked closely to
please both Dean Ezra and especially Professor Ryan Howard. He saw
Professor Howard as a brilliant man and was always happy to follow his
every order, keeping the research areas secure and protecting the fossil
museum where the Irish Giant remains were kept. He knew the layout of the university better than anyone and
knew of secret passageways on the second floor that few others did. He always had to keep busy and if he felt he
was being ignored or unwanted, he would quickly get upset. He got on well with the other students, particularly
a girl named Betty who would often buy him chocolates on Valentine’s Day.
When the biohazard outbreak occurred at the university in August 2010, Posh lost his nerve and ran like a
coward, hiding in one of the bathroom stalls until he was eventually found by Chris Redfield, Piers Nivans and
Rebecca Chambers. Posh was ashamed at being a coward and quickly became upset that his cowardice
prevented him from fulfilling his duties and protecting the other students. His anxiety and inability quickly got
on Piers’ nerves and ultimately his lack of concentration saw him get bitten on the leg by a zombie, something
he kept hidden from the others. As the incident wore on, Posh found himself bonding with Rebecca and Sophie
Holm, both of whom realised Posh needed to feel wanted and important in order to keep going. But ultimately
his wound slowed him down and eventually he transformed into a zombie. He pleaded with Sophie to kill him
and holding back tears, she fulfilled his last wish.
Marvin Branagh is born. He will go on to become a police officer in Raccoon City.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MARVIN BRANAGH

*Born: UK. Died. 1998. Height: 193cm. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: R.P.D.
Marvin Branagh was a well-respected and well-liked police officer working for the Raccoon City Police
Department. He was a supervising officer in charge of several beat cops including Kevin Ryman and Rita. He
was based in the small room inside the eastern office and kept a bottle of indigestion tablets there he took
almost every day because he regularly suffered from gastrointestinal distress. Marvin was one of several officers
with concerns about their boss, Brian Irons, and believed him to be possibly on the take. Marvin had been
gathering photographic evidence of the Chief’s book-keeping records which he kept on him at all times. Fred,
another close colleague of Marvin’s, had a roll of film containing Irons’ fax records. Finally, another unnamed
officer was gathering evidence about the chief’s unhealthy obsession with Mayor Michael Warren’s daughter.
In September 1998, Marvin was getting ready to welcome an incoming batch of new recruits, including Leon S.
Kennedy, when the biohazard outbreak engulfed Raccoon City. As supervising officer he reviewed an ongoing
case concerning a theft from the decorative clock outside of city hall after two of its gems were stolen, however
due to the ongoing crisis there was a shortage of available officers to deal and Marvin was forced to suspend the
investigation.
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By September 27th, a majority of the police officers had been wiped
out and the station was insecure yet several pockets of survivors
were still holed up inside. Marvin was inside the main hall and
eastern wing alongside Aaron, Fred, Tony and Rita. He was full of
regret and privately wished they had done more to listen to their
surviving S.T.A.R.S. colleagues. He held a meeting in his office
where they went over some old architectural plans back when the
R.P.D. was still an art museum. Marvin discovered several
underground tunnels originally used for transferring fragile art
pieces in and out of the building and suggested they could use it as
way to get outside. Unfortunately the tunnel was so narrow that
Rita was the only one who could fit through, but it was agreed she
would try and then bring back a vehicle to extract the others.
Over the next several hours, Marvin co-ordinated the station
defence as Aaron, Tony and Fred each took up guard positions at
various insecure points and awaited Rita’s return. Sometime later,
Rita got in touch over the radio and informed Marvin she was on
her way back. But before she arrived, Aaron, Tony and Fred were
all killed and Marvin himself was bitten by a zombie in the outside courtyard after he’d let his guard down.
Ultimately he chose to stay behind as Rita evacuated the others. He locked himself inside the western office and
contemplated his fate. The following afternoon he had lost consciousness due to his injury and was found by
Jill Valentine. She saw that he had been mortally wounded and believed him to be dead. But when she returned
sometime later whilst being chased by the Nemesis T-Type, Marvin had vanished. A day later on September
29th, Marvin was found by Claire Redfield who had recently arrived in time to search for her missing brother,
Chris. He told her about the mansion incident and how no one believed the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members
testimonies. He also told her they had lost contact with Chris over ten days ago. He provided Claire with a key
card so she could access other parts of the station. She vowed to come back for him and when she did sometime
later, Marvin finally succumbed to the effects of the t-Virus and transformed into a zombie.
Joe Baker is born. He is the brother of Jack Baker and will go on to serve in the military before
becoming estranged from his family.
CHARACTER PROFILE: JOE BAKER

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood Type: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Joe Baker was a hermit living in the swamplands of rural Louisiana, roughly a mile or so away from the main
Baker estate. He was the brother of Jack, although for reasons unknown he lived apart from the rest of the
family, preferring a life of solitude. He shied away from modern technology and relied on catching fish and
eating local wildlife for sustenance. His hobby was boxing.
Joe and Jack were very competitive during their early days and would often get into skirmishes with each other.
When they were just boys, Joe once punched Jack so hard that he broke his nose. When he was older he enlisted
in the U.S. Military, turning his body into a weapon and learning combat and survival skills. Upon his
retirement he returned home to Louisiana to enjoy a solitary life, living simply in a wooden shack on the shores
of the bayou. It is unknown what his relationship was like with Jack in his later years, though it is believed to be
somewhat strained. But Joe did at least care a great deal for his niece, Zoe. As a result of living in the wild he
had a shaggy and unkempt appearance, but he still looked after himself physically, retaining the muscular build
he’d developed whist serving in the military and he still wore his dog tags. He thought nothing of snacking on
grubs and crayfish in the wilds, seeing them as a healthy and nutritious source of protein.
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Because Joe kept himself to himself, he was seemingly ignored by Eveline and neither Jack, Marguerite, nor
Lucas ever attempted to infect and add him to her family in the three years she controlled them all. This again
suggested a strained relationship with Joe never visiting the house and Jack and Marguerite not wanting to
welcome him inside. In 2017 he knew something was amiss when he began to sight strange things in the woods
and then fished a live Molded creature from the river. Joe severed its head and kept it inside his home as a kind
of macabre trophy. He also incapacitated another creature and
wrapped it in tarp before stringing it up outside his home where he
used it as a punching bag. He used his ‘prisoner’ as a way to ascertain
the Molded’s weaknesses, concluding their bodies were tough but
their heads were soft and vulnerable. This helped him survive as
more of the creatures appeared in the woodlands following Eveline’s
death as the Mold spread into the forest and infected the local
ecosystem. Joe also became aware of the Blue Umbrella helicopters
monitoring the area and guessed they were connected to the
creatures. He knew who Blue Umbrella were and like most of the
world, was extremely wary of their true intentions. He believed the
government were performing secret tests on people and animals in the area and did his best to keep a distance.
Whilst out foraging one night, he observed two Umbrella soldiers stood over the comatose form of Zoe Baker.
She was covered in a crystalline substance following a unique reaction to the E-Series Mutamycete and was in a
kind of coma. Without thinking, Joe immediately assumed Umbrella were responsible and he assaulted both
men, taking one hostage and dragging him back to his shack for interrogation. There Joe learned that Zoe was
dying and had to be given a treatment developed by Umbrella as soon as possible. Thus he began a quest to find
some, traversing the swamplands and being stalked relentlessly by a strange mutant known as Swamp Man; a
mutant that was later revealed to be what remained of his brother, Jack. Joe fought off infected alligators,
several different variants of Molded and then had a final confrontation with his mutated brother before finally
getting the serum to Zoe and saving her life. Joe and Zoe were then secured by Chris Redfield and members of
the Special Cases and Disposal Team who oversaw their recovery. Joe promised Zoe that deep down Jack always
loved her, all her family did, despite their infection and even during their final days.
Following many discussions with Spencer, Edward Ashford begins his research into what later
will become known as the Progenitor Virus. He starts by searching for an unknown virus that
promotes evolution in a living organism. In private, Spencer is already thinking about the
possible military applications such a virus could provide. Edward’s work and the information
Spencer provides from Henry Travis’ books will eventually lead them to Africa in a few years’
time.
In the town of Jablotschnaja in the Soviet Union, Sergei Vladimir is now a young boy and
attends a local school for the mining industry. Here he meets Victor Petrow, who is a year
older than him. Whilst Sergei is a thin, shabbily dressed young man, Viktor is strongly built
and a real all-round talent in physicality. He is a fierce patriot and Sergei admires everything
about him.
New York architect George Trevor submits designs for a luxury cruise ship that will later be
incorporated into the construction of the Queen Zenobia in the 1970s.
After years of successful service to his university in Switzerland, the career of James Marcus
takes a turn for the worst. Having gained a scholarly reputation amongst the deans and
professors of the faculty, his controversial conclusions on extinct ancient Earth microbes and
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their relation to viral mutation leads to a conflict of interest between the different influential
groups inside the institute. Worried about the university’s reputation, the high scholars take
action and Marcus ends up on the losing side, primarily down to an insider scandal involving
falsified test results of which he was innocent but still finds himself shouldering the blame.
Over time Marcus becomes ultimately side-lined and relegated to a meaningless position. Very
soon his research grants derived mainly from public funds are cut back. Although the university
do not stop him from continuing his research he is refused any further financial support,
rendering his days at the institute numbered.
Desperate, Marcus contacts his old friend Spencer and pleads for financial support. Spencer
responds promptly with a tempting offer subject to two conditions. First; Marcus is to leave his
position immediately and the Spencer Foundation will occupy him with a much more generous
salary than he had ever received from the university. Second; Marcus has to keep the full
results of his research under strict secrecy and limit his contact with the outside world. If these
two conditions are met, he will be given a state of the art laboratory to work from and a place to
live. This offer is generous enough for Marcus to readily accept. He tenders his resignation at
the university and makes preparations to transfer his work and possessions over to Spencer’s
European estate. As far as he is concerned, his future is now secure and his epoch-making
research can continue.
With Marcus now on board and Ashford still searching for their illusive virus, Spencer is more
confident than ever he will have his answers soon and they will make a breakthrough. In
private, he begins to consult with a researcher colleague named Dr. Wesker about the
hypothesis of theoretically using a virus to artificially speed up human evolution. Their
conversations often include concepts behind the Hitler Youth and notions of Eugenics.
Edward Ashford’s son Alexander comes of age, training as a scientist and specialising in
genetics. But his skills are limited and he is not hired as a leader in the field. He quickly
realises this will affect the family status when the time comes to take over as Ashford head from
his aging father, therefore he imposes a duty on himself to create a child sufficiently gifted
enough to take over Edward’s research. This is the genesis of the Code: Veronica project.
In Western Africa, the first of several businesses arrive in Kijuju which sparks off a major
industrial surge in the region. Several plants and factories are soon constructed in the area,
creating more jobs and boosting the economy.
Travis Trading’s Shipping Division, The Natural History Development Division and the
Pharmaceuticals Division all join together and are reformed under the banner Tricell Inc,
becoming a singular global conglomerate.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: TRICELL INC.
Long before Tricell, there was Travis Trading; a company founded by a wealthy industrial merchant named
Thomas Travis back in the 18th Century with roots dating further back to the great age of exploration. This
company profited greatly from expansive trading with the Orient and laid the groundwork for the venture to
become a powerhouse in shipping, profiting so much that it remained so for the next two centuries.
In the 1800s, Henry Travis, one of seven siblings, invested much of his own fortune into the exploration of
Africa. He made five expeditions in all, not returning to his home country until a full 34 years after he first left
it. Henry complied all of his records and research into a 72-volume encyclopaedia he called ‘Natural History
Conspectus'. These exhaustive tomes covered everything from animals, insects and minerals to topography and
folklore. Travis Trading went on to exploit the information contained within the Natural History Conspectus
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in the years to come. Company outposts sprang up all over Africa, mining for precious metals and developing
oil and natural gas fields. Profits soared. By the end of the 19th Century, Travis Trading had exploited all the
major mineral resources of Africa. These operations formed the basis of Tricell's natural resources
development division. By the mid-20th Century, they had
begun to actively collect samples of plants, animals, and
insects and Henry’s books were instrumental in guiding
these endeavours. The collected specimens obtained from
the African fauna were used in pharmaceutical research,
and before long that research brought commercial success
and the subsequent founding of an independent
pharmaceuticals division. Travis Trading was the basis for
the shipping division and the natural resources
development division was born from the information
contained in Henry's journals. In the 1960’s all three of
these divisions were reorganised and brought together under the conglomerate banner Tricell Inc. Interestingly
enough, a previously touted name for the corporation was 'Seashell' and even to this day, the letter 'S' is used as
a reference word for Tricell when dealing with less legitimate business ventures.
The creation of Tricell allowed each of its three divisions to focus on all their efforts with laser-like efficiency.
Whilst there is definitely an overlap between the divisions, such as the pharmaceutical division using the
shipping division to receive materials mined by the natural resource development division, each were
considered its own individual company. Resources were shared when necessary, and employees of one
company had at best, limited access to the other two companies. As the Travis family line died off, the
corporation was placed into trusted hands and those with ties to the original founding family. This included
the Gionnes and they were able to impose themselves within influential company positions.
Throughout the first 30 years of their inception, Tricell slowly expanded their influence across the globe, but
remained in the shadows of larger, more prominent corporations such as Umbrella. In the late 1980’s Tricell
made plans to construct a large oil field and processing plant in the marshlands of Kijuju, an area inhabited for
generations by the peaceful Sodibayan tribe. Using dirty tactics, Tricell representatives tricked the Sodibayans
into signing away their land, forcing them deeper into the marshlands. The Sodibayans had no choice to but to
concede to the mighty corporate giant and built a new home in the swamplands. Not without compassion,
Tricell employed workers to construct a gondola that allowed the Sodibayans safe passage across the swamp
and the company also provided foreign provisions such as medicine and alcohol.
At the turn of the millennium, Tricell entered the 21st Century as a very reputable firm. They had expanded
and operated from five main global divisions; Tricell Europe. Tricell Americas, Tricell Asia-Pacific, Tricell
Africa and Tricell Middle-East. One of their primary headquarters was located on an idyllic island in the
Mediterranean Sea. Like Umbrella, they had a seat on the Board of the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium and
developed influential political ties and close relations with many influential figures, including G.P.C. advisor
and F.B.C. Director Morgan Lansdale.
Following Umbrella's bankruptcy in 2003, Albert Wesker made discreet inquiries with Tricell about a possible
alliance whilst still working for the rival company. He approached an ambitious young woman called Excella
Gionne and provided her with information on the t-Virus and Umbrella's bioweapons data from the stolen
archives he’d acquired from the UMF-013. This information allowed Excella to begin climbing the corporate
ladder in order to reach a position of power within Tricell that would be beneficial to Wesker. For the company
as a whole, it was an invitation to join the lucrative, clandestine bio-weapons markets and potentially take over
where Umbrella left off. Using this data, they began their own B.O.W. research and through Morgan Lansdale,
they gained access to the Abyss Virus; a newly discovered strain infecting a deep-water fish lurking deep within
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the Kermadec Trench. The infected fish were captured by scientists from the Montpellier Marine University of
Science for study and genetic mapping. Tricell wanted to study this new virus for the purposes of creating a
new marine-based biological weapon. They used Lansdale to get them access to the virus and Excella offered
assistance of her own supervised research branch to work alongside Lansdale's own team of G.P.C. scientists.
Despite his position as F.B.C. director, Lansdale enjoyed a close relationship with Tricell and knew of their
intentions which aided towards his own personal goals. He wanted a new weapon developed to cause a new
incident that would allow the F.B.C. to demonstrate their abilities and conclusively prove they needed their
power base extending even further. Tricell's scientists suggested incorporating the t-Virus into The Abyss virus.
Using genetic material from both strains, they could open the door for the study of weaponised marine viruses.
Lansdale used his influence to acquire the three ‘Queen’ cruise ships once owned by one of Umbrella
Corporation’s subsidiaries to provide a mobile operating base for the top-secret research to commence.
Lansdale ensured his research team was in charge and Excella’s research team were only assisting. The innocent
G.P.C. scientists worked under the false directive they were creating this weapon to create countermeasures to
help prevent bioterrorism and biohazard outbreaks.
In 2004, as the new t-Abyss marine bioweapon was
being secretly completed, Tricell maintained a
positive corporate image and provided sponsorship
to the newly formed global anti-bioterrorist
organisation, B.S.A.A., a direct rival to the F.B.C.
and Lansdale. When the virus was completed,
Lansdale betrayed Tricell despite their secret
allegiance and would not provide them with a
sample of the finished product. Instead he gave it to
a terrorist group known as Il Veltro who used it to
carry out the incident known as the Terragrigia
Panic. This was done so that the F.B.C. could lead the clean-up operation and demonstrate to the world the
dangers of bioterrorism and to convince the U.S. Government his organisation needed to be given more power
if they were to do their job effectively. Tricell needed to bide their time to take revenge upon Lansdale and
Excella Gionne used her position as a G.P.C. officer to assess a number of his most trusted subordinates,
eventually approaching two individuals with major misgivings over the way he handled the Terragrigia Panic.
These were Jessica Sherawat and Raymond Vester. Both were charmed by Excella and taken onto the Tricell
payroll in exchange for spying and making reports back on their leader. Excella was aware they both had
separate personal goals, but having them work together would be mutually beneficial for the company.
Later that year and following the South Europe incident, Albert Wesker formally approached Tricell with the
Las Plagas Subordinate Plaga sample sent to him by Ada Wong following its extraction from Lord Saddler's
island complex. The sample was handed over to Ricardo Irving of the Natural Resource Development Division
for further study and to grind out any imperfections. In 2005, Tricell's own sleeper agent, Raymond Vester,
concocted a plan with B.S.A.A. Director Clive R. O'Brian to bring Morgan Lansdale down. Tricell did not stand
in his way, wanting to cut all ties with the F.B.C. after he refused to give them the t-Abyss virus upon its
completion. Vester was ordered to acquire a sample of the virus for the pharmaceuticals division and worked
with Jessica Sherawat, using the B.S.A.A. to do their work for them to get the evidence against Lansdale.
Following the incident on the Queen Zenobia they were successful in recovering the virus and Jessica handed it
to Tricell and uploaded the mission report. Morgan Lansdale was arrested and Tricell left him hanging out to
dry, severing all ties. When the B.S.A.A. absorbed the F.B.C and were re-organised under the direct control of
the U.N., Tricell remained a major sponsor to ensure they could put significant pressure on B.S.A.A.
Headquarter should any biohazard incidents occur which were not in the best interests of the corporation.
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Later that year, Tricell took advantage of the downfall of pharmaceutical company WilPharma and purchased
all of their assets. WilPharma had taken over Umbrella's mantle as the world's leading pharmaceutical firm and
had developed a successful vaccine for the t-Virus. However, they were surrounded with controversy following
leaked pictures of their clinical trials on humans in India. The incident at Harvardville Airport In November
made their position intolerable and their stock prices crashed, allowing Tricell to move in and take over
extremely quickly. There were rumours Tricell agents were responsible for the death of major WilPharma
shareholder Senator Ron Davis who was the only person against their corporate takeover. Tricell scientists
immediately got to work on combing the remains of the WilPharma Aerodrome research facility and were
successful in recovering samples of the G-Virus located in the remains of the Curtis Miller G-Creature.
Throughout all this time, Excella Gionne had been able to gain a higher standing within the company thanks to
the data and samples Wesker provided and the t-Abyss virus. With these assets she was able to expand Tricell's
bio-weapons division exponentially and before long she was making key decisions that would affect the
fortunate of the pharmaceutical divisions.
Following the incident at the Spencer Estate in 2006, Wesker faked his own death for the second time as a
means to leave behind the rival company and join up with Tricell on a permanent basis. He could lurk in the
shadows behind the scenes with all of Tricell at his disposal and use Excella as his sounding board. By early
2007, his further manipulation of Excella led to her becoming the CEO of Tricell Africa. Although she never
knew at the time, this was Wesker's way of finally getting hold of the elusive Progenitor Virus. In February of
that year, Tricell began excavating the remains of the old Umbrella Africa facility located in the Ndipaya ruins
and soon gained access to the elusive Stairway to the sun flower; the source of the virus. Tricell took over the
facility completely and funds were authorised to expand the complex dramatically. A huge atrium was built
with the capacity to hold thousands of human test subjects.
Thanks to Wesker and Excella, Tricell now had samples of the t, G, t-Abyss and t-Veronica viruses as well as
the Las Plagas parasite. They now aimed to create their own super virus in Uroboros, Wesker’s grand
continuation of Oswell Spencer’s original plans. In order to raise capital for this project, Tricell rehired Ricardo
Irving as a weapons dealer and took part in a number of black market weapon deals. Uroboros was a secretive
project, strictly off the books and the larger Tricell family were completely unaware of its existence.
By 2008, Tricell scientists had improved Las Plagas by creating the Type 2 and Type 3 strains. These variations
vanquished many of the original's imperfections such as the adverse reaction to sunlight and a reliance on a
genuine Dominant Plaga to command the subordinates. This work was supervised by Ricardo Irving and Type
3 Plagas were field tested on a Sodibayan village in the marshlands of Kijuju, near to Tricell's oil refinery. They
had also created several new B.O.W.s such as Popokarimu, Ndesu and the U-8, all of which used Las Plagas as
the base organism. These creatures were created so they could be used in Irving's weapons deals. In addition,
some of Umbrella's original t-type B.O.W.s such as the Licker were improved through application of the
Progenitor Virus and re-branded as Licker Betas which proved to be very popular on the black market.
In early 2009, Tricell Africa scientists had finally perfected the Uroboros Virus but Wesker and Excella ensured
every scientist involved in its creation were killed and incinerated as a way to prevent any information leaks. At
the time, the B.S.A.A. were investigating Ricardo Irving selling bioweapons to American buyers and launched
an operation to apprehend him in Kijuju. This resulted in a staged release of the Type 2 Plaga to evaluate their
combat prowess against trained soldiers. In the resulting mess the Tricell oil field was destroyed and Excella
Gionne was killed, causing a major setback to the company. Their cause was helped by a spy implanted deep
within the B.S.A.A. named M. Suzuki who shot and eliminated the main intelligence analyst gathering and
collating all the data implicating Tricell’s involvement in Kijuju. The spy also erased all the collected evidence.
However, the wider public and the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium were less forgiving having learned their
lessons with Umbrella and Tricell were soon implicated as perpetrators of the Kijuju incident, despite bioterrorists Albert Wesker and Excella Gionne effectively acting independently of the wider corporation. Tricell
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were also implicated in the production of the deadly Uroboros Virus and the corporation quickly came under
increasing scrutiny as the case went to court. Rival pharmaceutical corporations capitalised on Tricell’s
misfortunes and their headquarters in the Mediterranean was attacked and engulfed in a biohazard, forcing the
company to abandon it. Tricell tried to persevere and made money from selling their products on the black
market including the Type 2 Plaga and the Licker Beta, both of which found their way to Eastern European
territories. However by January 2011, Tricell had all but collapsed, with a major public enquiry being held in
Washington about the Uroboros Virus and its origins. Some of Tricell’s old data and resources was later
intercepted by blacklisted arms dealer Glenn Arias who adopted their former business M.O. of buying and
selling illegal biological weapons on the global black market.

1960:
Alex Wesker is born. She is a naturally gifted child chosen for selection as part of ‘Project
Wesker’ under the direction of Oswell E. Spencer. She will be one of only two survivors of the
entire program.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ALEX WESKER

*Born: 1960. Died: 2011. Height: 177cm. Weight: 54kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Alex was born to parents of above average intelligence and superior genetics. Whilst still an infant she was
selected as a suitable candidate for the Wesker Children program and removed from her parents by means
unknown at a young age, and too young for her to remember any different. Her original surname was
discarded and replaced with Wesker, just like every other candidate chosen and named after the head
researcher of the project. Under the watchful guidance of Spencer, she
was screened and underwent high levels of physical training before
being back into the world and provided with a privileged education,
all paid for and nurtured from a distance by Umbrella. Soon she
demonstrated a superior intellect and like her namesake Albert, she
possessed long, thick blonde hair and bright, piercing blue eyes, a sign
of the master race. She was beautiful and always dressed in white,
which was an interesting parallel to the black favoured by Albert. Alex
grew up fascinated with the teachings of Franz Kafka, and specifically
‘The Metamorphosis’ which dealt with Gregor Samsa’s troubles having
woken up one day to find himself transformed into a strange, insectlike creature. Alex likened herself to his sister, Grete, whom acted as
the caretaker following her brother’s transformation. She developed a
love/hate relationship with the story.
Like all Wesker Children, Alex was subliminally programmed to seek
out Spencer and wonder about his intentions, conditioning her mind
at a young age to always be loyal and faithful to her master when the
time came for the world to change. As she got older she developed
impressive leadership skills and gained a number of qualifications in science and virology. At this point she was
subjected to hellish tests of endurance both physically and mentally to train her mind and body to be a chosen
subject for Spencer’s new, utopian world.
However, disaster occurred when Alex later developed an incurable illness that slowly ravaged her body from
within and began to weaken her. This illness threatened her candidacy as part of Project Wesker, despite her
meeting and surpassing all the requirements thus far. By now she had gained Spencer’s complete trust and her
brilliant mind was enough for Spencer to go against his better judgement. Instead of discarding Alex like he
would so others, he instead gambled the entire future of the Wesker program by revealing her true origins to
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her. Explaining her background broke the subliminal hold he had over her, but Alex remained loyal and as a
reward he gave her a position at Umbrella and placed her inside the Information Department. To protect her
identity, Alex worked under a pseudonym and Spencer also placed her in charge of the Wesker Children
program. It was whilst working in the Information Department she became affiliated with a researcher named
Stuart who marvelled at her talents. Over the years, Stuart would become her most trusted associate and
remain by her side for the next two decades.
Through her new position she was also able to meet Albert Wesker and the two became close rivals. At some
point in the 1990s, Spencer commissioned a portrait of Albert and Alex, his two most gifted ‘children’ although
at the time Albert had no inkling as to the significance of that particular moment. As she continued to make
secret evaluations, Alex developed a deep respect for Albert, seeing him as a rival designed to give her even
higher standards to adhere to. She also viewed him as her equal due to their shared experiences and upbringing
as part of a secret eugenics indoctrination program. She began thinking of him as her brother, even comparing
him to Gregor Samsa.
In 1998, Alex, Albert and 11 others were administered an experimental virus as part of the next stage of the
Wesker Program. Alex survived the process, but the illness ravaging her body made her unable to adapt to the
virus and therefore she gained no beneficial aftereffects. According to the development of this variant, there
was a 20% chance of this happening. In contrast, successful subjects grew more powerful and their muscular
and circulatory systems far exceeded those they possessed in normal life. Finally candidates who failed to adapt
simply died. The 11 other Wesker’s had died with none being compatible, and Albert had also allegedly failed
having supposedly died during the events of the mansion incident. Alex was deemed the only survivor and
made a progress report to Spencer confirming the catastrophic effects of the experimental virus, concluding the
success of the program had reduced to 18%. She recommended they re-evaluate past candidates from the failed
pool to ensure the survival of the project. But the destruction of Raccoon City shortly afterwards halted
progress indefinitely. When Spencer closed down the Africa Lab to preserve the secret of the Progenitor Virus,
he killed off all employees who knew of its location but as his most trusted child, Alex was one of the few to
survive this cull and became one of only a select few that knew the source in Kijuju.
By now, Spencer had placed all his hopes on Alex and
tasked her with the burden of making him into a god.
Foolishly, impulsively, she scrambled to follow his
orders. All Wesker children were programmed to
seek Spencer out, which manifested itself as a growing
anxiety within each of the subjects, but his major
miscalculation with Alex was that this failsafe only
worked for so long as it remained a mystery.
Unfortunately this mystery was revealed the moment
Spencer revealed Alex’s true origins to her, meaning
his hold on her personality was broken. Eventually she soon realised she had zero obligation to obey a stupid,
decrepit old man. Her continuing loyalty to him from that moment on was a ruse and she remained by his side
only to continue her duplicitous use of his vast resources. By now, she was tasked by Spencer to seek out
suitable new locations to develop facilities and research ground-breaking new drugs. It was during this search
that she came upon Sushestvovanie Island; a small, undocumented rock in the Baltic Sea. This place was largely
removed from the outside world and still loyal to the old ways of the Soviet Union. Its geology and climate was
deemed suitable for medicinal study. In 2000, she visited the island and made contact with the locals, appealing
to the residents and promising to revitalise failing industry and boost the declining economy. Using funds
syphoned from Umbrella, Alex was able to re-open the mine and develop facilities to manufacture
pharmaceuticals. She was soon heralded as a saviour by the islanders as slowly but surely their fortunes began
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to change. Her followers and the people working under her treated her almost as royalty and referred to her as
a ‘messiah’. Throughout this time, Alex kept the existence of Sushestvovanie and her operations there a secret
from Spencer and planned to flee to the island when the time came to leave her decrepit ‘father’ behind.
Throughout this time she still feigned allegiance and remained by Spencer’s side, who by now was a shell of his
former self but still harboured delusions of godhood. He decided to put aside his plans and focus all his
energies on stopping the disease of time from further ravaging his body. He had absolute faith Alex could find
a way to preserve his existence and grant him more life. He provided her with funding, researchers and
equipment to devise a way to make him immortal. Alex accepted this request not out of loyalty, but because she
was seeking the same thing with her own diseased body slowly counting down to oblivion. In 2005 she took all
the resources to an isolated island in the Caribbean named Sonido De Tortuga and linked up with a former
Umbrella researcher named Dirk Miller. Miller and Alex worked closely together and developed a mutual
respect for each other with Miller trusting her implicitly. Together they began work on engineering a new virus
that could bring about immortality and created the Kodoku Project based on an old Chinese curse. B.O.W.s
were engineered and made to fight each other utilising the ‘survival of the fittest’ doctrine, and the virus would
be perfected based on data provided from the only surviving individual. Within the first month they had gone
through hundreds of test subjects and Alex made a request to Spencer to send more over to the island and at
the same time reassured him that all the experiments were running
smoothly.
Over the course of the next 12 months, Spencer sent over 10,000 test
subjects to the island and the reports Alex fed back to him explained
that as soon as she made an improvement to the virus, she immediately
administered it to the next batch of subjects. But unfortunately she did
not have the time to study the recombinant strain in any great depth
and therefore they had no way to see how the subject reacted. The death
toll was insurmountably high in these experiments. When Alex received
word her new facilities on Sushestvovanie Island were now fully
operational after six years of waitin , she decided to break contact from
Spencer completely and abruptly left Sonido De Tortuga Island, taking
all the acquired samples, research and remaining test subjects with her. To cover her tracks, she applied the
Kodoku principle to the remaining research team and they all died until only Dirk Miller prevailed. As the only
survivor, Miller had gained Wesker’s complete trust and vowed to see the Kodoku Project to its completion.
Alex relocated permanently to Sushestvovanie Island to continue her own plans in complete secrecy in a place
Spencer could never find her. By now the mining complex and new research facilities were fully operational
and the residents of the island regarded her as their saviour. She later learned of Spencer’s eventual death at the
hands of her ‘brother’ and began monitoring Albert Wesker’s progress from afar, knowing he was going after
the Progenitor Virus source in Africa. His transformation into a superhuman following his self-administration
of the experimental virus back in 1998 only further reinforced her belief that he was now Gregor Samsa and
had metamorphosed into his insect form. But unlike Grete, Alex vowed never to abandon him.
By now she had deviated her research from creating a literal immortality virus to instead developing a process
to digitally copy a human consciousness and imprint that personality onto another person’s brain. The chosen
vessel had to be of sound body and mind and theoretically this process could be repeated over and over again,
in essence granting the original subject immortality by having their consciousness live on forever. In order for
the human body to withstand such a psychological shock, Alex believed the ultimate test of mental endurance
was a person’s reaction to fear responses, and in order to survive such a procedure the subject would have to
master their own fears. She became convinced fear was the ultimate restriction for the human soul and that to
conquer all fear was to conquer life itself. Her research team approached her with the idea of resurrecting an
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old t-Virus prototype where the virus triggered in reaction to the subject’s emotional response to heightened
stress via secretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline. This became the basis for the t-Phobos project which Alex
approved and later tricked the island’s residents to become test subjects.
In 2009 Alex was deeply saddened when she heard of Albert’s death. With her own body failing her, she
expedited progress on t-Phobos and delved deeper into the mind-set of her brother by acquiring samples of his
Uroboros Virus from Africa. Continuing his work would allow her to remain close to him even after his death.
As time went by, Alex continued experimenting on all the island’s residents to try and locate the perfect vessel
for the transference ceremony. Each subject was given a sensor bracelet to test their individual fear responses as
the successful subject needed to be mentally strong enough to overcome fear and to last six months of
uncertainty before the transferred mind could be stabilised. She had some success carrying out the mind
transfer procedure on mice so she was confident the process would work once a suitable candidate was found.
In the labs, Alex had Stuart and her researchers work on unlocking the secrets to Uroboros and she herself
continued to expand her hold across the island, brokering a deal with mine workers and cheating the factory
owner into signing over the abattoir and food-processing plant. All the time more and more people were taken
to the mine for t-Phobos experiments and soon the majority of the town and fishing village were deserted. Still
no desirable vessel could be found and even Alex’s own subordinates gave their lives in the attempt, with all
those who sacrificed given burial plots in a constructed mausoleum beneath the Monument Tower. In order to
prove she had conquered fear and earned the right to become a god, Alex even injected herself with t-Phobos,
confident she would never transform because she was incapable of feeling afraid.
By 2011 Alex looked further afield and wanted subjects who had already survived the horrors of bioterrorism
and developed stronger mental barriers as a result. She exploited TerraSave leader Neil Fisher’s strong desire to
bring back the F.B.C. and colluded with him to secure TerraSave employees to be taken to the island to
participate in the next round of t-Phobos trials. These guinea pigs included Claire Redfield who had survived
the infamous Raccoon City incident, Moira Burton, daughter of former S.T.A.R.S. member Barry, and several
others who had witnessed the horrors of the Las Plagas outbreak in Kijuju. All were injected with the virus,
equipped with sensor bracelets and deposited at various strategic places across the island.
When the trials began the subjects were monitored by Stuart and Alex communicated with them all via their
sensor bracelets. She continued to cryptically quote Kafka throughout and referred to failed subjects as ‘Gregor’
– again harkening back to her love/hate relationship with the original story. As expected, a majority died and in
the end subject no.9 Natalia Korda was deemed the most suitable given her experiences during the 2004
Terragrigia Panic. She was captured by Fisher and brought before Alex who placed her into the transfer
machine hooked up to a giant supercomputer. With everything in place, the final ceremony began and Stuart
eliminated the remaining researchers before killing himself in honour of his service to his master. Natalia was
placed into cryogenic sleep in a secured location and the uploading procedure of Alex’s personality began. The
final phase was for Alex to kill herself and dispose of her own, withered, diseased body. But at the moment of
pulling the trigger, she felt fear for the first time in her life and this caused the t-Phobos inside her body to
activate as her emotional responses automatically flushed her circulatory system with noradrenaline. The virus
caused her to survive the gunshot and later she had to watch as her hair turned grey and the flesh sagged from
her bones, slowly transforming her over a period of time into a deformed, hunch-backed monster only barely
recognisable as human. She covered herself in a robe to hide her deformities and had to wear a mask to help
her breathe. Because her skeleton had expanded she also developed a special titanium frame to support her
overly curved spine.
Realising the transfer had failed, she developed an intense hatred for Natalia and released the Uroboros
experiments across the island to kill every last living thing. She wandered the island in silent rage, scribbling on
the walls and making crude dolls and twisting and contorting them. She mutilated Natalia’s Lottie bear and
constantly played ‘Mozart’s Requiem’ on her piano to remind her of Albert.
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After six months of sleep, Natalia awoke in a disorientated state and made her way across the island constantly
fighting off a manifestation of Alex in the form of ‘Dark Natalia’ which was a representation of Alex’s
consciousness trying to take control. She later joined up with Barry Burton who had arrived on the island in
search of his daughter, Moira. When the real Alex confronted Natalia, she proceeded to strangle the life out of
her only to glimpse for the briefest of moments, her own consciousness awakening inside the girl. Horrified,
Alex realised that her plan had actually worked, although instead of a complete transference, a copy had been
created in its place. Although creating a copy had been the basis behind her plan all along, she herself was not
meant to witness this herself and therefore this realisation was too much for her to bear. Frightened, Alex
retreated and branded Natalia as the ‘false one.’ There could only be one true Alex Wesker and she was it.
Natalia had to die. Alex retreated to the mine and injected herself with Uroboros in an attempt to bond with
her brother and destroy her enemies. But she was killed by the combined efforts of Barry Burton and Claire
Redfield. But two years later when a bio-terror attack engulfed the town of Tall Oaks in 2013, Natalia read all
about it and found herself with a strange morbid fascination. She began reading Franz Kafka and acting
outside of her normal personality. The Tall Oaks bio-terror attack seemed to be a trigger to help bring the
repressed personality of Alex Wesker up to the surface of her mind.
Barry Burton is born. He will go on to carve out an impeccable career in the U.S. Air Force,
S.W.A.T. and S.T.A.R.S before joining the B.S.A.A. as a combat specialist.
CHARACTER PROFILE: BARRY BURTON

*Born: 1960. Died: NA. Height: 186cm. Weight: 89.3kg. B-T: A. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Barry Burton was a proud family man and thoroughly dedicated to his career as a law enforcement officer. He
was originally a S.W.A.T. team officer before enlisting with the U.S. Air Force and becoming acquainted with
Chris Redfield after they served in the same unit together. After completing his service, Barry was scouted for
the Raccoon City S.T.A.R.S. team thanks to his extensive experience
and unrivalled knowledge of firearms. He worked closely with
Albert Wesker in recruiting the other members and recommended
Chris Redfield for the role. Outside work, Barry was a family man
through and through, utterly devoted to his wife Kathy and their
two daughters, Moira and Polly. He always carried a family picture
of them all in his wallet. Although not a fan of modern technology,
Barry’s hobbies included fishing and collecting and restoring
firearms. He was also a member of the National Rifle Association.
He was close friends with Enrico Marini and gunsmith Robert
Kendo. Robert provided customised firearms through his shop
based on Barry’s recommendations. He was also good friends with
Robert’s brother Joe and together they worked on various customised versions of the Beretta M92F Special,
later known as the Samurai Edge. Barry and Robert often went on fishing trips together to the neighbouring
town of Stoneville. He was also a frequent patron of J’s Bar in central Raccoon City.
Barry's personality was mild-mannered and emotional, with a strong sense of duty and responsibility. As one of
the senior members of the team, he was well respected and trusted by all of his S.T.A.R.S. colleagues and was
often the first person people would come to for advice. Whilst on field missions, Barry's preferred gun was not
the Samurai Edge, but a .44 Magnum he kept well-maintained. The way he treated that gun as an 'old buddy'
showed Barry in his most natural state. His efforts in the field resulted in many successful missions.
Barry was part of the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team unit that became caught up in the infamous mansion incident of
1998. Just prior to the incident, he had ordered a new gun from Kendo's called 'Raging Bull,' but because of all
the calamity, he never got to go and collect it. Prior to the mission, he was blackmailed by Wesker who revealed
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himself as an Umbrella agent and bluffed Barry’s family had been taken hostage as collateral for Barry to obey
his every command. Just before Alpha Team left Raccoon City, he secretly stashed a rocket launcher in the
helicopter and only told Brad Vickers of its existence. On the evening of July 24th, Barry and the rest of Alpha
Team touched down in Raccoon Forest after finding the smoking remains of Bravo Team's helicopter.
After being chased into the mansion by a pack of Cerberus dogs, Barry began investigating the estate alongside
Jill Valentine to look for his missing teammates but was caught up in Wesker’s scheming. He had secretly lured
the S.T.A.R.S. to the mansion on Umbrella's behalf so they could measure the combat effectiveness of the
escaped B.O.W.s. With Wesker’s threats, Barry complied with his orders and kept Jill Valentine alive long
enough so that she reached the lab to confront the Tyrant to test its battle abilities. But not being able to live
with the guilt of betraying his friends any longer, Barry hid in the lab whilst Wesker taunted Jill. It was then
that Barry realised Wesker's threat to his family was just a bluff. He quickly returned to save Jill and shot
Wesker in the shoulder.
Barry survived the mansion incident and helped Chris Redfield plan an investigation into Umbrella’s European
headquarters. However, he decided not to fly to Europe with him, choosing instead to make sure his family was
safe. He flew them out to Canada and it was there that he became aware of the biohazard that had engulfed
Raccoon City. Knowing that Jill had remained in Raccoon to investigate Umbrella's secret lab, he set out to
rescue her. He commandeered a civilian helicopter and flew into Raccoon City airspace just before the
sterilisation operation was carried out. He managed to contact U.B.C.S. mercenary Carlos Oliveria and
pinpointed Jill's location at the P-12A Incinerator Facility. Barry evacuated both of them and they flew out of
the city just seconds before it was vaporised.
Following the incident, Barry returned to his family whilst Jill set out to find Chris Redfield who had gone
missing. In 1999, Barry was reunited with Chris and Jill via an anti-Umbrella movement. He also became
acquainted with and fought alongside Leon S. Kennedy. In the following years, Barry stayed largely out of the
picture, choosing instead to spend time with his family. But tragedy was afoot when one day he forgot to lock
up his gun cabinet and Moira accidentally shot her sister, Polly. Although Polly survived, the incident
completely shattered Barry’s relationship with Moira. She was deeply traumatised by what happened and
developed a deep-seeded fear of all firearms. Barry took his anger out on her but deep down he knew the
incident was his own fault. He spent the next several years hiding behind his own guilt.
In 2004 following the formation of the B.S.A.A., Barry was extended an invitation to join the organisation from
his former team mates and became a combat specialist, choosing an advisory role over any S.O.A. position.
Although he occasionally participated in anti-bioterrorist activities, he largely stayed out of the spotlight and
preferred to spend time with his family. Barry helped train B.S.A.A. recruits and became friendly with Claire
Redfield of TerraSave, who in turn had become close to Moira. He was still close friends with Chris and became
somewhat of a mentor to the two parentless-siblings. In 2009 he made a point of contacting Chris after the
Kijuju operation as the death of Albert Wesker was a significant moment for them all. He was also over the
moon that Jill was still alive after all this time.
Because of his experiences with biological weaponry, Barry was firmly against Moira’s decision to join
TerraSave, but because of their broken relationship, she ignored his advice and joined regardless. Soon she was
reported missing following a raid on TerraSave headquarters by unknown assailants. He hurried to the hospital
where Claire Redfield was later found and began his own investigation to find the whereabouts of this
mysterious island his daughter was taken to. He began an intensive training regimen to get his body back into
the same shape as when he was an active agent and also asked Jill Valentine to put him in touch with Quint
Cetcham about developing a successor to his now old and broken customised Samurai Edge. Together they
spent several months crafting the new weapon to Barry’s own specifications. Later he used forceful means to
ascertain the co-ordinates of a distress call received from Moira by the B.S.A.A. and set off to rescue his
daughter, stopping by Quint’s lab on the way to pick up his newly completed Samurai Edge weapon.
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On the island Barry encountered Natalia Korda and allowed her to accompany him on the journey. Despite
Natalia warning him Moira was dead, Barry refused to believe her and continued the search regardless. Barry
was deeply concerned to discover a second living Wesker in the form of Alex and was determined to destroy
her following her constant harassing of Natalia. Eventually he fought Alex in her lab and was assisted by Moira
who had been alive and well all along. Together, Moira and Barry worked together with Claire Redfield who
had arrived on the island by helicopter to destroy Alex for good.
Following the incident, Barry mended his relationship with Moira and formally adopted Natalia as his third
daughter.
Karena LesProux is born. She will go on to be team leader of U.S.S. Delta Team designated
‘Wolfpack’, leading the unit during their deployment into Raccoon City.
CHARACTER PROFILE: KARENA LESPROUX

*Born: 1998. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: AB. Nationality: French. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Karena LesProux was a member of the reassembled Umbrella Security Service Delta team codenamed
'Wolfpack.' She was squad leader and went by the code name 'Lupo.'
She began her career in the French military before serving in their
Special Forces. She retired from active service to concentrate on
raising a family. She married, had children, and was all set to settle
down to a happy life. However, Karena's husband was a violent man
and physically assaulted her. He was unaware of her military skills
and she never retaliated, choosing to put up with it for the sake of
her children. Time passed and Karena relied on her military
discipline to keep her family together. But one day when her
husband attacked one of their children, she finally snapped and
killed him with her bare hands. Karena was convicted, but
ultimately spared jail and acquitted of murder by a sympathetic
judge. She tried to raise her children on her own, but as a single mother this proved to be no easy task. After
struggling for several years, Karena decided to return to work, unable to shake her true nature as a soldier. Her
military skills allowed her to gain some work as an independent contractor, hiring herself out to various
organisations as a mercenary. The money she earned from these jobs allowed her to provide a better life for her
children. Eventually her talents caught the eye of the Umbrella Corporation who hired her into their ranks.
Whilst military mercenaries are normally assigned to the U.B.C.S., Karena's remarkable talents earned her a
place in the coveted U.S.S. unit where she became a member of Delta Team, a vacant unit needing to be
backfilled following the previous team's demise during the disastrous attempt to reclaim the Ecliptic Express.
Karena signed a lucrative contract with Umbrella who rated her skills highly. Her new found wealth enabled
her children to be cared for by the best doctors and educated at the best schools, for as long as she remained
alive. With her leadership skills, she was placed in command of the unit which later became known as
Wolfpack. She treated the other members of the team like her own children and this earned her the nick name
of 'Wolf Mother' and helped build up a strong bond, yet she required the same strict levels of obedience and
discipline. She was also an expert in assault tactics and wore a visor over her face with a ultra-violet light
system.
In September 1998, she led Delta Team into the ruins of Raccoon City to kill any survivors and destroy any
evidence implicating Umbrella’s involvement in the incident. But after several successful missions which
included destroying incriminating documents in City Hall and repairing the malfunctioning Nemesis T-Type,
Wolfpack were abandoned by Umbrella for their failure to eliminate Leon S. Kennedy and Claire Redfield and
were left to rot in the city. Karena used her leadership skills to keep the unit together and they eliminated
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dozens of B.O.W.s and kept themselves alive long enough for Umbrella Command to re-establish contact. They
were ordered to William Birkin’s underground laboratory to dispose of several spies and had run ins and firefights with Ada Wong, Leon, Claire and U.S. Government forces. But whether Karena or any of her unit made
it out of Raccoon City alive has never been documented.
Albert Wesker is born. He will work for Umbrella, its rivals and ultimately become one of the
most dangerous individuals on the planet.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ALBERT WESKER

*Born: 1960. Died: 2009. Height: 190cm. Weight: 90kg. B-T: O. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Self.
Albert Wesker was a calculating, intelligent and callous individual who sought to stand at the top of the world.
He was involved in biological weapons from the very beginning, helping to research and perfect the t-Virus
before becoming directly involved in many of the horrific incidents caused by the virus over the years. He
willingly betrayed those around him to suit his own needs and
triggered the dark era of bioterrorism before ultimately
enacting a plan to wipe out all of mankind, capitalising on a
lifelong hatred of humanity.
Back in the 1960s, Albert was just one of many children from
various nationalities that were collected by Umbrella. The one
thing these children all had in common was being born to
parents of superior intellect. They were all rebranded with the
surname Wesker, after the chief researcher leading the project
under the classified instructions of Oswell Spencer. All the
children taken were completely oblivious of their situation,
their name, or their new lives being shaped before them. This
classified ‘Wesker Children’ plan was top-secret and even Umbrella co-founders Edward Ashford and James
Marcus were unaware of its existence. Its genesis was Spencer's personal vision of creating his own 'Brave New
World' and ruling over a superior race of human beings. He was confident manipulation of the Progenitor
Virus would ensure that only the right individuals were chosen for this new world, but it was also vital these
humans would understand Spencer's vision and be willing to serve under him. This altercation of a person's
free will was not possible through genetic manipulation alone. Albert was designated as test subject no. 13 and
placed in a subliminal training program designed to indoctrinate Spencer's values into his personality
subconsciously. Following this process he was placed into a controlled environment under the watchful eye of
Umbrella. He was never aware he was being monitored and money was provided in secret to ensure he received
the best education possible in his chosen field of genetic engineering. Following several early achievements he
was soon recognised as one of the most gifted Wesker Children. He was an elitist with absolute self-confidence
that radiated an intimidating and unapproachable air. His eyes were always hidden by dark sunglasses, making
his expressions and emotions difficult to read. He was cold and dispassionate, meaning he did not form
relationships and friendships, instead choosing to remain clear-minded and absolutely focused. These traits led
to the acceleration of what was a natural superiority complex. He possessed absolute ambition and these
characteristics led to Spencer looking favourably upon him.
In 1977 it was arranged for Albert to enrol at the Management Training Facility just outside of Raccoon City
when he was seventeen years old. There he aspired to become a leading executive and later he met William
Birkin and the pair soon became colleagues and developed an intense rivalry. Birkin was perhaps the closest
thing Wesker ever had in his life to a friend and was impressed with his ambition and saw him as an equal.
Birkin’s drive made Wesker believe he could be so much greater than a mere executive. As they progressed,
Birkin and Wesker became easily the most impressive candidates in the history of the training facility, even
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doing enough to attract the attention and admiration of Dr. Marcus who until then had shown no interest in
anything other than his personal research. The usually paranoid Marcus even found himself being able to trust
them both, or so he thought. In reality, Spencer had already taken steps to ensure Wesker and Birkin were on
his team and had them regularly spy on his rival Marcus. On his orders they obtained a sample of the new
prototype t-Virus and gathered enough evidence about Marcus’ illegal experiments on the trainees to enable
Spencer to have him forcibly removed from power. As a reward for their loyalty, Spencer had both Wesker and
Birkin transferred to the Arklay labs as new chief researchers, ready to begin work on the new t-Virus. There
they were introduced to Lisa Trevor, the first Progenitor Virus infectant. By now Wesker’s arrogance and selfassurance had manifested to the point where he completely ignored the Laboratory Manager, and at this stage
he would answer to no one other than Spencer. Over the next several years, Wesker and Birkin made several
advancements with the virus, creating new variants and several B.O.W. prototypes as they tried to fulfil
Spencer's wishes. Wesker kept Birkin in check after the latter became distracted due to the rise of Alexia
Ashford as a rival and he also lamented the quality of researchers he had working under him. In private,
Wesker often mused they would be of more use as actual test subjects in the experiments. He also became
frustrated with Spencer’s endless demands for the t-Virus to have a 100% infection rate, despite it being
impossible to bypass the genetic DNA sequencing and meaning 10% of the population would always possess a
natural immunity. He was later relieved when Alexia was killed in a laboratory experiment and Birkin returned
somewhat to normal, although he denied Wesker’s request to obtain t-Veronica samples.
As time progressed, Wesker researched the effects of secondary exposure to the t-Virus and began to find
himself more and more distracted about Spencer, often finding himself wondering about his motivations and
true intentions. This was the unconscious strings of Project Wesker tugging once again. He played a key role in
the many triumphs of Umbrella throughout the 1980s including the development of the Zombie and the
Hunter. He also contributed greatly to the discovery of the G-Virus as it was upon his insistence that they
obtained a sample of the Nemesis parasite from Umbrella Europe which directly led to Birkin discovering the
new virus inside the body of Lisa Trevor. Wesker had originally seen the potential in the Nemesis parasite
developed by Umbrella Europe and plotted to take over and monopolise the project by correcting the flaw of
the parasite killing its host within 5 minutes of insertion. But perhaps most poignantly of all, he took part in
the operation to assassinate James Marcus, allowing Spencer to seize full control of the company. This was
done after t-Virus research reached Level 3, marking the beginning of the Tyrant Program. However, a lack of
suitable human hosts adaptable to this variant of the virus proved to be a problem and stalled the research.
The callous murder of Marcus at Spencer’s request also planted doubts in Wesker’s mind about the level of
trust in their relationship. If Spencer was willing to dispose of a long-time friend and colleague for personal
gain than he believed he too would ultimately be expendable. This meant that as early as 1988, Wesker began to
make secret preparations for life away from Umbrella.
In 1991, Birkin’s G-Virus project was approved and Wesker began to realise his limitations as a researcher. He
felt such a complex viral strain was beyond his capabilities and instead applied for a position in the
Information Department so he could continue his discreet investigations into Spencer. Shortly afterwards he
met and had a brief liaison with a young Edonian woman who had come to live in America. Following the end
of this tryst, the woman returned to Edonia and realised she was pregnant with Wesker’s child. Jake Muller was
born in 1992 but Wesker was never made aware of his existence. When growing up, Jake was simply told his
father had abandoned him.
Whilst at the Information Department, Wesker was acquainted with his namesake Alex, though he was
unaware of her true identity and significance at the time as she operated under an alias to preserve the secrecy
of the Wesker Project. The two developed a mutual respect and generated a professional rivalry. Spencer had a
painting commissioned of them both sat confident and proud underneath a portrait of their master’s likeness.
Both Alex and Albert would naturally compete to set each other even higher standards of achievement.
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At the same time, Wesker used his viral expertise to enlist in the U.S. Army as a chemical engineer and
technology officer. There he developed and honed significant combat and firearms skills and further excelled
his natural leadership abilities. He also provided data and countermeasures for biohazard outbreaks to army
officials which in turn granted him access to classified U.S. bio-chemical weapons programs. In secret, Wesker
was able to relay the contents and plans of these programs back to Umbrella and this led to his promotion to
executive status.
In 1995 Wesker returned to the Arklay Labs and was reunited
with Birkin to oversee the final termination of Lisa Trevor,
though still she refused to die and was instead bound in
shackles and locked in the mining tunnels beneath the estate.
He also met with Spencer and his butler Patrick, and Patrick
would later record in his diary how cold Wesker seemed to be
and that his unfeeling eyes and hard stare made him
completely unreadable.
As Umbrella slowly extended their influence within the
Raccoon City Police Department, their funding contribution
towards the new S.T.A.R.S. unit allowed them to influence
key recruiting positions. In 1996 they had Wesker installed as team leader and he immediately began
conducting counter intelligence operations for Umbrella. Wesker worked closely with Barry Burton to build
the unit from the ground up and they trained for a year and a half before becoming fully operational in
December 1997. Wesker personally wrote a training manual he issued to all members outlying operational
methods and his personal expectations which earned him their absolute trust and respect. He also worked
closely with gunsmith Joseph Kendo in developing specially customised firearms for his team. Although Chris
Redfield, Jill Valentine and Barry Burton were also given customised variations based on their own
specifications, only Wesker produced a concrete plan and sent it to Kendo. As team leader and a perfectionist,
Wesker superficially believed he was obligated to superior countermeasures. He mentally envisioned
everything including arms, tactics and strategy, things he conjured from his own mind and planned
meticulously to always ensure he kept the upper hand.
Wesker remained on Umbrella's books as Chief of Security at the Arklay Estate and a consultant researcher for
the T-002 Tyrant. He took charge of early crisis management when the t-Virus leak occurred on May 11th,
1998. He ordered all phones disconnected and prevented anyone from leaving the contaminated grounds. He
feared the incident could expose Umbrella’s illegal biological weapons program to the wider public and so he
made plans to defect to a rival competitor. Umbrella’s main rival company already had an independent
contractor on their books under the alias of Ada Wong who had gained access to the Arklay estate by forming a
relationship with John Clemens, the senior researcher in charge. Her mission was to retrieve a sample of the tVirus and now this rival company wanted Wesker to deliver the T-002 combat and development data. His plan
set, Wesker bided his time and waited for the right moment to execute it.
At this time, Umbrella had charged Wesker and Birkin with leading the 'Reclamation Project'; which was an
investigation into the possible re-opening of the old training facility which had remained closed ever since Dr.
Marcus was removed from power in 1978. This project was side-tracked due to the seriousness of the t-Virus
leak but Umbrella insisted it went ahead regardless. They were receiving alarming reports of strange leech-like
creatures attacking any trespassers trying to enter the abandoned facility and were concerned the virus was
spreading. Wesker was also instructed to keep S.T.A.R.S. out of the matter and the regular police well away
from the mansion. But by mid-July, the increasing tensions of Raccoon's citizens due to all the bizarre murders
in the forest meant that Wesker effectively had no choice but to send S.T.A.R.S. in. Umbrella decided to use
this to their advantage and drew up 'Operation X-Day'. Wesker was instructed to deploy S.T.A.R.S. to the
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contaminated mansion to engage the escaped B.O.W.s and record the combat data to assess their viability as
marketable biological weapons. He was then to destroy the entire facility to cover up all evidence of the virus
leak. But one order Wesker was not happy about was Umbrella's decision to destroy the T-002. He regarded it
as a masterpiece and could not understand why the company would want to discard such perfection before it
was even fully operational. But, the T-002 stored in the lab was worthless to Umbrella for they had already
extracted the tyrant embryo and could clone others if desired.
Another unwanted distraction came the evening before 'X-Day' when contact was lost with the Ecliptic Express;
the privately owned train ferrying an investigation team to the training facility as part of the Reclamation
Project. After giving S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team the go-ahead to begin their search for the missing hikers in the
Arklay Mountains, Wesker met up with Birkin at his lab and there they monitored the progress of an Umbrella
clean up team and were faced with the impossible revelation of James Marcus seemingly coming back to haunt
them from beyond the grave. With the situation fast spinning out of control, Wesker knew this was the perfect
time to execute his plans and leave Umbrella for good. But before he left, Birkin gave him a sample of an
experimental t-Virus variant given to him in confidence by Spencer himself. It was designed to cheat death, and
only to be used as a last resort for Wesker on X-Day if something were to go wrong. In reality however, this
virus was the next stage of the secret Project Wesker program and was designed to screen out the more gifted of
the remaining candidates. Spencer was keen to see if 'Subject No. 13' was worthy of making it through to the
next stage following everything he had achieved at Umbrella thus far.
After deeming the Training Facility a complete loss, Wesker unexpectedly encountered Sergei Vladimir; an
officer sent by Spencer to extract the T-011 'T-A.L.O.S.' prototype from the Arklay Lab before its destruction.
Sergei harboured deep suspicions that Wesker was about to betray Umbrella and intended to teach him a
lesson for his failure to recover the training school by unleashing his new T-103 'Ivan' Tyrant. The two fought
in the basement station of the training facility and Wesker barely escaped with his life.
Knowing Sergei was onto him, Wesker led the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team to the mansion later that night. There, he
manipulated the transpiring events, blackmailed Barry Burton into doing his bidding, and waited patiently in
the Tyrant's room for any survivors to reach him. Such was Wesker’s ambition he even considered his own
body as just another tool and did not hesitate to inject himself with the experimental virus and allow the T-002
to attack him in front of the other survivors. Despite being temporarily ‘dead,’ the virus revived him and he felt
stronger than ever. He clung to an ambition of ‘standing at the top and surpassing humanity’ and his encounter
with the experimental virus led him to believe he could realise his ideals. However, Sergei had secretly revoked
his access to the computer network, preventing him from downloading the precious Tyrant combat data he so
desperately sought. Worse still, Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine had unexpectedly killed the Tyrant and the
self-destruct system for the facility had been activated. Wesker decided to cut his losses, took all the data he had
acquired on the regular B.O.W.s and escaped from the mansion just seconds before it blew up.
Wesker never reported back to Umbrella and the S.T.A.R.S. survivors reported him dead. Investigation teams
combing the site never found his body and his death brought the success rate of Project Wesker down to 18%.
Out of the 12 remaining subjects given the experimental virus, only test subject no.12; Alex, survived. But
Spencer was not worried, he held a niggling feeling Albert was still alive somewhere and that eventually the
program would bring him back home. The experimental virus had completely recombined his cells and given
him super human abilities. Wesker's adaptability was down to his extremely rare and special blood type. His
son, Jake Muller, also inherited this unique blood type which made them immune to practically any viral strain.
Wesker went to the rival company and presented them with the combat data he had collected and a recovered
sample of the t-Virus, albeit minus the Tyrant. He was still accepted into their ranks yet his reputation had
suffered a blow. He soon allied himself with a female spy operating under the alias Ada Wong and sent her a
detailed history of his time with Umbrella and the development cycle of the t-Virus. Wesker then set his sights
on the G-Virus after Ada had received word it was near completion and that the chief scientist was refusing to
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hand it over to Umbrella. Wesker knew this scientist was William Birkin and when the rival company declared
their interest in obtaining a sample, he saw an opportunity to save his colleague. The upper hierarchy of the
rival company viewed this opportunity as a test of loyalty for Wesker.
In late September they took advantage of the chaos in Raccoon City and attempted to gain the G-Virus.
Unfortunately, Ada was unsuccessful in extracting William Birkin as Hunk and the U.S.S. team reached him
first, mortally wounding him and stealing the G-sample. This led to Birkin injecting himself with the virus and
causing a rampage, resulting in the t-Virus being spread by rats at a rapid rate around the city. Wesker decided
not to risk his cover as a 'dead man' and stayed in the shadows to collect combat data on the various B.O.W.s,
including the Nemesis T-Type, whilst Ada infiltrated the city alone. Although she achieved her objective, she
was badly injured and Wesker was displeased with her actions in teaming up with Leon Kennedy and risking
the success of the mission. But because she had secured a G-Virus tissue fragment, he reluctantly saved her life
by providing her with a grapple gun and relaying instructions on how to escape the city before the sterilisation
operation was carried out. The mission was a success, but only just and Umbrella’s subsequent investigation
into the Raccoon City disaster saw them learn that Wesker had not in fact perished at the mansion as
previously thought and was now directly in the employment of their biggest rivals. Wesker’s successful
recovery of the G-Virus for the rival company restored his reputation and he began to earn power and
influence within the organisation.
A few months later, Wesker began to hear rumours of a special
'awakening'. Spies on the Ashford owned Rockfort Island had
intelligence that the famed Alexia Ashford was still alive. If this were
true then Wesker concluded that she must have injected herself with
her own virus when she was declared dead back in 1983. The rival
company wanted Wesker to capture her and so in late December he
launched an assault on the island, utilising their H.C.F. Special Forces
team. There he reunited with his old rival Chris Redfield and their
fight took them to the very depths of Umbrella’s hidden facility in the
Antarctic. Although he failed to capture Alexia, Wesker still achieved
his goal by obtaining the dead body of Rockfort prisoner, Steve
Burnside, who had been infected with the t-Veronica virus by Alexia.
Only the impending countdown of the self-destruct facility prevented
him from killing Chris before he escaped via a submarine, though he
had left Chris a clear message; 'I won this game.'
At the turn of the millennium, Wesker turned his attentions to South
America and despite still working for the rival company, his own
personal agendas were at the forefront of his thinking. He made
clandestine deals with other companies and sold samples from various
assets he had acquired to many of Umbrella's competitors, all of whom
compensated him greatly for each. He also made contact with drug
lord Javier Hidalgo and sold him a sample of t-Veronica to treat his daughter’s illness in exchange for a large
sum of money and a share of his vast business empire. Wesker did not seem to care about the potential danger
in providing Javier with such a dangerous weapon. He also sold him several new B.O.W.s created by the rival
company, including the experimental Veronica-based Jabberwock S3. Javier used these weapons to cause a bioterror incident in his own country and a U.S. Government operation was put in place to stop him. Wesker was
present in South America and watched the events unfold from a distance. Following the incident, Wesker was
sought out by Jack Krauser, an injured U.S. SOCOM operative who had fought alongside Leon Kennedy, and
offered his services. He soon became one of Wesker's most loyal servants.
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Wesker resurfaced again in early 2003 where a routine intelligence mission for the rival company led him to the
wilderness of the Russian Caucasus. He had learned the location of a hidden Umbrella storage hangar in a
remote village near an old chemical plant. This hangar contained viral samples and B.O.W. specimens frozen
in stasis. Bizarre murders were occurring in the village, reminding Wesker of the same situation from Raccoon
Forest back in 1998. He launched an investigation and confirmed a t-Virus leak at the location, also discovering
the chemical plant was a hidden Umbrella base and where the UMF-103 data archive was being held. He
quickly planned a mission to steal it. He leaked the existence of Umbrella’s base alongside rumours they were
developing a powerful new B.O.W. to the Russian government and a privately funded anti-biohazard unit that
Chris Redfield and Jill Valentine had linked up with. Whilst they raided the facility, he would use their
presence as a diversion to sneak in undetected.
Whilst waiting for the Russian government to mobilise, Wesker visited the village to steal the Hunter Deltas in
the hidden storage hangar. There, he bumped into Chris and Jill, who had arrived in Russia just as he had
planned. The Hunter Deltas were all destroyed in the ensuing battle but Wesker escaped from the village with
detailed schematics for the Umbrella base to aid his infiltration mission. Soon afterwards, Wesker approached
the facility and used Chris's Anti-Biohazard team as a diversion whilst he caused a Level 4 biohazard. Wesker
stole Umbrella’s perfected strain of t-Virus and killed Sergei Vladimir, escaping with all of Umbrella's archival
data which he downloaded from the mainframe. He then wiped the entire network of databases, rendering
Umbrella impotent. He also took direct control over their remaining assets such as the surveillance satellite
system.
In the following months, Wesker brokered a secret deal with the U.S. Government and testified anonymously
in court against Oswell Spencer and Umbrella, providing irrefutable evidence that Umbrella was to blame for
the Raccoon City tragedy. This soon led to the final dissolution of the company and set a clear path ahead for
Wesker to take total control of the rival company and open up his new 'umbrella’ of power. He leaked the
perfected t-Virus onto the black market, triggering the mass era of bioterrorism. He also studied Sergei’s
bizarre transformation and hypothesised that host’s mental state could influence the end mutation of the
subject. Because of this, he began to wonder about his own potential mutation and later devised a serum known
as PG-67AW he self-administered at regular intervals to keep the experimental virus in check.
Later that year, Wesker approached a member of global conglomerate Tricell Inc to discuss a possible business
alliance. Excella Gionne was an up and coming member of their pharmaceutical division and she had piqued
Wesker’s interest because of her intelligence and character. She was also distant relation of the Travis family,
who were the original company founders. Wesker provided her with information on the t-Virus from
Umbrella's stolen archives, wanting her to use this information to advance her own position within the
company and in the process giving him a powerful ally and another powerful conglomerate's resources in his
pocket. Not long afterwards, Tricell began their own bio-weapons program and assisted in the creation of the
t-Abyss Virus.
Throughout all this time since he escaped the mansion and began leading a secret life with the rival company,
Wesker often occupied his time with private thoughts about facing enemies equipped with their own creations
born from the t-Virus and its many variants. He secretly began exploring possible countermeasures, a
contrasting exercise to his usual business practices that only highlighted his naturally scheming nature.
Amongst this research was the study of physical weapons and firearms for he assumed future years would lead
to the development of high-powered weapons, armaments and viruses that would surpass the t-Virus.
Corporations and organisations from across the world would partake in a cyclical arms race with B.O.W.s and
viral agents replacing conventional weaponry as the future of modern warfare. To prepare for this eventuality,
Wesker capitalised on his background as a scientist and researched and studied countermeasure tactics and
techniques against a variety of viral weapons with the end goal of total neutralisation. He considered not only
neutralising one side’s viral weapons, but envisioned situations where both sides were totally neutralised. The
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essence of his seemingly contradicting research on physical weapons and total neutralisation was to prepare
effective countermeasure weapons under any circumstance – in other words his goal was to mitigate the
contradiction. Wesker studied anti-B.O.W. weapons purely for his own profit rather than those of the rival
company and it was the ultimate egotist’s idea that only he possessed these countermeasures, meaning he was
the one who could direct the flow and control of modern global warfare, giving him an abundance of power.
His next goal was to bring back the Umbrella Corporation, albeit this time as a Private Military Company.
In 2004, Wesker was in contention to lead the rival company and invited the spy Ada Wong to come and assist
him again, having built up a professional working relationship since the Raccoon City incident. Ada accepted
his offer, though unbeknownst to Wesker, she was secretly reporting back to the upper hierarchy of the rival
company who were secretly plotting Wesker’s removal, citing him as ‘an uncontrollable spark that could burn
the organisation from within.’ Like his time as S.T.A.R.S. Captain and his role in law enforcement, Wesker was
viewed as a malignant tumour that threatened to spread and destroy everything around him. The rival
company had re-recruited Ada with the specific purpose of keeping Wesker in check, a move that also suited
her own personal agenda. She began intelligence missions for Wesker and one of these jobs resulted in her
intercepting an e-mail from a researcher named Luis Sera which led to the discovery of the Las Plagas parasite
in Southern Europe. Wesker wanted a sample and sent Jack Krauser to infiltrate the Los Illuminados cult who
were using it. However, Krauser struggled to gain the trust of the cult's leader, Osmund Saddler, and so Ada
was sent in to help. But in view of the brewing power struggle for leadership within the rival company, the
organisation’s top brass also wanted a sample of the Plaga and viewed the mission as an ultimate test of her
loyalty and she would have to make a choice between Wesker and themselves.
In the end, Ada betrayed Wesker, sending the recovered Dominant Strain Plaga to the organisation’s leaders
and just a regular Subbordinate Plaga to Wesker’s faction. But although disappointed, Wesker was not
concerned with this development for he had half anticipated Ada’s betrayal and had a contingency plan in
place. Instead, he acquired a dead Dominant Strain Plaga via other means, allegedly from the body of Jack
Krauser.
Despite Ada’s actions, the inevitable was only delayed and Wesker soon took de-facto control over the rival
company. His goal now was a resurrection of the Umbrella Corporation in his own image with himself
standing at the top of the world. He possessed wealth, status and honour, but over time the strings of Project
Wesker began to tug at him subconsciously once again. He still could not fathom Oswell Spencer’s true
intentions and why he spent so much on B.O.W. development. The whole point was to develop cheaply
produced biological weapons to operate alongside conventional weaponry, yet the monies Spencer poured into
the t-Virus project was not cost-effective in the slightest and this had always bothered Wesker. He began to
invest all his time, money and resources into tracking Spencer down, who by now was a wanted man in hiding
somewhere in Europe. All Wesker Children were subliminally programmed to seek their master out which
manifested itself as a growing anxiety in each of the subjects. This was the discomfort Albert had felt
throughout his life, and with Spencer now out of the picture since 2003, this anxiety was now becoming
unbearable.
By 2006, Wesker’s obsession had manifested to the point where he had practically drained the rival company
using its finances and resources to track Spencer down, all without avail. It was only when Spencer wanted to
be found, and his butler passed his location onto Ricardo Irving, did Wesker finally find what he was searching
for. Irving at that time was working with Ada Wong and gave Spencer's location to her, which she in turn
passed onto Wesker as a token gesture. This led to a final confrontation at the Spencer Estate in Europe.
One autumn night in 2006, Wesker finally returned to Spencer and learnt the truth of his existence from his
'father.' Spencer had lured Wesker back in in the hopes they could put the past behind them and forge a new
alliance to complete the Wesker Children project and install Spencer as their god. But enraged at Spencer's
arrogance about the matter, Wesker murdered him in cold blood. Coincidentally, Chris Redfield and Jill
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Valentine arrived at the very same time following a lead picked up by the B.S.A.A. concerning Spencer's
whereabouts and were on a mission to arrest him. They confronted Wesker and the ensuing battle had both
Wesker and Jill Valentine plummeting hundreds of feet out of a window, presumably to their deaths. However
using his powers, Wesker once again cheated death and even saved the life of Jill, intending to use her as a test
subject for a new experiment to gain revenge on Chris. From that moment on, Wesker inherited Spencer's
vision of creating a superior race of humans and this was the birth of the Uroboros Project. Spencer’s
revelation had only brought to the surface what had been Wesker’ goal all along, which was mass extinction
and the forced evolution of humanity. He used the news of his 'death' to veil his activities, leave the rival
company behind and turn back to Excella Gionne to execute an agreement he’d had in place since 2003. He was
now with Tricell.
Wesker passed on all his research into Las Plagas and associated samples onto Tricell’s Pharmaceutical
Division where Ricardo Irving and his researchers began working on an improved strain to make the weapon
more marketable. To continue Spencer's plan, Wesker also needed the Progenitor Virus, but its source location
had been always been top secret. But after recovering Spencer's notebook from his estate, he was able to track
down a high-ranking surviving former Umbrella employee and extract the information through interrogation.
He now knew the source location to be a region of West Africa.
By now Excella Gionne was now a leading figure in Tricell and Wesker persuaded her to take over the position
of company CEO for their entire African division. Once this was done, Excella had Tricell Africa excavate, reopen and expand the old Umbrella Facility built beneath the ancient Ndipaya kingdom near Kijuju. Once they
gained access to the Progenitor Virus in the Stairway to the Sun flowers, Wesker had the Tricell scientists go to
work on his doomsday weapon. It was named Uroboros after the snake that ate its own tail and was designed to
weed out the dregs of humanity, with only those possessing superior DNA eligible to cross over into the new
age that Wesker now envisioned. There were initial problems as the virus was too poisonous and the mortality
rate for those infected far too high, so Wesker used antibodies from Jill's body to help neutralize some of the
potency in the virus. In the meantime, he had Ricardo Irving create new B.O.W.s using Las Plagas and sell
them on the black market to generate continued funding for Uroboros research. By 2009, the virus was finally
perfected and Wesker stood ready to re-shape the world. But one thing still stood in his way, one thing that
would just not go away, and that was Chris Redfield. Despite their intense hatred of one another, Wesker had
always held a deep respect for Chris and his abilities as a rival and it was this respect that would ultimately
prove to be his downfall. Despite numerous chances, Wesker failed to dispose of Chris and eventually, after
rescuing Jill, Wesker was finally brought down for good.
Since injecting himself with the experimental virus and gaining super strength, Wesker had to regularly inject
himself with a serum known as PG67-AW to keep the virus in check. However, too much of this serum injected
too soon acted like a poison and neutralised his abilities. Chris managed to take advantage of this and after they
had crashed onto a volcano, Wesker was backed into a corner for the first time in his life, Wesker infected
himself with Uroboros in a bid to defeat Chris and absorbed a heavy amount of the virus. But in the end, his
plan failed and he was destroyed by a rocket launcher blast fired by both Chris and his new partner Sheva
Alomar. The remains of his mutated body were lost beneath the lava of the volcano. But had Wesker survived
the fight and not absorbed so much of the virus from the exposed missiles, he would have acquired a
permanent status of immortality for he was the only person whose genes bonded perfectly with the virus. All
other subjects were lost, their bodies running rampant and developing uncontrollable cysts until completely
consumed.
Following news of his demise, Sherry Birkin was allowed outside of U.S. Government protective custody and
became an agent of the United States. His death also saddened Alex Wesker, his ‘sister’ and now only surviving
member of the Wesker Plan. She would take steps to secure samples of the Uroboros Virus having seen its
potential. Even Ada Wong, his professional rival, felt an emptiness at his passing. Wesker's legacy of his unique
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blood type also passed down onto his son Jake, who became a target of The Family leader, Derek Simmons, and
Neo-Umbrella terrorist, Carla Radames. They wanted Jake's blood to enhance the latest deadly weapon, known
as the C-Virus. Following his death, Wesker’s research and assets were seized and handed over to the recently
revived ‘Blue Umbrella PMC’ which was now being run by his former associates in the rival company.
Capitalising on a clandestine deal Wesker had made years earlier with the U.S. Government to ensure the
original Umbrella’s demise, the rival company had formally applied to revive the corporation via the United
States Chapter 11 bankruptcy code, but the new management was charged with responsibility for redeeming
Umbrella’s dark legacy. Many products and experimental data left behind by Wesker were inspected in-house
and his anti-B.O.W. research results in particular mesmerised the researchers. Part of the research envisioned
combat in an unaffected state; alongside much conceptualizing of practical use by skilled combatants not
equipped with weapons of mass destruction like viruses. In recovered papers amongst his personal effects,
Wesker had argued that weapons of mass destruction didn’t necessarily lead to improving the situation. The
scientists used Wesker’s research to develop a host of specialised anti-B.O.W. firearms which were then
supplied to various anti-biohazard units such as the B.S.A.A. for testing, with a wider aim of full mass
production. These weapons were the fruits of Wesker’s secret research and were extremely effective in
redeeming most of the original Umbrella Corporation’s dark legacy and allowed a new Umbrella to rise. Even
years after his death, Albert Wesker is still achieving his goals from beyond the grave and continues to have a
haunting presence across the world. Those loyal to him are continuing his work.
Dr. Laverne begins practicing in Raccoon City, beginning a professional medical career that
will last 30 years.

1961:
Frederic Downing is born. He will go on to become an Umbrella researcher before defecting
to WilPharma and selling the t-Virus to terrorist organisations.
CHARACTER PROFILE: FREDERIC DOWNING

*Born; 1961. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: English. Affiliation: WilPharma.
Frederic Downing was an employee of WilPharma Corporation based in Harvardville. Since joining the
company in the early 21st Century he worked his way up the corporate ladder to become senior researcher. He
was a well-spoken man with impeccable manners and a penchant for traditional Earl Grey tea.
Downing's background is vague and all that is known is that he was once a former employee of Umbrella based
in Raccoon City. In mid-September 1998 when William Birkin was
finalising the G-Virus, Downing somehow managed to steal a
sample undetected, a feat even Umbrella themselves could not
manage, and fled the city just prior to the biological outbreak that
engulfed the town. He also had in his possession several samples of
the t-Virus and this theft was never recognised by Umbrella or any
of its affiliates. Downing then erased his past and found
employment at WilPharma; who at that time were an up and
coming international pharmaceutical enterprise. His true
intentions were to sell the viruses to terrorists as a black market
broker, but he figured their value would triple if he could first
create a vaccine for each and then sell them as a set. With his plan
finalised, Downing had the luxury of being able to search for potential customers whilst creating these vaccines.
Downing and his research team began work on the t-Vaccine first and looked for a suitable opportunity to test
it.
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In 2002, Downing disguised himself as a black market broker and came into contact with General Grande,
leader of the Republic of Bajirib and an advocator of terrorism. He sold Grande several samples of the t-Virus,
sparking several small incidents in India. This allowed WilPharma to step in and test their vaccine. As part of a
secret contract with the Pentagon, WilPharma conducted clinical trials in India over the next three years to
perfect the reagent. By 2005, Downing declared the vaccine a success, the very same year WilPharma
established a new state of the art research facility in Harvardville. Downing had been instrumental in
WilPharma’s euphoric rise, working closely with Senator Ron Davis to establish the new headquarters and
elevating their corporate status to replace Umbrella as the world’s leading pharmaceutical enterprise.
He made arrangements to sell a large quantity of t-Virus and its vaccine to Grande, making the General the
only man in the world to possess both. However, the power-hungry leader also wanted the G-Virus, which
proved to be a stumbling block for Downing as he had so far been unsuccessful in creating a vaccine. Because
the virus was so unpredictable and impossible to control, Downing had shelved the G-Vaccine program and
had the only sample locked down at WilPharma, although its existence remained a secret to those even within
the company. Downing disliked the G-Virus, referring to it as 'wickedly volatile and uncontrollable.' At his
time at Umbrella he had not worked on the G project and was never made aware of the 'DEVIL' antidote that
Birkin had engineered. Nevertheless, Downing agreed to send data on the G-virus to Grande and to do this he
needed a willing subject he could infect with the virus to showcase a demonstration.
Downing found his man in Curtis Miller, a troubled and depressed individual who had lost his entire family in
the Raccoon City tragedy. Downing exposed Curtis to the shocking truth behind the incident, prompting
Curtis to try to publically expose the truth behind the U.S. Government's connection to Umbrella and their role
in destroying the town. Downing's manipulation of Curtis went exactly as planned and the lie was further
drawn out when he had Curtis infect Harvardville Airport with the t-Virus. As a back-up should Curtis fail,
Downing had one of his own employees infected with the virus travelling towards the airport on a flight from
Atmos Airlines. He would infect the other passengers and the plane would crash into the airport.
Downing also arranged for most of the produced vaccine to be destroyed so that his price for selling it could go
up. By this point, Curtis was a broken man and made his way back to the WilPharma HQ and injected himself
with the G-Virus sample. As he began to mutate and cause havoc, Downing ensured his every action was being
recorded and monitored. He also lured Claire Redfield to the facility and staged an explosion to fake his own
death so he could escape undetected. G-Curtis decimated a platoon of marines but was eventually destroyed by
Leon S. Kennedy and Angela Miller, Curtis’ own sister. Downing’s plan appeared to have been executed
perfectly and even Claire Redfield was convinced the man behind the whole thing had been Ron Davis in an
attempt to raise WilPharma stock prices. Claire only discovered something was amiss about Downing when
Davis denied knowing anything about the G-Virus and she discovered the cord had been deliberately cut on the
phone Frederic had used to warn her.
Following the incident, Downing contacted General Grande to arrange the details of their transaction. He
waited in the woods on the edge of town with the development data for the t-Vaccine and associated samples.
He reviewed the footage of Curtis’ mutation and wanted extra money for the G-Virus data and advised Grande
against using it. But Downing was unaware his contact from Grande’s organisation had already been caught
and apprehended by U.S. Government agents and therefore would not be coming to meet with him as
scheduled. Minutes later Downing’s escape was thwarted when he was caught and arrested by Leon Kennedy,
Claire Redfield and Angela Miller. He later confessed everything and WilPharma, although innocent in the
whole affair, were later bought out by Tricell Inc as their public image was decimated beyond repair thanks to
Downing’s scheming.
Ugolino Baronio is born. He will become a loyal servant to the Il Veltro terrorist group
working under Jack Norman.
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1962:
William Birkin is born. He will go on to become a genius scientist for Umbrella, creating many
successful t-Virus variants and his masterpiece; the G-Virus.
CHARACTER PROFILE: WILLIAM BIRKIN

*Born: 1962. Died: 1998. Height: 178cm. Weight: 66.7kg. B-T: O. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Dr. William Birkin was an extraordinary scientist with a unique talent that manifested itself at a young age.
Bordering on genius, his talents were only ever sometimes undermined by his vanity, excessive jealousy and
overpowering desire to be the best. His career with Umbrella began at just 15 years old when he enrolled at the
Management Training Facility just outside of Raccoon City in 1977. There he met Albert Wesker and the two
became firm friends and rivals.
William was always very competitive and strived to be
the best he could be. His progress was exceptional,
earning him rave reviews from the Assistant Director
and even catching the eye of James Marcus himself,
who until then had shown no interest in any of his
students during his nine years as General Manager.
The staff took to calling him 'Scholar Will' and
admired his ruthless determination to succeed and his
extraordinary self-confidence. But despite eventually
earning Marcus's trust, both Birkin and Wesker were
plotting behind his back, looking to further their own positions by making covert reports on Marcus and his
research back to Spencer over at Arklay Laboratories. After compiling enough evidence, Marcus's work on the
new Tyrant Virus was exposed as well as his involvement in the disappearance of over 20 students. On July 29th
1978, the Training Facility was closed down and Marcus was stripped of his position. As a reward for their
loyalty and tremendous potential, Spencer had both Wesker and Birkin transferred over to Arklay Labs where
Birkin was made Chief Researcher at just sixteen years old. He was also credited with the creation of the
prototype t-Virus following the Marcus scandal. By now he was 16 years-old and immensely proud at being the
youngest employee and biggest potential of the company.
Birkin’s first act as Chief Researcher was to abandon the use of leeches in the experiments and instead focused
on using the t-Virus to create a human biological weapon. He was heavily influenced by the Ebola Virus and its
potential as a biological agent of terror. He was particularly influenced in its unique ability to jump from host
to host to self-propagate. Birkin created his own t-Virus strain by using Ebola genes to strengthen the DNA
transmutation attribute. He also had the Lisa Trevor specimen at his disposal and conducted numerous
experiments on her body. All seemed to be running smoothly until 1981 when Birkin’s mind-set was thrown
into disarray following the emergence of new child prodigy; Alexia Ashford. At the time Alexia was 10 yearsold and following university graduation had been appointed Chief Researcher of Umbrella’s South Pole
laboratory. Birkin had always prided himself on being the youngest prodigy Umbrella had at their disposal but
now suddenly found his world rocked by this spoiled little girl. He became excessively jealous and sloppy in his
work. His competitive spirit burning, he proceeded with his own research and experiments at breakneck pace,
but he was reckless, lacking proper planning and self-control, meaning a majority of the research was wasted
and many test subjects lost.
By now, Birkin had engineered a t-Virus variant stable enough to create primitive human biological weapons,
more commonly known as zombies. However, not only was he mutating human genes through the t-Virus, he
was also adding the genetic information of other creatures. These experiments resulted in a reptilian biological
weapon with an increased emphasis on its combat abilities. This creature would later become known as the
Hunter. However, Birkin’s poor attitude towards Alexia meant his work continued to suffer and many valuable
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specimens were lost. It was only the cool head of Albert Wesker that prevented the research from being set back
even further.
The turning point came two years later on New Year's Eve 1983. Word had reached the staff at Arklay
Laboratories that Alexia Ashford had died in a failed laboratory experiment. This news seemed to transform
Birkin and he reverted back to his old self, much to Wesker's relief. But although Birkin's work rate began to
increase once more, he forbade Wesker from acquiring a sample of the t-Veronica Virus, Alexia's life's work.
He wanted nothing to do with other people’s achievements. Shortly after her accident, the virus was scrapped
and all research on t-Veronica was discontinued. It was around this time that Birkin developed a romantic
relationship with a female researcher at Arklay named Annette. This was a move that surprised many of his
colleagues as up until then Birkin had been focused solely on his research and had shown no interest in
anything else. Despite this, Birkin and Annette were married and in 1986 they had a daughter named Sherry.
1988 was a significant year for Birkin. The t-Virus research reached the third stage when he successfully created
a new variant stable enough to transform selected human beings into the ultimate biological weapon, the
Tyrant. This was achieved by reducing the activity of the virus on the human brain to a minimum, thus
retaining as much intelligence as possible. However, the drawback to this was that only one person in every ten
million had the required genetic make-up compatible to become a Tyrant, the rest would simply become
zombies. These unfavourable results brought the research to an almost complete standstill as there were next to
no suitable test subjects available. The compatibility rate was estimated at 1-100,000,000 people.
Around that time, reports reached Arklay Labs that Umbrella France were trying to use organic parasites to
create B.O.W.s, and Wesker managed to convince Birkin that they should obtain a sample of the parasite
dubbed 'Nemesis.' When the sample arrived, they injected it into Lisa Trevor, her ability to withstand most
experiments making her the obvious candidate as a guinea pig. But surprisingly, Lisa appeared to absorb the
parasite and the research team were at a loss to explain exactly what had happened. Birkin was the only one to
understand that something new had been awakened inside of her. This was to be the beginning of the G-Virus
project, and the fruit of his life's work. This discovery, coupled with the fact that primary t-Virus research was
now complete despite a lack of suitable Tyrant hosts, ensured Spencer finally made his move and seized full
control of Umbrella. But in order to do so, he first had to dispose of James Marcus, who for the last ten years
had been living in exile at the old church next to the abandoned Training Facility, watching with envious eyes
as Birkin took his own creation to a new level. Spencer ordered Birkin and Wesker to kill Marcus and so they
dutifully led a squad of armed U.S.S. down to Marcus's private lab and had him assassinated. Birkin mockingly
informed the dying doctor that he would take over all of his research.
The goal of the G Project was to create 'G-Humans'; an evolved race of superior people created through use of
the G-Virus as an evolutionary tool and in 1991 Spencer approved the project. He also authorised the
construction of a huge, state-of-the-art underground research facility to be situated underneath Raccoon City
itself. Once the facility was completed, Birkin and Annette transferred across in 1993 and his old position at
Arklay Labs was taken over by John Clemens; a researcher from the Chicago branch of Umbrella.
During the early 1990s, Birkin maintained an excellent working relationship with the Chicago branch. His
work on the G-Virus and continued research on the t-Virus enabled Chicago and Umbrella USA to gain
significant influence over the entire corporation. Additionally the clones donated by Tyrant-compatible host
Sergei Vladimir allowed for Birkin to perfect the t-Virus so that anyone could be transformed into a Tyrant,
regardless of their intelligence levels. This was a massive breakthrough.
In 1995, Birkin was called back to Arklay Laboratories with Wesker to oversee the final disposal of Lisa Trevor.
By now he was aiming to use the G-Virus to secure an executive seat on Umbrella’s board of directors, although
the virus was still several years away from completion. He worked closely with police chief Brian Irons to
ensure his work remained protected and also conducted training seminars with the Chicago branch. As ever he
remained consumed by his work and his relationship with Sherry suffered as a result. He would spend days at a
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time in his lab and his daughter often felt sad about it. Her mom Annette was so in awe of her husband that she
also never noticed Sherry’s suffering.
By 1998, all research on the t-Virus was complete and finalised and all that remained was to gather sufficient
combat data. Wesker had already informed him of his intention to leave Umbrella and when the biological
disaster hit the Spencer Mansion and adjoining lab complex, it seemed like the perfect opportunity had arose.
But Birkin refused to join him and would not contemplate leaving
Umbrella whilst his G-Virus research was still incomplete. At this
stage the project was still several months off being ready and he
firmly believed its success would see him promoted to executive
status.
In July, Birkin was put in charge of the Reclamation Project as
Umbrella wanted to conduct a detailed investigation into the possible
re-opening of the old training facility that shut down 20 years ago.
Birkin and Wesker were reunited as leaders of this project but after
an initial survey team had been attacked and killed on site, they
realised the abandoned facility was also contaminated and further
investigation revealed a man claiming to be the long dead James
Marcus was behind the attack. With Wesker preoccupied with
carrying out his duties as S.T.A.R.S. commander and gearing up for
Operation X-Day, it was left up to Birkin to sort out this mess. But
before Wesker left, Birkin provided him with a sample of an
experimental virus derived from Progenitor that would aid him in his
mission should he become desperate. He told Wesker it was a sample
from the mutation stocks designed for the host to cheat death, but even Birkin never knew the true reasoning
behind this viral sample. He never knew about the Wesker Children program and gave it to Wesker on
Spencer’s order. Once Wesker had gone, Birkin activated the self-destruct system for the Management Training
Facility and destroyed the whole complex in a bid to wipe out the Marcus clone and the biohazard.
Birkin became exceedingly paranoid following the mansion incident, believing he would be blamed for the
outbreak of the t-Virus that contaminated the estate. He believed a team of agents would be sent into Raccoon
under the guise of eliminating the surviving S.T.A.R.S. members with a hidden objective to kill him. He began
to disagree with the direction Umbrella wanted to take his G-Virus and the Chicago branch noted he was
becoming increasingly erratic and difficult to handle. His psychological evaluations did not make for good
reading. Birkin soon realised that no offer was forthcoming to join Umbrella’s executive elite and so he began
to make discrete ties with the U.S. Government and was put into contact with Derek C. Simmons. At this stage,
he still delivered training seminars but his relationship with the Chicago branch had deteriorated since the
mansion incident. Umbrella Europe were making headways with the Nemesis T-Type and the Chicago office,
who had a deep rivalry with their European counterparts, wanted to see off this threat to their throne. In
response, Birkin launched the Nemesis Beta program, a counterpart parasite to the Alpha organism that had
brought Umbrella Europe so much success. The Nemesis Beta parasite resembled a spider and was much bigger
that it’s Alpha cousin, and was also able to survive independent of its host albeit in a weakened state. Its
function was to take control of other organisms via the central nervous system, rendering them stronger and
faster. But ultimately this project failed and Nemesis Beta was scraped, with all remaining test parasites locked
down in the P-15B facility. Following this failure, Chicago placed Birkin under so much pressure to complete
the G-Virus that he began to have serious reservations about their ultimate plans for his creation. He despised
being under their control and gradually ceased his progress reports. In response, Chicago executives feared
Birkin was planning to betray them. Having been part of the Marcus conspiracy, Birkin knew first-hand what
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Umbrella were capable of and needed a diversion to draw attention away from him and his work. To this end
he intentionally allowed a biohazard to occur at the P-12A Incinerator Facility, having monitored failing
conditions there since June and purposefully done nothing about it. Throughout this time and whilst finalising
the G-Virus, Birkin remained in constant contact with Umbrella's man in the R.P.D.; Chief Irons, and ordered
him to watch out for spies trying to get at him. He was paying the police chief large sums of money and
instructed him to keep the authorities away from the underground sewer network and the S.T.A.R.S. away
from the chemical plant and factory situated in Lonsdale Train Yards.
Birkin continued to negotiate with Derek Simmons in secret, and the U.S. Government were ready to extract
him and take him into their custody, effectively ending their collusive decades-long relationship with Umbrella.
With Birkin under their employ, they would have no further need to align with the corporation and prevent
Umbrella from ever getting the G-Virus. Although Birkin remained unaware, Albert Wesker was also hoping
to extract his old colleague and bring him over to the rival company.
But when Umbrella learned of this betrayal, they sent agents into Raccoon City to forcibly retrieve the G-Virus
from Birkin. The unit, led by Hunk, shot William and stole the G-Virus sample. As he lay there dying, Birkin
injected himself with the G-Virus, transforming himself into a G-creature, but not a G-Human as originally
intended. He attacked and decimated the U.S.S. Special Forces team, which led to the t-Virus leaking and
contaminating the whole of Raccoon City on a rapid scale thanks to infected rats. For the next few days, Birkin
continued to mutate and prowl the sewers, looking for victims to reproduce with. He eventually came across
his own daughter, Sherry, and implanted her with a G embryo. He was eventually finally destroyed when his
mutated form attacked the train that Leon Kennedy, Claire Redfield and Sherry were using to escape the city
on September 30th. Birkin had almost completely absorbed the train when its self-destruct system was
activated, blowing him up and finally destroying him.
Jack Baker is born. He is the patriarch of the tragic Baker family that will fall victim to the
E-Series bioweapon ‘Eveline’ between 2014 and 2017.
CHARACTER PROFILE: JACK BAKER

*Born: 1962. Died: 2017. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Jack Baker was the head of the Baker family living in the region of Dulvey in the southern state of rural
Louisiana. He was married to Marguerite and together they had two children named Lucas and Zoe. The farm
they owned was set amidst a large plantation surrounded by numerous swamps and a bayou. It was very
isolated but the Bakers were known throughout the local parishes
as a quiet and peaceful family. The Baker farm had been passed
down generationally and dated back to the early 19th century.
Little is known of Jack’s early life other than he grew up with a
passion for American football and enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps in April 1980. He also met Marguerite and was
married to her for at least 25 years prior to October 2014. The
date of their anniversary was October 26th. Jack was a firm but
caring man, although he liked to drink and would get drunk most
nights, leading to strained relations within his family. He had a
temper and the alcohol would only exacerbate this. Marguerite
often complained about his drinking and his son Lucas felt the
brunt of his fists on more than one occasion. However, when he was sober he was a kind-hearted and down to
earth family man. His professional life outside the services remains a mystery through he did always mention
to Marguerite that he always wanted to run a bed and breakfast at their farm.
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In October 2014, a hurricane swept through Dulvey and devastated the area, leaving much of the parish
flooded. Just prior to this, Jack had spent many days reinforcing the main house by boarding up windows and
securing the outbuildings as best he could with hammer and nails. In the aftermath of the storm, Lucas
informed Jack that a large ship had drifted off course and crashed in the bayou. He went out to investigate and
found the unconscious Mia Winters, later bringing her back to the farm and putting her to bed in the caravan.
Jack went out again, too soon to heed Mia’s warnings about Eveline; a powerful E-Series bioweapon she had
been secretly transporting on the ship. In the swamplands near the wreck of the LNG Annabelle, Jack found a
comatose Eveline and brought her back to the ranch. He put her in Lucas’ old room and told Zoe to watch over
her whilst he went back outside to check the boathouse. The damage from the hurricane had left it half
underwater the last time he had checked. Eveline soon woke up and began infecting the family with the mold,
starting with Marguerite. Jack returned and bravely tried to save Zoe from his now deranged wife, only to
succumb to the infection himself moments later. The mold exacerbated Jack’s already short temper and made
him excessively violent towards anyone that challenged him. It also endowed him with extraordinary
regenerative capabilities and a dulled reaction to pain stimuli. To demonstrate his devotion to Eveline, he took
a knife and stabbed himself in the heart, feeling no ill effects whatsoever. He tried to capture Zoe and succeeded
in dragging Lucas into his old room where Eveline also infected him, referring to her as Lucas’s new sister.
Because the infection was in its very early stages, Jack was able to sometimes resist Eveline and would tell her to
shut up when she got in his head, insisting she was not real.
In the day that followed, Jack returned to normal and went about his everyday life, but he continued to display
symptoms of irrational behaviour and slowly the bacterium spread towards his brain, which eventually put him
in stage 2 of the infection and rendered him completely under Eveline’s control. In this phase, Jack experienced
hallucinations of Eveline and began carrying out her orders without question. His regenerative powers
increased and his behaviour became quite hostile. His thoughts were completely in tune with those of the ESeries asset and eventually Jack lost all sense of ego. Eveline controlled his infection and kept it restricted to the
mid-stage, for if it continued unchecked the mold would eventually take over every cell in his body and Jack
would lose his human form. Eveline initially saw Jack as her surrogate ‘daddy’ and she continued to manipulate
him and the rest of the Bakers at will. Soon they began to withdraw from society and that eventually led to
them being declared as missing persons. Their sudden disappearance raised many questions and theories
ranged from foul play to unshakable rumours about the psychological condition of Lucas Baker. Eventually the
Baker farm was declared as abandoned but people would not go there because of the wild rumours and soon
the entire plantation had a reputation for being haunted.
Eveline wanted to expand her family and had Jack capture anyone that ventured too close to the estate, this
included hikers, campers and homeless people. Jack and Marguerite would deliberately feed them
contaminated food to infect them with the mold and Eveline would assess their suitability as potential family
candidates. Those that were deemed inappropriate or unworthy were discarded and converted into Molded
creatures. For the next three years Jack and the rest of the family abducted over 20 people and many were
killed, tortured and dissected. Jack’s daughter Zoe would try to help the captured subjects and this led to her
being disowned by the rest of the family and forced to live inside the caravan in the garden. In their depravity,
the family even turned to cannibalism and likened their captured prey to several different foods such as meaty
sauté and portly BBQ. Some subjects occasionally escaped and this eventually prompted Jack to suggest hiding
the three dog head emblems making up the puzzle for the lock on the back door of the main house. Jack also
occasionally frequented Dulvey to gain supplies but by this point he was so dishevelled and unkempt that
nobody recognised him. He would visit Niko’s and purchase chainsaws, pet collars and coils of rope to provide
further torment to his victims.
In June 2017 the Baker farm was visited by the production crew of ‘Sewer Gators’ – an online documentary
series exploring haunted and abandoned places. The show producer Andre Strickland had heard of the Baker
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family and his research found them to be a quiet family that disappeared three years ago. There was nothing
unusual about them save for the unsavoury rumours about Lucas. The production team shot some rehearsal
footage in the guest house late at night but Andre was lured away and killed by Jack. Shortly afterwards
presenter Pete Walken was killed by a possessed Mia Winters and cameraman Clancy Jarvis was abducted.
Clancy was initially kept alive as Eveline took an interest in him as a potential ‘brother’ for her growing family.
He was tended to by Marguerite in the main house and this caused Jack to get angry and have an argument
with her. Jack’s behaviour upset Marguerite so much she stabbed Clancy several times before Jack stepped in to
stop her and insisted he loved her.
The following month, Ethan Winters was lured to the estate at the behest of Eveline who used a disorientated
Mia to send him an e-mail for help. To help lure him to the right place, Eveline had Jack distribute photographs
of Mia around the guest house and light a camp fire outside next to Mia’s handbag and driving license. When
Ethan came into contact with Mia, he was infected with the mould and Jack knocked him out and brought him
up to the main house. There the Baker family had a meal to welcome him into their fold and tried to feed him
contaminated food. When he refused, Jack became angry and tried to force open Ethan’s mouth with a knife to
test his pain responses to the infection. He later severed Ethan’s leg off completely with a shovel and then
offered him first aid so he could reattach it – confirming to Jack that Ethan was successfully infected. Jack then
chased Ethan around the main house, laughing and joking and enjoying the thrill. He also murdered Sheriff’s
Deputy David Anderson who later arrived at the estate investigating more missing persons’ reports. During a
confrontation in the garage, Jack tried to use Ethan’s own car to kill him, and demonstrated more of his unique
abilities by surviving a fatal stabbing through the heart with scaffolding, being blown up and burning to death,
and a gunshot point blank to the head.
Jack reappeared later on after his body had once again regenerated. He stalked Ethan once again and by now
had developed a severe dislike of him. He questioned what Eveline ever saw in him and taunted him as ‘just a
man without a family’. He knew Ethan was trying to escape the house and so he took one of the dog head
statuettes and hid it down in the dissection room. He had also brought Deputy Anderson’s corpse down and
hung it from a meat hook on the wall where it would slowly transmute into a Molded. At this point Jack
realised that Eveline wanted Ethan to be her new ‘daddy’ and that he was becoming superfluous to
requirements. He desperately wanted to kill Ethan and trapped him in the basement before attacking with a
pair of mechanical shears. But again, Ethan won the battle and Jack’s injuries were so severe that his upper
torso exploded completely, leaving only his legs behind.
With Jack being of no further use to her, Eveline released the block she had on his infection and allowed it to
reach the third and final stage, resulting in the mold taking over every cell in his body and Jack losing his
human form. He grew into a large, animal-like creature with his body encased in the sentient mold. He could
still speak, but his voice was distorted and inhuman. He burned for revenge and vowed to kill both Ethan and
Mia for destroying his family. He attacked Ethan once again at the boathouse and chastised Zoe for helping
their captives escape. He was angry for being plotted against and lamented the death of Marguerite at Ethan’s
hands. But Jack was eventually killed for good when Ethan injected him with the experimental serum crafted
from the D-Series head and arm. The resulting injection caused the mold within Jack to calcify.
However, because he was infected with the E-Series Mutamycete, the D-Series Necrotoxin had not fully killed
him and thus Jack survived for longer in torment. Having lost his human form, he now resembled a mass of
decaying skin and barnacles in vaguely humanoid form. His body was covered in centipedes and he became
known as the ‘Swamp Man.’ He spent weeks after Eveline’s death prowling the woods and looking for his
daughter, Zoe, but he was eventually killed by his own brother, Joe.
Kyle Brendan is born. He will follow a life of petty crime, associating with Derek Azula and
end up incarcerated at Douglas Prison in Raccoon City where he will make several
unsuccessful escape attempts.
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Future mayor Michael Warren comes to Raccoon City as part of an engineering team in a bid
to revolutionise and expand the city’s electrical grids. Over the next several years he will also
work on the new cable car transportation network. He will gradually fall in love with Raccoon
City and will eventually make his fortune through an electrical company.
Raccoon City at this stage is nothing more than a small town, but that is due to change now that
major redevelopment plans begin and new grids are laid to supply electricity to these areas.
The town will continue to grow in and around Raccoon Forest and situated in-between
neighbouring towns Arklay City and Stoneville. Around this mountainous region three species
of herb thrive and are known for their natural healing properties.

“--Uses of Medicinal Herbs-It is a well-known fact that there exist many plants that are credited with medicinal healing
powers. Since ancient times, mankind has been healing wounds and diseases using various
plants.
In this book, we will sample three herbs that are native of the Arklay Mountains and briefly
outline each of their medicinal qualities. Each herb has a distinct colour and a distinct
medicinal quality.
The green herb recovers physical strength. The blue herb neutralizes natural toxins. However,
the red herb has no real effect by itself. We have found that mixing green and red herbs results
in a magnified effect.
We will outline the effects of red herbs when mixed with other herbs when we have more data.
Meanwhile feel free to experiment on your own, for true knowledge is best acquired through
own experience...”
-REMAKE; Botany Book; undated.

Raccoon Forest has long been a blanket of perfection covering the vast expanse of the Arklay
Mountain range and is home to an abundance of diverse wildlife and eco-systems. As Raccoon
continues to expand dramatically over the next 30 years, the forest and lakes will become a
popular tourist destination for many families and visitors during the holiday seasons, giving the
city a close bond with the nature surrounding it.
LOCATION PROFILE: ARKLAY MOUNTAINS
On the outskirts of Raccoon City lay the rural region known as the Arklay Mountains; mile upon mile of
beautiful craggy countryside blanketed by the rich tapestry of Raccoon Forest. This locale was very popular
with hikers, ramblers and joggers, and was responsible for a significant slice of Raccoon's tourism industry. As
well as the forest, Arklay also contained a dam and reservoir for the town's water supply as well as several major
lakes and rivers, many of which ran directly through or underneath the city. The green, blue and red herbs were
native to the region and the geography was so vast that one could easily get lost on any one of the dozens of
mountain trails.
Whilst stationed at Arklay Labs, Albert Wesker would often take long walks through the forest, cataloguing the
wildlife and pondering on-going developments at Umbrella. He wondered if Spencer had purposefully
constructed the mansion and labs in this location for it was the perfect thriving ground for the t-Virus should it
ever be exposed to the outside. The rich haven of flora and fauna local to the region were all susceptible to
infection, making the whole area a dangerous location to house primary viral research. The mansion estate was
located deep into the forest, well away from the city as Spencer had at least considered that significant distance
from the local population centre was important. The woods were vast and there were no other houses in the
area. Numerous pathways, tracks and trails spider-webbed their way across the region and the only way in and
out of the very deepest recesses was via helicopter.
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Roughly three miles away from the mansion was Umbrella's Management Training Facility run by Dr. Marcus,
and to transport key personnel between these facilities and Raccoon City was a set of privately owned rail
tracks by Umbrella. Their special transport train, the Ecliptic Express, made daily trips into Raccoon Forest
and beyond. In addition to these two facilities,
Umbrella also had dealings with a little-known
hospital situated inside the forest. Unlike
Raccoon General Hospital which was built in
downtown Raccoon City in 1992, this small
medical centre was decades old and the original
point of call for treatment by Raccoon's citizens.
However, when the General Hospital was
eventually constructed as part of Mayor Michael
Warren's 'Bright 21st Century Raccoon Plan’,
the old Arklay hospital fell into decline. Most
patients relocated to the brand new, state-of-the-art hospital in the centre of town rather than travelling
outside of the city and into the forest. This downfall resulted in financial troubles and was a key reason why
Umbrella were able to step in and bribe the staff with financial incentive in order to conduct illegal medical
experiments on the patients. They operated under a dummy corporation and passed themselves off as a small
and insignificant medical firm. The hospital's chief administrator, Albert Lester, was treating his wife Dorothy
for cancer at the time and the illegal products Umbrella were offering, including experimental strains of the
t-Virus, promised to aid to aid her recovery.
Initially the tests went well and several patients including Dorothy responded well to treatment. But eventually
the virus took its toll on the subjects and all human comprehension was lost.
The experiments were covered up and friends and relatives were told that their loved ones had either died
through illness or complications to treatment. But too many patients had died, and the citizens suspected that
something was amiss and began protesting at the hospital gates. Eventually the local media got involved and a
reporter named Kurt, a colleague of Alyssa Ashcroft, came to investigate. But Kurt was denied access to the
hospital and no staff members were willing to comment or give interviews. His background checks failed to
turn up anything significant about the medical corporation supplying the experimental treatments or its
products. Simultaneously, the R.P.D. had also begun a discreet investigation following several complaints and
was looking into the importing of drugs into the hospital. But Police Chief Brian Irons, whom Umbrella had
only recently acquired onto their payroll, ensured there was no way to trace anything back to the corporation.
Following weeks of frustration, Kurt travelled to the hospital in the middle of the night in an attempt to break
inside and obtain proof of any wrongdoings. Alyssa knew he was going to do this and agreed to cover up for
him. However, soon after infiltrating the facility, he was attacked and killed by Al Lester's infected wife
Dorothy. Kurt's death forced the R.P.D investigation teams into action but Brian Irons was able to stall the
police long enough for Umbrella to withdraw themselves from the entire episode. He ensured Kurt's death and
the illegal drug imports were quietly forgotten and eventually the investigation was suspended due to lack of
evidence. The hospital closed down shortly afterwards and the building fell into disrepair.
In the following years, reports of missing persons and accidents in the Arklay Mountains began to increase.
Recurring high altitude fog meant that many of the paths were closed during the winter seasons and on
Halloween night 1996, a gruesome discovery was made when the decomposed corpse of a man was found
washed up on the shores of the Aimes River. Powerful steroids and other drugs were found inside the body but
the authorities were not surprised for the river had long been used as an illegal dumping ground by local
pharmaceutical companies.
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In 1998, Albert Lester returned to Raccoon City five years after the death of his wife. He visited the site of the
old hospital and found a curious plant growing in the basement. The plant had become infected with the tVirus from the remnants of the 1993 experiments and Al became fascinated by the plant he began to see as a
reincarnation of Dorothy. He would go hunting in the woods and bring back birds, dogs and other captured
game to feed her with. As he became more and more delusional, he began to don a mask and murder local
hikers as a food source for the plant. Not long afterwards rumours began to circulate in the local press that a
ghost was haunting the mountains. Amongst his victims were two botanists on a camping trip to study local
plant life.
But the most significant event in the Arklay Mountains
was the t-Virus leak at the Spencer Mansion on May
11th. In the following weeks reports began to come in
concerning strange dog-like creatures roaming the
woods and increasing numbers of people venturing
into the forest for a walk or a run were not coming
back. But the ensuring media circus only attracted
more people to the region eager to catch a glimpse for
themselves what all the fuss was about. On May 20th, a
man walked the banks of the Marble River and found
the mutilated remains of a female hiker washed up on
the shoreline. This was the first of several serious incidents which resulted in the road leading to the foothills
being blocked off by police and a cordon put in place. On July 9th the S.T.A.R.S. taskforce began their
investigation into the incidents but expected great difficulty due to the vast size of the Arklay Mountains and
primeval forest area. Their efforts to contain the area were hampered by an excited local press urging people to
break the cordon and photograph the elusive strange creatures that had been sighted in the area. Following the
mansion incident, the resulting fire from the estate’s destruction spread to the neighbouring trees and a large
area of about 750 acres, equalling to 300 hectares, had been burned by the time the fire was contained and
extinguished. The environment and ecological balance of the entire forest was made unstable by this
devastation and city officials demanded prompt field surveys by experts who quickly concluded ecological
restoration work and afforestation were urgently required. The resulting impact on Raccoon’s tourism industry
was devastating.
Umbrella conducted a discreet investigation into the remnants of the Arklay estate and surrounding forest
area. One of the lead supervisors in the investigation was Nikolai Zinoviev and in the week and a half following
the explosion, Umbrella's forensic teams and viral specialists combed every small area of the vast forest region
around the mansion. By August 5th they concluded that there were no signs of viral leakage in the surrounding
area, though the forest was to be continuously monitored with extreme caution. The body of their secret
operative, Albert Wesker, was also not recovered, despite the reports of surviving S.T.A.R.S. members having
witnessed him being killed at the scene. With no remains were located, this was the first subtle clue to those
high up within Umbrella that Wesker was still alive.
As the summer months rolled on, strange creatures were again sighted in the woods as the t-Virus slowly
seeped into the city following leaks at the Dead Factory on the outskirts of town. In early September the
hooded figure of Albert Lester was witnessed by local hikers and more reports of ghostly sightings were made
to the local press, with residents believing it to be the spirit of a patient from the old hospital. A week later
campers reported witnessing an enormous insect-like creature in the forest and this generated great debate in
the city with a leading professor at Raccoon University debunking the claims, citing that no such creature could
possibly exist. During the t-Virus disaster at Raccoon City, a group of survivors made it out into the woods
where they met Albert Lester in his cabin. He led them down to the remnants of the old hospital and stalked
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them with his axe, hoping to feed them to the Dorothy Plant. A large portion of the Arklay Mountain region
was decimated following the nuclear strike upon Raccoon City on October 1st 1998, but over time the area
began to regrow and nature once again laid claim to the region.
NOTABLE LOCATIONS:
RACCOON DAM: - Provided the water supply to Raccoon City and was located near to the Management
Training Facility. The dam connected to both Victory Lake and Circular River and Rebecca Chambers and
Billy Coen sought refuge here during the viral outbreak in the Arklay Mountains on July 23rd, 1998.
CIRCULAR RIVER: - Circular River was the main water flow and ran right through the heart of Raccoon City
covering both the northern and southern regions. To the north, Circular River branched off towards the Lynn
Valley. Aside from the river's geography, very little else was known in regards to its background and history.
VICTORY LAKE: - Victory Lake was a popular tourist destination and holiday hotspot for Raccoon City's
nature-loving citizens. During the t-Virus outbreak of summer 1998, two corpses were discovered on the lake
shoreline. The attackers were described only as mysterious monsters that had been witnessed in the area several
days earlier.
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FACILITY: - Opened by Umbrella in the late sixties and ran for ten years under
Dr. James Marcus until it closed abruptly in 1978. Plans were undertaken into a possible re-opening in 1998 but
were soon abandoned following the biological outbreak at the facility.
MENDEZ RIVER: - The Mendez River flowed from the western Arklay Mountains region, connecting to the
outskirts of Raccoon City via its shipping docks. Not long before the outbreak, a 39-year old man was found
dead on the banks of the Mendez, having been attacked and severely mutilated not long before his discovery.
An unidentified man was found wandering the vicinity close to the body, covered in blood and unresponsive.
The R.P.D. arrested the man and transferred him back to the precinct for questioning.
THE ARKLAY ESTATE: - Also referred to as the Spencer Mansion, it was constructed in 1962 by George
Trevor and completed in 1967. It was the home of Oswell E. Spencer and the birthplace of Umbrella itself. The
estate housed a secret research facility that ran for over 30 years before being completely destroyed in July 1998.
AIMES RIVER: - The Aimes River was located near to several major hiking and camping paths surrounding
the Arklay Mountains. Various small streams broke away from the Aimes, leading those planning on staying in
close proximity to its banks getting sometimes lost much deeper within Raccoon Forest. Many distress calls
made by hikers and campers new to the region were a result of the Aimes River's complex structure. Because
the Aimes was so difficult to supervise, it had long been the favoured dumping ground for illegal chemical and
drug companies operating within its vicinity. On October 31st, 1996, the body of a man was discovered floating
in the river by campers. The coroner determined that the man had been dead for at least six months prior to his
discovery and the corpse was so badly decayed that identification was impossible. A high level of various illegal
and unidentified drugs was found in the man's body, leading the R.P.D. to suspect he had been drugged and
murdered, but with no apparent motive. The subsequent police investigation that followed was later dropped
after it failed to yield any results.
ABANDONED HOSPITAL: - Fell into decline after the construction of Raccoon General Hospital in 1992. It
was used for undercover experiments by Umbrella and was eventually shut down in 1993 after the
disappearance of a local journalist and a demonstration following mistreatment of patients. It remained a
crumbling ruin for the next five years and was supported by the thick root system of an infected plant growing
in the basement. The remains of the building were later destroyed in 1998.
MARBLE RIVER: - Flowed from the Arklay Forest region and ran through Raccoon City's Cedar District. In
May 1998, a deceased woman in her early 20's was discovered close to the Marble River. It is believed that this
was the first victim to spark the public's concern regarding a vicious cult operating in the Arklay Mountains
and the ensuring investigation by the S.T.A.R.S. unit.
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LYNN VALLEY – Located in the south west region of the mountain range, the Lynn Valley was viewed from
the Raccoon suburbs with residents of Chumleigh Drive and Mina Street being afforded an excellent view of
this stunning locale. A branch of the Circular River also flowed through this area.

Oswell Spencer contacts George Trevor’s office in New York. He is investigating the possibility
of constructing a luxury getaway resort in the United States and the site he has chosen is located
deep within Raccoon Forest in the Arklay Mountains. Spencer and Trevor partake in a
number of telephone conferences to exchange ideas and design aspects. Spencer assures the
architect that money is of no object and that he has already secured planning permission and a
sizable chunk of land in the Arklay region with a series of pre-existing mining tunnels
underneath. The financial freedom is a big draw for Trevor, providing the unique opportunity
of a blank canvas to work from with no budget restrictions. The only unusual aspect is
Spencer’s insistence the mansion be outfitted with many secret rooms and passageways. He
encourages Trevor to view this aspect as a design challenge to ward him off any deep-seeded
sinister motivations. He also requests that Trevor take design inspiration from his villa in
Europe, particularly the main hall and dining room.
MARCH 1962
George Trevor returns to Spencer with his proposed design schematics. The plans he has
come up with are for a luxurious mansion set out over two main floors with extensive basement
and attic areas. Several acres of surrounding land will make up the exterior courtyard and
garden areas. Spencer is thrilled with the designs but questions Trevor’s proposed construction
company and suggests a more suitable alternative. He also makes a few minor alterations
causing Trevor to refine his plans. These include changing the downstairs music room to a bar
and the drawing room adjacent to the main hall to an art room. He also decides to get rid of
the billiard room completely on the second floor and knock the wall through to create one
large art gallery.

“FIRST FLOOR:
Dining Hall – Decorate with old paintings. Custom order pendulum clock. Do something with
the hands.
Music Room – Change to a bar. Piano opens secret door… But how?
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Storeroom – Tiger with the blue and yellow eyes.
Drawing Room – Change to art room.
L-shaped corridor – No change – consider with nice views.
Gallery – Put a wall in.
SECOND FLOOR:
Armour Room – He wants to make this his armour collection.
Billiard Room – Make one room.
Terrace – Make wider. Wants a place for his dogs to play.
Trophy Room – The eagle that watches over the other gems.
Windows: Stained glass – custom order.
THIRD FLOOR:
Tea Room – Make this a corridor
Upper Library – Connects to the corridor outside.
BASEMENT FIRST FLOOR:
Kitchen elevator – Must talk with electric company about safety device.
*Lord Spencer said he would punish all intruders.”
-Biohazard HD: Mansion Schematic; undated.
Incorporating these changes desired by Spencer and to change the main construction company
at this late stage means they will not meet the original start date for construction.
TUESDAY MARCH 21ST 1962
The original proposed staring date for construction of the mansion. This date is no longer
viable because of Spencer’s last minute insistence on a change of Construction Company.

“Mansion Design Proposal – Take back to office for updates.
Update: Changing construction companies. Start date will be pushed back. Going with Lord
Spencer’s recommendation. (Will make contract later)”
-Biohazard HD: Mansion Schematic; 21/03/62

Trevor spends the next several months refining the plans and getting everything organised.
THURSDAY JULY 5TH 1962
Trevor returns to Spencer with his completed
4th edition design plans. Spencer is thrilled
and grants final approval, signing the contract
immediately. Trevor estimates the mansion
will take five years to build and will conform
to all of Spencer’s requests and specifications.
He believes that if he can complete this
ambitious project it will represent some of the
finest work of his career. He also presents
Spencer with a miniature model of the
proposed estate to further express the grandeur.

“From the day I first showed the model to Oswell E. Spencer in his office, until the completion
of the building took me five years. Spencer’s orders were really difficult and I had to call upon
all of my energy and ingenuity to realise it. At first sight no one would suspect anything out of
the ordinary.”
-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor’s Original Letters; Archived 1967
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As a token of thanks to Trevor for his work, Spencer commissions a portrait to be done of
Trevor’s daughter Lisa that will hang pride of place in the completed art gallery of the mansion.
He will also invite his whole family over for a sumptuous banquet in the grand dining hall once
the estate is completed. They will be the first honoured guests of his new home.

“July 5th, 1962 – Meeting went well
Some of Lord Spencer’s design proposals were complicated but nothing we can’t handle. This
is a very exciting project. He’s even going to invite my family and I when it’s completed, plus let
my daughter Lisa be a model for one of the paintings in the gallery. Such an honour.
-That dog has had no proper training. My blueprints are now covered in ink!”
-Biohazard HD: Mansion Schematic; 05/07/62.

1963:
Nikolai Zinoviev is born. He will serve in the Russian Army, developing specialised combat
skills as a member of the Spetznaz Special Forces before eventually joining Umbrella as a
U.B.C.S. Supervisor. He will also become a close comrade of Sergei Vladimir.
CHARACTER PROFILE: NIKOLAI ZINOVIEV

Born: 1963. Died: UK. Height: 187cm. Weight: 102kg. B-T: A. Nationality: Russian. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Holding the rank of Sergeant in Unit B of U.B.C.S. Platoon D, Nikolai was originally from Moscow where he
served in the Russian army. Before the fall of the Soviet Union he was a member of the well-known Spetznaz
special unit, with whom he developed a unique set of skills
in relation to firearms and close-quarters combat. Over
the years he completed and survived several top secret
missions and during the Cold War he took part in a
number of political assassinations and insurgency
operations. But due to the secretive nature of these
missions, much of his history is shrouded in mystery.
Nikolai was a cold and calculated individual and his time
with the Spetznaz only heightened this emotionless
weapon. When the Soviet Union collapsed, Nikolai lost all
sense of patriotism and concerned himself only with
money and personal gain, taking an anarchic view on life. He joined Umbrella Corporation who provided him
with opportunities to exploit his skills. He had no interest in loyalty or corporate promotion and would happily
betray those around him to suit his own needs. He would do anything to ensure a more profitable bonus.
His comerades gave him the nick name ‘Silver Fox’ due to his close-cropped silver hair and he was great friends
with Sergei Vladimir due to their shared experiences in the Russian Military and mutual outlook on life.
Nikolai brought Sergei to Umbrella in 1991 and persuaded him to relinquish his ten clones for t-Virus research
in exchange for an executive position within the company. Sergei’s rise in Umbrella only benefitted Nikolai. He
was enlisted in the U.B.C.S. and made a member of ‘Monitor’; an internal espionage group designed to monitor
suspicious company employees and activities. His skills as a lone soldier were second to none. Throughout his
career Nikolai had fought in cities and forests, had experience in placing and disarming traps, an extensive
knowledge of first aid and was fluent in several foreign languages. His exceptional mission survival ratio
ensured he was U.S.S. Alpha Team leader Hunk’s only real rival and there was a certain animosity between the
pair. He could find his way around any type of battlefield and his survival skills earned him a questionable
reputation amongst his comrades. But his integrity as a soldier remained completely immaculate and his skills
were often recognised by those high up in Umbrella. However, in secret there was always growing criticism
among his own unit with regard to his survival rate, and he was not very well liked by his own people.
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During the private rescue operations in Raccoon City, Nikolai was entrusted with a number of secret duties in
his role as Supervisor/Monitor. Umbrella's true aim was to recover battle and medical data for the B.O.W.s
under development at that time, and Nikolai was the first of many ordered to retrieve it for them. He was part
of a special unit known as 'Bravo 16', identifying the 16 trusted individuals operating in Raccoon City with
these hidden agendas.
Despite working for Umbrella, Nikolai was a man motivated by money and was also in the employ of another
unknown group during the events of Raccoon City. The identity of this group was never ascertained but they
were at least affiliated with Umbrella as they were able to provide Nikolai with the classified radio channel
being used by U.S.S. Delta Team, who were on their own secret mission to destroy all evidence linking
Umbrella to the biological disaster. Through this monitoring he was able to sabotage their mission whilst
completing his own objectives. In the early hours of September 27th he shot members of his own unit and left
them for dead in City Hall before escaping from Government Spec Ops teams who had arrived to secure the
area. He then ran into Wolfpack and began to toy with them, luring their members into traps with Lickers and
later zombie dogs in the General Hospital. He also shot down a helicopter transporting portable EMP charges
and confronted Wolfpack again at the St. Michael's Clock Tower and later the Water Treatment Facility.
Later in the outbreak he menaced Jill Valentine and Carlos Oliveria, although distanced himself from Jill by
faking his death so he would avoid the Nemesis T-Type. He also began to chase down and kill any remaining
Monitors in the city so he could demand a bigger bonus from Umbrella upon his return. He shot Tyrell Patrick
who was later killed when a booby-trapped wall safe triggered an explosion. Nikolai then destroyed the hospital
completely before moving through Raccoon Park and encountering Jill once again. After narrowly avoiding the
Gravedigger, he rendezvoused with a U.B.C.S. squad to carry out 'Operation Emperor's Mushroom’ at Raccoon
University. He tried but failed to acquire a blood sample from the Thanatos Tyrant but was successful in
assassinating rogue Umbrella scientist Greg Mueller and destroying the complex. With time running out,
Nicholai headed to the P-12A Incinerator Facility and stole the last remaining helicopter, fleeing the city before
the U.S. Government executed the sterilisation operation. What became of Nikolai after Raccoon City has
never been revealed.
Brad Vickers is born in Delucia, U.S.A. He will go on to become a computer expert and
helicopter pilot for the S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team.
CHARACTER PROFILE: BRAD VICKERS

*Born: 1963. Died: 1998. Height: 174cm. Weight: 60.8kg. B-T: O. Nationality: American. Affiliation: STARS.
Brad Vickers was born in the small town of Delucia in the USA. He was a member of S.T.A.R.S. Alpha Team
and the main helicopter pilot for the team, yet on the rare occasions he was directly in the field he assumed the
role of Rear Security. He was also in charge of chemical protection for
the team and an expert with computers, specialising in information
processing and hacking. But in contrast his combat skills were
average and he was one of the lowest ranked S.T.A.R.S. members in
terms of firearms and combat efficiency. Although he was without
doubt a capable operative, Brad was cowardly under pressure and a
worrier, resulting in trust issues with certain team members who felt
unable to rely on him implicitly. Behind his back, he earned the
nickname ‘Chickenheart.’
Brad was Alpha Team’s pilot during the mansion incident and was
the only member of the team besides Barry who knew of the rocket launcher being on board the helicopter.
During the initial Cerberus attack in the forest, Brad’s cowardly nature took over and he abandoned his
colleagues and took off, leaving them to their gruesome fate. He spent the next few hours circling the estate
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trying to contact any survivors. Just as he was about to give up, he saw a signal flare being set off by the heliport
and headed over and redeemed himself by dropping a rocket launcher for Chris Redfield to destroy the Tyrant
002. He then set down and rescued Chris, Jill, Rebecca and Barry seconds before the mansion exploded.
After returning to Raccoon City, Brad kept his distance from the other survivors who were pursuing Umbrella.
He figured it was better not to take any unnecessary risks and had no desire to enter harm’s way. By the time
Raccoon City became infected, Brad was officially the only S.T.A.R.S. member left on active duty, despite the
unit being disbanded by Chief Irons sometime earlier, and was awaiting reassignment. But in the midst of the
zombie infested town, Brad simply panicked. He briefly met up with Jill Valentine but all he could do was cry
unintelligibly and made no offer of assistance. By this point he had lost all of the pride and discipline of being a
S.T.A.R.S. member and all he could do was flee from his relentless pursuer; the Nemesis T-Type. But in the
end, he ran out of places to hide and was caught and killed right outside the police station. In an ironic twist, he
was infected by a strengthened form of the t-Virus secreted from the Nemesis’ tentacles and became a zombie
despite his brain being destroyed. He wandered the streets outside the precinct house aimlessly looking for
flesh. He was finally put out of his misery by Leon S. Kennedy, who shot him in the head.

1964:
Michaela Schneider is born. Will go on to become a member of the reorganised U.S.S. Delta
Team under the moniker ‘Bertha.’
CHARACTER PROFILE: MICHAELA SCHNEIDER

Born: 1964. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: B+. Nationality: German. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Michaela Schneider was born in Germany and grew up with a perverse fascination over the potential and
limitations of the human body. She educated and specialised in biology and physiology and quickly found
employment in the medical profession and later the military. She soon built up an almost unsurpassed
knowledge of the human body, dedicated to healing and maintaining it
to function at maximum potential. But her talent in this area often
overshadowed her sadistic dark side. She developed a personality
disorder and enjoyed scaring her patients and her training and
knowledge allowed her to inflict high levels of pain, pushing the human
body to its very limit of tolerance. Whilst working on patients,
Michaela very rarely used aesthetic if she could help it, such was her
disregard for human life and she often showed delight at the writing
agony of her victims. The origins of her dark side remain murky, but it
is likely related to her medical training and before long she was
discharged from the military. Michaela made a few unsuccessful
attempts at reintegrating into society but found it tough-going. Her personality disorder made her unsuitable
for civilian work but she found employment as a professional torturer-for-hire, and worked with many
underworld organisations. Her training had allowed her to develop many unique and efficient interrogation
techniques enabling her to cause profound levels of pain in her subjects but without actually killing them, then
allowing her to repeat the process until the information she needed was extracted. Much of her work has been
classified top secret due to its unethical nature, but she got results.
Her talents soon caught the eyes of those working for Umbrella’s paramilitary units who decided she would
make an excellent field medic due to her lack of compassion and feeling. An inner strength and lack of
sensitivity would make her extremely effective in the field. The fact she had very low morals and ethics made
her a suitable candidate for the darker side of the corporation. In 1998, she was integrated into the U.S.S. Delta
Team which had been reconstructed after the previous unit had been wiped out during the Ecliptic Express
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incident. She was assigned as a field medic under the command of Karena LesProux and her code-name was

‘Bertha.’
On September 23rd, 1998, Michaela and the rest of Wolfpack were deployed into Raccoon City to assist the
U.S.S. Alpha Team recover a G-Virus sample from Dr. William Birkin. The resulting incursion mission was a
disaster as Birkin injected himself with the virus and went on a rampage, causing the t-Virus to be leaked into
the sewers and spread by rats. Although Wolfpack survived and were successfully extracted, they were blamed
for the botched operation and sent back into Raccoon City days later to destroy evidence linking Umbrella to
the outbreak. Although surviving till the morning of September 30th at least, it is unknown whether Michaela
made it out of Raccoon City alive. No records of her movements following the incident exist.
Vladimir Bodrovski is born. He will grow up to become an intelligence and espionage expert
for the Soviet Union before joining the Umbrella Security Service Delta Team.
CHARACTER PROFILE: VLADIMIR BODROVSKI

*Born: 1964. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: AB. Nationality: Russian. Affiliation: Umbrella.
Vladimir Bodrovski was a Russian national whose early career saw him serve with the Soviet Union’s security
services. He worked as an Intelligence technician where his lack of any
standout physical or social characteristics helped him remain virtually
invisible in any situation. His work brought him into contact with the
seedier side of life – something he soon discovered he had an affinity
for. His vast array of contacts and his own anonymity eventually made
him become too greedy and he begun to exploit his underworld
network for his own gain – namely blackmail. However, his activities
soon caught up with him and saw him brought into direct contact
with the authorities. As a result, Vladimir had to flee Russia before he
was caught and tried. He had investigators and spies on his heels
every step of the way but managed to use his skills to evade them all
until he was safely out of the country. He eventually found a home with Umbrella and his superior surveillance
skills made him a prime candidate for the corporation’s paramilitary division. In 1998 he was recruited into the
U.S.S. Delta team as their surveillance agent and scout, ensuring that the corporation stayed well informed and
that Wolfpack kept the upper hand in combat operations. He was given the codename; Spectre. When in the
field he always wore a set of goggles to conceal his face and provide him with a broad range of vision spectrums
to scope the enemy out.
In September 1998, Spectre and the rest of Wolfpack were deployed to Raccoon City to assist Hunk’s team
retrieve the G-Virus from Birkin. After the operation went wrong, Wolfpack were blamed and were sent back
into the infested city days later for redemption as their task was to eliminate all evidence linking Umbrella to
the outbreak. Spectre and his comrades battled through several locations across town and crossed paths with
Leon S. Kennedy and Ada Wong, both of whom they tried but ultimately failed to eliminate. It is unknown if
Vladimir Bodrovski made it out of Raccoon City alive. His personnel file ends after that incident.
Marguerite Baker is born. She will go on to become the wife of Jack and encounter the
E-Series bioweapon ‘Eveline’ in 2014.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MARGUERITE BAKER

*Born: 1964. Died: 2017. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Marguerite Baker lived on the outskirts of Dulvey, Louisiana on a large plantation surrounded by swamplands.
She was the wife of Jack who she had been married to for at least 25 years prior to 2014. They had two children
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together named Lucas and Zoe. Marguerite was a kind and pleasant woman, always willing to see the best in
people and she regularly helped out in the local parishes. She was a stay at home housewife and liked nothing
more than cooking and cleaning and being at the beck and call of Jack and the rest of their family. She had a
keen interest in gardening and would spend a lot of time inside the old greenhouse near the barn. She was also
an excellent cook. Overall the Bakers lived a quiet and uneventful
life, breeding cattle and farming their plantation. They had a
quiet reputation amongst the surrounding community.
In October 2014, Marguerite’s life was changed for good when a
hurricane hit the area and left the plantation badly damaged and
partly flooded. The severe storm had caused a large tanker, the
LNG Annabelle, to stray off course in the Gulf and be washed up
in the bayou. Marguerite had attended to go into town to
purchase some groceries and items for her family but had to
cancel due to the weather. In the aftermath of the storm, Jack and
Lucas set about repairing the damage and it was Lucas who first
noticed the ship. Jack went to investigate and came across the
comatose form of Mia Winters. He brought her back to the farm
and left her with Marguerite who tried to offer her the old bedroom but Mia insisted she stay in the trailer in
the garden. Marguerite got her settled but left before Mia could warn her about Eveline; a genetically-modified
human bioweapon developed by ‘The Connections’ and capable of secreting a deadly bacterium rendering an
infectant very susceptible to control. Jack had already gone back out to the ship wreck to look for other
survivors as Marguerite cooked some soup and watched the news headlines with Zoe to track the progress of
the storm. When Jack returned with an unconscious Eveline, Marguerite noticed she was covered in a thin film
of what looked like oil and told him to put her to bed in Lucas’ old room. She then told Zoe to get some clean
clothes for Eveline from the laundry room.
Not long afterwards, there was a power cut at the main house and Eveline reawakened. She first took control of
Marguerite in the bathroom and possessed her. Marguerite then tried to attack Zoe only to be briefly subdued
by Jack who moments later also fell to the infection. Jack drowned Marguerite in the bath and then stabbed
himself in the chest. These two ‘deaths’ essentially put them under Eveline’s complete control and yet both of
them revived thanks to special regenerative properties contained inside the bacterium. Marguerite used a
lantern to stalk the darkness looking for Zoe so she could be introduced to Eveline, who had already started to
refer to her as ‘mommy.’ Eveline’s goal having grown up in isolation was to have a family of her own and at this
moment in time she saw Marguerite as a surrogate mother and Jack a father. She tried to coax Zoe out of
hiding by suggesting Eveline was just lonely and that she had a gift for her. She also struggled internally with
the infection and would fight for moments of lucidity, returning to her old self long enough to try and help Zoe
and give her the car keys for her to try and leave the estate safely.
The following morning, Marguerite had seemingly returned to normal and had no recollection of the previous
night’s events. However, she felt troubled by their new visitors and hadn’t been able to sleep since they arrived.
She also agreed with Zoe that there was something strange about them both. In the following days she felt
nauseous and experienced hallucinations. She went to see her local doctor, Crawford Lang, who gave her an
x-ray. The results showed dark patches in her cranium that were identified as fungus deposits related to an
unspecified mold. Lang was extremely concerned and wrote to Marguerite asking her to attend Dulvey General
Hospital as a matter of urgency to undergo further tests. But Marguerite ignored the letter as her infection
progressed from stage 1 to stage 2 and she became completely under Eveline’s control. Normally the infection if
left unchecked would progress to the third and final stage whereupon every cell in Marguerite’s body would be
taken over by the bacterium and she would mutate and lose her human form entirely, however because Eveline
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saw Marguerite as her new mom, she restricted her infection level to stage 2 at all times. Now completely
subservient, Marguerite complied with Eveline’s every wish and she was given responsibility of hiding a
deceased D-Series subject recovered from the ship. Marguerite viewed the item as a gift and hid the corpse
inside the detention room on the second floor of the old house. Marguerite viewed it as a sign of Eveline’s trust
in her and that it would lead them all to happiness. She vowed to kill anyone who would corrupt that
happiness.
In the months that followed, the Baker’s began to withdraw themselves from society, leading the local parishes
to suggest they had simply vanished which fuelled all kinds of unsavoury rumours. Eveline wanted more people
to join her family and Marguerite worked with Jack and Lucas to abduct local travellers and tourists in the area.
These subjects were put before Eveline who would deem them suitable to join her growing family. If not, they
were either sadistically killed, or slowly converted into a Molded creature. Soon the Baker’s themselves were
counted among the victims and declared dead to the wider community, with no one realising they were the
ones doing the killing. Their planation was right in the epicentre of the disappearances and no one would
venture near it after stories spread that it was haunted. The family also turned to cannibalism and Marguerite
would prepare food made up of cooked human body parts, all infused with the bacterium to infect their
captured guests. Like Jack, the infection bestowed Marguerite with regenerative abilities, but additionally she
was also granted the power to control mutant insects that hatched from the bacterium Eveline was able to
produce. She also developed a bizarre mutation in her lower abdomen which became something akin to an
insect hive. She could ‘birth’ even more of these insects and control them at will.
Throughout the next couple of years, Marguerite and Jack continued to live their ‘family life’ with Eveline and
Marguerite convinced herself she was being kind and courteous, opening up her home and her family, only to
become severely irritated when this supposed courtesy was thrown back in their faces by their captured guests.
She also took ownership of the second floor of the old house and built an altar where the original case
containing the D-Series arm was kept. She would not allow anyone inside and became livid at Zoe who she
knew was trying to find a way inside. When Eveline started rapidly aging because she was not receiving her
treatment, Marguerite wrote Zoe a note warning her to keep away from her altar and promising to kill her
should she ever disobey. Although she was also infected, Zoe was still able to retain some self-will because she
had never died and regenerated following her initial exposure. This made Marguerite and the other family
members extremely wary of her.
In 2017, an online paranormal investigations team calling themselves ‘Sewer Gators’ came to recce the
supposed abandoned plantation for an upcoming episode of their program. All members of the production
crew were killed save for cameraman Clancy Jarvis who Eveline took an interest in as a new prospect for a new
brother. He was locked up in the master bedroom and Marguerite tended to him by serving up some
contaminated food she made especially for him. She promised to release Clancy and let him go out and play so
long as he ate his meal. But when he refused, Marguerite erupted into a rage. After a brief struggle, Clancy
escaped and stabbed her in the neck, temporarily incapacitating her.
The following month when Ethan Winters arrived looking for Mia, Marguerite again became incensed when he
refused to eat up the contaminated meal she made especially for him. She later captured Mia in the old house
after she briefly escaped her captivity. She was aware she and Zoe were plotting something with Ethan and
vowed to halt any disruption to their family. She later confronted Ethan when he tried to access her altar and
when he caused her enough damage, Marguerite underwent a mutation and developed enlarged limbs. By now
Eveline had discarded her as her ‘mom’ and reverted back to favouring Mia, meaning Marguerite’s infection
was no longer restricted and was rapidly increasing to stage 3. The mutated Marguerite confronted Ethan for a
final battle in the greenhouse where she used her bugs to attack him, but Ethan’s acquired firearms were
enough to knock her down for good. Her regenerative powers lost, Marguerite slowly calcified and died before
crumbling away into dust.
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Alan Droney is born. He will go on to work for The Connections and is one of two handlers
transporting the E-Series B.O.W. ‘Eveline’ on board the LNG Annabelle in 2014.

1965:
Derek Azula is born. He will pursue a life of criminality, becoming notorious in the Raccoon
City area and will eventually end up in the Douglas Prison.

Mid 1960s circa:

Vector is born. A mysterious individual with Japanese origins who went on to join the U.S.S.
Wolfpack team and had a high regard for Hunk.
CHARACTER PROFILE: VECTOR

*Born: UK. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: O+. Nationality: Japanese. Affiliation: Umbrella
Little is known about Vector’s background except that his nationality was confirmed to be Japanese and his real
name or age has never been officially documented. He possessed extremely impressive close-quarters-combat
and hand to hand skills, leading many to believe his early past was spent training with Japanese masters as his
martial artistry was extremely impressive. His movements were always instinctive and smooth; this was a
complete contrast to when he was at rest, often standing as motionless
as a statue.
It is unknown when Vector was first employed by Umbrella but it has
been confirmed he spent time at a combat training camp on Rockfort
Island under the watchful eye of U.S.S. Alpha Team leader, Hunk.
Vector held an ice-cold disregard for anyone he believed to be his
inferior but he saw that Hunk had even more impressive skills than
his own, leading him to look up to Hunk as a role model. During his
time on Rockfort, Vector honed his skills against the likes of former
Russian Spetznaz operatives and had an affinity for using knives for
stealth. Guns in his opinion were too loud. He also tested his skills
against Hunk in mock combat, leading his mentor to acknowledge his skills and brand Vector as the most
impressive trainee of all the recruits. The two men developed a mutual respect for each other’s abilities. Hunk
noted in his evaluation report that he would like to further develop Vector’s training by having him
temporarily join Alpha Team on live operations. But instead Vector was eventually assigned to the new U.S.S.
Delta Team, code-named Wolfpack where Hunk’s influence would live on. He had indicated he would like to
continue serving with Hunk but was informed that the corporation would be better served at that time if they
operated on separate teams. Nevertheless, Vector retained hope that an opportunity would come where they
could work together again. As it transpired, that opportunity came sooner than expected as in September 1998,
Wolfpack were ordered to assist Alpha Team during their infiltration of the underground lab in Raccoon City
to steal a G-Virus sample from William Birkin. Proud to be fighting alongside Hunk once more, Vector and his
team engaged U.B.C.S. guards and later Spec Ops teams that arrived to defend Birkin. But the mission went
wrong when Birkin was fatally wounded and injected himself with his own creation. He mutated into a horrific
monster and came after them. In the end, Hunk ordered Vector and the others to leave him behind.
Wolfpack were sent back into the city days later to destroy evidence linking Umbrella to the outbreak. Vector
kept the team alive on several occasions and developed an instant dislike for Nikolai when they encountered
him in City Hall. Vector and Wolfpack completed successful objectives at City Hall, Raccoon General Hospital
and the R.P.D. before they were ultimately abandoned by Umbrella. It remains undetermined if he ever
escaped Raccoon City alive.
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In the village of Jablotschnaja in Ukraine, Sergei Vladimir is enrolled in a school for the mining
industry with his good friend Viktor Petrow. But Viktor’s ongoing concern over the state of
Mother Russia is awakening a darkness within him. He has been kidnapping local children and
holding them hostage in an abandoned shack on the outskirts of the village, subjecting them to
torture in an attempt to teach the real meaning of fear. He wants to know if his fellow school
mates will allow fear to rule them, or instead overcome their fears and become the perfect
slave; fighting under the banner of revolution and being utterly devoted to the Communist
movement. It is time now for Sergei to take this test. At this point in his young life Sergei is just
a small, cowardly boy with no future. Viktor leads him to the abandoned barn where the test is
to commence. At first Sergei is absolutely terrified, believing that Viktor is going to kill him.
But slowly he begins to understand…

“It was the blazing midday sun of a clear winter's day. There was the slag heap from a coal mine
and a long row of houses. Coal was piled up in front of these houses. This was the birthplace of
Sergei Vladimir. It was a view of the village Jablotschnaja, in Ukraine.
Sergei was a boy. A thin, nervous child with a well-formed face. Sergei was waiting for Viktor
Petrow. The two were students at a school for the mining industry. Viktor was a year older than
Sergei, and the thin and rather shabbily dressed Sergei admired the strongly-built Viktor, a real
all-round talent in physical education. And Viktor was a reverent patriot. Often for nights on
end, the two would be in deep discussion about the forthcoming world revolution, and Sergei
was always full of admiration for Viktor, his wisdom and his extensive knowledge.
"Hello, Sergei." Viktor put on a charming smile and raised his hand in greeting.
"Good morning, Viktor." Sergei nodded.
"Today, I want to show you something special," said Viktor.
"What is it?" The heart of young Sergei knocked with excitement. Viktor had never
disappointed Sergei's expectations.
"You will soon see," Viktor replied with unusually severe countenance, which involuntarily
made Sergei's face grow darker.
The two ran side by side and finally turned from the 'road of victory of the revolution' off the
main street of the village and down onto a side street. It was lonely and quiet. The province
now showed its true, dark face. They turned again, and under their feet dried grass and
withered leaves crackled. Viktor now said nothing and even Sergei was quiet. Only the panting
of their own breath could be heard. The withered bushes along the way were getting higher.
Dead leaves and branches now came up to their hips. Viktor made his way through it, and
Sergei followed, desperately trying not to lose sight of him. The air he breathed, came out
white as cotton...White as cotton, Viktor! That was what Sergei wanted to say but when he
opened his mouth he could not speak. Only wheezing, panting breath and the rhythmic
harmony of his beating heart and legs.
Over a broad brook, a stream flowed beneath a home-built bridge. If you fell in, you would
freeze to death quickly in the icy water. Sergei folded his arms. An uncomfortable feeling crept
over him. No, it was not a feeling, it was a disgusting smell that made him think of all the things
he did not like and ruined his mood. It reminded him of the smell of a carcass of a dog which
laid on the fallow land behind his house. What had appeared to him from a distance as long,
white hair which rippled in the wind, had turned out to be a collection of maggots feasting on
the decaying flesh. Exactly. It was the smell of decay. It was an odour of faeces after the liquid
had run out of the swollen and ruptured intestines of the dog.
"Viktor," Sergei could not take the smell any more. "That smell is awful."
"Indeed." Viktor carried on, without looking around.
"That stench is from a dead animal, right?"
"Sure," said Viktor and giggled. "The stench of a dead animal. Look at that!"
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Viktor pointed with his index finger to a dilapidated building that stood on the bank of a river one that had not been used and had been left abandoned for a long time. Viktor made directly
towards it and the smell became even more intense. A dilapidated wooden staircase led up to
the front door, then he laid his hand on the door handle, turned to Sergei and said;
"About what you see in here. Not a word to anybody, Sergei. I need your promise."
"All right," said Sergei, nodding emphatically. No matter what was expected of him here, the
possibility of Viktor somehow tricking him was inconceivable.
The door opened and the interior of the hut was all in darkness, from which nothing was
visible. Quickly, Viktor went inside and his form was soon swallowed up by the blackness.
Sergei followed him inside hurriedly and the door closed. Suddenly, Viktor appeared behind
Sergei and placed his hands on his shoulders. The smell of decay was now so pungent that
Sergei's eyes were beginning to sting. Viktor whispered something in his ear.
"Look there. Watch closely and do not turn your eyes away. This is the reality."
A lamp lit up. Inside the hut was an old table with four chairs. Three of the chairs were
occupied - with children's bodies. Sergei was speechless. The bodies were mummified and
someone must have prepared them that way. The cranial bones were covered with coarse skin,
and the children appeared to be smiling. But that was as much an illusion as the impression
that pairs of eyes were looking out of the gaping, empty eye sockets.
"What..."
Before Sergei could speak any further, he simply could not remain in control any longer. After
he had vomited several times, he looked up at Viktor with tear-stained eyes.
"What does this mean?"
Viktor threw Sergei an icy glance and indicated the mess Sergei had made all over the floor.
"Your rude actions are to be forgiven."
"Oh, excuse me, please. I clean it afterwards." Despite the horrifying revelation he had just
witnessed, Sergei was still ashamed and turned red.
"It's all right, there is no need. So, what do you think of it, Sergei?"
"What do I think about it? Does this mean...Have you done this?"
"I talked to them on their way home from school. Or I would pass them somewhere in town.
Then I would lure them here. As I have lured you."
"I..."
"When they got here, they were quite completely loyal. They obeyed my every word. So, what
do you think?"
Sergei shook his head vigorously. "I..."
Viktor suddenly bent Sergei's arm backwards.
"That hurts, Viktor. Stop it!"
But Viktor did not stop.
"You sit here."
Sergei was placed into the empty chair. Then his arms were folded behind his back and his
ankles were shackled to the legs of the chair.
"So, do you understand now? Why do you obey my every word, Sergei?"
Sergei shook his head again.
"It is fear. The fear of an overpowering force. You know, Sergei, there are two kinds of people
in this world; those who rule and those who are ruled. You are one of those that are ruled. Do
you understand what that means? It is your own desire to be ruled."
Viktor started to spread his tools across the table. Various types of pliers, saws, nails and
hammers.
"And because this is so, the fear, you must suffer, the violence, you must bear. The resulting
pain you must convert into joy. This is the prerequisite to be a perfect slave. So, Sergei...believe
it or change. Do it for me. If you can stand it, you'll be my slave, a perfect slave. If you fail, you
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will enter the paradise of the dead, where all are the same. This is the world revolution.
Unfortunately, the world works using only the rulers and the ruled. Only the dead are different,
for death is a promised land. But I am not ready to leave this country. I have to stay here on
this miserable Earth and continue to do my job and lead people into the paradise of the dead.
Viktor started to use the tools. He did it with obvious practiced hands.
"It's up to you whether you will become the perfect slave, be of use to me, or begin your
journey into the realm of the dead."
Sergei yelled for help. He howled, he asked for forgiveness and he begged for his life - all in
vain. And in that moment, when he realised that his pleas were not going to be heard,
something happened to him. A pure, clear light enveloped him. The pain and anguish he felt,
and the despair that filled him now for the first time in his young life, were burned by the hot
flame to ashes. Sergei knew, he understood now that the God whom he had so long denied,
had come down to him. It seemed now that the whole world suddenly ran in the opposite
direction. The death was joy. The agony was delightful. Sergei wept tears of emotion.
"I congratulate you," said Viktor and washed Sergei's body with ice-water, which he had drawn
from the creek. All the blood and dirt was washed away from Sergei's skin. "You have accepted
the pain. You have become the perfect slave."
-Biohazard: Umbrella Chronicles Side B; undated.

Not long after this, Viktor’s cruel acts are discovered by the villagers and he is later arrested
and taken away by the KGB. Sergei will never see him again and never know his fate, but
Viktor’s work has left its mark and awoken something deep within him. His fear is gone, as is
the doubt and pain which has held him back. He is now something new and no longer afraid of
anyone or anything. He has a clear path ahead of him, and that path will eventually lead to
Oswell E. Spencer and Umbrella, to which he would swear allegiance and devote himself as a
perfect slave.
With progress at the Arklay Mansion now well underway, work begins on a separate
Guardhouse and dormitory area with a proposal it may be used as a training facility and
sleeping quarters for employees.
George Trevor is contacted by Edward Ashford with a proposal to design a new mansion for
the Ashford family. This new stately home will be located in the Ashford’s home country of
England. Ashford has purposefully chosen George Trevor as part of his professional rivalry
with Spencer and requests many similarities to the Arklay estate, including an almost identical
main hall. Trevor complies with his request and makes some detailed design plans with minor
aesthetic differences. It is unclear if this new Ashford manor is ever built, but the existing family
home is modified based on these designs and these plans will also be utilised by Alexander
Ashford when constructing the South Pole facility.

1966:
Tyrell Patrick is born. He will grow up to become a veteran of the French Foreign Legion
before becoming a skilled mercenary and joining the U.B.C.S.
CHARACTER PROFILE: TYRELL PATRICK

*Born: 1966. Died: 1998. Height: 185cm. Weight: 90kg. B-T: AB. Nationality: Surinamese. Affiliation: Umbrella
Tyrell was employed as an Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service squad member and part of Unit A of
Bravo Platoon. He was South African with Dutch origins having been born in the Republic of Surinam, then
moving to Holland where he joined the French Foreign Legion. Although a highly skilled mercenary, he
became interested in running his own side business but had no real talent for making money. He earned a
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reputation as a capable soldier yet as time went on he got involved in black market arms sales. His involvement
in one particular lucrative weapons smuggling operation was only discovered when his merchandise was used
in the needless massacre of civilians. Tyrell received a dishonourable discharge from the French Foreign Legion
and was court-martialled and sentenced to life imprisonment.
During his time in prison, he contacted the security department
of the Umbrella Corporation himself and applied. His talents
ultimately got him a job with the U.B.C.S. But joining the
U.B.C.S. did nothing to assuage his greed, and so he accepted a
position as a Supervisor in order to earn extra reward money.
As an Observer/Supervisor/Monitor he was one of Umbrella's
S-agents that reported directly to the board. He was sent to
Raccoon City not only to help fight the zombies, but also to
plan and action a secret mission that included the collection of
combat data on the various B.O.W.s roaming the city. After being deployed in the late hours of September
26th, Tyrell laid low for several days and completed several objectives until he went to the Raccoon General
Hospital in the early hours of October 1st. His mission was to destroy the building to wipe all traces of the
experimental t-Virus vaccine data. However, he fell victim to the treachery of Nikolai Zinoviev and was killed.
Nikolai himself then blew up the hospital.
Rodrigo Juan Raval is born. He will grow up on Rockfort Island before accepting work with
Umbrella, rising to head of 3rd security unit and prisoner transport from the main Paris
Laboratory.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RODRIGO JUAN RAVAL

*Born: 1966 Died: 1998 Height: 178cm Weight: 75kg B-T: O Nationality: South American. Affiliation: Umbrella
Rodrigo was born to parents Mary and Robert on Rockfort Island, which was one of the southernmost islands
off the coast of South America. When he was just a boy, Umbrella purchased the island, destroying his village
and supposedly killing all the inhabitants, including his parents.
With nowhere left to go, Rodrigo turned a blind eye towards these
atrocities and accepted security work with the very group that had
destroyed his home.
Something of a loner, Rodrigo was trained at the new Military
Training Facility on Rockfort in the nineties before being granted a
job at the Paris branch. He was on duty the night of December 17th,
1998 and had his men on full alert following an intruder alarm. There
he managed to capture Claire Redfield and later personally escorted
her to Rockfort Island as a prisoner.
Shortly after their arrival, Rodrigo was injured during the aerial attack by the rival company. He allowed Claire
to escape as the island was thrown into chaos from the ensuing biological outbreak. His reasoning for releasing
Claire stemmed from his growing disgust with Umbrella, and with himself for working for them in the first
place, an action that tarnished him with guilt for most of his life. He no longer cared about Umbrella's fate, or
even his own. The wound he received during the attack was easily healed when Claire brought him some
haemostatic medicine, and she also left him her lighter, a gift from her brother, Chris. But although healed
physically, the wound inside Rodrigo's soul was not so easily remedied. Filled with regrets, he went down to the
underground cemetery to be reunited with his family. However, he was attacked and swallowed by the Gulp
Worm that suddenly appeared out of the ground. Although Chris Redfield managed to come to his aid, he was
a little too late and his injuries too severe. He gave Chris back his lighter and said that if Claire was still alive
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she was hopefully off the island by now. Chris left and Rodrigo died peacefully, surrounded by his beloved
family.
SEPTEMBER 1966
After years of meticulous planning, Oswell E.
Spencer, James Marcus and Edward Ashford
travel to West Africa to supervise a research
expedition into the mountains of Kijuju
alongside a contingent of archaeologists,
guides and scientific personnel; the best of
the best in their respective fields. They travel
with an armed escort for protection from
hostile locals and any Ndipaya that may still
lurk inside the hidden city protecting the Sun
Garden. Also along for the trip is a highly
promising student protégé of James Marcus
named Brandon Bailey. His role here is to assist his mentor. There is high expectations for this
trip and the trio of scholars believe they are on the verge of a major discovery.
Using Henry Travis’s books as a guide, the research team penetrate deep into the mountains
and emerge into the underground city. Progress is slow and danger lurks round every corner as
they carefully navigate through the labyrinthine maze and worship areas to reach the Sun
Garden at the bottom. Spencer insists they get as much of the trip documented and
photographed and even poses for a picture standing next to one of the large stone bell-pull
statues used to lower the ancient staircase in the arena near to the worship area. They also
encounter small contingents of Ndipaya who attack with spears and arrows. Despite the
kingdom being abandoned over a century ago now, young tribesmen are still sent to protect the
city as part of a manhood ritual. All Ndipaya males between the ages of 13 and 25 are required
to spend two years in the city to guard and protect it.
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1966
Progress is slow and tedious as the team have to be extremely
careful thanks to the ingenious defence mechanisms of the
ancient tribesmen. It is clear the Ndipaya relied heavily on
water for day to day living as plenty of underground canals
still flow through the city for circulation. The ruins don’t
relate much to the Egyptians or Greeks and instead seem to
be influenced more from Aztec, Mayan and Incans in terms
of structure. Lots of ancient statues are scattered around and
many artefacts, treasures and tribal masks have been left
scattered all over the place.
Eventually the team are able to secure the Sun Garden and
gain samples of the Stairway to the Sun plants. The place
itself is an area of extreme beauty and a majority of the area is
covered in vegetation as the trees in the area stretch their
roots towards the water pool in the middle. There is lots of
grass and the plant life has even reclaimed parts of the walls and floors of the ruins. The whole
structure is bathed in light emanating from the prism at the top of the city hundreds of feet
above that enables the flowers to flourish so far underground. Despite their progress, the
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research team can only do so much with the limited field equipment they have with them and
further analysis will need to be done back in Europe. The Ndipayan warriors also refuse to
leave them alone and have become even more agitated since the team penetrated the Sun
Garden. The security teams are on guard 24 hours a day but do not have the resources to rid
themselves of the Ndipaya completely and can only starve off the attacks for so long. Their
time here is going to be limited.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 3RD 1966
The team are now on the verge of breakthrough, yet Brandon Bailey records in his journal
how the strain of the expedition and the environmental circumstances have taken their toll on
some of the men. They have not seen natural daylight for three months and suffered several
casualties thanks to the Ndipaya. He notes how Dr. Marcus in particular looks absolutely
exhausted and he hopes all the expense and effort they have gone to will be worth it in the end.
SUNDAY DECEMBER 4TH 1966
After three months of toil and labour, the team finally record success when Oswell Spencer,
Edward Ashford and James Marcus officially discover trace amounts of an ancient RNA filo
virus infecting the flowers growing in the Sun Garden. The virus has been gestating within this
ecosystem for centuries and is obviously the source of the great power the Ndipaya claimed to
benefit from. Together the three men christen this virus ‘Progenitor’, and in this dark era with
people still living in fear after the Second World War, they intend to study the virus not for
profit or medicinal gain, but for military purposes. The Progenitor Virus has the ability to
modify human genes and will become the template for many differing viral strains in the years
to come. The secret was, as Spencer had always known, held within the Stairway to the Sun
flower written about by Henry Travis over a century ago now. Within these flowers lies the key
to immortality and the means to artificially speed up human evolution.
James Marcus retreats to his tent to write up his journal, extremely excited by the day’s find.
He cannot wait to return to return to Europe to begin a detailed study.

“We finally did it… the new virus! We have called it Progenitor. I want to carry it back and start
detailed investigations immediately.”
-RE0: Marcus’ Diary 1; 04/12/66
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Brandon Bailey also notes down his thoughts on their discovery. He believes they all owe
Spencer a great deal of thanks as his drive and personal belief in the Ndipaya legends have
proven to be correct. Many of his close colleagues had privately doubted the man, but his
determination and sheer stubbornness had brought them here. Only James Marcus had really
believed him.

“Dec.4
Mr. Spencer once spoke of a flower called the Stairway
to the Sun. Supposedly this flower would give the
person who consumed it incredible abilities. Everyone
thought it was nothing more than a rumour or legend
that Mr. Spencer was telling us, but later research
would prove us wrong.
The first person to recognize the validity of that story
was my teacher, Dr. James Marcus. He hypothesized
that a virus, hereto unknown, might exist that could
alter DNA.
That man was so perspicacious! His hypothesis turned out to be correct!
The virus discovered in that flower was labelled "Progenitor". For three months in Africa we
worked diligently, fretting over results, and staved off attacks from the Ndipaya. After such
time, our efforts were finally rewarded.
Even D. Marcus, who until yesterday looked exhausted, was in good spirits. He wants to return
home as soon as possible to delve deeper into his research.”
-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon’s Journal; 04/12/66

Whilst the armed guards keep watch amongst the rocks and crevasses of this ancient kingdom
that time forgot, Spencer, Marcus and Ashford toast their success for this night will mark the
beginning of a history-changing odyssey.
VIRUS PROFILE: PROGENITOR VIRUS
The Progenitor Virus is an ancient RNA retrovirus capable of trans-species infection and the ability to infect
an absolute variety of complex organisms. It parasitizes its host on a cellular level, and is able to reinforce
certain characteristics by recombining the host's genes. Under special circumstances it is also known to cause
spontaneous mutation thanks to its ability to mix genetic information. This ability to transfer to spontaneous
mutation functioned between whole organisms and individual cells, and each new infectant was influenced by
the previous host’s genes ensuring the pathogen was always changing and evolving. The virus had a high
capacity for environmental adaptation and every living thing served as a vector of infection. This improbable
trait was only possible because Progenitor itself represented one of the building blocks of life, giving birth to a
primitive form of RNA from a primordial soup of proteins. Thanks to Progenitor, these proteins organised
into a membrane, then began self-reproduction. Complex life on earth developed and thrived as a direct result.
Progenitor reproduced by transcribing itself into DNA which then inserted itself into a cell's DNA and
reproduced along with the cell and its offspring. The life cycle was completed when the viral DNA in selected
offspring cells made an RNA copy that covered itself in a protein coat then left the cell. Retroviruses often
destroyed the cells of the DNA they alter, making mortality rates of infectants extremely high, and Progenitor
was no exception. Because the virus was so ancient, over time complex life forms lost the genetic adaptability to
withstand its effects until eventually all those exposed would suffer intense mutation or die outright.
Predominantly because of this, the Progenitor Virus became less prominent as each evolutionary cycle passed
until it all but vanished from the natural world.
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It was re-discovered by modern man on December 4th 1966 in West Africa and was confirmed by scientists
James Marcus and Edward Ashford of being capable of recombining a host’s DNA. Direct infection would
result in an uncontrollable mutation of the host’s genetic code resulting in strange protrusions and abnormal
growth defects all over the body. This process was isolated as the ‘DNA mutation attribute’ and was hailed as
the ultimate characteristic of the Progenitor Virus. In ancient times, it is speculated that Progenitor infected
primitive parasitic organisms that grew and developed into
the Las Plagas parasites of present day. The bizarre and
extreme mutations the parasites are capable of could be a
direct result of the DNA mutation attribute found in
Progenitor although it is impossible to substantiate this
claim with present information available.
Many thousands of years ago, when the virus was
discovered in special flowers growing inside the Ndipaya
kingdom, it had already manifested itself over millions of
years in an isolated system of rare plant life, but its ability
to transfer infected and altered genes from one host to another meant that adaptability was low and the virus
was extremely poisonous. The mortality rate for infected humans was extremely high. The virus was
pathogenic with an extremely short gestation period and only a small handful of humans possessed natural
antibodies strong enough to fight off the aggressive Progenitor cells. Those who did survive were so few in
number that they were revered as Gods by the Ndipaya elders and seen as a suitable candidate to become their
king. Even rarer still were survivors of Progenitor infection that adapted completely to the virus and were
bequeathed with special abilities such as increased speed, strength and vitality. Ndipaya legends and folktales
even told of a single individual that became king and reigned for hundreds of years. These individuals with
such a rare natural genetic resistance later became known as Progenitor Humans. The process for why these
individuals attained superhuman powers remains unclear, but it is thought to be heavily linked to metabolism
and blood type. Those with the perfect adaptable genetic make-up would see their hormones and intermediate
metabolic enzymes up-regulated, which in turn led to faster healing, muscular growth and heightened energy
levels. Umbrella scientists later confirmed that Progenitor supressed telomere shortening, thought to be a key
aspect of aging, and therefore negating the function that limited cell division. Each time a cell replicates, it
becomes smaller and smaller until it can no longer divide and then it effectively dies. This process is associated
with aging, cancer, and a higher risk of death. Key manipulation of Progenitor could supress this process and
many, such as Oswell Spencer himself, believed that somewhere in this trait was the key to immortality.
Standard humans possessed just enough telomerase enzymes to reduce the rate of cell degradation, but not
enough to prevent it altogether. But those compatible with Progenitor produced a lot more telomerase and
therefore significantly disrupted cell aging and degeneration. Natural adapters were able to harness this process
automatically and achieved the closest thing possible to biological immortality with accelerated healing
complementing a rapidly decelerated aging process. In contrast, failure to adapt to the virus would see fatal
cellular degradation and tissue rupture on a massive level, resulting in necrosis and inevitably, death.
But as the virus continued to evolve, switching hosts and mutating and adapting cells, it became less adaptable
to humans over time and fewer were able to survive infection, with fewer still being left with enhanced abilities.
By the time the virus was rediscovered by Oswell Spencer, James Marcus and Edward Ashford, it had lost
adaptability with humans completely and carried a 100% mortality rate. The only way to counter this problem
was to develop a neutered strain of Progenitor many thousands of times weaker so that more humans could
survive its effects, adapt, and enhance themselves. This idea was the fundamental purpose behind the entire
t-Virus project at Umbrella. The creation of weaponised viral agents and B.O.W.s was merely a secondary
objective to fund the ongoing research to unlock the secrets behind immortality. A virus with the ability to
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artificially speed up evolution and create perfect meta-humans was always the goal of Spencer. His vision was
to create a dystopian paradise of evolved humans which he would rule over as an immortal god. Umbrella and
the t-Virus project were the tools to build this kingdom and Progenitor was the key to unlocking it.
The early research of James Marcus demonstrated that when the Progenitor Virus was administered directly
into an organism, rapid cellular changes not only destroyed the original tissue, but it became clear that this
method was not optimal in regards to the aspect of control as a weapon. In addition, it needed to fuse at the
cellular level to enable the organism to grow. Experiments on Progenitor with insects produced only limited
results because they have been around since ancient times and almost reached an evolutionary dead end. The
only noticeable changes was increased aggressiveness and explosive, high-energy growth. Amphibian
experiments were mixed, with Progenitor introduction to a frog leading to an increase in leaping power and
abnormal tongue growth. But no change in mental ability was observed and increased appetite resulted in
heightened predatory instinct and a tendency to attack anything that moved. With Mammals, application of
Progenitor was introduced into the cells of a monkey and its genes were passed onto its fertilised egg. The
resulting young exhibited heightened aggressiveness and some intelligence improvements were also recorded.
As a side effect, visual power was lost, but this was offset by an improvement in hearing ability. Dr Marcus
quickly concluded further development could not be expected without making humans the base organism. He
later had more success with annelids and it was leech DNA combined with Progenitor that later resulted in the
first successful prototype t-Virus.
Progenitor also possessed the ability to revive dead cells completely. This unique trait is unheard of in science
because typically a virus needs living cells to replicate because they lack the molecular machinery to generate
their own energy and construct building blocks essential to life. But because of its origins in creating
biodiversity, Progenitor is the only natural virus in the world to possess this trait and revitalise dead cells.
Although examples exist of bacteria being seemingly reactivated by a virus, even in complex organisms, this is
only possible because said bacteria was not dead, just lying in a state of dormancy. In contrast, Progenitor can
actually revive completely dead cells where the cell walls have been penetrated and the nucleus destroyed.
Within seconds of Progenitor introduction, the flagella or its equivalent begins to move, the cell repairs itself,
and multiplication begins. This aspect of the virus was introduced into later t-Virus strains physically capable
of reanimating previously uninfected dead corpses and also the G-Virus which possessed the same ability.
Another unique aspect of Progenitor was its manifestation source point. Like filoviruses such as Ebola and
Marburg, Progenitor has its origins in Africa, the birthplace of humanity, and thrived in subterranean, dark
conditions with a cool yet humid temperature. The Progenitor flower containing the virus was known in
Ndipaya legend as The Stairway to the Sun and somewhat remarkably was able to survive underground. But
when infected plants were removed from this origin source, attempts to culture the virus proved impossible.
This was to be a major problem for Umbrella scientists and it was not until 1988 were they finally able to
artificially culture the virus themselves under laboratory conditions. Although Progenitor research was
conducted at Umbrella laboratories across the world, the original source in Africa was restricted to Level 10
employees only. In 2007, the Progenitor source was uncovered by Albert Wesker and Tricell Africa, leading to
its application in creating the Uroboros Virus. It was also tested on and used to strengthen existing t-type
B.O.W.s such as the Licker. Even today Progenitor remains the base template for many differing viral strains
and each carries the DNA mutation attribute which is harnessed and manipulated in a variety of different ways.
VARIANTS:
TYPE A - An early variant created by a team working under Oswell Spencer with the goal of trying to increase
the amount of human hosts able to survive initial infection to the virus. This strain was administered to Jessica
Trevor in 1967 but the result was negative and she died soon afterwards. Upon entering her body, rapid cellular
activation caused her skin tissue to rupture and the virus failed to establish itself when Type A donated cells
were activated.
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TYPE B - A modified version of Type A and administered to Lisa Trevor. Application of Type B donated cells
caused the skin tissue to tear during cellular activity but virus establishment was successful and she remained
alive. Some positive results were observed in the remodelling of Lisa’s body although prolonged exposure saw
her suffer long-term physical damage and her brain cells eroded dramatically.
T-VIRUS: The first successful Progenitor variant was created in September 1977 when Dr. James Marcus
combined the Progenitor Virus with Leech DNA. This relatively simple organism not only survived infection
but the resulting mutations exaggerated natural traits found in its DNA including enzymes and genes for
hormones that up-regulate metabolic processes. This t-Virus was completed in January 1978 and became the
first successful variant of the Progenitor line. All t-Virus strains used Progenitor as a template and were
attempts at making the virus less lethal to humans and to develop viable B.O.W.s to be used in warfare.
THE ABYSS VIRUS – Although no direct link has ever been confirmed, it is thought that the Abyss Virus is a
specific descendant of the Progenitor Virus, adapted and evolved to thrive in deep-sea pressure zones and
extreme environments usually impossible to sustain regular life, making it a key component in the evolution of
deep-sea organisms. When infecting a host, it takes the large fat and water reserves of deep-sea fish and turns
them into high-density bone and muscle structures that are not usually found in organisms who live in deepwater habitats. An abundance of marine life exists today thanks to the Abyss Virus.
P30: Theorised to be a modified ancillary chemical synthesised by the Progenitor Virus whilst inside a host. P30
renders a subject highly resistant to control whilst bestowing them with superhuman abilities thanks to rapid
sharpening of the nerves combined with increased muscle tissue. However it also triggers hormonal imbalance
within the host, substantially increasing metabolism meaning the benefits of P30 are only temporary and the
chemical can be expelled from the circulatory system with almost no aftereffects.

1967:
Derek Simmons is born. He will have a successful career in the U.S. Government, rising to the
role of National Security Advisor. He will also take over as the next head of The Family.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DEREK CLIFFORD SIMMONS

*Born: 1967. Died: 2013 Height: 187cm Weight: 80kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: The Family.
Derek Simmons was a ruthless perfectionist with a personality well-disposed to rising to the highest levels of
power in government. Although nothing much is known about his primitive years, he was always destined to
take over the head of The Family; a secret fraternity of powerful movers and shakers that had manipulated the
development of the Western world for centuries. This organisation would do whatever was necessary to ensure
stability and world order, shaping circumstances in ways to benefit its members.
Simmons originally spent some time in the military and in the 1980s became
acquainted with Adam Benford, with the two of them going on to become firm
friends. Although he wasn't a scientist himself, he had a keen interest in the subject
and used his position to create the ‘Simmons Foundation’ to sponsor and run at
least one research institute for gifted individuals wanting to pursue the field. It was
through his foundation that he came to know of Carla Radames; then a 15 year-old
with an extremely promising future. He courted her talents and enrolled her into
the institute, keenly watching her progress from afar. Through working for the
U.S. Government, he was fully aware of the Umbrella Corporation and their viral
research. With the government being one of Umbrella's best customers and
purchasing many of their assets, Simmons used his position to immerse Carla into
B.O.W. and virus research and was pleased with the results. She was to become his bright hope for the future
and remain at his side for years to come.
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Whilst not in Washington, Simmons ran The Family from a secret meeting place beneath the cathedral in the
town of Tall Oaks. This was a plot of land that had been in the Simmons family for generations but to the
untrained eye there was nothing sinister about it. Here he chaired meetings of high-ranking clandestine
individuals from other world governments, corporate magnates and military organisations, each of which had
membership into The Family. Simmons firmly believed that ongoing global stability was contingent upon
keeping the United States at the top of the pyramid of world power.
Sometime in 1998, Simmons hired the services of industrial spy, Ada Wong; a freelance independent contractor
who had also worked for the rival company and infiltrated Umbrella's activities at the Arklay Mansion. She
conducted missions under Simmons on behalf of The Family, and he soon began to harbour a deep
appreciation for her talents. Ada's skills as a spy were unparalleled, and the missions she carried out were
instrumental in his goals. He became close to her in a professional capacity, and regarded her as his equal,
someone intelligent and strong enough to match his own ideals and stand by his side. Privately, he developed
an obsession with her and this developed a ripple in his normally logical and unperturbed personality.
During the build up to the Raccoon City, Simmons was believed to be one of the U.S. Government officials in
secret negotiations with William Birkin in order to safely extract him from Umbrella and acquire his G-Virus
research data. This represented a huge gamble as such a move would effectively betray Umbrella’s trust and
destroy their successful working relationship with the government that had been in force for a number of years.
But Simmons viewed it as an opportunity. Ridding Umbrella of the G-Virus and their top scientist would
negate the need for their services in the future, meaning the government could no longer be held to ransom to
bow down to the corporation. It would also prevent G-Virus developed B.O.W.s potentially being used against
American citizens in future conflicts. But when the resulting extraction mission went horribly wrong, Simmons
advocated for the town to be wiped out using a prototype thermobaric missile. He chaired a special emergency
committee who voted on the idea but ultimately the final decision was his and he chose to launch the
sterilisation operation which wiped out Raccoon City. His ruthless streak emerged once again when it was
revealed his motivation for destroying the town was not just to halt the spread of the biohazard or destroy the
B.O.W.s and zombies, but instead to prevent Umbrella from getting their hands on the G-Virus. But the
sterilisation operation took too long to execute, meaning Hunk had already extracted a sample of the virus for
Umbrella.
Following the incident, Simmons became the legal guardian of Sherry Birkin, and authorised all manner of
experiments to extract the G-Virus from her body and evaluate its effects on her. At the same time a fracture in
Simmons’ and Ada’s working relationship emerged when she learned that he was behind the operation to
vaporise Raccoon City. Realizing it was dangerous to keep company with such a powerful individual, Ada left
his employ and never looked back. From that point on, Derek became maniacal in his plans to get back Ada.
Whether it was because he felt an emotional attachment to her or because he thought she was the only woman
whose intelligence could match his own was unknown. But this monomania with Ada led him to put a sinister
plan into action. In 1999, he used the talents of Carla Radames to begin 'Project Ada'; an ambitious experiment
to create a perfect clone of Ada Wong. He provided her with all the research materials she needed, including
samples of the G-Virus extracted from Sherry Birkin, whose daily torment continued. In order to keep Sherry
sane during her constant experimentation, Simmons showed his compassionate side and allowed Claire
Redfield to visit her. All this time he told Sherry and those around her that the tests were necessary to keep her
safe from Albert Wesker. He also studied the Raccoon City incident as a case study and determined that
B.O.W.s represented the future of warfare and would replace conventional weaponry on the battlefield. To this
end, he spearheaded the government’s own clandestine weapons program and also that of The Family. He
intended for his organisation to take full control of the B.O.W. underworld, therefore monopolising and
controlling the very future and direction of war and conflict.
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As the years went by, Radames' experiments and research gave birth to the C-Virus, which had the ability to
completely destroy and reform a human body. By 2009, over 12,000 test subjects had been used to create a
replica of Ada, all without success. Becoming ever more desperate, Simmons learned that Carla herself had
compatible DNA that could prove to be the match he needed. Despite her devotion and totally loyalty to him, a
trait that ironically the original Ada never possessed, Simmons betrayed Carla and had her captured and
injected with her own virus. This time the experiment was a success and ‘Ada Wong’ was born.
Following the confirmed death of Albert Wesker a month earlier, Simmons released Sherry out of protective
custody, making her a U.S. Government agent with the pretence he could still keep her close. Sherry was the
only successful G-Human on record and possessed extraordinary regenerative properties. He carefully kept her
monitored whilst at the same time placing 'Ada' into an intensive training program that would see her act and
develop a personality and skill set exactly like the original Ada Wong. Eventually, Carla became a perfect match
in both body and mind, becoming his loyal subordinate. It soon reached the point where Simmons himself
believed her to be the real thing, disregarding her as any kind of clone at all.
Despite Project Ada being an apparent success, there was one drawback that
no researcher foresaw. Despite her transformation, Carla retained some
memories of her former life that were initially supressed deep within her
unconscious mind but over time slowly rose to the surface. As time went on,
she recovered more of her original memory and began to burn with hatred
for Simmons for what he had done for her. Whilst still posing as a loyal
subject and weaponing the C-Virus under his orders, in secret, Carla abused
Simmons' trust to raid The Family's resources to clandestinely form the
terrorist organisation 'Neo-Umbrella.' This was spearheaded by Simmons
relinquishing control of The Family’s East Asian resources to her command
as a reward for her continued loyalty. Carla planned to use this organisation
with the sole purpose of destroying Simmons' ideal of global stability and
American dominance by spreading chaos and destruction across the world.
All of this was done in complete secrecy and Simmons had no idea of the
malevolent force growing around him as on the surface Carla continued to
work for The Family in the labs beneath Tall Oaks to create Complete
Mutation Species such as the Lepotica. To preserve Simmons’ trust, Carla
even conducted B.O.W. field tests on his orders, such as the Marhawa Academy experiment in 2012.
Throughout all this time he had no idea what she was really planning.
When his friend Adam Benford was elected as U.S. President, he promoted Simmons to the position of
National Security Advisor and his main right-hand man. This move only added to Simmons’ influence and he
was prepared to use The Family against Benford should the need arise. But until that time, he was still
Benford’s friend and would execute his role in the government faithfully.
Following the death of Albert Wesker several years earlier, research had shown he carried a unique blood type
that made him immune to most viruses. Through the far-reaching resources of The Family, Simmons also
learned Wesker had fathered a son in the early 1990s that even he had been unaware of. The Family managed to
track him down and identify him as a mercenary working in the Edonian Republic named Jake Muller. In
December 2012, Simmons dispatched Sherry Birkin to bring him back safely to the U.S. Sherry believed this
was so they could use the anti-bodies in Jake’s blood to create a vaccine for the C-Virus, but in reality Simmons
planned to study Jake's genetic make-up to further enhance the virus and prevent a vaccine from being created,
leaving The Family free to use it as a weapon. To make sure the mission was a success, he also sent in Carla,
unaware that she was busy plotting behind his back. The Edonia Republic was in the midst of civil war and
Carla used Neo-Umbrella to infect all members of the Edonian Liberation Army, turning them all into J'avo.
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This resulted in the B.S.A.A. being sent in after the government forces were wiped out. Although Sherry made
contact with Jake, and Simmons agreed to his price of $50,000,000 for samples of his blood, Carla captured
them both before they could escape the country and took them back to Neo-Umbrella's headquarters in China.
She reported them both dead to Simmons who at that time had no reason not to trust her.
In 2013, Simmons became angry when he learned of President Benford's plan to reveal the whole truth to the
public about the U.S. Government's involvement in the Raccoon City incident. He believed that by admitting
their part in the emergence of illegal biological weapons, it would cause others to admit the same and join
together to fight bio-terrorism on a global level. But Simmons believed such an admission would destroy
America's world influence and worldwide trust, knocking them off the global hierarchy of power and
destabilising the world. At first, Simmons tried to use his government position to talk the President out of it.
But when this didn't work, he put intense pressure on him using The Family. But Benford's resolve was deep
and he would not be threatened, becoming only more determined to go through with his plan. This forced
Simmons to take decisive action and assassinate Benford, and he would do it under the guise of a bioterrorist
attack. He even kidnapped the sister of Secret Service agent Helena Harper to ensure the plan proceeded
without fault. All this led to the Tall Oaks incident of 2013 when Lepotitsa BOWs were deployed into the town
where the gas they emitted led to all the populace being transformed into zombies, including the President.
With over 70,000 people dead, Simmons tried to blame Benford’s death on government agents Leon S.
Kennedy and Helena Harper. In a fate that echoed Raccoon City, Simmons enacted a sterilisation operation
that wiped the town off the map and neutralised the biohazard. The only oddity was that an organisation
calling themselves Neo-Umbrella suddenly claimed responsibility for the attack. However, just as he was
toasting victory Simmons was contacted out of the blue by the real Ada Wong, for the first time in 15 years, to
explain that Carla Radames was in China and had plans to destroy the world. With China under bioterrorist
attack, Simmons quickly boarded a private plane to intercept her. He also discovered that Leon Kennedy and
Helena Harper had faked their deaths and were on his tail. He made sure their flight to Lanshiang was
sabotaged by leaving a Lepotitsa Chrysallid inside their plane.
However, shortly after arriving in China, Simmons was attacked by J'avo and infected with an advanced strain
of the C-Virus. He began mutating over and over, leading The Family to abandon him and choose a successor
to run their group. Derek Simmons was eventually killed on the roof of the Neo-Umbrella Quad Tower in
Lanshiang by Leon and Helena. Evidence of his involvement in Tall Oaks was later uncovered and his legacy
was tarnished. Many of Simmons’ accomplices in the U.S. Government lamented his death and were traitors of
their own, including respected Senator Steven Air. They sold classified information to bio-terror organisations
and disrupted the D.S.O. One of President Benford’s assistants was involved and other associates of Simmons
such as the new defence chief and the vice-president himself may also have been involved.
Kevin Ryman is born. He will become a police officer working in Raccoon City and be caught
up in the infamous biological outbreak in 1998.
CHARACTER PROFILE: KEVIN RYMAN

*Born: 1967. Died: UK. Height: 182cm. Weight: 89kg. B-T: O. Nationality: American. Affiliation: R.P.D.
Kevin was an officer of the Raccoon City Police Department. He was gifted with superior athletic abilities and
was an outstanding pistol shot, often winning shooting competitions within the force. He was a good fellow all
round and well-liked by his colleagues. He was also known for being a dyed-in-the-wool optimist who never
dwelled on the small things in life. Despite being an excellent police officer, Kevin had aspirations to better
himself by joining the Raccoon S.T.A.R.S. but he never made it and failed the selection process twice. Those
close to him believed his happy-go-lucky, blissful personality was his downfall and he was too laid back about
the whole affair. When he knocked off duty, Kevin was a regular at J's Bar in the centre of town. He had a tab
there and a discarded credit slip later picked up by a customer suggested that he certainly enjoyed a beer or
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two, judging by the outstanding bill he'd racked up. His passion for a beer would sometimes get him into
trouble and despite his occupation as a law enforcement officer, he was not afraid to get his hands dirty if he'd
had one too many. The amount of drunken fracas he got himself into resulted in the bar's owner, Jack, putting
his name down on a troublesome persons list which could have resulted in him being banned from the bar if he
caused trouble again. When at J’s he also liked to play darts but many of the regulars would tell you that he
often got thrashed miserably. His playing skills were no apparent match for his big enthusiasm for the game.
As well as darts, he also had a passion for football and was a smoker.
Kevin also had a thing for cars and would often take overnight trips
to random places just so he could sleep in his car. He also collected
memorabilia such as highly detailed mini toy cars and famous brand
steering wheels. He was also quite vain and took great pride in his
appearance.
Kevin worked from the Eastern Office of the R.P.D. where his desk
was located and his favourite weapon was a Desert Eagle Magnum
which he kept locked in his desk drawer. He worked in the same
office as Jean, suggesting that they both covered the same area whilst
out patrolling. His locker was located in the Night Watchman's room
near the stairs leading down to the basement level of the precinct
house. This suggested that he wasn't adverse to working nights and
likely worked closely with the main watchman, George Scott.
By late September 1998 when the outbreak in Raccoon City was becoming citywide, Kevin, who was off-duty at
the time though in typical fashion hadn't bothered to change out of his uniform, was in J's Bar enjoying a quiet
beer alone. He had a paper in his pocket containing S.T.A.R.S. interview tips, although the Raccoon unit had by
this time been recently disbanded. Only Brad Vickers remained on active duty and was awaiting reassignment.
Over the next few days, he was due to work with Rita and Marvin Branagh to train the batch of new recruits
that had been assigned to the city, one of which being Leon S. Kennedy. Kevin had briefly met him once when
Leon and the other recruits came to the R.P.D. to meet their superior officers and have a look round the place.
Kevin was watching a news report about a riot that had broken out at a football game earlier that afternoon
when J’s Bar was suddenly besieged by zombies. Along with several other survivors, Kevin escaped up onto the
roof where they crossed over to a vacant apartment block and made it back down to street level. There he met
up with Deputy Police Chief Raymond Douglas. As Douglas tried to secure their escape, Kevin assisted in using
the police cars to create a barricade to slow the zombies down. After fighting through town, he eventually made
it to the main square and assisted in detonating a large set of planted explosives, blowing up an entire army of
zombies. He then caught a lift back to the police station.
A few days later, Kevin was one of only a handful of R.P.D. officers left alive after the outbreak had spiralled
completely out of control. There they all came up with an escape plan and he assisted in securing the front gate
of the police station until help arrived. Eventually a van arrived and Kevin, Rita, Harry and a few others
managed to make it out of there. As well as these two confirmed incidents, Kevin was involved in happenings at
several other locations throughout Raccoon City. He managed to escape the city just moments before the
missile hit. Following the incident, Kevin moved to Florida where he took a new job in Miami.
JANUARY 1967
With the research team now back home, the shipments of Progenitor flowers arrive in Europe
from Africa. As the sealed packing crates arrive, Spencer gives the order for experimentation to
begin. Initially they will perform tissue culture to confirm the DNA altering characteristics of
the virus, then the idea is to create the right conditions to cultivate and produce their own
flowers with the long term goal of mass production of Progenitor. Main research projects will
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begin once Spencer relocates to America later in the year. He remains in regular contact with
George Trevor and the mansion project in the Arklay Mountains is set to be completed later
this summer with extensive laboratory facilities for them to work from. Whilst Marcus and
Ashford work on extracting the virus from the plant samples they already have, Brandon Bailey
has been tasked with growing new flowers. In controlled conditions, he plants seeds for the
Sonnentreppe flower and waits patiently for the results.
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 12TH 1967
Some weeks later the flowers have fully bloomed and are taken to the lab under a microscope
to be dissected. But to everyone's surprise no trace of the Progenitor Virus is found within any
of them. This unforeseen occurrence throws their careful planning into disarray and threatens
to bring the research to an abrupt halt before it even gets going. They still have samples of the
virus in the infected flowers brought back with them, but without being able to generate more,
they cannot perform any long-term experiments. In addition, the early tests have not been
fruitful as Marcus and Ashford have so far not found any evidence that the virus alters DNA in
any way. Meanwhile Bailey works hard to try and overcome the cultivation problem, believing
he needs to concentrate on replicating the exact environment and atmosphere where the
flowers grew in Africa. But if he is not successful their research will be at a complete standstill.

"Feb 12.
We've hit a metaphorical brick wall. We brought the Progenitor
flower back from Africa and attempted to cultivate it here. The
initial culture samples of the Progenitor Virus have shown no
shown DNA altering characteristics.
We cultivated the flower to mass produce the Progenitor Virus.
At first, everything proceeded smoothly. The plants were strong,
and grew quickly. In a short amount of time they flowered. But
here is where a major problem surfaced! The flowers did not
contain the Progenitor Virus! Perhaps the environment in which
they're growing triggers the development of the virus. This
matter must be investigated further."

-Taken from RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 1; 12/02/67
MARCH 1967
A few weeks later, it is well past the midnight hour and as usual James Marcus is working hard
in the laboratory area of the Spencer Estate. Both Spencer and Ashford have retired for the
night but Marcus is tremendously excited, convinced he has just made a breakthrough with the
Progenitor Virus. He has just run it through a repeat of the 1952 Stanley Miller experiment
creating electrical discharge synthesis fused with amino acids and other compounds using a
mixture of reduced gases thought to represent atmospheric components of primitive Earth.
Marcus was greatly influenced by the works of Miller and conducted lots of research from his
theories when in Switzerland. He believes Progenitor is old, likely millions of years old, and
this is what prompts him to repeat Miller's experiment. In these primordial conditions, he
applies Progenitor to dead cells and watches with amazement as they form into a new
membrane and begin replicating themselves. These results are monumental and finally confirm
his earlier theories about DNA alteration. Excitedly, he hurries to wake Edward and drags him
down to the lab to see for himself.

“The beginning of this legend was in 1967 in the spire of an old castle, the setting of which was
like something out of a gothic horror novel. The castle was owned by Oswell E. Spencer; an
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aristocrat well known throughout Western European nobility. A portion of the castle had been
given to Dr. James Marcus.
Dr. Marcus had, for a long time, conducted research on extinct bacteria at a university in
Switzerland. Then, at last, he finally discovered the existence of a highly interesting virus. At
that exact time, he got caught up in laboratory politics and lost a dispute with his colleagues,
and so was forced into a sinecure position. He wasn't someone who found it easy to get along
in the world in the first place. He had been involved in some trouble regarding fabrication of
lab results and been forced to take the short stick. Even though he had nothing to do with it, of
course.
But that wasn't his only stroke of misfortune. Until then, he'd had a good amount of financial
support from the country to cover his research expenses, but then it was suddenly reduced to
less than half of what it had been.
The school didn't stop him from continuing his research, but it certainly didn't help him,
either. Their attitude was clearly something along the lines of, "if you don't like it, leave."
At his wit's end, Marcus contacted his friend Spencer, hoping he could help him somehow.
Spencer acted quickly. He immediately inspected the contents of his research and a few days
later offered his assistance. There were, however, two conditions.
One was that he quit his position at the university. In return, he was promised that the Spencer
Foundation would hire him and pay a much higher salary.
The other condition was that until the research was complete, he was to conduct it all under
absolute secrecy. For that purpose, he would use the laboratory that Spencer provided, as well
as living quarters. He was to avoid contact with the outside world as much as possible.
Marcus, who was willing to make a deal with the Devil himself if that's what it took to continue
his research, thought these were good conditions and gave his OK to the proposal.
In addition to these two individuals, they were joined by the aristocrat Edward Ashford and
were able to continue their historic research.
And then on this day, the results came out.
Dr. Marcus was as excited as a young boy
who was going on his first date, his face
flushed red. "Are you listening, Ashford?
This is a discovery for the whole world. It’s
an area research that all of humanity could
not have even dreamed of. "
"Well, I understand how you feel, but ..."
Said Edward, sitting down deep into his
chair. "Shouldn't you also consider how I
feel being called in here in the middle of the
night?"
"That's beside the point. That's not the problem. This a miracle! A miraculous discovery."
"Well, what I think ..." For a while he looked at the sky.
"What do you think?"
"Lord Spencer will not come. He dislikes being given orders by anyone, no matter the
situation. He's not as kind as I am."
"... Alright then. Well then, Ashford, come take a look at this."
The image from the electron microscope came up on screen. On the pitch-black screen, there
were several things that looked like long grains of rice with strings attached.
“Look, here.”
His face was that of a child showing his friend his favourite toy.
“It's E. coli.”
“Even I know that much.”
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“This has all been killed by a 0.1 PPM solution of chlorine.”
“I see, so what you wanted to show me was some dead E. coli.”
“Shh!”
Even though there was no sound coming from the electron microscope, Marcus put his
forefinger to his lips. A needle stretched out towards the sterilized E. coli. Something was
injected into the nucleus of one of the dead cells. Surprisingly enough, upon doing so the
flagella of the E. coli began to move intensely. Repeatedly, just as one might stretch out a piece
of toffee, the cell split in two, right at the center.
“The cell divided, Ashford.”
There were tears welling up in those bloodshot eyes.
However, not one iota of that excitement was shared
by Edward.
“Doctor.” Edward said in an irritated tone. “There
are likely several examples of bacteria in a state of
suspended animation being brought back to life.
Even higher-level organisms, brought back from
suspended animation—”
“No, no, that's not it.”
He cut off Edward with a wave of his hand.
“That’s not it at all. It’s not suspended animation.
The nucleus had been completely destroyed. There
were holes in the cell wall. It was really and truly
dead. Into that I put one type of Progenitor Virus,
and it grew, and began to divide.”
On the monitor, the reborn E. coli continued to
multiply with an intense speed. Edward stared at it quietly.
“So, it was completely dead.” He spoke as if talking to himself.
“Yes, it was. Without a doubt. I’m not lying. And then, come look at this.” He handed him a
thick bundle of papers.
“You’re telling me to read all this now?”
“No, let me give you a simple explanation. You’re not a layman after all. If you look at this
experimental data, you’ll be able to understand just how amazing this is. You listening? I’ve
done almost the same thing as the Miller experiment, and I’ve recorded it. Added steam and
hydrogen to methane and ammonia, and in a sealed flask,
added just ten units of the Progenitor Virus that were killed
in a 1.0 PPM chlorine solution to it, heated it, and electrified
it. And what do you think happened then?”
“Well, amino acids were synthesized. I’m sorry but those
results have been out for more than ten years.”
“But I said that, didn’t I? That I followed the basics of the
Miller experiment. By recreating the primitive Earth’s
atmosphere, the experiment proved that organic matter
could be synthesized. But that didn’t mean that life had been
born. On the other hand, this is different. From amino and
nucleic acids, to the proteins that come out, it’s the same.
But those proteins organized into a membrane, and began
self-reproduction.”
“That’s absurd. I can’t believe that.”
Edward was quite right to deny that claim. Marcus was saying that in his laboratory, he had just
re-created the origin of life that had occurred 3.8 billion years ago.
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“It’s true. The technical details of the experiment are all written in there. If you think I’m lying,
run a duplicate experiment. No matter how many times you do so, you’ll be led to the same
conclusion. By using the Progenitor Virus, a primitive form of RNA was born from the soup of
proteins.”
Edward wasn’t yet fully convinced. However, if it was true… Marcus’s excitement was slowly
beginning to infect him as well.
“Yes, we should tell Spencer.”
“Do you finally understand?”
With joy, Marcus grabbed Edward’s hand.
“Let’s go to him now.”
Edward threw his overcoat over himself and took Marcus, still wearing his white lab coat, in
tow. This was a memorable night and its events would finally lead towards the creation of the
Umbrella Corporation."
-Biohazard: The Umbrella Chronicles; Side A; 1967

After they repeat the experiment to Spencer, the results of which once again verifying Marcus'
theories, the first seeds are sown within Spencer’s mind of forming his own pharmaceutical
enterprise. The idea of the Progenitor Virus being able to change DNA and effectively spur
evolution on in an organism is a notion that fascinates him deeply. He has often thought long
and hard about a race of superior homo-sapiens, created using a virus to speed up the process
of human evolution to its pinnacle.

TUESDAY MARCH 23RD 1967
As work continues unlocking the secrets behind the Progenitor Virus, things are still not
running smoothly. Despite his earlier breakthrough, James Marcus is becoming frustrated at
the lack of available samples. Brandon Bailey is also upset for he still cannot fathom out the
reason why the Stairway to the Sun flower does not produce the virus despite going through
every conceivable detail to replicate their original planting conditions in Africa. He believes the
only logical conclusion is that some kind of unique element is present in the underground Sun
Garden in Kijuju that triggers the development of the virus in the flowers. He is also becoming
frustrated with Dr. Marcus's constant nagging for more samples. With his obsession multiplying
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after his recent discovery, Bailey is becoming slightly concerned with just where his mentor is
going with his work. He challenges Marcus about this and the tension raises between them.
Meanwhile, Spencer ponders the implications of the extraordinary findings made by Marcus
over the last few days and is convinced now more than ever they need to create a facade to
cover up their research. Despite work on Progenitor still being in its infancy, the potential is
almost limitless and cannot stay hidden forever. With this is mind he decides to create a
pharmaceutical company to mask the true nature of the work they are performing. This would
bring in an extended pool of research talent as well as new facilities, equipment and profit to
would fund their work for decades to come. As he is due to relocate to America from Europe
in the coming months upon completion of the Arklay Estate, Spencer believes Raccoon City
and its thriving rural community is the perfect place to birth this enterprise. Raccoon is
currently undergoing major expansion and the locale seems like an ideal opportunity. This
corporation will mask the research used to advance his own secret vision of ruling as god over a
dystopian world of meta-humans. He decides to pitch the company idea to the others but it
doesn't go down well initially with Bailey and Marcus.

"We've made no progress. We tried cultivating the
flower under different conditions, but with no luck in
triggering development of the virus itself. Thus far we
have tried changing the soil, water, temperature, and
light exposure all with no success.
I got into a heated debate with Dr. Marcus about the
direction the research was taking.
During that debate, Mr. Spencer interjected some
foolhardy notion of starting a company. Without the
Progenitor Virus there's no point in starting a
company. Does he not see that? It's all pointless!"

-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 1; 23/03/67
Whilst Edward Ashford seemingly doesn't offer an
immediate opinion, both Marcus and Bailey don't
really see the point of forming their own enterprise.
After all, the Progenitor samples are fast running out
and with no way to produce more their research will
soon end. Secondly, Marcus is so wrapped up in his
personal work on Progenitor he has no time or
interest in anything else.

"Spencer says he's going to start a company. Well, I don't care, as long as I can continue my
research into Progenitor, he can do what he likes."
-RE0: Marcus' Diary 1; 23/03/67

Not deterred, Spencer decides to push forward with his plans regardless and begins making
preparations. The others quickly dismiss his ideas as a simple money-making scheme.
SUMMER 1967
The Arklay Mansion is finally completed in Raccoon Forest. After five years of dedicated hard
work, George Trevor unveils the masterpiece of his distinguished career. It is built over two
main floors and includes workers quarters and a fully operational laboratory. Although the
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main mansion is complete, installation of all the equipment means the laboratory facilities will
not be ready until November. Then it will be quickly populated by Spencer’s research teams.

LOCATION PROFILE: THE ARKLAY MANSION
The Spencer Mansion was the brainchild of prominent New York architect George Trevor and represented
some of the finest work of his distinguished career. After Oswell E. Spencer outlined his wishes for his own
private getaway on the outskirts of Raccoon City, Trevor visited his office in 1962 with a collection of
impressive design plans that were immediately approved. Despite a last-minute change of construction
company and some minor alterations to the designs such as the abolishment of the billiard room, construction
went ahead with no major issues or delays. Five years later, the building was completed, and a few months after
that the secret underground laboratory facilities went online. The mansion itself was to act as a front for the
hidden research areas below that would go on to produce decades of illegal bio-weapons research. For added
security, some of the laboratory layout had access ways not incorporated into Trevor’s original schematics.
The Estate was located deep in the backwoods of Raccoon Forest in the Arklay Mountains, some distance away
from Raccoon City and several miles away from the Management Training Facility which opened a year later in
1968. The main mansion building consisted of two main floors serving as an executive guesthouse for Umbrella
V.I.P.s and senior research staff that lived on site. Each room was lavishly furnished, filled to the brim with
expensive art pieces, paintings and sculptures. Highlights included an expansive dining room, library and
grand hall. There was also a basement level as well as a large attic space for storage. The estate also covered
many acres of garden landscape, expanding into the forest and housing two small graveyards. There were four
main master keys for the various rooms of the house, each symbolising that of a knight and therefore broken
down into Armour, Shield, Sword and Helmet respectively.
On the other side of the garden was a Guardhouse dormitory for lower level employees which also included a
rec room and entertainment facilities. Beneath the guardhouse was a giant Aqua Ring used for water-based
experiments and B.O.W. specimens. There was also a heliport on site and access to the main underground labs
came via a hidden elevator concealed beneath a water feature in the main courtyard. Both the wolf and eagle
medals were needed to access this area and it was down here that many of Umbrella's early heinous creations
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were born. Albert Wesker and William Birkin were stationed here as Chief Researchers during the 1970s and
1980s and it was also here that the G-Virus was born and the ultimate biological weapon, the Tyrant, was
created. The underground labs consisted of four floors, the first of which contained access back up to surface
level, a ladder leading down to the next basement level and a passageway leading to the elevator for the
heliport. The 2nd basement level housed the Visual Data Room where archival data was stored. This room was
also used for meetings and presentations. The passage outside had a stairwell down to the next level.
B3 contained a computer room, several experimentation rooms, and a morgue. It also housed the Power Maze,
which was the source for the whole estate's power supply. It also contained the lab's self-destruct mechanism.
Finally an elevator led down to B4 level which housed the main culture laboratory. This room was used for
special research projects such as the Tyrant program. A small sanitation prison was also located on this floor,
yet it could only be accessed via B3 level.
The whole estate enforced high security and was laced with traps, secret rooms, trick-locks and hidden
passageways. Also accessible from the garden and courtyard areas was a network of subterranean abandoned
mining tunnels. These labyrinthine, maze-like passageways were perhaps a major influence in Spencer's
decision to build his home here. Behind the mansion there was a large underground crypt, where the Crimson
Head Prototype 1 was kept. Four death masks were required to release it. The mansion had a research staff of
approximately 25 as well as a security team on site. It was destroyed on July 25th 1998 following activation of the
triggering system due to an emergency biohazard situation. The entire estate was destroyed.
To commemorate the completion of the mansion, a beautiful portrait of the estate is painted
and displayed on the wall in the downstairs bar.
JULY 1967
Upon completion of the mansion, Spencer officially relocates from his European home to this
new estate. This move divides the original research team that travelled to Kijuju last year.
Edward Ashford returns full time to the Ashford's stately home in England with plans to begin
his own independent research on Progenitor with the help of his son, Alexander. James
Marcus and Brandon Bailey also continue their own work at an undisclosed location.
Whilst Marcus and Ashford continue their research into the Progenitor Virus, Spencer busies
himself with the planning of their pharmaceutical enterprise. He also sees the potential of
Progenitor but his approach to the research is more absolute than that of his colleagues. Since
he grew up and became interested in virology and science, he was fascinated with the
dominance of man as a race. Whilst his peers believe him to be only interested in money, this
is only a façade to conceal his belief that the true potential of the Progenitor Virus lies in
artificially speeding up the process of human evolution. Whilst man had evolved over millions
of years, he believes this process can be 'forced' upon humans at a faster pace by the
administration of viruses. His vision is to create a new world populated by an advanced race of
human beings, free of the imperfections that have plagued the species since the dawn of its
existence. He envisions a human resistant to disease, to the detrimental effects of aging and the
limitations of their natural physical being. His ambition is to stand over this new race as their
'god'; a supreme leader to which they would bow down and worship. Spencer had first
fantasised of this as soon as he read the Ndipaya legends in Henry Travis's journals, and now
they have confirmed his words to be true with the discovery of the Progenitor Virus. The
breakthrough made by Marcus at the Spencer Estate in Europe a few months ago has only
increased this belief even more. This is to be the genesis of the Wesker Project.
Spencer's beliefs are influenced by the notion of Eugenics which is the study or belief in the
possibility of improving the qualities of the human species or human population. These
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include such means as discouraging reproduction by persons having genetic defects or
presumed to have inheritable undesirable traits {negative eugenics} or encouraging
reproduction by persons presumed to have inheritable desirable traits {positive eugenics}.
Eugenics was widely popular in the early decades of the 20th Century, but had fallen into
disfavour after becoming associated with Nazi Germany. Since the post-war period, both the
public and scientific communities have associated Eugenics with Nazi abuses, such as enforced
racial hygiene, human experimentation, and the extermination of 'undesired' population
groups. The dark nature of Spencer's twisted personality has many troubling similarities to
secret agendas that took place in the Nazi regime. His plan for Project Wesker mirrors that of
Reichsfuhrer-SS Heinrich Himmler's positive eugenics program Lebensborn. All over
Germany and later in the occupied countries, the Nazis would set up orphanages and
relocation homes for children as part of a breeding programme aimed at creating a superior
breed of blonde-haired, blue-eyed Aryans. Thousands of Polish children considered to be
halfway suitable for the program were kidnapped from their parents and subjected to
Germanisation. Though the prosecutors at the Nuremburg Trials found no direct involvement
of the Lebensborn organisation in these matters, it is not that unthinkable that they could have
relied on a third party to grab the children from their parents. Since the Nazis were successful
in burning a lot of pertinent records relating to the program, there is no way of knowing for
sure.
To further work upon his proposals for this positive eugenics program, Spencer required a
dedicated team of skilled researchers and heavy financial backing, and this was why he needs
Umbrella. This project was his own secret, one he would not share with Marcus or even
Ashford, and having it locked away within the confines of a large pharmaceutical company is
the only way he could proceed undetected. He knows the plan will take years, even decades,
but with the potential of Progenitor he believes it can be accomplished with absolute certainty
and is determined to focus all his energy into it. The one individual he is willing to confide in is
a trusted research colleague named Dr. Wesker.
Spencer outlines his vision to Wesker in great detail and they agree the starting point is to
identify suitable subjects as potential candidates. Naturally, it makes sense for young children to
be chosen as their memories are short and life experiences low. They still have their natural
growing up to do, both physically and mentally and only extremely bright children born to
parents with good genes will be suitable. These children will all be given the surname Wesker
in honour of the head researcher. Prior to reaching adulthood, their character will be moulded
by Spencer himself through a combination of scientific indoctrination, social engineering and
re-education. This will ensure they will never turn against their master or his planned utopia.
Spencer knows he cannot afford any opposition to his plan, justifying his decision not to
include Marcus or Ashford in his thinking, besides which they are too wrapped up in the
discovery of Progenitor to notice anything amiss. But it is all still largely theory at this stage;
Project Wesker cannot begin proper until after the formation of Umbrella which is still some
time away. Interestingly enough, one of the first child specimens chosen is a young boy named
Albert, who sports the same Aryan characteristics of blonde hair and blue eyes so highly sought
after by the Nazis, which had in turn birthed the very idea of the Wesker Plan in the first place.
Spencer begins a number of experiments into Progenitor. Currently, exposure to the virus will
lead to death in almost all subjects with no modern humans able to successfully adapt and gain
any physical benefits like the Ndipayan elders of legend. Logically the first thing to do is to try
and reduce the instant mortality rate of infectees. If he can at least get more people to survive
the initial infection, then the research will naturally progress from there. He begins by
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investigating Progenitor infection in other plant life besides the Stairway to the Sun flowers.
Already his research teams have produced some interesting botanical experiments with the
virus and the most notable side effect is rapidly increased growth and size. Curiously this effect
never occurred with the Stairway to the Sun. With the lab facilities at Arklay not yet fully
operational, these plant specimens are currently stored in the Guest Room in the facility
Guardhouse. Although not ideal, this location will suffice until the underground labs are ready
and further testing can be done. These
experiments aid preliminary research into
creating the first variants of Progenitor by
observing its effects on differing organisms and
preparing for inevitable human testing later
down the line.
Spencer also has another problem. Due to the
less than legal nature of the research he has
planned for the Progenitor Virus, he needs to
ensure the existence of Arklay Labs remains a
secret from the public and the estate to be seen
as nothing more than a simple getaway retreat.
The only other person besides Spencer outside
his colleagues who knows everything about
the mansion is the original architect and
designer, George Trevor. With the formation of Umbrella now well underway, Spencer knows
he can never risk Trevor ever exposing the true nature of this facility and needs to ensure his
silence. Coincidentally, he also requires human test subjects for the Progenitor variants his
scientists have been working on. In order to kill two birds with one stone, he begins to
formulate a very dark and evil plan. He will keep his promise and invite Trevor and his family
over to stay at the mansion. Then when the time is right, he will incapacitate them and use
them as guinea pigs for the Progenitor variants. Although human testing at this early stage is
reckless and inhumane, it will be the first of many necessary evils if his vision of a utopian
world populated by an advanced civilisation is ever to become a reality. Spencer saw his grand
plan as salvation for the world, a remedy for a sickening planet that was ready to collapse
thanks to global warming, pollution, rampant selfishness and runaway over population. The
killing of innocents for research purposes will firmly cement Spencer as an evil man and ensure
Umbrella has blood on its hands before it is even born. But he has no qualms about crossing
that ethical line. One evening, he shares this dark plans for the Trevor’s with Edward Ashford.
Edward’s true motives for the Progenitor Virus are never fully revealed but it is widely believed
his intentions are far less dark than that of his two colleagues. It's doubtful he would ever
condone human experimentation, but deep down he knows his trusted friend Spencer will not
be stopped once he has his mind set on something. Their discovery of the Progenitor Virus in
Africa the year previous is a testament to that. Ashford decides that the very least he can do is
keep silent on the matter of George Trevor and feign ignorance. Spencer makes it abundantly
clear that James Marcus, Brandon Bailey and anyone outside of Arklay cannot be made aware
of his planned fate for the Trevor’s. It cannot be made known they are performing illegal
human testing at this early stage.
MONDAY OCTOBER 9TH 1967
Spencer puts the first phase of his dastardly plan into action by sending out a written invitation
to George Trevor and his family to come and stay at the mansion, giving him the opportunity
to revel in the glory of his own creation.
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"My dear friend, George Trevor.
Only though your sincerity and effort could this beautiful mansion be built. It's been three
months since I moved here, and this place is so magnificent. Alongside the hurly of hunters, I
greet the arrival of dawn; alongside the howls of wolves, I greet the fall of night.
Nevertheless, something isn’t quite right.
So, I want you to do me a favour, my friend. Would you like to come to this mansion, with the
rest of your family obviously?
You can look at this like meeting an old friend, and come here light-hearted. I'll prepare a
splendid banquet and await your presence. I'm sure you will like it.
Best Regards,
Oswell E. Spencer
October 9th, 1967
-Biohazard Trial Edition Files: Invitation; 09/10/67

NOVEMBER 1967
The final construction of the mansion and lab facilities in the Arklay Mountains is completed.
The four-level laboratory is now fully operational and all research, personnel and test subjects
are transferred down here. In addition, two variants of the Progenitor Virus have been created
for use on humans. Designated Type A and Type B; both have been developed with the goal
of making the host subject capable of surviving initial infection to the virus. Spencer is primarily
concerned at this stage with ensuring more humans can withstand its fatal effects and
developing any beneficial side effects can wait until further down the line.
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3RD 1967
Trevor accepts Spencer's invitation to come and stay at the mansion having long desired to
look at the estate in great detail. When construction was completed he barely had time to give
interviews to a small team of gathered journalists before having to leave and begin preparations
on his next project. Unfortunately the dates Spencer wishes him to attend clash with important
work he is doing in New York. This work is too important to cancel and he will also miss his
18th wedding anniversary to his wife, Jessica. After much thought he decides to send Jessica
and daughter Lisa on ahead to arrive at the mansion on the evening of November 10th. He will
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follow three days later when his business in New York is concluded. His wife is already
acquainted with Spencer having once presented him with an antique shotgun for his birthday.
Their host has a love of classical music and with Lisa being a skilled pianist he urges her to take
along her music book in the hope of being allowed to play on Spencer's grand piano. The
Trevor’s also have family in the surrounding area as their Aunt Emma resides in Raccoon City.
Hopefully they can visit her at some point during their stay.
One feature Trevor is eager to revisit at the mansion is the water fountain in the courtyard
acting as a hidden entrance to the elevator going to the laboratory underground. When the
mansion building was initially completed this area was off limits as the labs were still under
construction so he is eager to see the finished result. The hidden elevator is activated via two
medals depicting a gold eagle and a silver wolf hidden within the red and blue 'Doom' books.
For security purposes, these books are always kept separate with the eagle medal in the library
on the second floor west wing and the wolf medal in a hidden passageway on the first floor east
wing.

"Dear Lord Spencer.
It is a pleasure to receive the invitation for me and my family to visit the new mansion. I cannot
thank you enough for this. Actually, I also have been meaning to pay a visit to that mansion
again. And I accept your invitation. In the beautiful courtyard with many wonderful
waterscapes, there are two fountains which have names. If you want to see this fountain, I must
tell you something that you have to remember. Please take the 'Red Book' and the 'Blue Book'
with you. Sorry, I still have some unfinished business to do, so I want to let my wife and
daughter go there first. Please take care of them.
Much appreciated,
George Trevor,
Nov. 3, 1967."
-Biohazard Trial Edition Files: Thank You Letter; 03/11/67

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8TH 1967
The Trevor’s celebrate their 18th wedding anniversary, albeit separately as George is still in
New York in the process of closing down an important deal. As they pack their things in
preparation to leave for Raccoon City, Jessica leaves her husband a note promising they will
celebrate properly when reunited at Spencer's mansion. The crowning piece of Trevor's career
seems like a fitting place to mark the occasion.

"November 8th, 1967
George,
Happy 18th anniversary. Lisa and I will miss you at the mansion. It's exquisite George, a
masterpiece. Once you arrive, we'll celebrate our eighteen years and this great achievement.
Love always,
Jessica."
-RE: Genesis; Jessica’s Anniversary Card; 08/11/67

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 10TH 1967
Throughout the day, George Trevor's Aunt Emma apparently falls ill and is taken to hospital.
Jessica and Lisa Trevor arrive at the Arklay estate and are warmly received by Spencer. The
nobleman seems quite taken with little Lisa and is particularly pleasant to her. After they have
both settled, their host spots Lisa's music book and guides them both down to the mansion's
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first floor west wing, moving through the dining room and the corridor beyond. Spencer takes
them down the dim passage with the green wallpaper and through a door on the left. This is
the bar and inside is Spencer's antique grand piano. Lisa's eyes light up and she immediately
runs over to it. Spencer pours himself a drink of finest vintage wine for himself and Jessica then
take their seats at the bar as Lisa sits at the piano and contemplates what to play, deciding on
Beethoven's Sonata No. 14, her speciality. Her hands dance across the ivory keys and the
resulting music is mesmerising. Spencer gives her a standing ovation to which the little girl
blushes. In fact, he enjoys Lisa's rendition of Moonlight Sonata so much that in later years he
will implement it as a trick to unlock a secret door
within this very room. Soon they retreat to the dining
room for their evening meal and as a full moon
shines brightly over the house, they begin to feast.
However, the food for both Jessica and Lisa has
been laced with sleeping sedatives in preparation
for their experimentation in the coming hours. The
research teams in the labs below are on standby and
everything is ready. But first Spencer has to act out
his charade as charming host for a few hours longer.

"According to Spencer, they arrived three days
before me and appreciated the house well. Lisa in particular benefitted from Spencer's
kindness and was able to use the piano amongst others. She reportedly played 'Moonlight
Sonata' from Beethoven {her speciality}. In the evening of full moon where the melody seemed
to surpass the satellite floating above the forest which surrounds the house, Spencer had
congratulated my wife for this superb moment. I imagine proudly that their two faces had to
illuminate with pleasure."
-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor's Original Letters.

As they enjoy their meal they talk about many things. Spencer again thanking Jessica for her
birthday gift and assuring the antique shotgun is hanging up pride of place in one of the
reception rooms in the east wing. In turn Jessica speaks of their Aunt Emma who lives in
Raccoon City and how they would like to visit her whilst they are in the area. As they eat, Lisa
fails to realise she left her music book in the bar room by the piano. This will eventually get
split into two parts and hidden away. Jessica wants to ring George to let him know they have
arrived safely but unfortunately the telephones have not been installed yet.
Eventually, the two ladies retire for the evening. Spencer wishes them good night and a servant
shows them up to their room, the drugs beginning to take effect and wooziness settling in.
Soon they are both sound asleep but within the hour men in white lab coats burst into the
bedroom and transport their comatose forms to the newly completed laboratory within the
bowels of the estate. The procedures take place in the Operating Room on the BL3 level and
Jessica is strapped to the bed as the doctors working on her step forward with a syringe
containing Progenitor Variant Type A. Upon injection she immediately begins to wince and
squirm as the foreign substance invades her bloodstream. Initially the virus begins to stimulate
dormant cells and her tissue begins to swell and split before manifesting through fever and
rashes all over her body. It soon becomes apparent the virus variant is failing to bond with her
DNA and she is weakening. Spencer soon receives confirmation that virus fusion is negative.
Jessica has failed as an experiment and the virus will kill her, taking a few days for her body to
shut down completely and leaving her suffering great pain in the meantime. As a failed test
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subject she should be immediately disposed of but they decide to keep her alive to log her
demise for data on future experiments.
Next Lisa is strapped to the surgical bed and this time the medical supervisor is given a
different syringe containing Progenitor Variant Type B. Again, the variant brings on physical
symptoms of skin tearing across her small body. However, her vital signs remain stable and her
breathing is steady. The virus is successfully adapting to her DNA. Cell activation is delayed but
this slowed process is what this particular variant is designed for. Delayed activation gives the
virus more time to fuse with the host and it has worked.

“Nov 10, 1967
*Jessica
Administered virus: Type A
Fracture of tissue during cell activation.
Virus fusion: Negative
Action: Disposed
*Lisa
Administered virus: Type B
Fracture of tissue during cell activation
Virus fusion: Positive but delayed activation
Body modification: Observed constant results
Status: Continue protective observation.”

-REMAKE: Family Picture and Notes; 10/11/67
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 11TH 1967
Lisa is kept under constant observation and despite successful adaption to her DNA, the
Progenitor B variant has very quickly reduced her intelligence levels, leaving her with the
mental capacity of someone half her age. She is also showing signs of physical disfigurement.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 12TH 1967
On the eve of George Trevor's arrival at the mansion, Spencer pays a visit to a stricken Jessica
who is locked up in a cell deep underground. The negative effects of the Progenitor variant
have taken its toll on her body and she is in a weakened state and suffering great pain. But
Spencer needs her help to ensure his planned charade with Trevor will play out. To explain
the absence of herself and Lisa, he writes and makes her sign a faked letter to her husband
explaining they have had to leave the mansion to visit a nearby sick relative. He needs to ensure
nothing is amiss for when Trevor arrives.

"In this happy vacation, bad news comes to us. I feel sad, that is because our dear Aunt Emma
is ill. Aunt Emma seems to be living near this mansion, so Lisa and I just decided to visit her.
That's really a pity, it's been such a long time since we took a holiday together. But don't worry;
we'll return in two or three days.
Your wife,
Jessica Trevor.
Nov. 12, 1967.
P.S. For the great kindness of Mr. Spencer, we are allowed to play the piano in the mansion.
Our Lisa was very happy; she told me she wanted to play Beethoven. But our daughter couldn't
remember where she put her important music book....
Where is it exactly?"
-Taken from Biohazard Trial Edition; Letter from Trevor's Wife; 12/11/67.
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The researchers believe Jessica will not survive for much longer. All their hopes now rest on
Lisa, and if she does not endure the infection, George Trevor himself will be next.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 13TH 1967
6PM:
There is a cool breeze to the night and George Trevor is tired yet can see the lights of the
mansion in the distance. It had been a long trip over from New York but he is finally here,
fresh to savour the delights of his finest work for the first time up close and personal. He has
been so busy he is yet to inspect the Spencer Mansion in any great detail. The estate is quite a
distance away from Raccoon City, some eight miles or so, and Trevor tries to make quick
progress to ensure his trip through the woods is swift and his arrival sometime before nightfall.
Being outside in the forest alone at night does not seem appealing but at least he is here. He
parks his car at the edge of the clearing and walks the last hundred yards or so across smooth
grassland towards the approaching lights of the huge estate.

"Raccoon City, A mid-western American town...
In the thick forest outside the city stands a grand mansion. On November 13th 1967, a lone
man stood in front of the mansion gate. It was George Trevor, a famous architect from New
York who had designed this mansion and ultimately had it built.
As thanks for having completed the construction, the millionaire Ozwell E. Spencer had sent
him a written invitation, telling him to bring his family and come visit the mansion. Trevor told
his wife, Jessica, and their daughter who was about to turn 14, Lisa, to go there ahead of him
and that he would drive over there after work...
But when he arrived at the mansion, he couldn't see his wife or daughter anywhere. Trevor
headed for the house and entered, and he too would never get out of there to see the light of
day again. To where did George and his family disappear?
This here is the sole copy of his notes...These are the things Trevor wrote down during his
time at the mansion. Trevor had been offered an unbelievable sum of money from Ozwell to
design and build this house, and it took him a total of five years until it was completed.
Why did it take so long? And could he possibly have known of the strange incidents that would
happen at this mansion 30 years later? The key to solving these mysteries are somewhere in his
notes...
And that was how it all began...He had returned to the mansion once again."
-The True Story behind Biohazard

Spencer is there to greet him in person and Trevor
is immediately blown away by the sight before him.
The main hall is simply a thing of beauty, furnished
exquisitely with the most wonderful art pieces and
sculptures. A huge grand chandelier dominates the
ceiling, shining down on the pristine marbled floor
transparent enough for him to see his own reflection.
The central staircase and balcony is even more
beautiful than he remembers. His host is dressed for
the evening in a smoking jacket and his long, white
hair hangs over his broad shoulders, showcasing an
impressive and confident man with a firm handshake.
Spencer’s first order of business is to inform Trevor that his wife and daughter had to leave
suddenly as a relative had taken ill. Trevor is downbeat but only momentarily as he is too
wrapped up revelling in his work on the mansion to pay much attention to anything else.
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After some attendants see to his luggage, Spencer leads him through the ornate wooden double
doors on the left of the hall and into the dining room. Trevor is taken aback once again at the
detail and beauty of the interior. A warm fire crackles in the grate at the far end of the room
with a wooden emblem depicting Greek characters hanging above the mantelpiece. Spencer
opens a choice bottle of vintage wine and the two share a toast. Servants prepare a sumptuous
banquet and the two spend the next few hours reminiscing in front of the roaring fire and the
ticking grandfather clock, toasting each other’s successes.

"After having finished my work and leaving New York I finally arrived at the mansion around
6PM. The hall is very spacious. The central stairs leading to the second floor are also
impressive. All these things make me nostalgic all over again. Designing the plans for this place
is the work I am most proud of. From the day I first showed the model to Oswell E. Spencer in
his office, until the completion of the mansion, took me five years. Spencer's orders were really
difficult and I had to call upon all my energy and ingenuity to realise his ideas. At first sight no
one would suspect anything to be out of the ordinary.
While turning to face me, Lord Spencer shakes the
white hairs from his shoulders. He has an impressive
stature, and at first glance, one can feel that he has a
high level of self-confidence. He initially announces
to me that my wife Jessica and my daughter returned
to visit their Aunt Emma who is ill, and then we lift
our glasses and toast. Deeply satisfied with this
knowledge, we tasted the wine.
The dining room is amazing. There is an incredible
variety of food laid out harmoniously on a large table
of mahogany wood. When someone would raise
their eyes they could see a statue of a goddess in the
image of ‘Rodin' on the second floor which seems to
observe us with an unholy desire. But despite all this splendour, and with only Spencer and
myself alone in this imposing dining hall, I began to feel very lonely. Only the ticking noise of
the grandfather clock against the wall, breaks the silence. Ah, if only Jessica and Lisa were here.
According to Spencer, they arrived three days before me and greatly appreciated the hospitality
of the mansion. Lisa in particular benefitted from Spencer's kindness and he permitted her to
play his grand piano to her heart’s content. She reportedly played the 'Moonlight Sonata' of
Beethoven {her speciality}. In the evening of the full moon, the melody seemed to surpass the
celestial body floating above the forest surrounding the house. Spencer had congratulated my
wife for this superb scene. I imagine proudly that their two faces must have been glowing with
pride, although my heart still aches.”
- Extracted from Trevor's Original Letters; 13/11/67

As Trevor and Spencer talk shop and enjoy the fruits of luxury in the dining room, down
below in the depths of the underground laboratory complex, a stricken Jessica Trevor is reeling
from her experimentation with the Progenitor Virus Type-A variant. The virus fusion reacted
negatively with her body, splitting her skin and leaving her in agony rotting in a cell as a failed
guinea pig. In order to keep some semblance of sanity, she writes a stricken letter to Lisa in a
bid to make a desperate escape attempt. Her cell is dark and wet and she writes by candlelight
amidst the dripping moisture on the stone walls. She only has a bowl of water and a few scraps
off which to survive, knowing her usefulness as a test subject is fast running out. Whether Lisa
will ever receive her letter is unclear, but writing these words gives Jessica a little hope at least,
even if just futile hope in this damp and dank hell hole.
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"To my Lisa,
Day by day I can feel my consciousness drifting further away. The shots given to me by the
men in white coats made some of mommy's itching go away. Today they gave me another shot
saying it was 'nutrition.'
When they give me the shots Mommy can think straight, but Mommy's shocked and sad
because Mommy is unable to think of you all the time.
Mommy's afraid. Afraid of forgetting everything, especially the memories of you and
Daddy...What your faces look like, how we used to be together... They're all starting to
disappear somewhere dark in my mind.
Oh Lisa, I wish I could touch your face and hold you in my arms right now so that I can hold
on to the wonderful memories of you and Daddy.
Lisa, we can't stay here any longer. We have to escape!
Listen to me Lisa, our chance to escape is the next time when we go to that lab together. We'll
both pretend that we are unconscious and when that man in white clothes is off guard that will
be our chance. When we're on the outside, let's look for
Daddy together. Okay sweetie?
Be strong, Lisa."
-REUC: A Letter to Someone; 13/11/67

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 14TH 1967
Spencer takes Trevor on a grand tour of the mansion
and one room that stands out in particular is the
Armour room on the second floor of the East Wing.
He recalls walking down a very dimly lit corridor
illuminated only by a couple of table lamps and
decorated with antique wooden cabinets displaying
expensive crockery. As it turns to the left, two
curtains are tied back to the walls in drapes and a
portrait of someone important hangs on the wall in
an expensive looking frame. As the corridor continues
a set of cast iron double doors are on the right hand
side. Spencer reaches into his pocket and produces a
key with a small engraving of armour and places it
into the lock. The door clicks open and he beckons Trevor inside. The room is full of antique
armour and weaponry from an ancient period. On each side seven knights stand facing each
other. But as Trevor steps into the room he triggers a hidden mechanism and four of the
armoured suits, two on each side, slide forward towards the centre of the room. Spencer smiles
and explains this is part of a puzzle to unlock one of the many secrets of the house. Trevor
walks to the far end of the room, spying a depression in the wall blocked by several small metal
bars. Concealed within is a box. Although Trevor knows most of the secrets of this house
having designed it from scratch, there are still many things he is completely in the dark about.
Above the relief are four pictures depicting a knight with a different weapon and is the clue to
solving this particular puzzle. As he examines the knights he finds an inscription marked 'The
Sleeping Musketeer.' In the centre of the room stands a stone plinth with a blue cushion. Built
into the cushion is a stone carving with a red button in the middle. Another inscription reads;
‘Woe to those who disturb my sleep.’ He looks back at Spencer who still stands by the door
with a twinkle in those haunting eyes of his. Trevor decides not to pursue the matter and
continues looking around, deducing the armour collection alone must be worth thousands.
The back walls are also decorated with exotic weaponry including spears and axes. Any military
collector would pay a small fortune for these.
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Other rooms that stand out include the trophy room on the second floor west wing with two
wall mounted animal heads of a deer and bull. Each is placed on opposite walls and are locked
in permanent embrace. As they walk, Spencer informs Trevor of his desire to form his own
pharmaceutical enterprise he will name 'Umbrella’ and his plans to use the mansion as a
getaway retreat for company VIPs.

“Lord Spencer guided me around the mansion. He opened the doors of several rooms. These
rooms were decorated with the most marvellous art pieces; paintings of Da Vinci, sculptures of
Raphael... In one of the rooms the eye of a stuffed beast had strangely sparkled, and in another
room were armoured knights from of Middle Ages.
Knights were aligned in good order close to their Captain. All these art pieces were collected by
Lord Spencer during past years and he deserves well to be one of the richest men on Earth.
Do you like that? I wish to use this residence as a seaside resort for a new company. I foresaw
that, not only for the employees, but also guests to use it.'
His project is to design an international industrial medicine company. He told me that this
company would be called 'Umbrella.'
But I wonder why he hid so many things in his residence. He can say what he wants about
making it a seaside resort but it's exaggerated. Even in this case his actions had been led by
passion."
-Trevor's Original Letters; 14/11/67

Jessica Trevor finally succumbs to the negative effects of Progenitor variant Type A and dies.
Her body is taken away and buried in a special stone crypt constructed on an altar in the
underground catacombs beneath the main hall.
Meanwhile, the science team begin to worry what the effects of Jessica's death will have upon
Lisa. Her brain is continuing to degenerate and she has become aggressive and violent towards
anyone who approaches her, particularly women. She only seems to calm down when in the
presence of her mother and now Jessica is gone they worry what the implications will be.
In her cell, Lisa writes in her journal that she feels dizzy
from the injection she was given and is concerned her
mother was not in their cell when she returned from today's
experiments. She begins to get paranoid that Jessica has
escaped without her.

"Nov.14, 1967
I feel dizzy after that shot they gave me. I don't see Mom.
Where did they take her? She promised me that we would
escape together. Did she escape alone and leave me behind?"
-Remake: Family Picture and Notes; 14/11/67

Upstairs, Trevor ponders some more about the tour of the mansion Spencer gave him, writing
down his thoughts on the enterprise he wishes to build. He had mentioned that as far back as
several years ago he had begun work on another building adjacent to the mansion which would
serve as a Guardhouse or dormitories for the people staying here.

"Today, Mr. Spencer said he will show me around his mansion. He opened every door for me,
and those amazing rooms appeared before my eyes one after another. This building seems to
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be luxury, but in the meantime it's also a crystal of wisdom and great ideas. In my opinion, only
a successful entrepreneur like him deserves a mansion like this.
In one of the rooms, there are many stuffed animals, their eyes looks strange, giving off
mysterious light from them. In another room, I saw some armoured knights from the middle
ages, and the commander is one step forward from the line. They are standing quietly aside the
room, and seem to being protecting something.....
"Isn't it fantastic?" Mr. Spencer went on proudly. "Several years ago, I started to build another
building in this area, as the maintenance and training facility of the company. Since that time, I
had the idea to use this mansion together with the facility. In a short time, not only for the
employees of my company, this mansion also can receive any guests from anywhere!"
I imagined the scene, this mansion full of visitors.
People are walking around in the building, like me, they are surprised by its unbelievable
beauty and elegance.
And I think I should be proud this time for doing my bit to this fantastic building."
-Biohazard Trial Edition: deleted Trevor's Note 2

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 15TH 1967
Lisa is becoming more violent down in the lab having still not seen her mother. The
researchers try to calm her down by getting a female scientist with a similar appearance to
Jessica to go and see her. Initially this seems to do the trick and she relaxes, so much so they
are able to enjoy a meal together. However, this charade soon wears off and despite her
degraded state, Lisa suddenly realises this person is not her mother. Driven into frenzy at such
a revelation, she grabs hold of the woman and tears her face off, seeing her as an imposter
wearing her mother's face. The woman is killed instantly and others are injured as the team
rush in to help, but Lisa is too strong and manages to escape from her cell before the area is
locked down.

"Nov.15, 1967
I found Mom. We ate together. I was very happy. But she was a fake. Not my real
Mom. Same face but different inside.
Have to find Mom. Have to give face back to mother. I got her face easily. When I was tearing
mummy's face from her, I heard an old woman screaming. However, I don't care about it at all.
She took mommy's face away. She is bad.
I got Mom's face back. Nobody can have my Mom except me. I attach her face to me so she
doesn't go away because Mom is sad when I meet her without her face."
-Taken from Biohazard Rebirth: Family Picture and Notes; 15/11/67

The team quickly realise that Lisa will look for her missing mother. She manages to access the
elevator from the labs leading up to the courtyard above. The door to the heliport is firmly
barricaded leaving her with no choice but to head down into the mansion catacombs where her
mother's sarcophagus rests. This will be the best place to apprehend her and will also serve as a
good test of her intelligence to see if she still recognises her true mom. Until then, she is too
dangerous to approach and will be monitored from a distance.
Above ground George Trevor restlessly wanders the halls of the mansion agonising over the
lack of contact with his family and oblivious to the perils they are in below his very feet. He
decides to spend the day in one of the study rooms on the first floor perusing through all the
books. Some interesting facts about the mansion are contained within yet despite being chief
architect he cannot understand a lot of them.
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"November 15th, 1967
My family hasn't come back. They should have returned here around this time.
Did aunt get worse?
Without other choices, I went to a room deep in the right area of first floor and started to read
books to kill some time. Some of this mansion's mysterious matters were recorded in these
books, but I can't figure it out at all...
George Trevor"
-Biohazard Trial Edition: Trevor's Note 3; 15/11/67

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 16TH 1967
As Spencer continues to host Trevor above ground, far below the mansion Lisa continues her
quest to find Jessica. The research team continue to follow but keep a discreet distance. If Lisa
spots any female member of staff, she automatically goes berserk.
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17TH 1967
Midnight:
Trevor is wandering about the ground floor with candle in hand, unable to sleep. He is in the
east wing on his way back to his room when he hears voices behind the door in the corridor
containing Sir Spencer's study. He notices the door is ever so slightly ajar and out of curiosity
he extinguishes the candle and moves for a closer look. He can just make out Spencer in deep
conversation with three researchers dressed in white lab coats. They are talking shop in some
jargon Trevor cannot understand. Suddenly, one of the men spots him looking at them from
the doorway. Trevor freezes. But the man, who sports thick red hair, quickly looks away
pretending not to have noticed him. Trevor takes his leave and hurries upstairs to bed. As he
lays in the darkness watching his bedside lantern flicker ominous shadows onto the walls, he
wonders just what kind of business Spencer is really involved in. What he has actually just
witnessed is the first proposal of weaponising the Progenitor Virus to make B.O.W.s.

"November 17th, 1967
At midnight, when I passed Mr. Spencer's study room, I
heard people were talking about something. I went close
to the door and just opened a crack, and saw three men
in white lab coats were whispering with Mr. Spencer.
'...the great new marker...high commerciality...
fundamental stage of the research... really just bio...so...
the long-range research is necessary...'
I heard them talking like this.
Driven by my curiosity, carelessly I stepped a little
forward to the door and pushed it. A little voice piped up
and one of those men noticed and walked towards me.
That man, a man with red hair, he saw me, and at that moment he looked very shocked.
However, he immediately averted his sight elsewhere, as if nothing had ever happened.
George Trevor."
-Biohazard Trial Edition: Trevor's Note 4; 17/11/67

Lisa finds the sarcophagus chamber located beneath the mansion, having taken almost two
days to get this far due to her weakened state. Although the risk of her reaching the actual
mansion is slim, the metal door at the top of the ladder beyond the altar is locked as a
precaution. The stone casket holding Jessica Trevor is sealed by a mechanism of chains
connected to four concrete stones in each corner of the granite platform running across the
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chasm. Lisa pauses by the coffin, believing she has picked up the scent of her mom. She walks
around looking for ways to get it open but cannot work it out. A message has been carved onto
the lid: 'When the curse of the chains has been broken, the

path of truth will appear.'

"From inside box, scent of Mommy. Maybe true mother
there. Stone box hard. It hurt.
Steel box in the way. Can't see Mother because 4 stones."
-REMAKE: Family Picture and Notes; 17/11/67

But before she is able investigate further, the research team
move in and subdue her using powerful tranquilizing agents
and her comatose body is dragged back to the labs. Her
escape proves to be an interesting experiment for the scientists. Clearly there is no fooling Lisa
when it comes to her mom, despite her rapidly faltering intelligence levels.
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 18TH 1967
Trevor is continuing to wonder about his family and their absence. He is sat in his room on the
second floor of the east wing next to the study with all the fishing lures and decides to go for a
walk around to clear his head. Leaving the room, he emerges in a small hall connecting his
room to the study opposite with a door on the left wall leading back out to the landing. On the
right wall above is the mounted head of a stuffed a deer. Cobwebs have gathered around its
antlers and the thing makes him shudder. The door to the study requires the Armour Key and
is locked. Even though Spencer has granted him free reign of the house during his stay, he has
noticed a lot of doors seem to be locked unnecessarily. He knows there are four mansion keys
in all, Sword, Shield, Armour and Helmet. Seeking fresh air he heads outside to one of the
terraces and sits on a bench watching some crows perched on the railing. Although the cool
breeze is welcoming, the constant gaze of the crows are a little unnerving to him. He continues
to be troubled about his wife’s lack of contact.
A little later on he goes for a walk through the gardens
and makes an extraordinary discovery. After crossing
the small bridge and taking the elevator down to the
bottom courtyard, he spots a hidden entrance
concealed behind a waterfall. This opening was not
part of his original design plans. He knows a network
of underground mining tunnels exist beneath the
estate and that some were incorporated into the
mansion's design, but not at this end of the grounds.
But before he can investigate further, he is accosted by
a security patrol and escorted away from the area.

"My family hasn't come back yet, is Aunt Emma really that sick? I doubt it. The telephone is
not installed which is not very convenient. I went out to the second floor terrace to clear my
mind. Crows, perched on a rail, looked at me and made strange croaking noises. I had a dark
intuition. I continually have the strange impression that I am being observed...
I saw an astonishing thing in a small court. It is a ladder leading down to an underpass, which is
masked by a waterfall. "This is not my work. Who built this then?"
While I was questioning myself, three men in white lab coats appeared abruptly while saying;
"Who are you? You should not be walking around freely."
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And they drove me out."

-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor's Letters; 18/11/67
Later that night Trevor sits in his bedroom completing his journal for the day and realises he
has misplaced the lighter Jessica bought him for his birthday. He tries to recall his steps around
the estate and remembers stopping for a break to admire the contents of the glass display cases
in the L-shaped corridor with the black and white tiles on the ground floor. He still had the
lighter with him then and wonders if perhaps he left it there? He must remember to go back
down in the morning and look for it.

"November 18th, 1967
The lighter! I lost my lighter! It's the birthday gift my
wife gave to me and one of my most precious
belongings. For many years I've never left my lighter
from me…
I have bad feelings...
I was sure I still had it when I stopped for a rest at the
L-shaped corridor where the glass cases were kept.
Though it's easy to find another lighter, this one is too
special to me and I can't just give it up. I'll go there
and try to look for it tomorrow.
George Trevor."
-Biohazard Trial Edition: Trevor's Note 4; 18/11/67

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19TH 1967
Back in the labs and secured in her cell, Lisa continues to scribble in her diary, yearning for
her lost mom. Her writing is barely legible now and her journal is the only way for her to
remember things. The Progenitor variant Type B has served its purpose and she has remained
alive, although she is still in great pain and will be disfigured for the rest of her life. Lisa will be
closely monitored and used as a test subject for many future experiments.

"daddy atached first momm atached scond iNside reD and sLimy whiTe and harD. not true
moM wheRe, dunno dadd found mum again whne atachd momMy she move no more she
screaming
why?
Jst want to b with her."
-REUC: Someone's Journal; 19/11/67

MONDAY NOVEMBER 20TH 1967
George Trevor sits in the small storeroom on the first floor smoking a cigarette having
recovered his lighter. He has received word via telegram from the employer of his next
architectural project and cannot remain at the mansion any longer. He needs to return to New
York as soon as possible in order to begin work on time. He speaks with Spencer, explaining
that he intends to go to Aunt Emma's hospital or failing that her address in Raccoon City to
meet up with his family. He wants to leave tomorrow and Spencer shows no concern, telling
him not to worry himself so much. He notices the broken shotgun leaning against the wall and
wonders what happened to the antique one Jessica had given Spencer for his birthday.

"There is no trace of the shotgun my wife had offered Spencer for his birthday. I'm smoking a
cigarette in the room where the broken shotgun can be found and estimate that it can fool
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people and pass for the original. I wonder who exchanged Spencer's original shotgun for this
unusable one and why?
Neither my wife nor my daughter has reappeared and I am getting very concerned. My rich
employer informed me that my family and I cannot remain at the mansion any longer and
when I suggested I could join them tomorrow, he laughed and said it was useless to worry
myself like that."
-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor's Original Letters; 20/11/67

Later that day Trevor is admiring the paintings in the gallery next to the main hall when a
researcher in a lab coat steps into the room. Trevor recognises him as the man with the red
hair who spotted him eavesdropping on his conversation with Spencer a few nights ago. The
man approaches Trevor and asks about his family, perhaps out of guilt knowing what has
become of them. Trevor is alarmed, and asks what he knows. The red haired man seems to
change his tone upon realising Trevor really has no idea what has happened to Jessica and
Lisa. He tries to leave but Trevor grabs him and slams him against the wall, demanding to
know what is going on. But they are interrupted by another staff member passing through the
room who eyes them both suspiciously. After the researcher leaves, the red-haired man refuses
to answer any of Trevor's questions and leaves the room.

"November 20, 1967
I was casually looking over paintings in the large room
lined with portraits on the first floor, when suddenly
the red-haired man in a white coat approached me.
What could it be? The odour of disinfectant faintly
drifted from his body.
"There's something I want to ask you...," he said.
"What exactly do you know about your family?"
"My family? Do you know something!?"
The man saw my expression and muttered with
authority. "You really don't know anything... Such a
small child..."
I shook the man, raised my voice, and demanded to
know where they were. But at that moment, I heard something squirm behind me.
"Something is here..."
The red-haired man would not say another word about it no matter how much I asked.
George Trevor"
-Biohazard Trial Edition: Trevor's Note 4; 20/11/67

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 21ST 1967
With Trevor scheduled to leave today, Spencer gives the go-ahead to have him captured and
brought down to the labs. His original plan was to inject him with a Progenitor variant but
because Lisa has successfully taken in Type B there is now no need. But Spencer cannot allow
Trevor to leave the mansion should he reveal any of its secrets or alert the authorities about his
missing family. He received a report that yesterday one of his trusted colleagues was
questioning Trevor about his wife and daughter. Instead he will use Trevor to test out the
security of the whole estate. Naturally his movements will be monitored and he will not be
allowed to wander too far, but the important thing is that Trevor is given the illusion of escape.
On the first floor, Trevor's bags are packed and servants bring his luggage down to the art
room. He is observing the paintings and waits for Spencer to arrive. Another man waits with
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him and coldly informs Trevor that his family are dead before suddenly injecting him with a
sedative. He barely has time to take in the man's chilling words before collapsing unconscious
to the floor. His comatose form is then transferred down to the labs beneath the estate.

"Luggage was gathered and somebody led me into a large room without openings on the first
floor reserved for the receptions. As the Lord hadn’t arrived yet, I was observing the paintings
in the company of a man in a white lab coat. He was one of the three unknown men from the
courtyard.
‘Life is rich and short.’ On the paintings, which were exposed on the wall, time was represented
by the life of a man, from his birth to his death.
“Your family is dead” laughed the man while he was looking at my slyly. Time seemed to stop.
What was he talking about? At the same moment I felt a terrible pain at the bottom of my neck
and I broke down on the floor."
-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor's Original Letters; 21/11/67
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 23RD 1967
After almost exposing his experiment, Spencer decides
to punish the red-haired researcher who spoke with
Trevor. He asks the man to visit the lounge on the first
floor east wing and retrieve the shotgun hanging on the
wall rack. The researcher complies and does not
notice the click of the mechanism in the wall after
lifting the gun off the rack. As he leaves the lounge and
enters the empty room next door, both doors suddenly
lock and the ceiling begins to descend slowly
downwards! The red haired man howls in terror,
frantically hammering on both locked exits as he tries
desperately to escape. But it is to no avail and he is
squashed to death by the ceiling.
Early in the morning, the remains of the body are removed and servants are frantically
scrubbing the crimson red blood stains on the floor as well as traces of red hair. An Umbrella
Corporation logo is etched onto the tiled floor.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 24TH 1967
Trevor has been imprisoned in a dark, damp cell somewhere beneath the estate for three days
now. He’s had plenty of time to ponder his predicament and has come to realise Spencer must
have planned his fate all along. Whatever the aims of this 'Umbrella' company are, they
obviously have sinister overtones and this mansion is to be the core of their deeds. It is clear to
him now why Spencer wanted so many traps, tricks and puzzles installed in the design, and it
just so happens the only other person who knows all these tricks aside from Spencer is himself.
It is too dark to see anything but he can hear the constant clicking of a colony of small
creatures crawling along the walls and ceiling around him. His thoughts are interrupted
abruptly when the cell door opens and a man wearing a white lab coat enters. The researcher
bends down and drops a plate of food by his feet. He is sympathetic with Trevor’s predicament
but confirms the reason for his imprisonment is to sustain the security of the estate.

"November 24, 1967
How could he have become this kind of man? What happened here? And what is the
objective of this company called "Umbrella"?
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I was imprisoned in this room and time passed slowly. "The objective is to keep all this as a
secret, and since you are an unknown... "One day, a man in a white blouse said this to me while
bringing revolting food.
What secret is more important than a human life?
Lord Spencer and I are the two only ones to know the secrecies of this manor, and if I die, he
will be the only holder of this knowledge. Is it for that reason we have these creatures which
prowl around the premises of the Manor? I cannot remain here and be eaten or worse. It is
necessary that I escape from here.
The question is to know if, since the beginning, I didn't quite simply build my own prison.
When I was creating this manor, and in accordance with Lord Spencer's strange fascination for
enigmas, I conceived a way to escape for whoever would find himself imprisoned there.
It would seem that Lord Spencer wants to test this method on me...
At this moment, one of the countless creatures which infest the floor and the ceiling fell from
the ceiling onto my body. For an unknown reason, it seemed to attract them. I jumped
instinctively backwards and while getting upright I trampled a great number of them. What are
these creatures? Ants?"
-The True Story behind Biohazard: Trevor's Original Letters; 24/11/67

"A guy in a lab coat came with a plate of food and said to me; “Sorry to put you through this,
but it’s for security reasons.” That’s when it hit me, it all makes sense now. There are only two
people who know the secret of this mansion, Sir Spencer and myself. If they kill me, Sir
Spencer will be the only person who knows the secret. But for what purpose? It doesn’t matter
now, it’s too dangerous here. My family…I hope they are alright. I have decided to escape.
Jessica, Lisa, I pray you’re safe.”
-REMAKE: Trevor’s Diary; 24/11/67

Back down in her confinement cell in the labs, Lisa
Trevor scrawls in her diary that she misses her mum.
It is her last entry.

“4.
Mom
Where?
I mis you.”

-REMAKE: Someone's Journal; 24/11/67
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 26TH 1967
Still locked up, George Trevor sits his lighter on a wooden stool to illuminate the room as he
feels around the cold stone walls looking for a way out. The tiny flame flickers off the damp
concrete until suddenly the lighter topples off onto the floor, extinguishing the flame and
plunging the room into complete darkness. Cursing, Trevor searches around for the lighter but
cannot find it. Now it will be even harder to escape from this place. Dejected, he curls up on
the floor and begins to think of his family, recalling small memories and comments people
working at the mansion made about his wife and daughter. He now seriously wonders if they
ever made it to Aunt Emma's at all.

“How could I be so careless? I lost my favourite lighter – the one Jessica gave me for my
birthday. Now it’s going to be that much harder to get out of this dark place.
Nov 13th, the date when my fate was sealed. My aunt was hospitalised just three days before
that. Jessica and Lisa said that they were going to visit her. I wish I could be there with them.
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But wait, even as I’m writing my memory is coming back to me more vividly. Just before I
passed out, I remember the men in lab coats said something like, “Most likely your family is
already…”
I pray for their safety.”
-REMAKE: Trevor's Diary; 26/11/67

MONDAY NOVEMBER 27TH 1967
Today, Spencer authorises Trevor’s release from his cell so that he can try and escape. His
progress will be fully monitored and all staff are ordered to keep out of contact with him. This
experiment hinges on the fact Trevor must fully believe his escape attempt is genuine. Selected
doors and passageways are left unlocked so he can reach all areas of the complex including the
mansion, the tunnel complex beneath the courtyard and the Guardhouse. This is to ensure
security measures and tricks within the entire estate can be fully tested. Spencer needs
assurances this place is fully secure given the illegal research he plans to perform in the years to
come. In a particular show of devilsome trickery, all possible escape routes are orchestrated to
lead to the same place; a certain room in the mansion where Spencer has a surprise for the
unsuspecting architect in the form of his own gravestone.
As Trevor sleeps, a guard unlocks his cell door and
quickly leaves. When he awakes, Trevor spots the
unlocked door and peers out into the corridor outside. It
is empty. Not believing his luck, he ventures out into the
tunnel. Aware of the many tricks and puzzles ahead, he
realises it will be no easy task to escape.

"Somehow I managed to get out that room. But getting
out of this mansion won't be as easy. I have to get past all
the booby-traps. Tiger eyes, Gold Emblem... I have to
try and remember for my own sake."
-REMAKE: Trevor's Diary; 27/11/67

For the remainder of the day Trevor begins a search of the complex, exploring the lab, the
mining tunnels and the garden. Guards are posted at the exterior of the estate to prevent him
jumping the perimeter fence and running off into the woods.
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 28TH 1967
George Trevor reaches the confines of the Guardhouse and in one particular room just
beyond the Gallery he finds an area completely overtaken by a giant plant. He is horrified at
the size of the thing and watches it move like it has intelligence. This giant plant is one of the
Progenitor botanical experiments causing it to increase in size at an incredible rate. The plant
pays no heed to Trevor and he is able to leave unharmed.

“I can't find the words for it. A giant, absurdly gigantic, fills a whole room. God could not have
created such a thing."
-The True Story behind Biohazard; Trevor's Original Letters; 28/11/67

After leaving the Guardhouse he explores the underground passages beneath the waterfall in
the courtyard. He'd first spotted this hidden entrance ten days ago whilst out on the second
floor terrace of the main building. This tunnel had not featured in his original design plans and
he is curious to see where it leads to. With guards patrolling the perimeter of the estate 24/7 he
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has no chance of escaping into the forest so he decides this is the best way to go. He crouches
down in some bushes and waits until nightfall before making a dash for the waterfall entrance.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 29TH 1967
After searching the underground tunnels throughout the night, Trevor is suffering from
exhaustion and dehydration and begins to believe he will never escape from this place. His
travels have taken him all over the Arklay Estate yet he has not come close to escaping. In one
of the darkened caverns he stumbles across one of Jessica's high-heeled shoes and is distraught.
The very possibility his precious family have endured some terrible fate is terrifying. However
he refuses to believe it and this new found determination to discover the truth gives him the
energy to keep going.

"I can't get out. I have tried every possible way to escape but
only to be faced with the reality that I'm trapped. I've been
everywhere. The laboratory with the large glass tubes filled
with formaldehyde and those dark, wet and eerie caves...
What can I do?
At first I didn't want to believe my eyes. But that familiar
high- heeled shoe in the corridor... It was like reflex. One
name came to my mind, Jessica! I don't want to believe they
share the same fate as me. No! I can't give up hope.
I have to hope they're alive."
-REMAKE: Trevor's Diary; 29/11/67

He gets back inside the mansion and heads through the double doors to the reception room
with the water goddess statue where he’d had his encounter with the red-haired researcher.
Needing a rest, he passes under a set of drawn red velvet curtains concealing a small corridor.
This passage is used for storage and many picture frames and old ornaments clutter the floor.
On the back wall is a picture of the mansion and he feels around it to locate a switch activating
a hidden door. On the other side is a blank, empty room, empty because nobody knows about
it, not even Spencer himself. Trevor had designed this room as an added secret to the original
design plans which had this area down an empty space. Instead of simply filling it with
concrete, he’d decided at the last minute to add an extra room not part of the final design.
Knowing it will be safe, he decides to hide here for a while and rest up.

"Nothing's changed. I never thought that this room I designed as an experiment would pay off
like this. I can hide here safely for a while, because nobody knows about the secret behind this
painting. Not even Sir Spencer.
Painting of a mansion... In the back of the art room."
-REMAKE: Handwritten note found inside Trevor's Diary; undated.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 30TH 1967
As he continues to wander aimlessly around the house for the umpteenth time, Trevor begins
to wish he had never accepted the job to design the mansion in the first place. He is feeling the
effects of having no food or water and is so light-headed he could collapse at any moment.

"I haven't had anything to eat or drink for the past few days. I feel like I'm going crazy. Why is
this happening to me? Why do I have to die like this? I was too obsessed with designing this
ghastly mansion. I should have known better."
-REMAKE: Trevor's Diary; 30/11/67
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Sometime later Trevor finds himself on the second floor of the mansion's east wing, inside a
small sitting room containing chairs and a fireplace. A single door on the right wall leads to an
art gallery with a hidden trap involving moving walls. He can vaguely remember a small alcove
at the back of the room which may have a way out. After finding it, he spots a hole in the floor
large enough to drop down into. He emerges into a small, dark tunnel and strikes his last
match to light the way. But he is astonished to find not a door at the end of the passage, but a
gravestone. Even more disturbingly he sees that carved into the grave is his own name. This is
his tomb, his final resting place and it dawns on him that Spencer must have planned from the
very beginning for him to end up here. Trevor collapses to the floor, exhausted. There is no
other way out of this tunnel and he cannot reach the hole he dropped down through. He turns
back to the grave and reads his name once more as his last match blinks out. He writes in his
diary for the final time, so fatigued by this point that he mistakes the date of November 30 for
November 31st, a date that doesn't even exist.
Noting down his final thoughts, he prays his death
to preserve Spencer's evil secrets will make a good
trade for the safety of his wife and daughter.

“It was a dark and damp underground tunnel.
And another dead end. But even in the darkness
something caught my eye. Carefully, I lit the last
match; I had to see what it was. A grave! But
deeply engraved into the stone was my name!
"George Trevor"
At that instant, it all became clear to me. Those
bastards knew from the beginning that I'd die here
and I fell right into their trap. But it's too late now.
I'm losing it. Everything is becoming so far away.
Jessica... Lisa... Forgive me. Because of my ego, I
got both of you involved in this whole damn
conspiracy. Forgive me. May god justify my death
in exchange for your safety.
George Trevor
-REMAKE: Trevor's Diary; 30/11/67

He curls up into a ball by his grave and slowly loses consciousness. Within a few hours, he is
dead, never knowing the horrible fate his family had suffered.
Hours later, some workers arrive and remove Trevor's corpse. His body is later disposed of
and Spencer is pleased at how the experiment played out and is satisfied the mansion and
surrounding estate is secure enough for the t-Virus project to begin proper once Umbrella is
ready. The weaponisation of the Progenitor Virus to create viable biological weapons could
provide a whole new market and help them monopolise the military industry completely.

"George
Action: Terminated (Nov. 30, 1967)"

-REMAKE: Family Picture and Notes; undated.

1968:
Doug Wright is born. He will go on to become a university lecturer and advisor to the Far
Eastern branch of the B.S.A.A.
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CHRACTER PROFILE: DOUG WRIGHT

*Born: 1968. Died: 2012. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Doug Wright trained as a teacher before eventually becoming a university professor specialising in microbiology. In the 1990s he relocated to Asia and had a relationship with Gracia Delenikas who later went on to
manage Marhawa School. Although they later broke up and went their separate ways, they remained friends
and years later he took up a position at Bennett University in Singapore,
becoming a professor. Doug had a profound interest in virology and
was fascinated by the viruses created by Umbrella, despite the horrors
they incurred. His knowledge on the Raccoon City incident was second
to none and he wrote up a detailed dossier on the disaster. He was close
to his nephew, Ricky Towaza, and became his legal guardian after
Ricky's parents died in 2002. Sometime after the B.S.A.A. was
restructured under the United Nations, Doug became an advisor to the
Far East Branch due to his expertise with bio-technology.
In 2009, he recommended Mera Biji undergo field training and watched
her progress for two years as she developed a remarkable transformation
from laboratory assistant to top Special Operations Agent. He also
visited other branches and became acquainted with Chris Redfield. The
two became friends and developed a mutual respect for each other. Chris
had recently become Alpha Team Captain for the North American branch and spent a lot of time at
headquarters encouraging the new recruits. He would often contact Doug for advice on such matters. Doug
was also on hand when Chris’ team took care of an outbreak of t-Virus B.O.W.s in an American shopping mall
and later invited Chris and Piers Nivans over to the B.S.A.A.’S Far East training centre to observe Merah Biji’s
progress.
In 2012, Doug received a letter out of the blue from Gracia at Marhawa School asking for his assistance in a
confidential manner. He booked some leave from Bennett University and took Ricky with him to the remote
academy located in one of Asia's most isolated forests. Several students in Marhawa School had become
zombies and were chained up in the basement. Doug requested that Gracia bring in the B.S.A.A. immediately
but she refused as she did not want the incidents made public. Doug and Ricky launched an investigation
whilst being secretly watched from the shadows by Carla Radames who was conducting a C-Virus field test on
behalf of Derek Simmons. Doug initially believed the t-Virus was the cause of the zombies, but came to
question his assessment when Ricky was bitten on the neck and did not become infected. Over time, more
strange incidents occurred and Doug planned to defy Gracia and bring in the B.S.A.A. himself but she
sabotaged his vehicle to prevent him from leaving.
Eventually, Doug, Ricky and a security guard named Tahir Kapoor cornered a mysterious figure on the roof of
the school they believed was responsible for all the attacks. However, this hooded figure revealed itself to be a
prototype Lepotitsa B.O.W., a product of the C-Virus injected into a student named Nanan Yoshihara who was
reborn from a chrysalid as a Complete Mutation Species. The creature attacked them and Doug saved Ricky's
life only to be penetrated through the chest by one of its tentacles. Doug was taken to the infirmary to recover
but his injuries were very severe. As the outbreak continued to get out of control, the Lepotitsa eventually
found him and used its gas to transform Doug into a zombie. He was later found by Chris Redfield and Ricky
Towaza who put him out of his misery with a bullet to the head. He was later buried alongside Gracia in a
cemetery and was still regularly visited by Ricky who thanked his uncle for always being there for him.
Gerald H. Topenhat becomes the new mayor of Raccoon City.
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In Africa, scientists officially announce the discovery of a new type of flower. It has been
classified as a member of the Asteraceae family formally named as 'Sonnentreppe.' This flower
is the famed 'Stairway to the Sun' plant the Ndipayan people worshipped since ancient times.
Apart from its natural beauty, there is nothing significant about the flower and it has been
deemed 'non-poisonous' by leading botanists. This confirms Marcus and Bailey's conclusions
that the area which the plant grows inside the Sun Garden, and not the plant itself, triggers the
onset of the Progenitor Virus. The plant has been growing throughout Africa since ancient
times but only now is it officially identified and catalogued thanks to Umbrella’s cultivations. In
the next few years, the plant will be exported and grow across the globe.
State of the art cable cars are constructed in Europe then imported and installed in Raccoon
City. Engineer Michael Warren plays a key role in this and is a major coup for the small town
after having the whole electrical grid ripped out, expanded and replaced just a few years earlier.
Now everything is in place for the city to grow and expand. But what is needed now is
significant input from local business and corporations to generate jobs and wealth for the area.
MARCH-APRIL 1968

Umbrella Pharmaceuticals is officially established by Oswell E. Spencer, James Marcus and

Edward Ashford. As the years pass it will grow to become the world's leading pharmaceutical
enterprise. The company slogan is 'Preserving the Health of the People' and promises to pave
the way for breakthroughs in medical and viral advancements in the years to come. Whilst the
company serves as a legitimate pharmaceutical corporation in the eyes of the public, its true
intention is to use the Progenitor Virus to develop biological weapons and monopolize the
military market.
ORGANSATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA CORPORATION
Umbrella was a major pharmaceutical corporation based in Europe. It had
branches in countries all over the world, and was a ubiquitous supplier of a
variety of household medications and chemicals. From pharmacies to
convenience stores, their distribution routes were wide-ranging and
Umbrella was a household name, rising its status to become the world’s
largest and most profitable pharmaceutical enterprise by the late 20th
Century. But as well as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and healthcare, Umbrella
also clandestinely specialised in genetic engineering and biological weaponry.
This secret side of the corporation included affiliates and a customer base from many governments around the
world, providing millions of dollars in profits and powerful political influence. The company also had an
executive seat on the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium and portrayed a positive corporate image of
‘Preserving the Health of the People’ and a business pledge of ‘Nothing is Impossible.’ At the height of their
power, Umbrella was one of the most influential and profitable organisations in the world. Such was their
presence in many major locations that even media and central governments would have found it difficult to
stand in opposition to the corporate giant.
The genesis of Umbrella harkens back to the 1960’s and the friendships and professional rivalries of three men;
Oswell E. Spencer, Edward Ashford and Dr. James Marcus. Spencer and Ashford were two respected peers of
Western nobility and had been friends for a number of years. Ashford had recently begun to search for an
unknown virus he believed could promote accelerated evolution in a living organism. Spencer already had his
theories on the existence of such a virus thanks to the documented accounts of African folklore from the
Natural History Conspectus written by Henry Travis over a century earlier. Eventually the two were joined by
Dr. James Marcus, a prominent virology expert who had first met Spencer when they were at school. Marcus
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had since spent many years at a prestigious Swiss university studying paleobiology and the origins of life on
earth. Together, these three titans of the scientific community, backed with almost limitless resources and
finance, followed a trial of breadcrumbs leading them to Western Africa in 1966.
Using Henry Travis’ encyclopaedias as a guide, they travelled on an expedition to the region of Kijuju and
discovered a hidden underground city that was once home to the famed Ndipaya tribe many thousands of years
ago. Henry’s books contained details of an ancient ceremony concerning the tribe worshipping a very special
plant that bestowed select Individuals with extraordinary abilities if they were able to survive its natural toxins.
Spencer believed the plant was infected with the very virus they were searching for and after three months of
excavating, the research team finally located the ancient Sun Garden where the flowers grew. After taking
samples and doing initial tests, they confirmed the plants to be infected with a unique virus that they believed
had the ability to recombine DNA. On December 4th 1966, they christened this virus, Progenitor, and gathered
many samples to take back with them for study.
Throughout early 1967, James Marcus and his protégé, Brandon
Bailey, attempted to culture the virus by mass-producing the
Progenitor flower. But despite replicating the exact flowering
conditions, the new plants contained no trace of the virus,
confirming their worst fears that it would not grow outside of its
natural habitat. Worse still was that although they confirmed
Progenitor was capable of rapidly rewriting the DNA of a host,
millions of years of evolution had made the virus lethal to all
humans, with those exposed unable to survive excessive mutation and rapid transformation of the body. It was
around this time that Spencer proposed the idea of forming their own pharmaceutical company to camouflage
their research and fix this adaptability problem. Despite early setbacks, Spencer, Marcus and Ashford were
delighted at the properties of the Progenitor Virus and saw it as the hand of god or divine medication to lead
Homo sapiens to the next level of evolution. They would create Umbrella solely to modify Progenitor to
complete the ultimate virus and turn the world into their own Shangri-La. This was the basis behind the tVirus project and developing and selling biological weapons on the black market would fund this endeavour,
all whilst hidden behind the curtain of a world-class pharmaceutical corporation.
The creators envisioned themselves as gods striving towards immortality but it would not take long for mutual
mistrust to set in between them all. Initially Marcus wasn’t interested in creating a company and Ashford was
busy researching Progenitor with his son, Alexander, so it was left to Spencer to do the work in getting the
business set up. Whilst Ashford wisely kept quiet over the matter, Marcus was opposed to the idea because he
believed there was no point in establishing a business empire if they could not solve the Progenitor cultivation
problem. But despite his attitude, Spencer pushed on regardless, investing a large sum of his own private
fortune to ensure Umbrella became a reality. His vision for the company was to exploit Progenitor to unlock
the secrets behind immortality and create a race of meta-humans comprised of individuals with superior
genetics. In its current guise, the virus had lost adaptability to humans and the goal behind Umbrella was to
create a neutered variant many thousands of times weaker and capable of adapting to modern man.
By now, the Arklay Mansion was completed in Raccoon Forest and Spencer moved relocated his research there.
The teams working under him developed two Progenitor variants, designated Type A and Type B, that were
designed to at least keep the hosts alive following exposure, or at least to survive long enough for useful data to
be gathered. These experiments were carried out on the Trevor family, whom Spencer planned to get rid of to
preserve the secrecy behind the true nature of his new mansion. Jessica Trevor was injected with Type A, but
did not survive. Her daughter, Lisa, was given Type B and lived, albeit with severe physical deformities and
eroded intelligence. George Trevor was later allowed to escape his captivity but it was all a lure for the security
of the mansion to be tested. Trevor failed to escape and his body was discovered on November 30th, 1967.
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By April 1968, ‘Umbrella Pharmaceuticals’ was created and shortly afterwards the t-Virus project was launched
to help monopolise the military market. This was a top-secret program to develop weaponised strains of
Progenitor using the original virus as a base template. The t-Virus project would create all-new strains and
B.O.W.s to generate funding for the ultimate goal of developing a neutered Progenitor strain so more hosts
could survive infection and gain superhuman abilities. Umbrella was formed in Raccoon City although plans
were quickly put in place for rapid expansion and the main parent company headquarters was quickly
established in Berlin, Germany. A training facility was also constructed in Raccoon Forest with the purpose of
grooming future executives for the company. For the three founders, Progenitor research was the main goal
but due to the cultivation problem, they first needed to return to Africa to gather more samples in its pure
form. Marcus and Bailey made arrangements to go and decided to set up a permanent Umbrella outpost there.
A team of soldiers were sent on ahead to cleanse the areas around the sun garden of Ndipaya guards and
prepare everything for their arrival later down the line. Meanwhile, Oswell Spencer was already seeing the
potential of Umbrella despite its infancy and was determined to stay ahead of the other two in holding onto the
reins of power. Only three months after the company was founded, he secretly arranged for a laboratory
experiment to be sabotaged resulting in an ‘accident’ which saw Edward Ashford exposed to the Progenitor
Virus and killed. Marcus was so engrossed in his research that he barely noticed Spencer move quickly to
acquire Ashford’s share in the company. Spencer also knew that Ashford’s son, Alexander, was not skilled
enough to be of any significant threat and paid no need when he announced he was moving all Ashford
research to a new facility in the South Pole. Alexander did not possess the same abilities as his father and so
nothing ground breaking was expected from his research. Because of his shortcomings, the Ashford family fell
into decline and soon became no match for Spencer. With his father dead, Alexander quickly fell behind in tVirus research and instead focused on a new project he believed would restore his family's honour and at the
same time, prevent Spencer from assuming total control of Umbrella as such an outcome would have made the
late Edward Ashford turn in his grave. Alexander's plan was project Code: Veronica and the creation of a
genetic clone based off the family’s great ancestor who could lead the Ashford’s to glory once again. He quickly
isolated himself and worked in total secrecy.
Spencer’s next move was to put the block onto Marcus’s trip to Africa.
He wanted to keep Marcus close at hand to prevent him gaining too
much influence within Umbrella and having him in charge of the
Progenitor Virus source so far away was too risky. As an enticement,
he offered Marcus the position of Director at the newly opened
Executive Management Training Facility in Raccoon Forest. Marcus
initially wasn’t interested, but the lure of having his own private
research facility to conduct his Progenitor research was enough for him
to eventually accept. He needed a place to work without Spencer
looking over his shoulder all the time and so Brandon Bailey went on
to Africa alone to supervise the construction of Umbrella Africa, not knowing he would remain there for over
30 years. Splitting apart the effective partnership of Marcus and Bailey was an essential part of Spencer’s plan
and he and Marcus would continue to bicker and argue over the direction of Progenitor research and their
tensions quickly brewed a power struggle that would last for the next two decades.
In February 1969, Alexander Ashford began the first stage of Code: Veronica by constructing an Umbrella
facility at the Ashford owned Transport Terminal located in the wastelands of the Antarctic. Once ready, he
could begin his work. But he needed to hurry, as the other members of the Ashford family believed he was to
blame for Edward's death and had disgraced the family name. The Ashford’s were important to Umbrella and
he could not allow that to fade.
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On June 15th 1969, Umbrella Africa was completed and constructed around the sun garden where the
Progenitor flower grew. Bailey was appointed Director but was still dissatisfied with the facilities on offer and
made a request to Spencer to have the laboratory greatly expanded. To his surprise, Spencer agreed and
released funds to get the African labs made substantially larger. In November that year, the Antarctic labs were
completed and Alexander could finally begin his work. The goal of the Code: Veronica project was to create an
individual of such genius that they could return the Ashford’s to their rightful place at the head of Umbrella,
just as his late father would have wanted. The following year he took DNA from the mummified corpse of
Veronica Ashford and implanted it into an egg of a surrogate mother with the goal of birthing a perfect clone,
also possessing her unmatched beauty and genius. But nine months later the result was unexpected and twins
were born; a boy and a girl. The boy possessed a higher than average IQ, although nothing overly significant.
But the girl was everything Alexander could have ever hoped for. He named the boy Alfred and the girl Alexia
and was confident Alexia would recapture everything the Ashford family had lost and reclaim their rightful
place in the Umbrella hierarchy.
Simultaneously, Spencer expedited his own agenda. He collaborated with a researcher named Wesker to come
up with a plan of gathering selected gifted children born to parents of superior intellect from across the world.
They were all given the surname Wesker and placed in private education under the watchful eye of Umbrella.
This was phase one of Spencer's ultimate goal. He believed he could use the Progenitor Virus to create an
advanced race of human beings, and place himself at the forefront of this new generation as their 'God'. This
plan was classified top secret and only a handful of privileged people were aware of its existence.
By now, Umbrella was now truly multi-national, with branches in multiple countries, including key facilities
across Europe. They adopted a German business model and Umbrella Pharmaceuticals was later rebranded as a
‘concern’ when all independent branches were merged into a single economic entity under unified
management. This unified banner was called the ‘Umbrella Corporation’ and Spencer became Chief Executive
Officer. The official corporate logo adopted the red and white colours from the Spencer family coat of arms,
and the name was based on the principle of protection from evil depicted as a hypothetical poisonous rain
pouring down upon the world. People needed a shield to survive, and those standing under the umbrella would
be protected. As standing under the umbrella was necessary to survive this poison, the real meaning behind the
name was a metaphor for control.
Spencer devoted all of his energy into managing the company, and his growing influence was a source of great
displeasure to Marcus, whose distractions working on Progenitor had allowed his rival to gain a significant
advantage on the corporate ladder. This only made him research the virus harder, determined to regain the
respect he deserved as one of Umbrella’s founding members. But what Marcus didn’t know was that this was
Spencer’s plan all along. Whilst Spencer had taken steps to keep himself ahead in the corporate side of the
business, passing off a feigned reputation of caring only about potential profit, he had simultaneously
manipulated Marcus’ desire to prove himself with his research, exploited his bond with Bailey, and waited
patiently for his machinations to bear fruit in the form of a successful t-Virus.
Umbrella portrayed a clean image with a positive market share, and quickly became an industry leader for
recruiting management, production control, and delivery personnel. Despite rapidly becoming a large
business, it remained open-ended and was an equal-opportunity employer that did not discriminate based on
religion, sex, or race. Throughout the 1970s, Spencer used his influence and contacts to persuade many noble
families to invest in the corporation in exchange for executive status and this resulted in further swift growth.
Once such family was the noble Henri family, who in return for their significant financial contributions,
received working control over the French branch and later Umbrella Europe itself. At the same time,
Umbrella’s illegal research continued as they acquired medicines and techniques developed by other companies
and employed them in their own bioweapons research. They commissioned each of the respective companies to
only partially develop certain medications so that they could not be traced to what was ultimately being
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developed. The responsible companies thus unwittingly contributed to the development of bioweapons and
Umbrella used its position as an executive board member on the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium to exploit
this.
The next few years passed by with little incident as Umbrella continued to create a name for itself in the world.
Marcus and Spencer became further isolated, each believing the other was trying to oust his opponent and take
total control of the company. Marcus performed numerous Progenitor experiments on various mammals,
amphibians and insects with little success and was quickly becoming frustrated at his lack of progress, again
arguing the case for human testing to begin as soon as possible. By 1977 Marcus was still based at the training
facility and by now had begun using leeches as the focal point of his experiments. Two promising students were
also enrolled at the facility; Albert Wesker and William Birkin, with the former being subject no. 13 of the
classified ‘Wesker Children’ plan. Both showed great promise and seemed destined for great things within
Umbrella. Even Marcus was impressed, marking the first time in his nine years as Director that he had ever
shown interest in any of the students. At the same time, he finally made the breakthrough he had been waiting
for with his own research. Mixing the Progenitor Virus with leech DNA resulted in the creation of the first
successful t-Virus prototype.
In January 1978 the virus was perfected yet he chose to keep it a secret from Spencer and his followers,
intending to use it as his trump card to seize control of the corporation. He confided only in Bailey who was
still thousands of miles away in Africa. However, Marcus soon became paranoid about information leaks and
began to shut himself away in his lab. He also set up traps around the entrance to see if people were spying on
him. As he strived to push his research forward he began using human trainees as test subjects without
authorisation. Due to his erratic behaviour, Spencer secretly ordered Birkin and Wesker to spy on Marcus and
uncover the secrets he was hiding. They soon uncovered evidence of illegal human trials and Marcus’s
successful development of the t-Virus. One night, they broke into his lab and stole a sample they secretly sent
across to Spencer’s team at Arklay Labs.
Eventually, Marcus decided to formally announce creation of the t-Virus at the next director's meeting but he
never got the chance as the corporate board instead presented damning evidence he had been using company
trainees as test subjects and withheld ground breaking new research. This was enough for Spencer to be able to
forcibly remove him from power, exactly as he had planned. On July 29th 1978, the executive training school
was closed down and as a reward for their loyalty, Wesker and Birkin were transferred to the Arklay Labs as
Chief Researchers now working directly under Spencer. Birkin was also officially credited with the creation of
the t-Virus and Marcus was left to work in exile at his lab in the now abandoned training school. But without
his new virus, no resources and his reputation now in tatters, his chances of running the very top of Umbrella
were all but gone. But Spencer decided to let him live because he was still a brilliant scientist and could still be
of some use to him whilst the t-Virus project was in its infancy. William Birkin abandoned Marcus' research on
leeches and instead switched focus to use the t-Virus to create a viable human biological weapon. His
inspiration for this was taken from the Ebola Virus recently discovered in Africa. His curiosity was further
piqued when they were introduced to Lisa Trevor; one of the very first human Progenitor test subjects.
In 1980, Alexia Ashford was placed in charge of Umbrella’s German branch at the age of just 9 years old. She
demonstrated unparalleled potential and her youth and intelligence made her overthrow William Birkin as
Umbrella’s youngest and brightest prospect. From this standpoint, Alexander Ashford’s Code: Veronica
project was a success and the Ashford’s were relevant once again. Alexander expected Alexia to create the
perfect t-Virus within the next few years and this would allow his family to reclaim their rightful place back at
the top of Umbrella Corporation. Just a year later, Alexia graduated from a prestigious university and became
head researcher at the South Pole facility, formally taking over the Ashford’s t-Virus research. She concentrated
on using Progenitor and the genes of a queen ant containing the remnants of an ancient unclassified retrovirus.
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Her work caused quite a stir and stories of her success only further embittered William Birkin at Arklay whose
work began to suffer.
That same year also saw Birkin create a new t-Virus variant which improved on Marcus’s original strain. This
allowed them to weaponize the zombie and create a successful concept for reptilian B.O.W.s known as Hunters.
However, the infection rate in humans was only 90% and there was a 10% natural immunity factor that no
amount of genetic tampering could change. Spencer was not satisfied with these results and demanded a virus
capable of infecting the entire population. This insistence served to confuse Wesker who began to question
their master’s ultimate motivations. 1982 saw Alexia announce her own successful t-Virus, more specifically
known as t-Veronica having fused the queen ant virus with Progenitor and plant DNA. Early research results
suggested the t-Veronica virus could be Umbrella’s greatest creation yet. However, 1983 saw major setbacks for
the Ashford clan when first Alexander and then Alexia herself died in mysterious circumstances. The
t-Veronica virus was in its infancy at the time and without Alexia’s genius there was no one capable of taking
the research forward meaning the virus was shelved indefinitely. The Ashford’s were now left in the care of
Alfred, yet no one at Umbrella expected anything from him. Following Alexia’s death, William Birkin slowly
recaptured his old vigour now that his biggest threat had been removed. However, nobody outside Alfred was
aware that Alexia had actually injected herself with t-Veronica and placed her own body into suspended
animation to allow her immune system to adapt and co-exist with the virus, a process that was projected to take
15 years.
In 1984, Umbrella continued its global expansion with the opening of Umbrella Japan co. Ltd. Initially this
Asian branch concentrated solely on the import and exportation of chemicals that were developed in the
United States but by 1987 a large scale research facility had been constructed and they were able to function
independently, focusing on the utilisation of bio-technology, original research, and further development of
already established products.
1988 saw Umbrella Europe begin work on the Nemesis Project which attempted to achieve more control over
t-Virus based weaponry through the use of organic parasites. It was also the same year primary research on the
t-Virus was completed and the end result was a new variant that had the ability to create a Tyrant; a highly
sophisticated human biological weapon. However, the human adaption rate to this new virus was extremely
poor, with only a 1-10,000,000 compatibility rate. This meant it was almost impossible for them to find a
matching subject, bringing research to a complete standstill almost immediately. Despite this problem, the new
variant was still a remarkable achievement ten years in the making. But all these achievements were
overshadowed by the later discovery of the G-Virus. This came about when Wesker and Birkin obtained a
sample of the Nemesis parasite for study. They implanted it into Lisa Trevor and she absorbed the parasite and
a new virus was born inside of her. Only Birkin had the genius to see what was happening and this new
discovery would completely shape Birkin’s research over the next ten years. In the aftermath of these triumphs,
Spencer assumed total control of Umbrella and to make sure all loose ends were tied, he had Wesker and Birkin
assassinate James Marcus. Marcus remained the only potential obstacle to his continued plans and with the tVirus project now at Level 3, Marcus’ research was obsolete and Spencer had no further use for him. Following
Marcus’ death, Spencer restricted all research on the Progenitor Virus to its cultivation grounds in Africa,
tightly regulating all information about it. Only a handful of executives with Level 10 access even knew the
location of the research centre and all employees transferred were kept under strict supervision. Cultured
samples of Progenitor were shipped out to Umbrella labs across the world as required, but the source point
remained classified. This same year also marked the first time Umbrella were able to cultivate Progenitor for
themselves in laboratory conditions.
Also in the late 1980’s one of Umbrella’s many subsidiary companies, a shipping front called Paraguas Line,
purchased three luxury cruise ships named Queen Zenobia, Queen Semeramis and Queen Dido. All three ships
were re-fitted and installed with secret laboratory facilities for clandestine off-shore experiments and B.O.W.
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transportation. The corporation acquired many front companies and dummy organisations to generate further
profit and to maximise Umbrella’s sway in less legitimate business practices such as weapons development and
arms transactions, acquiring influence with military nations. By now it also possessed its own private
paramilitary unit known as the Umbrella Special Service (U.S.S.) who had a remit to safeguard company
facilities and counter corporate terrorism and VIP
abduction.
In the early 1990s, Spencer approved Birkin’s G-Virus
project and work began on construction of a state of the
art laboratory situated beneath Raccoon City itself.
Once completed, it would connect to all other Umbrella
buildings within the town via the expansive sewer
network and further tighten the company’s grip in the
region. By now, 3 out of every 10 citizens were
employed by Umbrella in Raccoon City and 9 out of
every 10 homes contained its products worldwide. The
company were also marketing its biological weapons and counted the U.S. Government as one of its biggest
customers. Another was notorious South American drug lord Javier Hidalgo and head of crime syndicate
Sacred Snakes. Through a contact in the Ashford family, Javier purchased a neutered oncolytic t-Virus strain to
treat his ailing wife’s cancer. He would remain allied to Umbrella for the next decade, signing multiple
contracts to sign low-cost B.O.W.s to act as propagators of war in his business dealings with rival competitors
to his terror regime.
In late 1991 there was finally a breakthrough in Umbrella’s Tyrant program when they acquired the services of
a former Soviet Colonel by the name of Sergei Vladimir. He had approached Umbrella looking for work after
the collapse of the Soviet Union and had passed the compatibility test for becoming a Tyrant. His rare genetic
make-up made him one of only 50 or so suitable hosts in the entirety of the United States. Sergei was granted
an executive position within Umbrella in exchange for ten clones of himself created as part of a classified
military program from his army days. With these ten clones, Birkin was able to eventually engineer an
improved Tyrant Virus strain which allowed for almost anybody to become a Tyrant under the right
conditions. Thanks to Sergei, the Tyrant Program’s research advanced by decades in the space of several years.
A fierce patriot and engineered from a young age to become the perfect slave, Sergei swore total allegiance to
Spencer and Umbrella. Over the next few years he founded the Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service
(U.B.C.S.); to conduct clean-up jobs in incidents caused by Umbrella’s illegal products, and also the ‘Monitors’;
a secret surveillance unit for execs to monitor suspicious company employees. Because Umbrella specialised in
selling biological and chemical weapons to any nation in the world that can afford it, accidents inevitably
occurred on occasion due to their volatile and unstable nature. Because of the clandestine business practices
surrounding them, it was difficult for the purchasing nation to utilize its own military to intervene. This is
where the U.B.C.S. become involved. They are responsible for neutralising products that have gone out of
control, decontaminating the affected areas and rescuing civilians in danger.
By 1993 the underground lab beneath Raccoon City was completed and William Birkin transferred across from
Arklay as Umbrella took a controlling stake in the surrounding sewer network. That same year they began
bribing the Chief of Police Brian Irons and also conducted illegal tests at an isolated hospital in Raccoon
Forest, using one of their many front companies to supply an oncolytic t-Virus strain to be tested on cancer
patients. As well as Irons, Umbrella worked hard to get Michael Warren on side to further gain political
influence and enhance their corporate image within Raccoon City by sponsoring Warren’s 'A Bright 21st
Century for Raccoon City' plan. This included financial donations to public and welfare services, including the
remodelling of City Hall, the construction of a new state of the art hospital and later the formation of the
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S.T.A.R.S. Special Forces unit. They also contributed to the refurbishment and expansion of Raccoon
University in 1994. That same year also saw John Clemens transfer across from the Chicago branch to take over
from William Birkin as chief researcher at Arklay. The last remaining Ashford, Alfred, had also graduated
from university and took over operations on Rockfort Island and the South Pole facility, yet none of the
executives expected anything from him and he was viewed as nothing more than an irritation by Umbrella’s
hierarchy, given the position out of respect of his grandfather rather than any contributions he had made
himself.
By the mid-1990’s, Umbrella had firmly established themselves as the world's premier pharmaceutical
enterprise. Medical products such as Safsprin, Aqua Cure and Adravil earned the company huge profits and
they had divisions all across the world from Europe, North and South America, Africa, Antarctica and Japan
specialising in cosmetics, medicines, nutritional supplements and health foods. They possessed paramilitary
divisions and even their own weapons manufacturing division ‘Umbrella Industries.’ The Umbrella Magnum
Revolver, Linear Launcher and Spark Shot were several such products created through this enterprise. The
U.S.S. trained on Rockfort Island and were made up of elite trained soldiers and used primarily for clean-up
operations and small incursion missions. One example of their work was cleaning up the aftermath of an
accident that occurred at Umbrella Plant 57 in Africa, the incident that killed the parents of Sheva Alomar.
They also took part in assassination missions and had been directly responsible for the death of James Marcus.
In contrast, the U.B.C.S. were hired mercenaries, usually made up of disgraced former military personnel and
criminals on death row. They were considered expendable for the most part.
In 1996 Umbrella provided 50% of the funding for the new S.T.A.R.S. unit in the Raccoon Police Department
and this pledge allowed them the influence to install their own operative as team leader with Albert Wesker.
Top secret projects also commenced at off shore facilities such as the Pluto experiment at the Waste Disposal
Facility at Benthic Laboratories in the North Atlantic. All of Umbrella’s global branches were highly
competitive and these professional rivalries to bring about the best products, profits and commercialisation
only benefitted the parent company. Umbrella was always seeking to commercialise stronger and more efficient
B.O.W.s for their clientele amongst the militaries of the world. The corporation placed a heavy emphasis on
results and the division that contributed the most gained the largest voice within the company. This was the
source of an intense rivalry between Umbrella USA and Umbrella Europe in particular.
It was around this time Umbrella began developing the U.M.F. mainframe which was a central data hub for all
their archives and development history. The 13th supercomputer was housed in Raccoon City and linked up to
all branches across the globe. A sophisticated artificial intelligence known as the Red Queen was developed to
interface with the mainframe and protect it. The unit was manufactured by an Umbrella’ subsidiary ‘Parasol’,
which was a German electronics specialist. Parasol created other electronic and technological products for
Umbrella such as the Magneto-Optical (M.O.) discs for data storage and the S.T.U.N. Walker batteries for the
self-defence weapon. White Queen also existed, presumably as an emergency back-up.
Umbrella suffered its first major setback in 1998 when a t-Virus leak was reported at the Arklay Labs. This
triggered a series of bizarre murders and disappearances in the surrounding mountain and forest areas,
attracting the attention of local media and law enforcement. Whilst planning contingencies for the biohazard
at the mansion, an investigation was launched to assess the viability of reopening the abandoned training
facility as a potential replacement for the contaminated Arklay estate. It was during this investigation that
Albert Wesker and William Birkin discovered an individual claiming to be the late Dr. Marcus was behind the
outbreak. But this was actually a copy generated by the Queen Leech which had nested inside the remains of
Marcus for a decade and inherited his memories. In transpiring events, Birkin put an end to the Queen’s
threats by detonating the training facility and surrounding Water Treatment Plant. Umbrella also arranged for
Wesker to lead the S.T.A.R.S. members to the mansion in order to collect combat data on the B.O.W.s roaming
free. On July 25th the estate was successfully destroyed and all evidence of the t-Virus and the illicit research
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being performed was wiped out. The damage to the company was minimal and Sergei Vladimir had
successfully extracted the precious T-A.L.O.S. prototype Tyrant only hours before the detonation. In the
following weeks, Umbrella’s clean up teams confirmed that no traces of the virus were present at ground zero
and that police chief Brian Irons was successful in blocking any formal police investigation into the company.
Although nobody knew at the time, Wesker secretly defected to the ‘rival company’ following the mansion
incident, and supplied this opposing corporation with recovered battle data and a sample of the t-Virus to
work from. This mysterious organisation was Umbrella’s main competitor and the data Wesker provided
enabled them to spearhead their own biological weapons program. In Spencer’s eyes, Wesker’s ‘death’ also
reduced the overall success rate of Project Wesker down to 18%. Umbrella also closed down Benthic
Laboratories and fired Morpheus D. Duvall having fingered him as a scapegoat for the original outbreak at
Arklay Labs.
At this time, Umbrella Europe attempted to
capitalise on the misfortunes of Umbrella U.S.A.
by developing the Nemesis T-Type and improved
Hunter types. Alarmed by this threat from their
rivals, the Chicago office began putting William
Birkin under increasing pressure to complete the
G-Virus, resulting in conflict and animosity
between the pair. Less than two months later,
Umbrella suffered a fatal blow with an incident too
public and too large to recover from. As Birkin
neared completion of the G-virus, intelligence
filtered through to the company hierarchy that he
was planning to betray them and was looking to defect across to the U.S. Government. Umbrella deployed a
U.S.S. team to secure the new virus but the operation was botched after Birkin was fatally wounded and
injected himself with his own creation. This later resulted in the t-Virus being leaked in the sewers and spread
by rats, contaminating the entire city. Umbrella began a process of damage limitation, sending in the U.B.C.S.
to 'rescue the civilians' and deploying several new B.O.W.s such as the Nemesis T-Type and Hunter Beta for
battle testing. But ultimately their political manoeuvring in the senate could only delay the inevitable and on
October 1st 1998, the US Government sterilised Raccoon City, completely wiping it off the map.
The incident was too big to cover up and an international investigation was launched into Umbrella. The
Global Pharmaceutical Consortium was placed under huge pressure to come down hard on the corporation.
The Rockfort Island incident in December 1998 saw the last of the Ashford family wiped out and the
destruction of the South Pole base, marking the end of Umbrella’s Antarctic division. The rival company,
thanks largely to the defection of Wesker, were proving to be a dangerous adversary and deployed the ‘Hunter
II’; a superior prototype designed exclusively to sabotage production of Umbrella’s flagship B.O.W. They also
secured the only remaining sample of the t-Veronica Virus. In 1999, the U.S. Government hit Umbrella with an
indefinite business suspension order which saw Umbrella U.S.A. closed down. In response, Oswell Spencer
hired the best lawyers money could buy and prepared false witnesses to try and generate the feeling of a
conspiracy to turn public opinion away from Umbrella. The resulting court battle became known as the
‘Raccoon Trials’ and dragged on for over four years, eventually resulting in stalemate, with no final conclusion
being determined. The business suspension decree saw stock prices crash. With Umbrella U.S.A. shut down, all
B.O.W. research was placed under the control of Sergei Vladimir and Umbrella Europe now based at a new
facility in Russia. A secret facility also opened in Sonido de Tortuga Island in the Caribbean.
By the early 21st Century, Umbrella was surviving by the skin of its teeth. All resources had been cut back and
restricted with most clandestine practices now taking place offshore and locations well outside public interest.
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Only the continued development and sales of their bio-weapons on the black market kept them afloat. The U.S.
Government was actively hunting down the remnants of the corporation and Adam Benford’s Anti-Umbrella
Pursuit and Investigation Team were very active during this period. In 2000, Alex Wesker, the only surviving
Wesker Child alongside Albert, had made ties with the locals of Sushestvovanie Island in the Baltic Sea and
used funds secretly siphoned from Umbrella to facilitate construction of a large scale research facility beneath
the mines. She won them over by promising to revitalise the island’s economy through the study and
development of new pharmaceutical products, but in reality the facilities would be used for the purpose of
biological weapons development. Once the facilities were ready, Alex planned on abandoning Spencer and
Umbrella. In 2001 a sting operation in Africa saw the successful apprehension of a top Umbrella official and a
year later a former Umbrella researcher was eliminated by Javier Hidalgo, the same researcher who originally
sold him the t-Virus 11 years earlier. By now Umbrella was banking on the success of the t+G-Virus prototype;
a fusion of both strains that generated electrical properties. They also developed new Hunter and Tyrant
models and the Spencer Rain cruise liner was used as a mobile auction house to sell these weapons to an
exclusive clientele. But these plans were scuppered thanks to the terrorist actions of Morpheus D. Duvall who
wanted revenge for his dismissal four years earlier.
By this point the Umbrella trials had taken a turn for the worse for the Global Pharmaceutical Consortium
when prosecutors presented evidence that incriminated many other pharmaceutical companies. Prosecutors
showed that Umbrella acquired medicines and techniques developed by other companies and employed them
in their own bioweapons research. They commissioned each of the respective companies to only partially
develop certain medications so that they could not be traced to what was ultimately being developed. The
responsible companies thus unwittingly contributed to the development of bioweapons. Until this development
in the case, the consortium looked at the lawsuits as Umbrella's problem. Now the problem was thrust into
their laps as well. The companies that were linked to Umbrella faced the possibility of sharing blame for the
deaths of hundreds of thousands of innocent people, and if Umbrella lost the lawsuits, they would face
bankruptcy as well. Even if Umbrella was found not guilty of any wrongdoing, the negative publicity would not
only be disastrous for sales, but the governments of the world would revoke the companies' permits to sell their
products. Not having permission to distribute their products worldwide would effectively dismantle their
businesses. The pharmaceutical companies realized they had no choice but to take drastic measures to counter
their dismal prospects. The consortium decided to strike a deal with the prosecutors. They would put all their
efforts into assisting with the case against Umbrella, even to the point of turning over any internal company
documentation. The prosecutors in the case, being obsessed with seeing Umbrella fall, agreed to accept the help
of the consortium's companies, and in return they would not pursue legal action against them.
In 2003, Spencer wrote a letter to shareholders thanking them for their continued support and shared his
personal belief the company was well on their way to recovery. But this illusion was shattered only weeks later
when Albert Wesker discovered the location of Umbrella's last primary base in Russia and raided it, killing
Umbrella's unofficial head, Sergei Vladimir and stealing all of Umbrella's archival data from the UMF-013 in
the process. All of Umbrella's databases were wiped clean, and Wesker struck a deal with the U.S. Government
to testify anonymously in court, providing damning evidence that both Umbrella and Spencer were responsible
for the Raccoon City disaster.
The parent company was hit with more business suspension decrees and closed down immediately. The F.B.I.
and Russian Interior Ministry launched a worldwide manhunt for Spencer who was forced to go into hiding.
As Umbrella ceased trading and collapsed, the final subsidiary; Umbrella Japan, closed down a year later in
2004 after failing to attract any potential investors. Final liquidation of company assets began in March that
year.
Despite their collapse, Umbrella’s legacy lived on as many of their former employees found work with other
underground organisations, passing on virus samples and data on to undisclosed clandestine organisations and
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thus contributing to a dark era of bioterrorism. Albert Wesker also sparked this flame by leaking Umbrella’s
perfected t-Virus onto the black market.
In 2007, Umbrella was rehabilitated as a Private Military Company under new management via application of
the Chapter 11 reorganisation, but the new management were charged with responsibility for redeeming its
dark legacy. The bulk of its staff were former Umbrella employees who had been unaware of the original
corporation’s dark side and wanted to atone for their mess. This was why the controversial Umbrella name was
kept although a new shield logo was designed and the flagship red and white colour scheme was changed to
blue and white to symbolise reformation and to distinguish from the old organisation. Blue Umbrella PMC
were placed under heavy sanction by the United Nations and the media and general public were very
untrustworthy of their intentions. The PMC used anti-B.O.W. research secretly conducted by Wesker which
was discovered after his assets were seized following his death in 2009. Using this research, they were able to
develop numerous anti-B.O.W. weapons and countermeasures. This equipment was then passed onto antibiohazard organisations such as the B.S.A.A. for testing. Umbrella’s actions in this regard helped stem the flow
of global bioterrorism and did much to redeem the old Umbrella’s legacy. As of present day, Blue Umbrella
work in direct partnership with the B.S.A.A. although it is believed they have a hidden dark side that has yet to
emerge.
CORPORATE BRANCHES AND SUBSIDIARIES:
UMBRELLA PHARMACEUTICALS: The original corporation created in 1968 and the parent company has its
main offices in Berlin in Germany. The executive board meet here and purchase new subsidiaries to expand the
business. Oswell Spencer is installed as CEO. The five global branches of Umbrella USA, Europe, Asia, Japan
and South Pole operate under the parent company. Umbrella Pharmaceuticals was dissolved in 2004.
UMBRELLA EUROPE: - Under control of Christine Henri and her family with headquarters situated in Paris.
Its territory also included off-shore facilities such as Sheena Island and Benthic Island. Key facilities include the
European 6th Laboratory where the Nemesis Project was conducted and the Paris branch. The German branch
was also influential and Alexia Ashford had a spell in charge here. The Russian Branch was hidden under the
guise of an old Soviet Chemical Plant in the Russian Caucasus and became the main centre of operations for
the company following the Raccoon City disaster. The T-A.L.O.S. project was overseen here under the
supervision of Sergei Vladimir. Umbrella Europe was closed down in 2003.
UMBRELLA USA: - The second main branch of Umbrella run through the Chicago office which counted itself
one as one the most powerful branches in the whole company. Umbrella USA made significant contributions
to the bio-weapons program and were responsible for the creation of the original t-Virus. It was also
responsible for a number of successful products and was due to be in control of all G-Virus research once
William Birkin had completed the virus in 1998. Also of note to Umbrella USA is the Raccoon City branch
were the origins of the t-Virus and Tyrant projects can be traced. The infrastructure and local government were
all under control of the corporation and became known as the ‘Home of Umbrella.’ Umbrella USA closed down
in 1999 following the initial business suspension order.
UMBRELLA ANTARCTICA: - Established in 1969 by Alexander Ashford by converting an old abandoned
mine and transport terminal belonging to the family. This lab’s main achievement was Alexia Ashford and the
creation of the t-Veronica virus. Umbrella Antarctica closed down in 1999 following the destruction of its
major operating facility and the death of Alfred Ashford.
UMBRELLA AFRICA: - Located hidden beneath the mountains of Kijuju, this secret laboratory contained the
source of the original Progenitor Virus. Cultivation took place here and shipments of the virus were sent to
Umbrella labs all across the world. Umbrella Africa Also included production factories such as Umbrella Plant
57 where new B.O.W.s were tested. Umbrella Africa was closed down on the order of Oswell Spencer in
November 1998. Because it housed the Progenitor source, all records are redacted and it was not archived on
UMF-013.
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UMBRELLA ASIA: - No data available.
UMBRELLA JAPAN: - Umbrella Japan Co. Ltd was established in 1984 for the import and export of chemicals
and had a head office in Tokyo. In 1987 operations were expanded with the opening of a large scale research
laboratory. Umbrella Japan was the last operating branch and closed down in 2004 after failing to attract
another parent company to transfer its assets.
SUBSIDIARIES:
UMBRELLA INDUSTRIES: - Weapons development and manufacture. Anti-B.O.W. weapons research.
UMBRELLA MEDICAL EQUIPMENT: - Medical research.
PARAGUAS LINES: - Shipping and transport.
PARASOL: - Electronics and hardware.
METAL INDUSTRIES: Special alloy development.
As Umbrella is announced to the world, one man is already
secretly plotting to claim the throne for himself. Spencer is a
very inhumane an. Although blessed from birth with wealth
and prestige, he still suffers from a painful ambition and
insatiable greed for more. He dreams of ruling over
everything and everyone and wants the whole world for
himself. Anything else would simply not do. Of the three
founders, only Spencer really understands the potential
power of the Progenitor Virus over mankind and therefore it
is only logical that he instigated the launching of Umbrella
Corporation in order to feed his insatiable hunger for power.
This differentiates his thinking and attitude from the outset in
principle to Edward Ashford, who is concerned only about
the reputation of his family, or from James Marcus, who
wants simply to pursue his research with a vigour. Now it is
established, Umbrella will give itself to the outside world the
appearance of a globally operating pharmaceutical company. But secretly with the help of
research on the Progenitor Virus they can significantly advance the field of biological weaponry.
Spencer’s first goal is to dominate the arms market. He predicts Umbrella will quickly grow
like wildfire to a considerable size and that rapid growth will be fuelled mainly by the political
power of the Progenitor Virus as the ultimate threat. Spencer is aware he will need to take steps
to remove his fellow co-founders at some point, but not until he has exploited their t-Virus
research to its fullest extent. Ashford will be the most problematic, but as for Marcus power
struggles and plots have never been one of his strengths. Spencer, however, is a true expert at
fighting dirty to get what he wants and already has plans to pull Marcus away from company
planning.
The announcement of Umbrella's establishment is made by Spencer himself at the Arklay
Mansion. Teams of local journalists descend upon the area to cover the story, eager to see what
the company will do for Raccoon City.

"Ground was broken today at the remote site of Oswell E. Spencer's mansion. The mansion is
located in an isolated part of the forest, just outside Raccoon City. Dr. Oswell Spencer is one of
the founders of the corporation along with Dr. James Marcus and Sir Edward Ashford.
The company develops cosmetics and consumer products, and employs many researchers.
The company's presence in Raccoon City will hopefully spur some economic growth in the
area."
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-REGenesis; Article about the Construction of the Mansion; undated.
Umbrella’s main offices are based in Germany and their existence in Raccoon City at this early
stage amounts to nothing more than a few corporate offices and a small production factory.
Oswell Spencer also announces the establishment of an executive training school based in
Raccoon Forest designed to groom the future global leaders of Umbrella Pharmaceuticals. It
will open later this year and the news is a welcome boost to citizens hoping for some economic
growth in the area.
With the corporation established to camouflage the true nature of their research, the three
founders launch the Tyrant Virus Project; a plan to create weaponised variants of the
Progenitor Virus. The virus in its pure form has a very low adaptability rate and kills a majority
of its hosts through excessive mutation. Spencer, Marcus and Ashford all begin independent
projects using Progenitor to create a successful t-Virus; a strain capable of producing living
biological weapons. It also serves a secret dual-purpose to aid Spencer in his quest to create the
ultimate virus designed to speed up the process of evolution and create a race of advanced
humans.
PROJECT PROFILE: THE T-VIRUS PROJECT
The t-Virus project was the whole reason for Umbrella’s existence as it represented the process behind research
and development to create a neutered version of the Progenitor Virus more adaptable to modern humans.
Umbrella’s founders wanted to use the virus to gain immortality and spur on human evolution. Additionally,
they wanted to exploit the DNA mutation attribute found within Progenitor to create bio-organic weapons and
monopolise the military industry. Using the base Progenitor RNA virus as a template, the Tyrant Virus
program aimed to incorporate the genes of other viruses and make improvements to Progenitor to create
viable biological weapons with potential military applications. Every successfully developed strain derived from
Progenitor was known as a t-Virus and each variant had a wide range of differing properties. An alternative
term for such a strain was known as ‘Clay Virus.’
In 1967, extensive studies on the Progenitor Virus and the breakthrough made by James Marcus confirming it
rapidly modified the DNA of complex living organisms and even revived dead cells completely, spurred the
genesis and creation of Umbrella Corporation which would act as a camouflage to the secret t-Virus project
research. Spencer had his research team develop two early Progenitor variants which were trialled on the
unfortunate Trevor family in late 1967. The results all but confirmed that Progenitor in its current guise was
not adaptable to modern humans. Spencer’s focus was to devise a variant so human subjects could withstand
the initial application of Progenitor, determining that once he could achieve this, he could then move on to
identifying the positive genetic traits that resulted in enhanced natural abilities. Of the two Progenitor variants
his team produced, Type B was partially successful when guinea pig Lisa Trevor survived the initial infection,
although her body quickly became deformed and her intelligence and brain patterns eroded dramatically.
During these experiments researchers proposed exploiting Progenitor’s extreme mutation characteristic to
develop biological weapons (B.O.W.s) which would turn the military industry on its head, creating a new
market with potentially lucrative commerciality. Soldiers and firearms could be replaced by bio-organic
weapons; capable of wreaking havoc and quickly decimating an enemy with no loss suffered to the deploying
force. The profits from such an endeavour would further fund the t-Virus project for until that elusive
Progenitor variant was created. Umbrella’s founders acknowledged that such a creation was still decades away,
but that did not stop their ambition and envisions of godhood. The weapons developed by any hypothetically
successful t-Virus would differ greatly depending on the organisms they were based on with some based on
combat emphasis and others on further viral dispersal. The ultimate goal was to eventually create a humanoid
combat-focused B.O.W. with advanced intelligence and capable of disguised human infiltration. Such a
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proposed creature was temporarily named Tyrant from the beginning of development and the name ’Tyrant
Virus’ was eventually kept to match this ambition.
Following Umbrella Corporation’s establishment in 1968 the t-Virus program officially began shortly
thereafter, although in reality the Trevor family were the first victims of the project some six months earlier.
All three founders ran independent research divisions and were very competitive, knowing that a successful
t-Virus would keep them well ahead of their rivals at the top of the company. Striving for immortality, all three
of them would descend into mutual distrust, conniving and backstabbing and wanting to wield that power for
themselves. There were also early setbacks, James Marcus found his Progenitor research frustrated by a lack of
available samples after it was discovered they could not cultivate the virus outside of its natural habitat in an
isolated cave system in Africa. Also tragedy struck in
July 1968 when Edward Ashford was accidentally
exposed to Progenitor in a laboratory experiment and
died. However it was later revealed that the experiment
had been sabotaged on Spencer’s orders as a way for
him to remove one of his rivals. Edward’s t-Virus work
passed onto his son, Alexander, but he did not possess
the necessary skills to progress the research to any
significant level. To compensate, Alexander spent the
next few years utilising his background in genetic
engineering to develop the Code: Veronica project; an
ambitious attempt to create a clone of their family ancestor, Veronica, using DNA from her preserved remains
and manipulating the intelligence levels of genes. He envisioned the resulting artificial genius would quickly
develop a successful t-Virus that would propel the Ashford family back to the forefront of Umbrella. In the
midst of all this, James Marcus planned to return to Africa and establish a permanent research outpost at the
Progenitor source to provide an endless supply of the virus and therefore jumpstart his own research. Spencer,
who having already taken care of Edward Ashford, made another significant power play by purposefully
splitting up the effective partnership of Marcus and his protégé Brandon Bailey. Spencer wanted to keep
Marcus close at hand so he could be monitored and lured him by offering the position of Director at the new
Umbrella Executive Management Training Facility which opened in August 1968. The promise of state of the
art research facilities to research Progenitor was enough to seduce Marcus into accepting. Therefore Bailey
headed to Africa alone and oversaw construction of Umbrella Africa which opened in 1969. Now a constant
supply of Progenitor could be fed to all research teams involved in the t-Virus project. That same year saw
completion of the South Pole facility and Alexander’s Code Veronica project could begin, resulting in the birth
of Alexia and Alfred in 1971. Alexia was to be the promised genius that would restore the family glory.
Work continued on the t-Virus project across the early to mid-1970s without any significant breakthroughs.
Marcus conducted numerous experiments on different insects, mammals and arthropods with various degrees
of success but eventually came to the conclusion that human testing was required if they were to achieve any
significant results. However, it was his experiments with a more simplified organism, specifically a leech that
saw the first major breakthrough. In September 1977 Marcus combined the Progenitor Virus with Leech DNA
and recorded a favourable reaction, with the organisms proving highly resistant to the mutation and toxicity
factors. The virus mutated and rewrote the leech genes and incorporated their natural traits such as
regeneration of nerves and overexpression of other genes stimulating synaptic connections. This also improved
regenerative and metabolic qualities. This recombinant strain was extracted from the leeches and became the
first successful t-Virus. Marcus conducted further tests over the next several months and completed the
prototype by January 1978. The effects of the prototype strain were varied depending on the infected organism.
Leeches displayed increased intelligence and began to mimic James Marcus whom they recognised as their
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creator. In contrast, a human infected with the prototype strain would either die, or be left in a clinically dead
state with severely depleted intelligence levels. In all cases however, the one constant was rapidly increased
metabolism, leading to ravenous hunger. The leeches would resort to cannibalism and likewise humans would
seek out and eat any form of flesh they could find. The mortality rate of this first strain was still high, but a
significant number of human hosts could survive its effects.
Following James Marcus’s removal from power after his illegal human experiments were exposed, the t-Virus
project was transferred across to Arklay Laboratories under the supervision of Albert Wesker and William
Birkin. Over a period of 20 years the project would continue to run and was broken down into three main
stages; stabilisation, combat B.O.W. development, and finally human-based biological weapons.
STAGE 1 - 1978-1981:
The initial stage was focused on stabilising the virus and strengthening the DNA mutation characteristic of
Progenitor. Here the Marcus prototype was improved by incorporating genes from the Ebola Virus and
selective gene splicing enhanced the already high rate of mutation. The theory behind this was getting the RNA
in Ebola’s genetic code to influence a human’s own, essentially making them actively seek out and infect new
hosts and bestowing inhuman endurance upon the carrier, making them incapable of being stopped through
conventional means such as gunfire. As an RNA virus, Progenitor had a high rate of mutation, which allowed
researchers to enhance its desired properties very quickly. Lisa Trevor was used as a test subject during the
virus stabilisation period as she had developed remarkable survival adaptability following 11 years of
experimentation. Every time the Ebola variant was tested, the recombined strain was extracted from Lisa until
more hosts were able to survive its effects. Eventually after three years the t-Ebola strain was stabilised and 90%
of all humans infected would become a zombie. The virus also had a strong capacity for adapting to changing
environments and every living organism served as an infection vector. But because human genes varied from
person to person, creating a strain with a 100% infection rate proved impossible, despite repeated attempts to
do so. Although a 90% transmission rate was more than sufficient for a biological weapon, this did not satisfy
Spencer, who wanted a virus that could infect 100% of its target rate. Something no one would be safe from.
STAGE 2 – 1981-1988:
The second stage of the project focused on creating successful
combat B.O.W.s. through gene manipulation. Since gene
manipulation could easily be performed on organisms with
primitive body structures, research using spiders and insects
was actively conducted during this time. The Web Spinner
was one such B.O.W. developed in this early stage, and from
this specimen a completely new strain of t-Virus was
extracted from its bloodstream. This became known as the
‘α-strain’ t-Virus and many sub-species were created from
this prototype with various different host organisms. This
naturally led to the development of further strains such as the βI-strain used to develop the Cerberus utilising
a Doberman Pincher. Birkin later refined and stabilised this second variant to create the improved βII-strain.
This latest t-Virus was used to alter the human genetic code by incorporating spliced reptilian DNA and
strengthened further with the DNA of other organisms to create a combat B.O.W. known as the ‘Hunter.’ The
prototype specimen took approximately one year to mature and marked the completion of the βII-strain virus,
which also retained its 90% human infection rate to create zombies. As part of the B.O.W. development project,
the genetic synthesis of two or more creatures was frequently conducted during the middle of the t-Virus
project. By combining the characteristics of each individual organism, they succeeded in creating other
creatures with superior abilities. Originally the combination of creatures from differing species groups at gene
level was naturally unstable, but they were supported by the t-Virus which promoted abnormal evolution,
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enabling higher forms of life and making divine achievements possible. William Birkin went through a large
number of test subjects during Stage 2 of the t-Virus project, with Hunter experiments having to be
temporarily suspended at one point due to him becoming careless thanks to a manifesting obsession and
jealousy over Alexia Ashford. The researchers could not keep up with his pace, and struggled to extract as many
recombined samples as they could before the experiments died. Again, only Lisa Trevor prevailed. None of her
data differing from the other test subjects, her survival at this stage was a mystery. They would spend the
remainder of the decade trying and failing to understand why she kept on living.
It was also during Stage 2 of the project that Alexia Ashford created her own successful t-Virus in the form of
t-Veronica. This was created by fusing the Progenitor Virus with the genes of an ancient virus discovered in a
queen ant and then applying plant-based DNA. Veronica was unique because it replicated the hive-mind
mentality of an ant queen, allowing for a host to control lower-level infectants. But the virus was extremely
aggressive and the only way to survive its effects was to slow down the body’s systems to the point where the
host’s genes were rewritten at a rapidly decelerated rate, allowing the body to adapt and preserve cellular
integrity. This could only be done via regular organ replacement or cryogenic freezing, both of which would
still take around 15 years before the host could fully adapt to the virus. But all t-Veronica research was later
stalled when Alexia was reportedly killed following exposure to the virus. The virus was scrapped shortly
afterwards and this all but marked the end of the Ashford’s participation in the t-Virus project, leaving
Spencer’s team firmly in control.
Albert Wesker also used the mid-1980s to research
secondary exposure effects from the various t-Virus
strains they had successfully developed thus far. The
t-Virus was capable of adapting to almost any type of
host among every class of organism, thus making the
Arklay Labs a very dangerous location should the virus
ever infect the diverse life populating the surrounding
forest. Even infected insects were biologically capable of
starting a biohazard outbreak on a large scale and this
made Wesker begin to seriously question Oswell
Spencer’s true motives. Also by this time Lisa Trevor
still lived, but other than her miraculous ability to survive repeated viral injections, she had long since ceased
providing any useful data. But as the program entered the latter part of the 1980s and the end of stage 2 of the
project, Umbrella had developed a wide range of B.O.W. prototypes. General infected characteristics included
miraculous durability and offensive ability and a general characteristic of ferociousness. There were many
examples of abnormal growth in the host organism but in almost all cases intelligence generally declined.
STAGE 3 – 1988-1998:
The final development stage of the program concentrated on creating the ultimate humanoid biological
weapon; the perfect soldier for modern warfare known as the Tyrant. After 10 years of research and refinement,
Birkin had finally engineered a new t-Virus strain capable of developing such a feat. It was to be an elite,
combat specialised bio-weapon; intelligent and capable of following orders as a soldier. The name Tyrant was
to be retained after the name of the t-Virus project and Birkin envisaged a separate ‘Tyrant Project’ to develop
a whole line of human based biological weapons using his new virus. However, there was a problem from the
outset. The refined βII-strain t-Virus used to create Zombies and Hunters was compatible with most humans,
but only at the cost of degrading the host’s neural structure. Because a certain degree of intelligence was
required to become a Tyrant, Birkin’s new strain was engineered to have minimal effect on the subject’s mental
faculties if the host was genetically compatible. (This 1988 strain has never been officially designated but
unverified speculation suggests this could be the γ strain.) Unfortunately there were very few living human
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subjects with the required genetic code. The scale of the problem was quickly revealed when genetic analysis
simulations suggested only 1-10,000,000 humans would manifest as a Tyrant with the rest simply becoming
zombies. In other words this meant there was only 50 or so compatible hosts in the whole of the United States,
making finding even one such subject to create a prototype model all but impossible. The science team believed
that if they could continue their research they could eventually create a new t-Virus that would cause a greater
ratio of humans to become Tyrants, but for the research to proceed they still required humans compatible with
the current strain, of which they could find none. Even through forced co-operation with other research
branches, only a handful of subjects even remotely close to matching were found, and none were close enough,
meaning the program was at a standstill before it could even get off the ground. However development of the
{γ?} strain was still successful enough for the t-Virus project to officially reach Stage 3 and this was enough for
Spencer to decide James Marcus’ usefulness had come to an end. Certain voices within Umbrella had been
campaigning to have his research shut down for a while now. Although he had spent the last 10 years living in
exile with limited facilities, Spencer had kept him around because his brilliant mind could still contribute to the
t-Virus project. But with the creation of the (γ?) strain capable of creating Tyrants, this negated any remaining
usefulness he had left. Marcus was subsequently assassinated by Wesker and Birkin and Spencer was now
unquestionably in full control of Umbrella with all his close rivals removed.
Alongside from the Tyrant Project, the research teams had continued testing and extrapolating all the t-Virus
variants to date. They had confirmed that within certain environments, the activation of a living bio-weapon
could cause fresh alterations to the organism’s genetic structure. But in order for this to occur, an external
source was required as a catalyst, and the structural alterations were
always more or less predictable. A process very similar to this,
termed V-ACT (virus activation), was discovered isolated to a
mutant strain discovered by researchers at the Arklay Labs in 1998.
Ten years prior this however, shortly after Marcus was disposed of,
Umbrella Europe were working on their own Stage 3 human
bioweapon which was known as the Nemesis Project. They had
developed an artificial parasite constructed entirely through gene
manipulation. The idea behind the project was for the parasite to
act as the ‘brain’ for a separate combat-capable body. In theory it
wouldn’t matter how badly the t-Virus eroded the host’s mental
faculties if it could be combined with the parasite to form a single living bio-weapon. The parasite stored and
provided the ‘brain’ meaning all the focus could be put onto the host organism’s physicality and combat
abilities, without having to consider or make compromise to consider its intelligence. However the parasite was
too unstable and it killed all of its hosts within 5 minutes of insertion. Albert Wesker believed he could
monopolise this project by injecting Nemesis into Lisa Trevor; the primary subject for t-Virus research and an
individual who had developed remarkable durability since being initially given the Progenitor Type B variant
back in 1967. Even if the parasite killed her, Wesker hoped her abnormal vitality would allow her to survive
long enough for them to extract a new recombined t-Virus. However the results were altogether something
different and entirely unexpected. Not only did Lisa survive the parasite, she absorbed it completely. Birkin
studied her intently to find out what had happened and after many hours of study found something inside her;
something that had gone unnoticed in the entire 21 years she had been used as an experiment. But this
discovery was vastly different to the t-Virus and what was extracted from her that day marked the beginning of
what would become the G-Virus project.
Although the primary purpose of the t-Virus project was to create viable biological weapons, the virus also had
other uses. Injection usually led to the death of the subject, who would then be revived as a living dead. But
research proved that if the t-Virus was administered in small amounts together with its antibodies, it was
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possible to cure different terminal diseases such as cancer or congenital immunodeficiency. However, these
effects were temporary and larger doses were necessary over time. But with this ongoing treatment, the host
body started to change its form and the brain showed signs of abnormal development. A special oncolytic
t-Virus variant was sold to Javier Hidalgo in 1991 by a representative of the Ashford family to trial on his sick
wife, Hilda, who was riddled with cancer. Initially the virus worked as her tumours receded and the cancer cells
were killed. But repeated injections of larger doses saw her suffer irregular mutation and she developed into a
strange, amphibious creature.
In December 1991 Sergei Vladimir approached Umbrella looking for work following the collapse of the Soviet
Union and passed a genetic compatibility test for becoming a Tyrant. In exchange for an executive position
within the company, Sergei donated ten clones of himself created during a classified army program during his
time in the Russian Military. Using these ten test subjects, William Birkin set to work on creating a new,
refined t-Virus to increase the basic compatibility rate for human hosts to become Tyrants. This process would
take a number of years to refine, but success was now a reality and it would finally kick-start the Tyrant Project
into life.
In 1993 a refined oncolytic t-Virus named TJCCC203 was
clinically tested on human cancer patients at the old hospital
in Raccoon Forest through a front company run by Umbrella.
But although initially successful with destroying the cancer
cells, this variant failed to supress the DNA mutation
characteristic enough and the host eventually became just a
regular zombie. That same year also saw William Birkin
transfer to a newly completed Umbrella laboratory beneath
Raccoon City to work on the G-Virus project, though he still
remained attached to the t-Virus research. In 1994 Birkin was
formally replaced as Chief Researcher at Arklay Labs by John Clemens, a highly-skilled researcher from the
Chicago branch. Although he advanced the t-Virus project, progress stagnated somewhat as Clemens had
moral objections to some of the unethical work practices being carried out. It is speculated but not confirmed
that Clemens tenure at Arklay over the next few years saw successful development of the δ strain t-Virus
although this has not been confirmed and no data exists as to its properties.
The next significant breakthrough in the t-Virus project happened in 1998 when Birkin finally completed
development of a new variant following research on Sergei’s ten clones that retained enough host intelligence
for a large increase in ratio for human infectants to become Tyrants. This was the ε-strain t-Virus and before
long the T-001, T-002, and T-103 Type Tyrants were all in development. The T-103 went into mass-production
and the Tyrant Plan accelerated from there with many different variants created. In mid-1998 when the εstrain was being used at Arklay, an abnormal zombie was spotted after it had been shot in the head. A mutant
strain was extracted from its body that greatly exacerbated the single-generation mutation factor that already
existed in the t-Virus. When the host lost consciousness and entered a dormant period, the mutant virus
became active and reconstructed the basic composition of the body, including cells and tissue. This process
became known as V-ACT (virus activation) and was used to create a much more agile and aggressive type of
zombie known as a ‘Crimson Head’. The V-ACT strain was sent to William Birkin who studied and refined the
virus, creating an enhanced ε-strain that utilised the V-ACT process to create an entirely new human-derived
creature known as a ‘Licker’. This tinkered strain was mass-produced and used at Umbrella facilities
throughout the world from late 1998 onwards, giving birth to a whole new generation of biological weapons.
Although the finished ε-strain t-Virus marked the primary completion of the t-Virus program, the research
still continued, although it was hampered somewhat thanks to Umbrella’s plight following the fallout of the
Raccoon City incident. The Ashford’s continued their own solitary research and developed a new variant that
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spread via airborne transmission for faster infection. Their science team also incorporated extra added
influence from the original Progenitor Virus into their strain which for the first time allowed a t-Virus to
revive the dead. Up to this point the t-Virus could only infect a living host, which would then eventually stop
their heart to place them in a state of ‘temporary death’ before reviving them as ‘living dead’. All viruses needed
living cells to propagate but Progenitor, being the precursor to all life, had the ability to revive dead cells
completely. Now the Rockfort strain t-Virus could infect a previously uninfected dead corpse and bring it back
to life as a zombie.
William Birkin’s death in the Raccoon City incident saw the G-Virus left incomplete, meaning any G biological
weapons program designed to succeed the t-Virus project was put on hold. Umbrella USA was eventually
closed down in 1999 and primary t-Virus development was shifted to Umbrella Europe which now operated
from a secret facility in the Russian Caucasus. By now the t-Virus was also in the hands of the rival company
who began their own covert biological weapons program. They had already developed weapons successful
enough to supersede Umbrella’s own, including sabotage of their flagship Hunter B.O.W. They had also
acquired the only existing sample of the t-Veronica virus after Alexia Ashford had resurfaced after 15 years at
Umbrella’s South Pole facility.
In the new millennium Umbrella concentrated on
perfecting the t-Virus by accelerating the infection
process. Until now they were individual differences in
each person from initial exposure to becoming a zombie,
ranging from early that same day to one week later. A
method to improve this random inconsistency had never
been found, and this is what Umbrella now worked on to
fix. They also made other improvements for hosts to
become Tyrants almost immediately without having to be
subjected to hormone implants and body strengthening
surgeries. In 2002 Umbrella created the t+G-Virus; a
fusion of t and incorporating the G-Virus to act as an antibody. The resulting mix and further genetic
manipulation resulted in the manifestation of bioelectrical properties. Oswell Spencer banked on the success of
the t+G-Virus being a fundamental part of a long term revival plan for his ailing Umbrella Corporation. The
virus was showcased to potential customers representing governments and organisations from across the world
at an auction on the Spencer Rain cruiser and a new Tyrant was developed using variant 092 of t+G.
Unfortunately a bioterrorism incident instigated by a rogue former Umbrella employee named Morpheus
Duvall saw the t+G-Virus lost and most of the company’s client list killed. This effectively ended any viable
revival plan for the company.
In 2003 Umbrella completed their ‘perfected strain’ t-Virus which saw a human infected with the virus regress
to a zombie within a matter of minutes in a majority of cases. They also continued research on using the
t-Virus for medicinal purposes, with Professor Ryan Howard using it in a course of treatment for a research
colleague’s daughter, a girl called Mary Gray who had an incurable form of blood cancer. This treatment was a
phenomenal success and not only was Mary’s cancer destroyed, but she bonded with the t-Virus in a way never
recorded previously. She retained her human form and her IQ was boosted to 230. But things soon came to a
head for Umbrella however when the ‘perfect strain’ t-Virus was stolen by Albert Wesker who also secured
their secret UMF-013 mainframe containing all of their archived data spanning nearly 40 years. This was the
final nail in Umbrella’s coffin and they were later found guilty of causing the Raccoon City disaster. Shortly
afterwards, Wesker purposefully leaked the perfected strain t-Virus onto the black market, triggering an era of
bioterrorism and opening Pandora’s box by making the virus widely available to anyone who had the means
and finance to obtain it.
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UNOFFICIAL CONTINUATION:
Following the fall of Umbrella when their viral weaponry and data fell into the hands of terrorists and opposing
corporations, further t-Virus strains were created by numerous parties and the virus was made widely available
across the black market. The first major new strain developed was the t-Abyss Virus; a marine-based pathogen
created by splicing the t-Virus with the Abyss Virus; an ancient relation of the Progenitor Virus able to thrive
in deep-sea pressure zones and responsible for the emergence and evolution of all marine life. The t-Abyss was
a joint venture created in partnership with Excella Gionne from Tricell and a research team supplied by F.B.C.
Commissioner Morgan Lansdale. Excella’s goal was to monopolise the marine bio-weapons market which at
that time was still a largely untapped resource as the regular t-Virus had mixed results in this field. By contrast,
Morgan Lansdale wanted to see the emergence of a deadly new bio-weapon to remind the world that
bioterrorism remained a major threat to the world despite the recent fall of Umbrella Corporation and to
justify the F.B.C. receiving additional funding, powers, and jurisdiction. The t-Abyss Virus was used to
devastating effect during the Terragrigia Panic in 2004, resulting in a sterilisation operation being conducted to
destroy the whole city. It also surfaced again a year later when the B.S.A.A.
launched an investigation into the supposed resurrection of Italian
terrorist group Il Veltro. This turned out to be an elaborate smokescreen
and the t-Abyss source was destroyed during the course of this incident.
However, a recovered t-Abyss sample still ended up in the hands of Tricell
and Excella Gionne. But given the extraordinary infection rate of the virus
and the very real possibility of ecological catastrophe if it contaminated
the oceans, the virus was never used again and it was never made available
to other organisations or sold via the black market.
In the following years a new t-Virus was developed by Professor Ryan
Howard, a former Umbrella researcher who was now affiliated with
Philosophy University in Western Australia. During his time with
Umbrella he studied the t-Virus and was placed in charge of conducting oncolytic treatments on Mary Gray,
the terminally ill daughter of a fellow research colleague. Mary showed a remarkable adaptation ability to the
virus, which not only cured her blood cancer but also increased her IQ to 230. Howard specialised in fossil
regeneration DNA research and was the custodian of the Irish Giant; which were fossilised remains of an
unusually large humanoid discovered in a mine in Northern Island in 1895. The giant was over 12ft tall and
Howard incorporated genes from its remains to engineer a new t-Virus that he hoped would improve
regenerative properties of the base virus and reduce necrosis. This belief stemmed from speculation the socalled giant was physically abnormal because of possible exposure to Progenitor and originating from a time
thousands of years back when hosts were more adaptable to the original strain. Howard’s work was driven by a
strong desire to resurrect his son Tyler, whom he believed to be dead. This t-Virus development was
unwittingly funded by the Dean of the university, Ezra Sennett, after Howard had fooled him into believing the
virus was being made to artificially increase human intelligence, citing Mary Gray as proof of its success. But
when Howard was eventually killed in August 2010, the only remaining samples of this variant t-Virus and its
development data was recovered by Ezra who disappeared and has never been seen since.
The t-Phobos Virus was developed by a research team working directly under Alex Wesker on Sushestvovanie
Island. It was based on an old, discarded t-Virus prototype and was designed to identify individuals who were
essentially immortal to fear. Due to a terminal illness, Alex was looking to identify a special individual who
could not only physically adapt to a new t-Virus, but one that was mentally strong enough so she could digitally
imprint all her memories and consciousness on top of their own, so that she could live on via figurative
immortality in the same way Franz Kafka lived on through the words and stories left behind in his books. Like
Kafka, Alex Wesker was fascinated by fear and the t-Phobos virus was developed around a unique delivery
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system designed to allow a host more chance to adapt to its effects. Unlike a regular t-Virus, when a host was
initially injected with t-Phobos the virus remained dormant and only became active when the subject was
exposed to stress and fearful situations, triggering the release of adrenaline and noradrenaline chemicals
around the body. The amount of fear experienced by a host at any given time would determine the speed at
which the virus was released into the circulatory system. The principle idea was that any host resistant to fear
would secrete the chemicals slowly enough for the body’s natural defences to combat the virus, essentially
enabling them to overcome their fear and adapt. Alternatively anyone easily frightened would see their bodies
overwhelmed with large amounts of the virus which resulted in pathogenesis and mutation. As t-Phobos was
developed for the singular purpose of identifying a suitable host ‘vessel’ for the mind transfer procedure, it was
never focused on bioweapons development, although some B.O.W.s do exist. All t-Phobos development data
was seized by the B.S.A.A. after Sushestvovanie Island was purged in mid-2011.
The other major t-Virus strain developed during this period is what is unofficially termed the Kodoku Virus.
This variant originated from Oswell Spencer’s increasingly desperate desire to achieve immortality before time
caught up on his aging body. It was spearheaded by Alex Wesker in the mid-2000s then continued to
completion in 2014 by ex-Umbrella researcher Dirk Miller. It was based around an old Chinese curse named
‘Kodoku’ in which animals were placed inside a contained environment and made to fight to the death until
only one victor remained, with said victor believed to harbour a powerful curse. Behind the superstition, this
principle also harkened back to research conducted by Vincent Goldman in creating the Hypnos Gene where
numerous cells taken from individuals with strong genes were made to fight until only the strongest survived.
In terms of Kodoku, the survivor of these trials had a recombinant strain of virus extracted from its blood
which was then injected into the next batch of test subjects for the next trial. This cycle was repeated for a
number of years with all of Sonido de Tortuga Island becoming a ‘Kodoku Pot’ until only one survivor
remained; Test Subject 001193. The final virus was extracted from its body in 2014 and just a few drops carried
a street value of millions of dollars. Kodoku strain infectants were known for retaining more intelligence and
memory, though the problem of physical necrosis was still very evident. Kodoku zombies were able to
remember their past lives and still performed menial tasks based on their previous existence. Likewise the
stronger mutants were able to be programmed with orders such as directives to target only the strongest
opponents and not to allow anyone to leave the island. They could even carry out special tasks imprinted via
computer interface which was triggered by mention of a particular keyword. Chinese conglomerate Shen-Ya
Pharmaceuticals launched an operation to seize the Kodoku t-Virus but their efforts were unsuccessful and
they were wiped out, despite purchasing anti-B.O.W. equipment from Blue Umbrella PMC. The only known
sample was self-administered by Zi Li; a spy working on behalf of Shen Ya after she sustained mortal injuries
during a fall.
Other than these four main variants, countless other t-Virus strains exist, all with minor variations and effects.
Strains also continue to exist in the wild, mutating and evolving in isolated quarantine zones across the world.
KNOWN T-VIRUS STRAINS:
PROGENITOR TYPE A and TYPE B VARIANTS – Designed to make a human host survive initial Progenitor
infection. Named as such because the t-Virus project did not officially begin until 1968 after Umbrella was
formally established.
PROTOTYPE - Developed by Dr. James Marcus in 1978 through combining the original Progenitor virus with
Leech DNA.
ALPHA (α) - Extracted from an early B.O.W. known as the Web Spinner. Was tested on a great white to create
the FI-03 Neptune.
BETA (βi) - A more stabilised version developed by Birkin in 1981 using elements from the Ebola Virus. Most
notably responsible for the Zombie. It carries a 90% infection rate that cannot be improved upon. Also used to
create the Cerberus B.O.W.
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BETA2 (βii) - More refined version of the beta strain. Developed by Birkin in 1981 and helped create combat
B.O.W.s like the Hunter. Also became the standard strain for creating zombies during Stage 2 of the project.
T-VERONICA - Developed by Alexia Ashford in 1982 by incorporating queen ant and plant genes into the
Progenitor Virus.
UNCLASSIFIED (GAMMA? γ) - Developed by William Birkin in 1988 to supress virus influence on the brain
to an absolute minimum.
TJCCC203 - Neutered medicinal strain used to treat cancer patients. Used at the old hospital in 1993. The same
strain was believed to have been used two years earlier by Javier Hidalgo to treat his ill wife. This variant kills
cancer cells but prolonged injection results in abnormal brain activity and physical changes within the host.
DELTA (δ) – No data available. Theorised to have been developed by researchers working under John Clemens
who replaced William Birkin as chief researcher at Arklay Labs.
EPSILON (ε) - Developed by William Birkin in 1998 as a refined version of the original gamma strain using
Sergei Vladimir's compatible clones to create a more adaptive-friendly strain for Tyrant production.
Responsible for creation of T-001, 002 and successor models.
V-ACT STRAIN - A mutation derived from the ε-strain variant that exacerbates the already natural trait of the
t-Virus being capable of activating within a host resulting in fresh alterations to the organism’s genetic
structure if triggered by an external catalyst. The V-ACT strain was discovered in 1998 and is capable of
turning a zombie into a more deadly Crimson Head.
MASS PRODUCED STRAIN - Refined using the data from the mansion incident. Can turn secondarily
infected zombie into a Licker via improved V-ACT process.
ROCKFORT STRAIN - An experimental strain that could be transferred via the air. Added influence from the
Progenitor Virus ensured this was the first t-Virus variant capable of reviving the dead by infecting already
dead, uncontaminated bodies. All t-Virus variants following this one retained this trait.
T-ALEXIA – Variant of the Veronica virus recombined from samples of Alexia’s own blood after she had
completed her 15 year bonding period with the original virus. This variant was tested on Steve Burnside.
T-MANUELA – Variant taken from the blood of Manuela Hidalgo. Used by Carla Radames in early C-Virus
development.
T+G-VIRUS – Developed by Umbrella Europe via an experimental fusion of the t and G-Viruses with a focus
on bio-electromagnetic properties.
PERFECT STRAIN – Developed by Sergei Vladimir’s research team in Russia. Capable of transforming a
majority of infected humans into a zombie within minutes. This strain was released by Albert Wesker onto the
black market in 2003, sparking the bioterrorism era.
OTHER VARIATIONS:
T-ABYSS – Unofficial Project developed by a Tricell research team in conjunction with private researchers
under the orders of Morgan Lansdale. The virus specialised in creating marine-based B.O.W.s.
HOWARD STRAIN – Unofficial project developed by Ryan Howard using DNA from an ancient fossilised
humanoid.
KODOKU VIRUS – Unofficial project designed to create the ultimate B.O.W. with superior intelligence levels
and enhanced combat skills.
T-PHOBOS – Unofficial project developed by researchers working for Alex Wesker. Virus transmission
dependant on secretion volume of adrenaline and noradrenaline.
OTHER UNCLASSIFIED – Various mutant and uncatalogued strains of t-Virus that have evolved and mutated
in the wild in abandoned quarantine zones across the world.
Edward Ashford's son Alexander majors in bio-genetics and joins Umbrella. However, he isn't
sufficiently skilled enough to be hired as a leader in the field so he instead goes to work for his
father assisting with his t-Virus research in Europe. Spencer controls the research team at
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Arklay and Marcus also operates independently alongside Bailey. However, the t-Virus project
may be short-lived unless the Progenitor Virus cultivation problem is addressed.
MONDAY APRIL 15TH 1968
Brandon Bailey officially gives up on generating more of the virus from the re-planting of the
Progenitor flowers having tried every possible method without success. The only logical
conclusion is that the sun garden in Kijuju is key to the growth of the virus. Following
discussions with Marcus, they decide to return to Africa to gather more samples and take a trip
to the Arklay Mansion to consult with Spencer. During their meeting Bailey admits to fearing
the Ndipaya yet understands Umbrella will have no future without the Progenitor Virus. This
seems to strike a chord with Spencer who openly suggests they permanently remove the threat
of the tribesmen by force. Both Marcus and Bailey are a little taken aback at his suggestion, yet
the more they think it over, the more it makes sense. If their hypothesis about the genesis of
the virus is correct, they will need a permanent residence at the African site. With the three
men in agreement, preparations begin towards hiring mercenaries to go to the Ndipaya
kingdom and cleanse the area. Once they receive word the site is secure, Bailey and Marcus
will take the next plane over.

"It's been over a year since we've made any breakthroughs. That's why Dr. Marcus and I have
decided to return to Africa. We can no longer continue our research without the Progenitor
Virus. I know these routine attacks by the Ndipaya are really going to wrack my nerves, but for
the sake of our research, I will persevere. In the face of my foreseen dismay it was Mr. Spencer
who provided the answer.
"If you're worried about the Ndipaya, then we'll just have to remove them from the equation".
I can only imagine the look of shock on our faces. The idea never occurred to us. It was quite
atypical solution to the problem, but it seemed to be the only option available. Dr. Marcus and
I decided to try Mr. Spencer's plan."
-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 2; 15/04/68

THURSDAY APRIL 25TH 1968
The future manager of the P-12A Incinerator Facility/Dead Factory in Raccoon City is born
today.
LATE SPRING 1968
Alexander Ashford confides with his father about a confidential research proposition. With
Edward being in his twilight years and his own intellectual shortcomings coming to the surface,
Alexander suggests creating a clone of their great ancestor, Veronica, to lead the family line in
the coming years. Someone with her beauty and legendary intelligence could use Umbrella's
resources to create the ultimate t-Virus. He refers to this idea as 'Code: Veronica’ and outlines
to his father a three stage plan. 1: The discovery of the Progenitor Virus. 2: Clone genius. 3:
Genius to create ground-breaking new virus that would propel the Ashford’s to the forefront of
bio-technology. Stage 1 is already complete and Edward is intrigued by the idea, but believes it
is a solution for another time. Right now he is engulfed in his own t-Virus research and believes
he is close to a breakthrough that will elevate him ahead of both Marcus and Spencer.
The Kite brothers come to Raccoon City with a view to expanding the city's transportation
system. With the importation of tram cars from Europe already in effect, The Kite Bros.
Company wish to construct an underground subway system and railway network. Brothers Oral
and Werner Kite pledge to have the first mile of track completed and operational within one
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year. This new subway system is just another example of the recent rapid growth Raccoon City
is experiencing.
JULY 1968
Umbrella suffers an unexpected and tragic setback when co-founder Edward Ashford suddenly
dies. He was working with Alexander in the middle of a top secret research project involving
the Progenitor Virus when their research suffered a downturn and entered a difficult phase.
The strain proved too much for aging Edward and he died following a laboratory accident
where he was directly exposed to the virus. The other members of the Ashford family are
devastated as Edward's scientific achievements equalled those of their great ancestor Veronica.
Angry, they blame Alexander for the accident and directly accuse him of disgracing the
Ashford family. They are aware he does not possess the skills to complete his father’s work.
News of Edward’s death spreads like wildfire throughout
Umbrella Pharmaceuticals. But Spencer had secretly
orchestrated his death from afar by arranging to have his
laboratory experiment sabotaged. This is all part of a
carefully orchestrated plan and within days of his death,
Spencer moves to acquire all of Ashford’s stake in
Umbrella and increase his own power over Marcus in the
process. Marcus is too engrossed in his own research to
even notice Spencer’s actions. With Ashford now gone,
Spencer keeps watch on Marcus, convinced he will be the
one that will make the breakthrough in the t-Virus
project. And when that time comes, he will be waiting in
the shadows to exploit it.
Alexander Ashford is devastated at the loss of Edward
and also suffers the indignity of having the rest of his
family turn on him. He does not have the intelligence to
complete his father’s t-Virus research and decides to abandon it, instead turning his attention
fully to the Code: Veronica project. This move ensures the Ashford’s fall way behind in t-Virus
research and the family is disgraced because of it, again blaming Alexander for his
shortcomings. Instead, Alexander realises the need to create a genius with superior intellect to
develop a t-Virus powerful and successful enough to stop Spencer’s plan to gain complete
control over Umbrella. This project needs to be done in secret and Alexander realises he
needs a new facility to work from far away from the prying eyes of Spencer. The Ashford
family own an abandoned transport terminal in the Antarctic and he decides this will be the
perfect place to construct such a facility. For the design he digs out some old plans George
Trevor did for his father a few years back when they had discussed building a new family home
in Europe. By following these plans he believes he can get construction underway within six
months. He cannot afford to waste time.

"My father, Edward, discovered the Progenitor Virus in collaboration with Lord Spencer, who
was also from an aristocratic family, and repeatedly conducted research for military purposes.
Soon, the research began to take shape, and variants of the Progenitor Virus came to be
generally called t-Virus.
Father and others established Umbrella Pharmaceuticals in order to camouflage this research.
I, his son, specialised in genetic engineering and advanced a classified project in order to
support my father's research. However, father passed away in the midst of the project and my
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research ran into difficulties. With my generation, we greatly fell behind other researchers in tVirus research and disgraced the Ashford family name, which originated from my great
ancestor Veronica. At this rate, Umbrella will be dominated by Spencer.
I must push the project forward immediately so it'll go unnoticed by Spencer.
After considering everything, I decided to prepare a large-scale research facility within a
transport terminal, using the remains of an abandoned Antarctic mine.
In the facility, I'll have them build identical rooms based on blueprints of my mansion the late
Trevor left behind.
For confidentiality, I decided to call this top-secret project by a codename. The founder of the
Ashford’s, the beautiful Veronica whose reincarnation I hope for. Research results worthy of
her name will no doubt bring glory to the Ashford’s again.
-BIOCVX: Alexander's Memoir; undated.

AUGUST 1968
The Umbrella Executive Management Training Facility is completed 8 miles north of Raccoon
City in the Arklay Mountains. As well as the main training complex, it also houses an
observatory and a church, underneath which sits a laboratory. In later years an underground
transport network will be installed with a cable car leading directly back to Raccoon City.

LOCATION PROFILE: MANAGEMENT TRAINING FACILITY
Umbrella’s executive training school was completed in August 1968, five months after the official establishment
of the company and Oswell Spencer placed James Marcus as the first Managing Director. Marcus originally had
no interest in the post but soon realised that with the lab facilities it provided, he would be able to carry out his
own personal research on the Progenitor Virus in complete privacy, away from the all-seeing eyes of Spencer.
The training facility took on its first students in September 1968 with the ultimate goal of discovering and
educating a select group of individuals trained for executive positions within the company. The staff employed
there were to embark on a quest to discover the future global leaders of Umbrella in the years to come.
The facility was operational for only ten years until it was closed down unceremoniously in 1978 following
revelations of Director Marcus's illegal human experimentation for his t-virus research. In that time the facility
only produced two students with any potential; William Birkin and Albert Wesker. Management of the
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students was left mainly to the Assistant Director as Marcus spent most of his time locked away in his private
labs outside the public sector of the school. He never showed interest in any of the students until he read the
progress reports on Wesker and Birkin shortly after their enrolment in 1977. Following closure of the facility,
the actual school was left abandoned; though James Marcus still operated in his labs underneath the church.
There he continued his research but having been stripped of all authority, resources and funding, he could
never produce any worthwhile results. Despite the main facility remaining empty, the storage tanks were still
full and due to plain miss-management there were still many exposed chemicals lying around. The place
gathered dust for twenty years until Umbrella launched an operation to re-open it in 1998.
Situated in Raccoon Forest several miles away from the Arklay Labs, the training facility was similar in size to
the mansion, perhaps a little bigger but not as meticulously designed having not been constructed by George
Trevor or any of his representatives. It was built on a large hill and over time the main bridge collapsed, leaving
a gaping chasm in its wake. At the rear of the facility was the wide expanse of a huge lake surrounded on all
sides by a thick blanket of forest. The front of the building was situated on the edge of a large cliff.
There was a purpose-built garage underneath the main building containing private rail tracks for the Ecliptic
Express leading back to Raccoon City. There was also a small sewer network running parallel to the
foundations of the building. The main hall was dominated by a large portrait of James Marcus at the top of the
main staircase and a speaker system played his voice every so often, reminding the students of the training
facility pledge and why they were there. The school’s guideline was ‘Obedience breed discipline, discipline
breeds unity. Unity breeds power. Power if life.’ The ground floor left wing contained toilet facilities and a
small classroom with a projector screen. The right wing housed the main student dining room and kitchen. A
corridor beyond led to the generator room with a staircase down to the basement level. On the opposite side a
single door led to a storage room for old relics with a ladder leading upwards to an exterior balcony where
access to the observatory could be gained.
On the second floor, the left wing had a single living room area, a library with computer access, another study
room, and an infirmary. There was also Marcus's office which was designed around his love of chess. The right
wing second floor contained a meeting room where regular meetings of the Vaccine Research and Infectious
Agents teams were held. Other rooms included a bar and recreational area complete with piano and wine
cellar. There was also a couple of workshops and an audio-visual room.
The third floor contained a large empty space with no obvious function yet was home to a couple of animal
pits. A bell tower and an outside courtyard area with a small water feature was also present on an exterior
terrace.
Many doors in the main building could be locked and unlocked using the respective Fire and Water motif keys.
In the main hall, a switch revealed a hidden door behind the portrait of Marcus. This led down to the basement
area where a hidden torture room was located as well as the power regulator room. Access to the basement was
also found via the generator room and contained a small prison and steps down to a further sub-basement
holding an armoury and a 'battle zone' testing grid used for the first primitive B.O.W.s created by Marcus. The
observatory on the third floor could be accessed via a hidden switch in Marcus's office. Beyond the observatory
a small path across the lake led to a church. An elevator on the left side led down to Marcus's private labs and
an underground cable car system that led back to Raccoon City. The labs were on the upper floor above an old
library stacked to the brim with various scientific and biological journals. The main laboratory housed a gas
chamber and adjacent rooms contained large cages for animal specimens. To get to the training facility from
the city, employees would take the Ecliptic Express; which was a special Orient Express-style train built at the
same time as the training school.
The Management Training Facility was destroyed following activation of its self-destruct system on July 24th
1998. A biohazard had been confirmed on the site and contact had been lost with two investigation teams.
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Paranoid about potential information leaks, James Marcus has all employees working under
him at the new training facility sign a pledge agreement form promising to adhere to strict rules
of confidentiality and information distribution regulations.

“Pledge Agreement Form:
When enrolling in the Umbrella Executive Training Centre, you will pledge to strictly adhere
to the following letters:
1.
It is forbidden to give away any information about your duties in the Centre, or
anything you have learned in the Centre to third parties. This includes family and other close
relatives and there are no exceptions. If you suspect anyone of leaking information to third
parties you will contact Umbrella security to inform them of the suspect’s location and will
await further orders.
2.
You will not object to any mental or physical issues that might develop during research
at the facility. If there are any wounds that need a doctor’s treatment, we only allow medical
consultation by a local doctor and local treatment.
3.
When in service of the facility, you will supply us with the contact details and
whereabouts of all your family members and your closest acquaintances.
Signature…………………………..
I hereby acknowledge to agree with the contents of this letter, and agree to work at the
Umbrella Executive Training Centre.
James Marcus.”
-BIO0HD Collector’s Edition; Pledge Agreement Form; undated.

A luxury passenger express train is constructed to ferry employees to and from the facilities in
the Arklay Mountains back to Raccoon City. This five-carriage train is named ‘Ecliptic Express’
and has interior designs from architect Vincent Gallo based on the famous Orient Express.
The train will transport the first generation of students and staff to the new training school as
well as allowing direct delivery of materials and resources.
LOCATION PROFILE: ECLIPTIC EXPRESS
A luxury express train owned and operated by the Umbrella Corporation to ferry various employees in and out
of Raccoon City to various facilities. The rail tracks were privately owned and built in the sixties to run
throughout Raccoon Forest with one of the stops being the Management Training Facility. The interior of the
train compartments were all lavishly furnished, based on the Orient Express and other fine locomotives of the
age. It was constructed based off designs made by architect
Vincent Gallo back in 1933.
The train itself was made up of five carriages with the first
being the main engine block and driver's compartment. A
key card was needed to gain access to this area. The second
carriage was split up into two sections with the first
housing the Conductor's Office and a small baggage
compartment. The second section was split into two small
bedrooms for long haul travel. Cars 2 and 3 were passenger
cars with first class sleeping cabins on the upper floor next
to the 'Ecliptic Saloon' bar area. A hook shot had been
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implemented for use when inspecting difficult to access car roofs or when connecting to special trains. The unit
could carry no more than 80kg of weight so only one person could use it at any one time and it should be used
only outside the small window by the first floor section door of the third carriage to gain roof access.
Carriage 4 was the dining car located near to the rear of the train. Once the dining car had closed for business,
it was locked up and once vacated the automatic doors were switched off. The main power switch was located
on the roof of the fifth car which was primarily used for luggage and storage of transported materials. Regular
maintenance inspections took place when the train was garaged and inspectors were able to gain access by
using the ladder located on the second floor of the dining car. The train was also installed with an emergency
brake system and for security and safety reasons. This was activated in three steps: Firstly, the system would
trigger once the controls in the driver's compartment were locked out. Next a magnetic swipe card must be
inserted into the device on the rear deck of the fifth car and this supplied power to both sets of controls. Finally
a code was then entered into the rear deck control to release the lock. After this, the driver's compartment code
could be inputted. Upon completion of these three steps the manual brake would be available for use. The key
card from the driver's compartment was always kept in the conductor's bag and the registration number for the
train was 7268-563-M23.
The Ecliptic Express was destroyed on July 23rd 1998 following a biohazard outbreak. The train accelerated out
of control and derailed inside the basement of the Management Training Facility.
The mercenary team hired by Spencer penetrate the ruins of the Ndipaya kingdom in Kijuju.
As with the first expedition in 1966, they are met with fierce resistance from the warrior youths
protecting the Sun Garden. But equipped with state of the art automatic weaponry and this
time with no science team to protect, the mercenaries manage to beat back the tribesmen at a
much faster pace. The Ndipayans take to consuming the flowers in the garden in a desperate
attempt to gain increased strength and abilities but this only results in more of them dying.
Their primitive weaponry is no match for the machine guns and eventually they abandon the
Worship Area and flee further back into the caverns. Reports are fed back to Spencer that the
area has been cleared, meaning this sacred ground now effectively belongs to Umbrella.

"There was, however, one instance of outsiders
discovering their sacred city. In the 1960s, a
corporation went into the sacred city to find
the plant used in their ceremonies and take it
by force.
The Ndipaya fiercely resisted this incursion
into their land. In times of peace the Ndipaya
are builders of great renown, but when the
need for war arises, they can become stout
warriors. This adaptability is the essence of the
Ndipaya.
Their physical prowess in battle was their
greatest weapon, and they used it to fight
bravely. But they were overwhelmed by the
enemy's technological advantages. (During this
time many of the Ndipaya youths consumed
the plant in an effort to fight off the invaders.)
In the end, the Ndipaya were forced to cede the area of the Sun Garden and beyond to the
corporation's control. But the Ndipaya have not yet given up hope of one day reclaiming their
sacred land and returning it to its former glory."
-RE5: NO.7 Ndipaya Tribe; Archived 2009
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MONDAY AUGUST 19TH 1968
Following the loss of Ashford last month, Spencer is well aware that Edward’s son and
successor, Alexander, isn't sufficiently skilled enough to pose any sort of threat to his ongoing
plans. He has already taken steps to acquire Ashford's share in the company, including seizing
all of his classified t-Virus research and applying it to his own. The jobs Umbrella have
generated for the locals of Raccoon City have shed the flourishing corporation in a positive
light and the good news received from the employed soldiers in Africa means they can get to
work setting up a permanent research outpost in the Ndipayan caves. Although Spencer had
provisionally agreed to Marcus’s request, he now has second thoughts about letting him return
to Africa. The idea of him being so far away and based at the Progenitor Virus source does not
sit comfortably. As his only remaining rival and co-founder of Umbrella, Marcus could be a
problem in years to come if his influence were allowed to grow unchecked. Instead Spencer
wants Marcus closer to home where he can be monitored. He plans to offer him the position
as Director of the new Executive Training School in Raccoon Forest with the added lure of his
own facility and laboratory to study the Progenitor Virus at his leisure. This forms Spencer’s
ulterior motive to manipulate Marcus’ desire to prove himself with his research and exploit his
relationship with Bailey. He will allow Marcus to carry out his work and wait patiently for his
machinations to bear fruit in the form of a new breed of t-Virus, even if it takes years. Spencer
is not a scientist, but he is a master manipulator and will be waiting when Marcus inevitably
makes his breakthrough.
Spencer’s offer comes as a shock to both Marcus and Bailey who are both undergoing final
preparations for their planned return to Africa. At first Marcus has no interest, believing
managing potential new company employees will be an unnecessary distraction from his virus
research. But the opportunity of being in charge of his own laboratory facility would ensure his
t-Virus research would proceed faster than if he were to go to Africa at this time. Research over
there would be delayed by up to a year in the time it would take to construct facilities and set
up a permanent research outpost. That is time he cannot afford to waste.

"Spencer keeps asking me to be the director of his new training facility. Maybe it's because of
the business, but he's becoming intolerably pushy. Maybe I can turn this to my advantage. I
need a special facility to properly explore all the secrets of this virus. A place where no one will
get in the way..."
-RE0: Marcus's Diary 1; 19/08/68.

Brandon Bailey is also satisfied with this outcome. He will now travel to Africa alone and
oversee final construction of the new research facility. Once everything is in place he will be
able to send stocks of the Progenitor Virus directly back to Marcus in America.

"Finally, some good news! We learned today that they were able to chase the Ndipaya off their
land. The land we acquired only amounts to half of those underground ruins, but if it includes
the area where the Progenitor flower grows, then there should be no issues.
Mr. Spencer said he plans to construct research facilities on the site, which will expedite our
research into the virus. We hastily made our preparations to depart for Africa, but Mr. Spencer
requested that Dr. Marcus stay in Raccoon City to take over the Training Centre.
We were initially taken aback by this request, but we soon realised it was the logical course of
action. Dr. Marcus needs a calm environment to properly conduct his research. If he were in
Africa, there would be no proper facility for him to use at this time. I just hope the African
research facilities get built soon.
So now I will go alone to Africa and send back samples of the Progenitor Virus to Dr. Marcus.
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Both Dr. Marcus and Mr. Spencer agree this is the best course of action. I have to start making
preparations to go. I have a feeling I'll be pretty busy starting tomorrow."
-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 2; 19/08/68.

Scott Harman becomes family butler to the Ashford’s, serving under Alexander who has now
been inaugurated as the sixth head of the family. Harman is based with Alexander at his home
in England, the residence of the late Edward and final resting place of their great matriarch
Veronica, whose mummified body is entombed in the basement. Like all his predecessors who
served before him, Harman maintains the family tradition of presenting a gift to the new master
and in this case chooses an elegant candlestick for Alexander.

"I first served your father, Alexander, and have for so long shared in the joys and sorrows of the
Ashford family."
-RECVX: Butler's Letter; Archived 1998.

Spencer’s lack of communication with Alexander confirms he has no expectations of him and
so he continues quietly with preparations for his Code: Veronica project. Spencer clearly has
no plans to include him in the upper echelons of Umbrella and he is not authorised to know
the location of the Progenitor Virus source.
SEPTEMBER 1968
The Umbrella Executive Training School in Raccoon
Forest opens its doors for the first time. All enrolling
students are picked up by the Ecliptic Express in
Raccoon City and transported through the forest to
the new facility. The staff are waiting for them and
James Marcus has already made himself at home by
commissioning a huge portrait of himself installed at
the back of the stairs in the main hall. He also
records a motivational message to be played at key
intervals across the room.

"Attention! This is Dr. Marcus. Please be silent as we reflect upon our company motto.
Obedience breeds discipline. Discipline breeds unity. Unity breeds power. Power is life."
-RE0: Gameplay.

Upon arrival the students disembark the train and
report to the main lecture theatre on the second
floor. They take their seats at either side of the room
in front of the stage where James Marcus addresses
them from a small podium bearing the Umbrella
logo. He outlines what is expected of them and what
they must do to achieve a future with Umbrella.
Each student is given a copy of the rules and
guidelines they must adhere to at all times.

"Training Facility Mission
This training facility will raise a new generation of
model employees to serve the future of Umbrella
Corporation.
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Applying the strictest and most rigorous training standards, this facility will without regard for
gender, race or creed, produce only the best candidates to be the future leaders of Umbrella.
We look forward to the development of your leadership qualities.
Training Facility Guidelines:
Discipline, Obedience, Unity. These three words are the basic principles that should guide all
Umbrella Corporation employees, and are to be considered the law of this facility. Keep these
words in mind at all times. Devote yourselves to your training, and bring honour to yourselves
and the corporation.
James Marcus,
Director
Umbrella Executive Training Centre.”
-RE0: Regulations for Trainees; undated.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 15TH 1968
Brandon Bailey arrives back in Africa ready to begin work. He lands on a private airstrip near
Kijuju and is picked up and transported to the underground cave complex in the mountains.
Accompanying him is a team of construction workers ready to start on the planned Umbrella
research facility to be built in the rocks around the Sun Garden. Although the area is clear of
Ndipaya, they still move through the ancient city with great care due to the numerous traps and
tricks left behind. Bailey is excited at the prospect of the work he will be doing, unaware that he
will spend the next 30 years of his life here.
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 29TH 1968
Bailey is frustrated as the temporary research set-up Spencer ensured was waiting for him has
turned out to be nothing more than a bunch of tents filled with disposable lab equipment. To
make things worse, Ndipaya youths have returned and attack sporadically and the construction
crew are guarded by a patrol of armed soldiers. The facilities are estimated to be completed
within a year so for now there is nothing to do but endure. Bailey tries to put these distractions
out of his mind and focuses on extracting Progenitor Virus samples from the flowers, eager to
ship the first available batch back to James Marcus in Raccoon City as soon as possible.

"I've been in Africa for two weeks now. It's a good thing Dr. Marcus isn't here. This place is far
from being a paradise of research and scientific study. The so-called research facilities are
nothing more than a bunch of tents, and we have to employ armed soldiers to keep the
Ndipaya at bay.
But the thing that gets on my nerves the most is the sound of the construction for the real
research facilities. How am I supposed to concentrate on research when everything is
threatening to drive me insane? I'm just trying to concentrate on extracting virus samples from
the Progenitor flower so I can send them back to Dr. Marcus. Hopefully, if I focus on my
work, I can remain sane in this godforsaken place."
-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 2; 29/09/68.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 30TH 1968
Thanks to Brandon Bailey and his team, regular samples of the Progenitor Virus begin to
arrive at the training facility in Raccoon Forest, ensuring Marcus can resume his work at a
quicker pace. Spencer is still largely pre-occupied with getting Umbrella to find its feet in the
business world and his differing opinion with Marcus over the practical applications of
Progenitor leads to an early strain in relations. He regularly sends representatives over to the
training school for meetings with Marcus and their arguments become more heated by the day.
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Marcus quickly comes to realise he needs to solidify and strengthen his own position within
Umbrella if he is ever to attain the commercial viability of Progenitor with the t-Virus project.

"Damn that Spencer! He came to complain to me again today. He thinks of Progenitor as
nothing more than a money-spinning tool. Fool! But if his influence continues to grow... it can
only be bad for my research. If I'm to properly develop Progenitor, I must strengthen my own
position too."
-RE0: Marcus' Diary 1; 30/11/68.

1969:
Forest Speyer is born. He will be a future marksman for the S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team and
highly respected by other members of the team as both a crack marksman and someone willing
to do whatever was necessary to fulfil the mission perfectly. He will also become very close
friends with Chris Redfield.
CHARACTER PROFILE: FOREST SPEYER

*Born: 1969. Died: 1998. Height: 183cm. Weight: 71.1kg. B-T: A. Nationality: American. Affiliation: S.T.A.R.S
Forest Speyer was a military certified explosives expert and a sniper but served mostly as a vehicle specialist and
mechanic for the S.T.A.R.S. unit. He was hired directly by Wesker, making him only one of two recruits
alongside Kenneth J. Sullivan to be personally added to the team by the
commanding officer. He was a crack marksman and someone who
would do whatever it took to complete the task at hand. He specialised
in electronic crime and was a trained counter hacker. He also had a
reputation for being a perfectionist. When out on field missions his
position in Bravo Team was Omni-Man.
His background remains largely a mystery, but he honed his skills in
military service and through this came to know both Chris Redfield
and Jill Valentine before the S.T.A.R.S. were even founded. When he
did eventually join, Forest quickly developed solidarity with the other
members through his unmistakeable cockiness and charm. Despite his
attitude, he was a consummate professional and his exceptional work ethic and results gained him respect and
admiration across the R.P.D. Forest was also a qualified counter-hacker and specialised in cyber-crime.
Additionally his driving skills were above average, even at hobby level. His distinguishing features were his long
brown hair and tattoo of a golden sword between two crimson rings on his left shoulder. His standard uniform
was blue in colour. One of his main responsibilities on the team was vehicle maintenance and he and Rebecca
Chambers would service the helicopters before a mission. He became good friends with Chris and they would
often be found on the shooting range together and compete in intramural competitions. Although Forest had
won awards in the past, it was generally accepted that Chris was the best shot on the team and Forest
begrudgingly had to settle for second spot. As well as Chris, Forest was also friends with Joseph Frost and the
three of them would often head out into the suburbs of Raccoon City, usually causing some sort of trouble
before coming back.
In the months leading up to the mansion incident, Forest had been learning to use projectile ordnance and was
due to field test one of three prototype grenade launchers supplied to the team through Joseph Frost via his
contacts in the Saco Defence Corporation. He took this weapon with him during Bravo Team’s search for
missing persons in the woods. One deployed into the Arklay Mountains, Forest demonstrated his survival skills
against the zombies on multiple occasions, surviving a night in the woods alongside Kenneth Sullivan and
Richard Aiken. When they made it to the mansion they split up to conduct a thorough search of the grounds.
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But with fatigue setting in, Forest was attacked on the second floor terrace and pecked to death by crows. He
was the first of Bravo Team to fall inside the mansion and his body was already in an advanced state of decay by
the time Alpha Team arrived later that night.
Hector Hivers is born. He will go on to pursue a career in the military before eventually being
headhunted by Umbrella for the U.S.S. Delta Team.
CHARACTER PROFILE: HECTOR ‘BELTWAY’ HIVERS

*Born: 1969. Died: UK. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: B+. Nationality: South American. Affiliation: Umbrella
Hector Hivers originated from Puerto Rico in South America before travelling to America as an immigrant. He
discovered early in life that making people laugh was a good way to earn trust and friendship. As time went by,
his practical jokes became more physical in nature - and often resulted in the complete humiliation of his
target. When he discovered explosives could play a key role in his unique sense of humour, his future path
became clear. The irresistible lure of military grade explosives saw him join the army and channel his
tendencies into a career.
During his service he was ironically injured in an explosion which saw his
left leg amputated below the knee. However, he was fitted with a state of
the art bionic limb which allowed him to continue his service. Despite his
horrific injury, he had still not learned restraint and ended up being
dishonourably discharged. He was later due to be court martialled when
Umbrella stepped in at the last moment and bought his services. Hivers
lacked any sense of compassion and following extensive evaluations his
special talents were deemed a perfect fit for the U.S.S; so long as he was
managed and kept on a short leash.
In 1998 he was seconded to the new U.S.S. Delta team, code named
Wolfpack. He was to be the demolition and explosives expert and given the call sign Beltway. He was
monitored closely and during some early missions caused one or two problems in the field, but nothing severe
enough to have him replaced on the team, though he would continue to be watched closely. In September
Beltway's team were sent into Raccoon City to assist the U.S.S. Alpha team secure a G-Virus sample from
William Birkin. That mission failed and resulted in the t-Virus infecting the entire town. Wolfpack were
blamed for the incident and several days later were sent back into town to clean up their mess. They fought
through City Hall, the General Hospital and the waterworks, encountering Nikolai Zinoviev, Leon S. Kennedy,
Ada Wong and the Nemesis T-Type along the way. It is unknown if Hivers made it out of Raccoon City alive.
The Kite Brothers railway line is completed and opens in Raccoon City. To start with it has
only one mile of track and three stops. But over the next twenty years thanks to economic
rejuvenation from Umbrella, this will increase to 8.5 miles and 8 stations by 1989.
FEBRUARY 1969
After months of planning, Alexander Ashford is ready to begin construction of his planned new
facility at the transport terminal in the Antarctic wasteland. Construction should take about
nine months and then the Code: Veronica project can begin in earnest with top priority being
to restore the Ashford family name to its rightful place at the head of Umbrella.
SPRING 1969
The path of the Ashford family in Umbrella continues to deteriorate thanks to a lack of
progress with t-Virus research. With Alexander busy concentrating on Code: Veronica to make
up for his own shortcomings as a researcher, the Ashford’s are contributing little to the project
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and Umbrella Pharmaceuticals as a whole, further tarnishing their legacy and reducing their
influence day by day. The family firmly hold Alexander responsible for this decline in prestige.
SUNDAY JUNE 15TH 1969
Nine months since construction began; Umbrella's African Research Facility is finally
complete, much to the relief of Brandon Bailey who has been busy extracting the Progenitor
Virus throughout the construction process and sending shipments back to Raccoon City. But
on inspecting the finished facilities, he feels there is room for even further improvements. Over
a number of long distance phone calls with Spencer, he puts forward his case for expansion. If
these ruins really are the only place where the Progenitor Virus can be sourced then this place
will potentially be the most important facility Umbrella will ever have. It needs expanding and
solidifying so output can be increased. To Bailey's surprise, Spencer agrees to his request and
immediately authorises release of additional funds for further expansions to begin immediately.

"The research facilities are finally completed! This is the real Umbrella Africa Research Centre,
not just some pile of tents. But I've come to a realisation in the last nine months. The facilities
are too small for our needs. We need to make them larger, more suitable for research. Then
we can fill them with more talented researchers. This place needs to be frontline in our
Progenitor Virus research. Our results will do a great service to Dr. Marcus and his viral
research. In a rare turn of events, that old skinflint Spencer actually agreed with me on this!"
-RE5: Chief Researcher Brandon's Journal 2; 15/09/69.

LOCATION PROFILE: UMBRELLA AFRICA FACILITY
The Umbrella Africa Research Facility was the hidden centre of the Umbrella Corporation's official African
division, constructed in the immediate area surrounding the "Sun Garden"; the cradle of the Progenitor Virus
in the midst of the West African mountains. After chasing the Ndipaya tribe out of the Sun Garden and the
surrounding ruins, the research team led by Brandon Bailey constructed research facilities to accommodate
research into the Stairway to the Sun flowers and the
Progenitor virus within. Initially the facility was
minimalistic, comprised almost solely of tents and
temporary buildings whilst the permanent structures
were still being constructed under the order of
Oswell Spencer. These facilities were finally
completed on June 15th 1969. Shortly afterwards,
Bailey requested an expansion of the facility in order
conduct more extensive research and hired
additional research staff. Due to the inability to
culture the virus outside of its natural habitat, the African Research Facility was the main source of Progenitor
cultivation, with distributed samples sent worldwide to all of Umbrella's laboratories. In addition to this, the
Africa Research Facility also conducted in-house research on Progenitor, although it was not officially part of
the t-Virus project. Brandon Bailey kept in regular contact with James Marcus back in Raccoon City via
telegram and the African lab maintained this link for many years until his untimely exile from the corporation.
The research facility was constructed entirely around the sun garden and embedded deep beneath the
mountain. The only way in or out was via the ingeniously designed stone elevator built centuries ago by the
Ndipaya. The flower bed was originally kept warm by a sustained shaft of natural light reflecting down from a
large prism built into the ruins above with meticulous calculation, but once Umbrella arrived numerous
artificial light fixtures were installed and the flowers were kept alive unnaturally by modern technology.
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The purpose of the research facility was to harvest the Progenitor Virus and perform basic experiments. Air
and water purifiers were set up around the Sun Garden as well as generators and measuring equipment. The
rumbling of the purifier and water pump would constantly echo throughout the area and any of the of the
ruins that got in the way of the new buildings were destroyed and discarded nearby without any regard for their
natural beauty and historical significance. The actual Sun Garden was constructed on a raised stone platform
with four staircases. Nearby, huge water purifiers marked the entrance to the interior of the base with a small
metal bridge crossing over the pond at the far end and ‘No Smoking’ signs installed. Inside was a small tunnel
kept largely empty except for the storage of construction equipment including bags of cement and fuel barrels.
A large, red metal door with ‘G-024’ written above marked the main entrance to the complex. Inside was a
corridor with white-painted cement walls and a lower layer of darkened grey. A yellow door on the left led into
a filing and archives room full of sixties supercomputers and numerous shelves for files, sketches and design
plans. Back in the corridor were some shelving units and pigeon holes for the individual research staff
members. The corridor then branched to the right and continued downward where another yellow door led to
the main computer room. In here supercomputer units covered the left wall and the main space was used for
Progenitor Virus culture experiments. Four large, expensive plexi-glass tubes held the Sonnentreppe flowers
suspended in a liquid of natural nutrients. Also in here were some silver, pressurised gas cylinders, more
computers and other miscellaneous laboratory equipment. A second door out of this room led back into the
same corridor which then turned left and double-backed on itself like a horseshoe. The overall interior
environment was very sparse and minimalistic with cold, dirty white walls and damp concrete flooring. No
attempt at decoration was made and it was all very bare and unsophisticated compared to other Umbrella
facilities. This corridor ended at a big metal shutter leading into the main animal housing chamber. The
shutters were only ever down if the facility was in lockdown and an alternative route into the warehouse was
directly through one of the animal isolation chambers via a steel pressure door with a red valve handle. The
animal holding area was essentially a storage warehouse with many animal cages of various sizes for different
specimens and researchers would often capture local wildlife to experiment with. There were also several
animal isolation chambers with thick transparent windows for the more dangerous animals. In later years these
cells would be used to house live B.O.W.s such as the Licker Beta.
Beyond the animal warehouse was another branching corridor and a security office with more computers and
CCTV monitors displaying images from cameras set up all across the facility. Valuable personal effects were
kept in a large safe in the corner. Back outside, the corridor looped round then went up a flight of stairs to the
next floor. A corridor then ran down by more animal pens and a lever on the wall controlled shutters with
artificial lights on the other side. Beyond was a security door that required two persons to push release buttons
simultaneously for access. Through here was another passage with more holding pens on each side. A single
door then led into another passage which looped around to the right and ended abruptly. After being closed
down and abandoned by Umbrella in 1998, the facility sat empty and collecting dust until it was discovered and
reopened by Tricell in 2007. The facility was excavated and greatly expanded by Tricell, penetrating even
further into the mountain and connecting back up with more Ndipaya ruins. A new elevator was installed on
the back wall on the second floor beyond the holding pens, marking the spot where Umbrella’s African lab
ended and the Tricell expansions began.
OCTOBER 1969
As construction begins on expanding the facilities, Brandon Bailey has a number of heated
debates with the lead supervisor, Peter. Expansion in the ruins means they have to artificially
change the centuries old groundwater channels, resulting in complications leading to the Sun
Garden not getting irrigated properly. As a result, soon the flowers begin do die, infuriating
Bailey. Umbrella has a contract with Fabiano; the company that designed the pump system in
place here and Peter's counter-argument with Bailey is that authorised approval to make the
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facilities three times larger than originally planned, is impossible to accomplish. Bailey
disagrees and promptly has him fired. Arrangements are made for a replacement supervisor to
be flown out as soon as possible.
NOVEMBER 1969
Alexander Ashford's base is completed at the transport terminal in the Antarctic wasteland.
Now he can proceed with the Code: Veronica project in complete privacy and begins his
search for a surrogate mother.
LOCATION PROFILE: SOUTH POLE FACILITY
The Antarctic base was originally an abandoned transport terminal owned by the Ashford family. In the late
1960s, Alexander Ashford hatched a plan to convert and expand the complex into a large scale research facility.
This was to ensure the classified Code: Veronica plan could be conducted in complete secrecy and well away
from the all-seeing eyes of Oswell Spencer. Construction took ten months from February-November 1969 and
Alexander and his staff immediately relocated from England to continue their work. As well as extensive
laboratory facilities, the base included a main hall replica
of his European mansion; the designs of which had been
crafted by the late, great George Trevor for a onceproposed new Ashford stately home. The designs were
similar to those done for the Arklay Estate and the end
result was several rooms looking remarkably similar to
Spencer’s mid-western American retreat.
The base was unremarkable from the outside, with the
appearance of just a few unmarked outbuildings, a large
hangar, some storage facilities and a raised heliport
platform with steps leading up on either side. The top of the observatory protruded out of the surface and
everything was painted white, making it hardly distinguishable from the surrounding blanket of snow. No
company logos were present to identify it as an Umbrella facility and the site was located at southern longitude
82.17, approximately eight miles away from an Australian observation base. It was also roughly 3000km south
of Rockfort Island. The official purpose of the site was a storage facility for packaging and transporting cargo,
but down below more sinister machinations were afoot. Due to the hostile conditions of the South Pole, a
majority of the facility was housed deep underground with six subterranean levels overall. The hostile
conditions and isolation were suitable to continued virus research.
The main hub of the facility was built around a giant circular atrium exposed to the elements above via a
retractable roof of the observatory. An underground hangar allowed for storage of two VTOL jets reserved for
high-level officers such as Alfred Ashford coming to and from the facility. The exit door here led to a central
walkway running around the central atrium where a ladder led down to the next level. A set of double doors
marked the entrance to the main materials and sorting warehouse. This factory was comprised of two levels
including workshops, power rooms, a parcel room with automated conveyor belts and a B.O.W. storage area
with specimens kept in experimentation cylinders and stasis tubes, Anti-B.O.W. gas was also kept here for
emergencies. In later years creatures such as the Black Widow and the Moth were developed, stored and
shipped from here as well as various other biohazardous materials and chemicals. The factory also housed a
weapons room which also contained explosives and a machine room full of cranes, snow ploughs and transport
equipment. There was also an emergency valve to shut off the gas supply in the result of any serious leak.
Moving back to the main atrium, the next door down led to the workers quarters. This was a very confined,
cramped sleeping area made up of single bunk beds. Here the workers would use what little time they had free
to relax, play cards and watch television. The beds were all cramped close together with small privacy curtains.
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At the back of the room was rows of employee lockers for storing belongings, some shelves for books and other
basic amenities, and a small table for reading and playing chess or cards.
A metal stairwell next to the worker’s quarters led down to the next level where Alexander Ashford’s office was
housed. It was decorated with rich red wallpaper and more lavishly furnished than the basic worker areas with
many fine antiques and ornaments as well as an ornate writing desk and computer. In later years this office
would be taken over by Alfred and contained a secret door leading to the cell where his own father would be
incarcerated for 15 long years following his cruel capture and injection with the t-Veronica virus. Outside the
office another set of double doors led into the lower floor of the parcel sorting room.
Back upstairs beyond the warehouse was a corridor containing a B.O.W. testing room and water tank. A small
transport elevator here led directly down the weapons room below. Back outside the corridor ran on to an
elevator leading down to B5 Level. This area contained a mock front replica of the Ashford’s English residence
complete with a fake garden, sky and courtyard. Inside the mock house were replicas of the main hall and
reception room, all reproduced from George Trevor’s original designs. The main hall replica also contained the
hidden entrance to the main laboratories housed on B4 Level. Access could only be gained by combining three
proofs of Ashford family lineage. These were Alfred’s ring, Alexia’s choker and Alexander’s Pierce. These labs
were the centre piece of the Code: Veronica project and used exclusively for cloning and genetic engineering. It
was here that Alfred and Alexia were born. Within the laboratory areas were several small offices and two
bedrooms also taken from the original Ashford manor. Upstairs was a stately meeting room and this was where
Alfred and Alexia recorded their home movie of pulling off the dragonfly wings and feeding it alive to the ants.
Also from the main hall, the upper floor balcony led to a sitting room and ornamental corridor that connected
to the labs via a single door. Beyond here was a prison area and a large gantry where the Linear Launcher was
installed. A single door here could be unlocked using a completed dragonfly key which permitted access to the
self-destruct system for the entire base.
The facility’s lowest level was B6, which contained the control chamber where Alexia Ashford was put into
cryogenic sleep for 15 years in order for her body to adapt to the t-Veronica virus. Outside was another large
atrium where the ants nest and Alexia-Pod was situated.
Over the years as Umbrella Corporation expanded, the Antarctic Transport Terminal became the official South
Pole Branch of the company and was mainly used for the cultivation and transportation of chemicals. In 1993
Alfred Ashford took over the base after graduating from university but chose to spend a majority of his time
running Rockfort Island. When he built a private palace on the island for Alexia and himself, he had two
replica his and hers bedrooms created from the exact specifications of their counterparts at the South Pole base.
Several years later the Antarctic facility fell into decline with numerous reports of an unhappy atmosphere and
mistreatment of workers. It soon became a source of frustration for Umbrella and Joel Allman, Vice-President
of the USA branch, was very outspoken about the poor running of the facility. Although Code: Veronica was a
success, the biggest achievement to come from the South Pole labs was the t-Veronica virus, originally created
by Alexia in the early 1980’s. The base itself was originally thought completely destroyed following activation of
its self-destruct device on December 28th, 1998. However, some small portions of the complex survived intact
and in later years its ruined husk was used as a controlled combat zone by the illegal ‘red’ faction of Blue
Umbrella PMC to test B.O.W.s against trained combatants with specialised equipment. The existence of the
base is known to them thanks to their former guise as the rival company, with H.C.F. sent here back in 1998.
DECEMBER 1969
A construction official working on expanding Umbrella’s African Research Centre airs his
frustrations about constructing in the middle of the Ndipaya ruins and keeping the water supply
going to the Stairway to the Sun flowers. The Progenitor flower field is not getting irrigated
properly, though geological surveys reveal potential groundwater a few hundred meters down.
Steps are taken to extract the water via a new pump system developed by Fabiano Company.
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“So we finally kicked the Ndipaya from the ruins they were squatting in. I have heard it was just
to get this flower field, but that's the least of my concerns right now. One thing I do know is that
construction here has been a colossal headache. Trying to build something among these ruins
is almost impossible to begin with, and just to get started, we had to change the groundwater
channels. That meant the "flower field" wasn't getting irrigated properly, and now the flowers
are dying.
And to top it all off, I have the head researcher, Brandon, breathing down my neck. He says he
wants the facilities to be at least three times bigger than originally planned.
So after that got approved, they fired the supervisor before me, Peter. Not sure why though,
maybe he looked at them wrong or something. If I let these flowers die, the same thing will
happen to me. I can't help but sympathize with poor Petey, working with these science types is
a pain in the ass.
I hope we find a new water source soon. Our surveys showed that there might be some
groundwater 500 meters of so down. That's pretty deep, so we'll probably have to use that new
pump system the Fabiano Company makes. Hopefully that'll work, but with how everything has
went so far, I'm sure something will go wrong.
The only problem is that I have no idea when I'll be getting those new pumps. Even best case
scenario, there's no way we'll get those new pumps in here and set up before the year is out.
Looks like we'll just have to use old-fashioned manpower to fetch water for those flowers so
they don't die.
Looks like I'm going to be spending the last Christmas of the '60s away from my family in a
dank, dark cave playing gardener for some flowers... Ain't life a bitch?”
-RE5: Construction Supervisor's Log; undated.

The workers dig down and eventually discover an underground river 500 meters below the
rock. They use the latest pump system from Fabiano Company to restore a constant supply of
water to the flower bed, averting any crisis.

LATE 1960s UNSPECIFIED:

Glenn Arias is born. He will go on to become a black market weapons merchant.
CHARACTER PROFILE: GLENN ARIAS

Born: UK. Died: 2014. Height: 190cm. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Self.
Glenn Arias was an American businessman with a past shrouded in mystery. It is believed he began his career
in military services, becoming a combat trained soldier adept with firearms
and hand to hand combat. He later began working for the U.S.
Government in the Central Intelligence Agency. After a number of years he
began working for the Special Activities Division conducting black ops
work. During this time he built up a global network of contacts which
would prove useful when he eventually turned to bioterrorism. He once
infiltrated a Mexican drug cartel and befriended an executive named Diego
Gomez.
For reasons undetermined, Arias eventually left the agency and went
underground, later emerging as a businessman selling high-tech weapons
and finding a niche in international arms trafficking. Arias was not his real
name and he has operated with at least three known aliases to keep himself
under the radar of authorities. Only Diego remained aware of his real name.
He had a reputation for being a calm and composed businessman and was part of a group specialising in
theoretical science. As well as being an international arms dealer he founded AGUA Industries; a legitimate
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company specialising in the development and distribution of drinking water and other wide-ranging products.
Arias’ activities soon brought him to the attention of the international community. He liked to do business
anywhere there was a major conflict and did not discriminate, willing to sell his products to anybody who had
the means to buy. He had operating bases across the world, including business headquarters in New York and a
safe house and experimental laboratory in the Queretaro region of Mexico. Eventually, Arias’ deals became so
shady he was targeted in a drone strike believed to have been orchestrated by his former employers at the CIA.
He was due to marry his sweetheart Sarah at a private ceremony attended only by his closest family and work
colleagues, amongst which was his bodyguard Diego Gomez, and Diego’s daughter, Maria. A smart bomb was
dropped onto the wedding venue, killing almost everyone, but Arias managed to survive because Diego
protected him. His brother, sister, cousin and his beloved Sarah were all killed in the blast, and Arias
harboured resentment towards Diego for saving him and not his wife. All that remained of Sarah was her
severed arm and wedding ring. Arias kept the arm and had it cryogenically frozen.
Following the blast, Arias went underground and his death was never confirmed due to his body never being
found. He began to immerse himself in the clandestine world of illegal biological weapons, seeing a gap in the
market following the collapse of global conglomerate Tricell after they became implicated in the development
and production of the deadly Uroboros Virus. Thanks to his network of criminal contacts he quickly identified
the country responsible for the bombing of his wedding and abducted all 14 individuals involved in the
operation from the drone pilot to the commanding officer who authorised the strike. He tortured them all over
a number of months before submitting them to zombie experiments.
Arias began purchasing and selling B.O.W.s, and began developing a new virus strain with an emphasis for
infected individuals to determine friend from foe and attack only selected targets. Likewise he wanted the
ability to vaccinate protected individuals and render them impervious to harm. He figured this specific trait
would make his virus more marketable as a weapon. He may have gained personal revenge for the killing of his
wife but he still harboured blame on current society. He began to feel bitter towards humanity and believed
them to be defective. Turning humanity into zombies would remove war and conflict, and expunge basic
primordial desires, leading to the abolition of contradictory actions such as rape and sexual assault. His new
virus would become known as the Animality Virus or A-Virus for short, and Arias believed it would be
superior to similar strains developed in the past by previous organisations. He would use it to avenge the flaws
of humanity.
His search for a control mechanism for the A-Virus led him coming into contact with surviving members of
the Los Illuminados, the religious sect once led by Osmund Saddler and responsible for a Las Plagas outbreak
in the rural regions of Southern Europe. Although the cult was all but destroyed following that incident,
surviving members and sympathisers still remained and harboured revenge on the American government.
Arias struck a deal with them and was given access to the original research conducted by Luis Sera that led to
the development of the Dominant Species Plaga. Once the A-Virus was completed, Arias would repay the Los
Illuminados by causing a large-scale biohazard on American soil. Arias applied the DNA nucleotides from the
Plagas into the A-Virus, successfully creating a fusion that allowed for a unique control mechanism. He also
used the A-Virus to enhance Diego Gomez who had been badly injured following the bomb blast at the
wedding and turned him into a hulking Tyrant-like creature. Likewise the A-Virus was applied to Maria, and
she became a highly effective drone, expunged of all human emotion other than when around her father.
Arias continued to operate in the shadows, adopting the modus operandi of Tricell and Neo-Umbrella by
selling biological weapons to terrorists and countries at war. He was a very intelligent man and extremely
proficient at his work. He was on Interpol’s most wanted list and numerous attempts were made to locate him
without success. He had a vast network of sources and had ties with numerous traitorous individuals inside the
U.S. Government and scientific research groups linked to the World Health Organisation.
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Eventually the location of one of his hideouts was determined after Cathy White, an undercover agent of the
B.S.A.A., managed to infiltrate herself inside one of Arias’ organisations. She fed information back to the
B.S.A.A. confirming Arias was now in possession of B.O.W.s. but she was soon found out and eliminated
alongside her son, Zack. But the intelligence Cathy provided allowed for the Mexican GAFE to mobilise a raid
to arrest Arias at his mansion in Mexico, with Chris Redfield along for the ride as an observer. But Arias had a
vast intelligence network and knew of the mission to arrest him. All none essential personnel were infected
with the A-Virus and the mansion was booby trapped in preparation for the army’s arrival. As a result, the
entire military unit was killed and only Chris Redfield survived, despite Arias besting him in hand-to-hand
combat.
Arias disappeared again and resumed his pact with the Los Illuminados, pledging to honour his part of the deal
by using the A-Virus to cause a large scale outbreak in New York City. He contaminated the water source in the
Great Lakes area of the United States with the latent form of the A-Virus. He then used his Agua Industries
corporation to bottle the contaminated water and distribute it across the country. Over time, hundreds of
thousands of innocent people all became unknowingly infected. But one small setback to Arias’ plan was the
unpredictability of the A-Virus in its infant form. On certain rare occasions based on undetermined
circumstances, the latent form of the virus would activate on its own, and in a four month period this caused
approximately 20 small outbreaks in and around the Great Lakes area. The B.S.A.A. contained these incidents
and the infected bodies were studied by the authorities who determined that a deadly new viral strain was in
play. Worse, tissue samples were extracted by specialised research teams and individuals such as Professor
Rebecca Chambers used advanced supercomputers to create experimental vaccine treatments. Rebecca
reported her initial findings to the W.H.O. which were then sent out to various research organisations across
the world. This research was leaked back to Arias who determined Rebecca’s proposed vaccine research was
incomplete, yet still successful enough to potentially disrupt his plans. As a result, he instructed Maria Gomez
to cause a biohazard at Rebecca’s place of work, the Alexander Institute of Biotechnology in Chicago, and use
the A-Virus to kill her and her team and destroy the vaccine research. At the same time, Arias was also
finalising the details of the New York attack. Because enough of the populace had consumed the contaminated
Agua water, he would use tanker trucks to disperse the stage 2 trigger virus in airborne form, thus turning
everyone into zombies. Any key individuals within the biohazard zone would already be inoculated with the
stage 3 vaccine and be immune to mutation and attack. The Los Illuminados later informed Arias that the
operational order had been stolen by Patricio, a former member and envoy from the cult to the outside world.
They had Patricio’s family as hostages and believed he was trying to warn the D.S.O. about the impending
attack.
The attack on Alexander Institute was a success and the vaccine development data was destroyed, however,
Rebecca escaped with her life after already trying the trial vaccine on herself and had already taken a digital
copy of the data. Arias tracked her to Colorado where she went with Chris Redfield to locate D.S.O. agent Leon
S. Kennedy. By curious coincidence, Patricio was also in Colorado and was looking for Leon. Arias originally
planned to have both Rebecca and Patricio killed, but had a dramatic change of heart when he saw Rebecca’s
face for the first time. Her resemblance to his late wife Sarah was uncanny and therefore he decided he wanted
her taken alive. Maria and Diego used a team of mercenaries to abduct Rebecca and kill Patricio. On Arias’
orders, Rebecca was brought back to his headquarters in New York. Arias had a virtual mock-up made of the
original wedding chapel he married Sarah in and had Rebecca dressed in the same gown. It was later revealed
that Arias had preserved the lives of many of his close friends and family killed at the wedding by reanimating
them as zombies. But although he succeeded in reviving them he had yet to find a way to stop them
decomposing. Arias was impressed by Rebecca’s intellect and her breakdown of the A-Virus, but insisted her
vaccine was obsolete as it lacked the essential mechanisms required to stop the infected from attacking
vaccinated individuals. He confessed he wanted to redo his wedding and became angry when Rebecca spurned
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his advances. Instead he decided to infect her once again and surgically graft Sarah’s preserved arm onto her
body, insisting that would change Rebecca’s mind about him. He also brought forward the timetable for the
New York attack as he believed the B.S.A.A. were already on their way to rescue Rebecca. The date had
originally been scheduled for the following morning but now the attack was to begin right away.
As tanker trucks loaded with the trigger virus began dispersing the airborne toxin across town, Arias used the
antibodies in Rebecca’s blood to create a more potent trigger virus strain, but in order for it to work, it had to
be administered via direct injection and would take approximately 30 minutes to take effect. Arias watched as
New York quickly descended into chaos and reflected that perhaps the world burning in flames was what he
always wanted after all. He believed his growing army of the dead would change the world for the better,
correcting the imbalance caused by recent wars. He would hit the reset button the world and his B.O.W.s were
the right tools for the job, ready to bring down the world’s most powerful nations one at a time. But unlike
others before him with similar machinations who were mentally unstable, Arias knew exactly what he was
doing, and was motivated by nothing other than plain revenge.
Arias released numerous zombies out of holding areas to take care of Chris and Leon who quickly arrived at his
headquarters to rescue Rebecca before eventually confronting Chris on the rooftop by his penthouse
apartment. He shot Rebecca in the leg with his favoured firearm; a long-magazine Glock 18 and engaged Chris
in a fight to the death. Arias matched Chris like for like in both firepower and close quarters combat in a brutal
battle where both took turns in gaining the upper hand. Eventually they spilled over onto the fragile glass
rooftop of the building’s central atrium and as Arias pounded Chris with a succession of punches, the glass
cracked underneath. At this point he was blinded by rage and anger and Chris was eventually able to propel
Arias over his shoulders where he fell through the glass and plummeted down the atrium and was left mortally
wounded on the floor far below, his body completely broken. As a contingency for such an occurrence, Diego
Gomez was programmed to shed his power limiter and mutate should Arias die, that was his trigger. At this
point, the Tyrant-like Gomez mutated and bonded with Arias’ body in a technique not unlike that of the
Queen Plaga bonding with Ramon Salazar. This was the only way for Arias to remain alive and he was now in
control of the muscular Tyrant body, with the remains of Diego’s face now grafted onto his chest and shoulder.
The mutated Arias leapt back up to the roof to confront Chris but was distracted by Leon, which allowed Chris
to get away and search for the vaccine for Rebecca. As Arias got the upper hand over Leon, he was confronted
by the Silver Dagger B.S.A.A. team who fired at him with a rail gun. Although Arias survived, the blast tore
through his shoulder and obliterated the remains of Diego. Arias attacked the Osprey and was left hanging in
the air, using extendable claws to hold himself up in the air. But eventually Arias was destroyed completely
when Chris later reappeared and blew him apart with a grenade launcher.
Diego Gomez is born. He will go on to become a close friend and associate of Glenn Arias.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DIEGO GOMEZ

*Born: UK. Died: 2014. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: AGUA-Industries.
Diego Gomez was a close friend and business associate of Glenn Arias. He was a large, muscular man with an
imposing build and served as bodyguard to Arias. There is no record of his wife but he had one daughter
named Maria. Gomez originally worked as a top executive inside a formidable Mexican drug cartel. It was there
he met and befriended Arias, who at the time was infiltrating the organisation on behalf of the CIA. Diego ran
into some trouble with the leaders and Arias helped him out, resulting in the start of a strong friendship. Diego
always wore body armour under his clothes on any occasion and was one of a small exclusive group who knew
of Arias’ real identity after he had left the CIA and gone dark.
Both Diego and Maria were in attendance at Arias’ wedding when it was targeted in a smart bomb attack by the
U.S. Government. The blast killed a majority of those present, but Arias survived thanks to Diego protecting
him, though this led to a certain amount of bitterness from Arias who believed Diego should have instead
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protected his bride, Sarah. Diego was mortally wounded in the explosion and the only way for Arias to preserve
his life was to transform him into a tyrant-type biological weapon. He underwent body strengthening surgery
and was given numerous doses of growth hormone which increased his muscular structure and made him
abnormally large. Presumably he was dosed with the t-Virus and then equipped with an exterior power limiter
to keep runaway mutation in check. Later when the A-Virus was
perfected, he was further strengthened and was a unique Tyrant
created with an A-Virus and refined t-Virus combination. The
transformation was a success, though Diego was left mute and unable
to speak. The application of the A-Virus left him devoid of all emotion
and he was made to wear a special chrome mask to hide the
disfigurement on his face. In addition he had metallic support struts on
each of his arms. The Power Limiter was directly grafted onto his
spinal column with metal rods and bolts hammered directly into the
flesh. Whenever Diego rested, he had to sit inside a special machine to
allow his limiter to charge. In this form Diego still acted as bodyguard
to Arias and he was programmed to deactivate his power limiter and
mutate should Arias be mortally wounded. Due to the influence of Plaga nucleotides in the DNA sequence of
the A-Virus, Arias could combine himself with another life form in a similar manner to how the Mother Plaga
absorbed Ramon Salazar. In his regular form, Diego possessed unmatched strength and was able to wield
custom-made weaponry far too heavy for a normal human being to carry. He was an enforcer for Arias often
working alongside Maria and teams of armed mercenaries. Because he carried the a-Virus, he was immune to
attack from other infectants. He retained his intelligence but was still unable to speak, only showing small
traces of his former humanity whenever Maria was close to him.
Diego was present when the Mexican GAFE launched a failed bid to apprehend Arias at one of his mansions in
Mexico. He later reappeared in Colorado and assisted in the murder of Los Illuminados betrayer Patricio and
the capture of Rebecca Chambers. In New York he was badly injured in a battle with Chris Redfield when he
was engulfed in the aftermath of an incendiary grenade explosion. When Arias was mortally wounded after
falling from a rooftop, Diego, as ordered, disabled his power limiter and began a transformation. Plaga-like
proboscis sprouted from his back and assimilated the dying form of Arias into his own being. Typically for a
Super Tyrant, the outer layer of skin hardened and became armoured almost like the skin of a tough reptile. It
was Arias who was now in control of the body with the remains of Diego’s head now grafted onto the shoulder.
Whatever was left of Diego was finally destroyed when Arias was shot by B.S.A.A. member Nadia firing a rail
gun.
With Umbrella established in the business world and the Progenitor Virus production problem
solved, Spencer turns his attention back towards his true ambitions and the reason why
everything thus far has been put in place; Project Wesker. Over the next 30 years, several
hundred children of various background and ethnicities will be unwittingly chosen as test
subjects for the program. Amongst the first batch of children gathered is a small boy by the
name of Albert. His distinguishing feature are his bright blue eyes and thick, blonde hair; the
same Aryan traits the Nazis so desired. Albert will be looked after from afar by Umbrella, given
the best education possible and then recruited into the company as an employee as per
Spencer’s wishes.
PROJECT PROFILE: THE WESKER CHILDREN
Also known as Project Wesker and the Wesker Plan, the Wesker Children program was the brainchild of
Oswell E. Spencer, rich European aristocrat and leader of the Umbrella Corporation. It represented the most
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significant operation involving the Progenitor Virus to artificially speed up evolution. The end product was to
create a race of meta-humans at the pinnacle of their existence and reside in a utopian future Spencer would
rule over as a god. Progenitor would represent the key tool for a positive eugenics program to improve
humanity by bringing those together with desirable traits and making them better still.
Spencer had always been fascinated with the history and evolution of man as a complex organism. Yet he felt
true dominance was hampered by the fact homo-sapiens in their current guise had too many faults and
imperfections and ultimately would be responsible for their own downfall. As a young man he would often
fantasise about ruling a supreme master race and in this respect was influenced by the likes of Adolf Hitler. In
just over 200,000 years man had evolved from the ape to their current form and Spencer hypothesised about a
process of genetic manipulation that could effectively speed up the process of further evolution, enabling him
to unlock the keys to future human potential in the span of his own lifetime. These possibilities included
immunity to disease, heightened physicality, improved mental faculties
and increased lifespan.
For a time this belief seemed nothing more than a fantasy until one day
Spencer acquired a rare copy of the Natural History Conspectus; a set
of 72 encyclopaedic volumes detailing the hidden mysteries of Africa.
The books were written by Henry Travis, a man disgraced by even his
own family and much of the content related to the flora and fauna of
the landscape. But a certain few chapters on indigenous and aboriginal
tribes caught his eye. Travis wrote extensively about the Ndipayan
people; a secretive tribe that once resided in the subterranean depths of
the mountains of Kijuju, a province near the west coast of the
continent. Henry wrote of old legends and witnessed ceremony
reinactments about a sacred flower that bestowed heightened abilities
on those worthy enough to survive its effects. Those deemed worthy gained positive physical enhancements
such as increased speed and strength; traits too impossible to be explained away by conventional science.
Henry’s own family ridiculed him and these tales were dismissed away as fantasy and folklore, but Spencer was
one of the few that believed the stories and that the Stairway to the Sun was the key to the master race he was
seeking.
As a man of science, Spencer believed the Ndipaya had been enhanced by the positive effects of a virus and his
research colleague James Marcus later concurred that the possibility of a virus with the ability to alter the
human DNA chain could exist somewhere in nature. In order for his vision of a superior human race to
become a reality, Spencer needed to find this 'progenitor' virus at all costs. It was later discovered in December
1966 and proven to contain DNA altering characteristics. Spencer’s guiding principle was always ‘those who
were mentally and physically superior should lead those who were not.’ This survival of the fittest doctrine was
at the root of his power that began with Umbrella and only increased with each ruthless assassination of his
friends and colleagues. To create his new world, the number of potential victims was of no concern to him.
Whether it was 10, or 10,000,000 lives, he would continue killing as long as necessary. The creation of Umbrella,
the development of biological weapons, it was all just a cover for continuing development of the Progenitor
Virus that nobody else ever figured out. For Spencer, the fame and fortune of Umbrella was just secondary. He
consulted with a researcher named Dr. Wesker who became supervisor of this grand new plan which was
named in his honour. They began to monitor children from all backgrounds across the world born to parents
of superior intellect and genes then came up with a shortlist of several hundred candidates that would be
integrated into the program. These children were then forcibly taken, likely through illegal child kidnapping
rings and abduction. The candidates were all given new identities and identification numbers, with each of
their surnames changed to Wesker. Because their knowledge, logic and self-will could not be altered through
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genetic manipulation, they were all placed into a program of social re-education and their minds programmed
subliminally to indoctrinate Spencer’s own personal values into each of them. The result of this would see the
children viewing Spencer as their ‘father’ and each would exercise an almost overpowering curiosity about his
motivations and intentions. Upon reaching maturity this would manifest as a growing anxiety within each of
the subjects and act as a control vector. This subliminal programming also ensured each child was left with no
recollection of their former lives. The candidates were raised in isolation in controlled environments and
trained to obtain the perfect bodies and minds before being provided with the very best educations in the
chosen fields they desired. These was all provided and financed covertly by Umbrella and Dr. Wesker would
monitor each one and send regular reports over to Spencer. The Umbrella Corporation was a key component
for the Wesker Children, although it was a black project kept strictly off the books with none of the other
company executives ever aware of its existence. The Progenitor Virus was the base template, but the success of
the project hindered on its adaptability with modern humans so that would bequeath special abilities upon the
Wesker Children like the Ndipaya of legend. What Spencer needed was a neutered version of Progenitor, and
this was the whole purpose of the t-Virus project.
Upon completion of their special educations, the Wesker Children were released back into the world and ready
to act out their potential. One candidate showing particular promise was a young, blonde-haired teenager
named Albert. He was recruited by Umbrella as an executive trainee and sent to the Management Training
School run by Dr. Marcus. In his short time at the facility, Albert demonstrated ruthless potential and did not
hesitate to betray Dr. Marcus and deliver samples of his stolen prototype t-Virus direct to Spencer’s doorstep.
From that moment, Albert was transferred to Arklay Labs to work alongside William Birkin on the t-Virus
project and carved out a most impressive career.
Another exceptional candidate was a female named Alex. Like Albert, she displayed almost limitless potential
and became a gifted scientist. She survived hellish tests of endurance and passed every test presented before
her, only to have her progress hampered by sudden concerns over her health. Not wanting to discard such a
promising candidate, Spencer went against his better judgement and jeopardised the entire future of the
project by revealing to Alex her origins and role as a Wesker Child. She was given a pseudonym surname and
recruited into Umbrella working in the information Department. She would also take over as head of the
Wesker Children and monitor the remaining candidates. Through the Information Department she became
acquainted with Albert who himself had recently transferred from Arklay having given up his post as chief
researcher and declining the opportunity to work alongside Birkin on the G-Virus. Albert and Alex became
professional rivals, each using the other to strive and reach their maximum potential. Spencer even
commissioned a painting of his two brightest children, although Albert had no idea of the real significance
behind it at the time. Spencer was pleased with both of their actions, and if his other candidates turned out like
them, then he would have nothing but quality individuals for his new race of humanity. But soon it was time to
enact the second phase of the plan and as the years passed the candidates were slowly whittled down.
By this point the t-Virus project had been running for 20 years and throughout that time many successful
variants had been produced, culminating in the ε-Strain which by this point had completed development at
Arklay Labs and was ready for combat testing. All data from the various completed strains since James Marcus’
original prototype with Leech DNA had been catalogued and analysed, and from this came the ‘Experimental
Virus’; a special variant derived from the mutation stocks specifically designed to be administered to all
remaining Wesker Children. The purpose of this virus was to identify the most gifted individuals and weed out
those who were not good enough. In total, 13 of the most promising Wesker Children were injected with the
virus. Some took it on the recommendation of a friend, others as part of their medical treatment and some had
it forcibly administered. However, despite over 20 years of research and experimentation, the experimental
virus, like the original Progenitor before it, was still too potent and the screening process too selective as a
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majority of the Wesker Children died. Only two candidates survived; subject no. 12 Alex and subject no. 13
Albert.
Because of his rare and unique blood type, the virus resurrected Albert following his impalement at the hands
of the T-002 Type Tyrant and he was left with superhuman abilities. These manifested in the form of
accelerated healing, an inability to feel pain, heightened physical reactions and increased speed. He had
adapted just like the Ndipaya ancients long before him and the only obvious physical difference was his eye
pupils becoming slitted and cat-like with a change of colouring to the iris. Alex Wesker was not as fortunate
and received no such abilities, though the fact she survived the virus was testament to her impressive genetics
and strong will. By now she had developed a terminal illness and it was hypothesised but never proved that her
condition may have in some way halted the positive spread of the experimental virus throughout her body,
thereby never providing the opportunity for the special
abilities to manifest.
At the time, Albert was believed to have perished
during the events of the mansion incident and Alex
compiled a detailed report on the Wesker Children
project for Spencer, concluding the overall success rate
had been reduced to 18%. The quota of qualified
individuals was almost empty and needed to be
addressed immediately otherwise the future of the
project would be in jeopardy. Because there was no
roster of qualified individuals to replace these losses, Alex made recommendations to start selecting individuals
from the pool of failed candidates. Then minor adjustments could be made to restore up to 93% of the quota
prior to Albert’s death. However, as initial preparations were being made, the Raccoon City incident and
subsequent fallout put paid to any future aspirations for the Wesker Children project. As time went by,
Spencer’s body became old and diseased and he called upon Alex to help make him an immortal, for that would
be the only way his grand vision could still be realised. He provided Alex with everything she needed in terms
of resources, personnel and test subjects and at first, she foolishly and compulsively scrambled to follow his
orders. But over time she soon began to realise that she had zero obligation to obey what was now a stupid,
decrepit old man. Spencer’s subliminal hold over her had been broken years ago when he first revealed her
origins to her. She quickly began to make plans to preserve her own mortality and maintained her loyalty as a
ruse to continue her duplicitous use of his vast resources. Eventually, when she had built up her own empire on
a small, forgotten island in the Baltic Sea, Alex disappeared out of Spencer’s life completely.
It was later revealed that Albert had survived the mansion incident and gone into hiding under the
employment of Umbrella’s main rival company. He had an even greater neo-human trait than Alex and that
was absolute ambition. Albert attained superhuman powers through the experimental virus and began to think
of himself as chosen by god. Spencer’s very existence was the failsafe device that eventually brought Albert back
to him. All Wesker Children were programmed to seek Spencer out and this was the discomfort Albert had felt
all his life and particularly during his time at Arklay when he would wonder about Spencer’s intentions on an
almost daily basis. But Spencer made one fatal calculation in that this failsafe only worked for so long as it
remained a mystery. As soon as this mystery was revealed, Albert had no means of restraint. Spencer had
already broken these psychological shackles once before with Alex when he went against his better judgement
and told her of her origins all those years ago. Now upon learning the truth about Spencer that had been
covered in a veil, Albert was finally released from the curse of the Wesker Project and angrily murdered his
arrogant former master.
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Albert was later killed in 2009 after a final confrontation with his arch-enemy Chris Redfield, and Alex
followed two years later following a botched attempt to attain immortality by digitally copying and imprinting
her personality onto another vessel.
KNOWN WESKER CHILDREN SUBJECTS:
001: Hans Wesker
002: Felicia Wesker
003: Marco Wesker
004: Jonah Wesker
005: Irma Wesker
006: Ken Wesker
007: Laura Wesker
008: William Wesker
009: Hiro Wesker
010: Derek Wesker
011: Miles Wesker
012: Alex Wesker
013: Albert Wesker
In the small Eastern European country of Edonia, a woman is born who will one day give birth
to Jake Muller. She will move to America in her early twenties and have a brief relationship
with Albert Wesker, falling pregnant to him.
Following Edward Ashford’s death, Alexander Ashford takes charge of all his father’s t-Virus
research, but his lack of skills in the field of virology means the Ashford’s research soon falls
behind and they are overtaken by several other independent research divisions within
Umbrella. Other prominent members of the Ashford family begin to view this as an
embarrassment to the family’s name and legacy.
In Louisiana, competitive young brothers Jack and Joe Baker have a fight and Joe breaks Jack’s
nose after close lining him into the swamp.
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